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Preface 
The Space Programs Summary is a six-volume bimonthly publication designed 
to report on JPL space exploration programs and related supporting research and 
advanced development projects. The titles of all volumes of the Space Programs 
Sumrilary are : 
Vol. I. The Lunar Program (Co~iidential) 
Vol. 11. The Pknday-Znterplanetay Program (Confidential) 
Vol. 111. The Deep Space Netr1)ork (Unclassified) 
Vol. IV. Supporting Research and Advanced Deuelopment (Unclassified) 
Vol. V. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Confidential) 
Vol. VI. Space Explaratiun Programs arid Space Sciences (Unclassified) 
'The Space Programs Summary, Vol. VI, consists of: an unc!ass$ed digest of 
appropriate material from Vols. 1, 11, and 111; an original presentation of the 
Ji'L quality assurance and reliability efforts, and the environmental- and dynamic- 
testing facility-development activities; and a reprint of the space science instru- 
mentation studies of Vols. I and 11. 
Approved by: 
W. H. Pickering, ~ i k c f o r  / 
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SYSTEMS DIVISION 
A. Optimum Strategies for Selecting .Midcourse 
Correction Aiming Points, T. H. Thornton, Jr. 
This summary describes t\ o strategies for selecting 
interplaneta- .-  midcourse correction aiming points when 
slich aiming points are restricted by a planetary quaran- 
tine constiaint. 
With reference to Fig. 1, we define the following 
quantities: let R,. be the capture radius of the target; 
x, 2nd x, be coordinates aligned with the minor and 
major axes, respectively, of the midcourse correction dis- 
persion ellipse; a,  and a, be the center of the final success FINAL SUCCESS ZONE 7 
zone; R, be the final swcess zone radius; and a, ard p.. 
be the first midcourse c~rect ion airling point. The vec- 
tors R and T are shown to illustrate the B-plane. 
It will he assumed that the size cif the midcourse cor- 
rection dispersion ellipx is not a function of p, and p2. 
This assumes large B-plane errors prior to the midcourse 
c o ~  I cction. I 
MIDCOURSE MANEUVER 
DISPERSION ELLIPSE It should be noted that Ihe orier,tation of the mid- 
course error ellipse is fixed and does not change with Fig. 1. Coordinate definition 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
p1 or k,  and that some orientations, and hence some Forming 
trajectories, are more favorable than others. 
((11 - P I ) ,  -+ ( (1 ,  - ;,:), 
--- +*p i+"  
(T i cr ; ' 1  (61 The first aiming point strategy that \ye will consider LU L cry A 
is that whic!l maximizes thc probability of being within 
the final Yuccess zone after the first midcoursr cc:rt.ction, it f'ollo'y"hat 
su5ject to a k~lanetary quasantlne constraint P,. This 
strategy also m~nirnizes the probability of needing addi- 
t~olial intcrphnetary csorrections. 
or 
Let p ( x l ,  s,, tr,, tr,, p, .  p.) be the B-space error density 
function aftthr the correction. \f'e \vish to obtain the 
max;.num : 
The equality is used in Eq. (2), rnd we shall modify the 
final answer to account for the desired icequality. 'Now, 
unless the problem is trivial, R,  will be sm-11 compared 
to nl and n,, and PI will be small compared to unity; thus 
-1 
Eqs. (1) and (2) can be written as 
Since ;I is of the form 




r ;  r ;  
-+-- constant 
n i  ' n i  
This states that the first midcourse aiming point pl, p2 
should be along the line joining the center of the target 
planet and a,, a,. It is obvious that we have a maximum 
to Eq. (1) when p l ,  p, is on the same side of the planet 
as a , ,  a ,  and a minimum to Eq. (1) when p,, p2 is on the 
opposite side of the planet. The actual values of p1 and 
p. are selected to satisfy Eq. ( 1 ) .  
so that 
yields 
r1 - ( 1 1  
- - 
P, a, 
with p1 and p, being determined from 
noting that p;' + pt must be greater than a: + a: 
If the probability of bei;ig in the final success zone 
after the first midcoursc correction is s m d ,  one may wish 
to choose the first midcourse correction aiming point to 
minimize the expected square of the miss rather than to 
maximize the immediate probability of success. This will, 
( 5 )  in some cases, decrease the chances of a third interplane- 
tary correctioi~ while increasing the chances of the second 
interplanetary correction. We shall consider this as a 
possible second strategy. 
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Let m,, m, be sar,:;?le miss coord;nates in the : . I ,  x, powerplant specific mass, and the propulsion system effi- 
system after the first midcourse correction. \.Ve fi~ist to ciency function. 
I so that 
Now 
E[(,.ql -- al)" I a: + - al)" (i3) 
Using Eq. (13) and the assumptions of the constraint 
Eq. (5 ) ,  we write Eqs. (11) and (12) as 
so that 
P ;  ~5 
- + - = constant 
a; 0: 
It follows that 
It is noted that if a, = a,, Eq. (15) becomes Eq. (8), and 
the two strateg~es are equal. Also as ul becomes large 
compared to o,, pl approaches a,; that is, the point al .  a. 
will be along the minor axis of the dispersion ellipse. 
B. Analysis of a Low-Thrust Solar-Electric 
Jupiter Flyby Mission, C. G. sauer 
The following presents some preliminary results of a 
trajectory analysis of a low-thrust solar-electric flyby 
mission to Jupiter. In order to accurately evaluate the 
potential capability of a low-thrust solar-electric propul- 
sion vehicle for a specific mission, it is first necessary to 
conduct a comprehensive a.~alysis covering a relatively 
large range of flight time and departure dates. In this 
preliminary analysis it is also desirable to place as few 
restrictions as possible on the vehicle, specifying only 
those parameters which characterize the particular ve- 
hicle or propulsion slatem being in\ t stigated. The par- 
ticu!ar parameters being fixed for this investigation 
irlclude the launch vehicle characteristics, the low-thr~lst 
The specific launch vehicle being ctonsidered is the 
Atlas SI,\'3C/Cciitaur whose performi~nce is described in 
Eef. 1. This la11r.ch vehicle has approximately a 1300-kg 
payload capability at tscape speed. 
T!~ere are a i~unlber of velriclt or flight parame ers 
which are free and capable of beirq optimized. Thest, 
include, in addition to the flight path, the depa-ture 
energy, the powerplant mass of the low-thrust vehicle and 
the exhaust velocity or specific impulse ot the propulsion 
system. A conservative value of 30 kg/kW for the power- 
plant spe2ific mass was used in this analysis. Any de- 
crease in this value would, of course, result in a direct 
increase in useful payload. 
The optimization of the pc?c.erplallt .nass and exhaust 
velocity is accomplished usir:g the methods descrlizd in 
Ref. 2 so as to result in maximum gross payload into an 
inpowered trajrdcry past Jupiter. 
A range of departure dates of about 450 days was 
covered to include a full synodic period of the earth and 
Jupiter, the earliest departure date corresponding to A?ril 
28. 1975. A range of !light times of 600 to 1000 days was 
included to provide a reasonably comprehensive cover 
age. Because the inclination of the Jovian orbit to the 
ecliptic plane is only 1.3 deg, and because the arri7:al 
planet was close to a node during the arrival times inves- 
tigated, it was possible to perform the analysis using a 
two-dimensional model with a consequent saving in 
computing time. A program which numerically integrated 
the two-body equations of motion and Euler-Lagrnnge 
equations and solves :he two-point boundary value prob- 
lem is used for t h ~  analysis (Ref. 3). 
1.  Optimization of the Departure Energy 
Since the low-thrust vehicle is a rather low performance 
vehicle, optimizatiqn of the iilunch vehicle and low-thrust 
vehicle results in hypeholic or near-hyperbolic escape 
from the earth using the high-thrust launch vehicle. The 
methods described in SPS 37--36, Vol. IV, pp. 14-19, were 
used in computing the effects of the departure planet on 
the two-body optimization formulation described in Ref. 3. 
The effects of the departure plane' the analy-is was 
included by incorporating an "asymptotic velocity bias" 
at the start of the trajectory which was a function of the 
departure energy, the gravitational attraction o; the 
planet, and the initial thrust acceleration of the low-thrust 
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Fig. 2. Jupiter flyby optimum C :  deparature d ~ t e ,  
1975 
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Fig. 3. Velocity bias versus departure da+e 
vchicle. The direction of this velocity was also optimized. 
The rrsr~lts of the optimization of the departure energy 
is sho\vn in Fig. 2.  In this figure, C ;  is t\vice the specific 
energy at departure. Figure 3 presents the corresponding 
~liagnitr~clc of the asymptotic velocity bids applied at the 
start of the trajectory. Note that although slightly nega- 
tive values of departl~re cncv-gy are realized, nevertheless, 
the resulting velocity l)ia\ is never less than around 
300 m/s. \ 
2. Vehicle Masses 
Thc initial mass of the lo\\.-thrust vehicle is solely a 
function of thc magnitude of the dcparture energy and is 
slio\vn in Fig. 4. Sotc that the earliest launch dates corre- 
slx)~id to trnn\fer argirs of more than one revolution and 
!icnce Inny 11c designattld as indirect tr:~nsfer trajectories, 
tht, vchicle coming significantly inside the orbit of the 
carill. Tht. latest launch dates correspond to a more 
dir:.ct transfer \vith mrlch shorter transfer zngles, these 
trajectories \vht>n optimized reqr~iring, in general, high 
values of tlt~p;trtllrc cncrgy. 
I 
0 ICO 200 3 0 0  400 500 
DEPARTURE ( JULIAN DATE 1, days AFTER 2,442,500.5 
Fig. 4. Initial vehicle mass versus departure date 
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r 600  days(FLIGHT TIME) TI~I 
DEPARTURE (JULIAN DATE), days AFTER 2,442, 500.5 
Fig. 5. Powerplant mass versus departure date 
Figure 5 presents the optimized powerplant mass. The 
corresponding output electrical po\ver to the propulsion 
system may be found by dividing the powerplant mass 
by the po\i.er~lalit specific Inass of 30 kg/k\f7. 
Figure 6 gives the gross payload capability of this 
vehicle. Note that a larger payload is possible on zny 
particular departure d a t ~  hy increasing the flight time. 
The maxirna occurring for the c.arl!. 1;luncll dates corrc,- 
spend to the indirect transfers mcntioncd previously. 
The maxima occurring late in the launch pclriod corre- 
spond to direct transfer trait-ctories. 
500 
3. Exhaust Velocity 
1 
1 1000 days (!LIGHT TIM! I -1 
The optimized values of exhaust vt>locity are shown in 
Fig. 7. Note that tht. longer flight timcs require hig1lt.r 
values of cxhaust velocity. 
DEPARTURE: (JULIAN DATE), days AFTER 2,442,500 5 
Fig. 7. Optimum exhaust velocity versus departure date 
The form of the efficiency function for the particular 
pro~~l l s ion  system 1)cing considered is givcn in Appendix 
.4 of Ref. 3, for a mercury bom1,ardlnent engine under 
development by tlrr Hughes Aircraft Cornparry. This 
efficiency function 7, is closcly approximatcti by the. fol- 
h y i n g  analytic torin givcn in Hrf. 2, 
where c is the cffcctivt. c~xlinr~st vr,locity of thr prop111- 
\ion systim. 
DEPARTURE (JULIAN DATE), days AFTER 2,442,500.5 
Fig. 6. Gross payload versus departure date 
Thr  !ast three figures present several trajectory-relatcd 
parameters which are of interest. F~grlrr 8 presents the 
hyperbolic approach velocity at Jupiter for the trajec- 
tories 1)eing considered. The indircct transfer tr;ljcctories 
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result in generally high values of approach hyperbolic 
velocity. 
251 I I 1 1 1 
0 100 200 300 400 50 > 
DEPARTURE (JULIAN DATE), days AFTER 2,442,500.5 
Fig. 8. Hyperbolic approach velocity versus departure 
date 
DEPARTURE(JUI-IAN DATE), days AFTER 2,442,500 5 
Fig. 9. Closest approach to sun versus departure date 
Figure 9 shows the minimum distance of closest ap- 
proach of the vehicle to the sun. The indirect transfer 
trajectories require very close approaches to the sun of 
0.5 to 0.6 AU, these close approaches possibly severely 
compromising the tiesig: of the vehicle. 
The resulting total propulsion time required by the 
low-thrust propulsion system is showr, in Fig. 10. Note 
that the indirect transfer trajectories require longer oper- 
ating times and a corresponding decrease in reliability of 
the thrust~rs. 
eoo 9000 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
DEPARTURE (JULIAN DATE ),days AFTER 2,442, 500.5 
Fig. 10. Total propulsion time versus departure date 
C. A Note on Diverse Methods for Obtaining 
the Mean, Variance, and Higher Moments 
in Discrete Probability Theory 
H .  lass ond C. B .  Solloway 
In discrete probability theory there are various methods 
available to obtain the moments of the distribution. 
Generating functions are applicable when the irequency 
function has c.n explicit form or can be expressed by means 
of a difference equation. Occasionally one can set up 
directly t!le difference equation for the mean, as in the 
case of the gambler ruin problem to be discussed. How- 
ever, tc, our knowledge, this method has not been exploited 
for ;. calculation of the variance. The method for calculat- 
in5 the variance will depend on the known fact that the 
second moment about a point is simply the variance plus 
the square of the distance from the mean to the point in 
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question, often called the translation theorem. We will whose distance from p,, is p. From the tran !ation theorem 
now exhibit this method by means of various examples. it follows that 
1. Example 1 
Let us consider the standaid problem involving inde- = u;, +~ pq 
pendent Bernoulli trials. Let p be the probability of 
success and let q = 1-p be the probability of a failure that of :- nJ)G'7 - 
for a single trial. For n trials we wish to determine the 
mean and variance for the random variable describing the 2. Example 2 
number of successes. Since We consider that one-dimensional random walk prob- 
lem with p the probability of taking a unit step to the right 
and q = 1 - 11 the probability of taking a unit step to the PI= (;)pkPnik=0,1,&... .n, left. Starting at the origin we wish to determine the mean 
distance and variance from the origin :liter n independent 
moves. 
represents the probability of obtaining exactly k successes 
in n trials, the moment generating function becomes 
If p,, is the mean distance from the origin after n moves, 
it f(1llows that 
n 
from which one quickly deduces that p = hl' (0) = np, = pn-I + 1) -- q 
p2 = M" (6 = 0) = npq + n2p2, and a2 = p2 - p2 == nl)q. 
SO that pn = n(p -q),since p, -- 0. 
An alternative approach is to let Now with probability p, the first move is to the right 
(x = 1) and the mean distance from the origin after (n - 1) 
( = X I  + x1 + . . .  + xn (1) subsequent moves is 1 + (n  -1) (p - q), whose distance 
from pn = n ( p  - q) is (1 - p + q) = Sq. A similar argu- 
ment if the first move is to x = - 1 yields a distance of 211, 
with x ,  = 1 for a success and x, = 0 for a failure on the ;,nd the translation 
5th trial, i = 1,2, . . , n. Thus 6 is a random variable repre- 
senting the number of successes in n trials. It  is simple to 
(7; = p (cri-, + 49') k q (a', -1- 411") deduce that E(x,) = p, V(x,)  = pq. Thus p = E ( t )  - np 
and a:: = IT(() = npq. = o:,-l + ~ P Q  (4) 
yielding = 4pqn. 
Let us now obtain these results by means of difference 
equations. If +., is the mean number of successes in n trials, These results can be obtained easily by considering 
then pn = pn-, + p, since p, is the mean number of suc- = xi + X. . .  . + xn, with x -- 1, - 1 with probabilities 
cesses on the first (n - 1) trials, I*.,,..,, with the addition of 11 and q, respectiveiv. Thus E(x,) = p - q, V(xi) = 4pq 
one more succcss whkh can be obtained with probability yield the results above. 
p on the last trial. From p, = 0 it follcus that p, = np. 
3. Example 3 
Now let of be the variance for n trials. With probability Let P be the mean number of trials until two consecu- 
p a success will occur on the first trial, so that the mean tivcs successes occur for the case of Bernoulli trials (see 
number of successes I 11 be 1 + (n - l )p,  since (n - 1) Example lj .  Now one can be successful by obtaining 
trials remain. The distance of this point to p ,  = np is silccesses on the first two trials, or by failing on the first 
/ 1 - p I = q. With probability q, a failure occurs on the !rial and subsequc.ntly obtaining two conseeutivc. s~ic- 
first trial and the mean number of successes is (n - l )p  ccsses, or 1)y obtaining a succcss on the first trial, a failurtl 
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on the second trial, and subsequently obtaining two 
consecutive succcsses. Thus 
which yields ,L - (11 + I),'])'. 
From the trar~slation theorem it follows that 
which yields n' = ( 1  + 2 p  - Sp' - p"/p" 
By letting /I/, represent the probability that two con- 
secutive successes occur for the first time on the kth trial, 
one can deduce that p,, = 4m.1 + pq/)r-., k > 3, with 
p ,  = 0, I ) :  :- pl ,  From 
-... one can 9htain the abovc results for p. Similarly one can 
obtain ,r2 of Eq. (6). 
Another method for obtainizg p is to note if V ,  is the 
prohahility that t\vo consecutive successes occur on the 
nth trial, hut not nc,ccssarily for the first time, then 
l i m , , + m ~ , ,  = p2y i j)'q -1 . . .  = p 2 / ( l  11). and from 
a kno\\.n result that p - l im, ,_% l /c, ,  we obtain 
,l :- (1 L- / ) ) / / I : .  
4. Example 4 
For Bc,rnoulli trials let pl, be the mean number of trials 
until the kth success occurs. Then pk = 1) (1  -I uli-,) 
-? (1 ( 1  + pi,), SO that pn = ph., + 1 / p ,  and ph = k / p .  
To ol>tain the variance, we note that if a success occuis 
on the first trial, the mean number of trials to obtain k 
successes is ( 1  i- (k - 1 ) / p )  whose distance from p k  = k / p  
is q/11; if a failiirc occurs, thr mean number of trials will 
be 1  i k / p ,  \vhose distance from p,, is unity. From the 
translation theorclm it follows that 
which yields n: = ( q / p 2 )  k .  
5. Example 5: The Gambler Ruin Problem 
Consider a fair game in which A and B exchange one 
unit per game. If A starts with a  units and B starts with 
1) units, we wish to determine the mean number of games 
played until either A or R is ruined. This problem is 
solved in probability texts by letting pn be the mean 
numlwr of gamc7s played 111~til A or B is ruined if A has 
n  units. Then. p,, - 'h(p,,+, i~ 1 )  + ?4~(p,,-l + I ) ,  with 
p,, = 0, p.,,,, = 0. The sol~rtion is p,, = ( a  + b ) n  - n2, 
so that p = p., -- nb, a startling result. 
We obtain no\\. the variance by means of the transla- 
tion theorem. Let a,;' I)c the variance for the number of 
games to be played until A or B is ruined if A has n units. 
With prohability 11 == '2 .  A will gain one unit after the 
first garne, so that the mean number of games that \vould 
11e played is 1  + (a i b)  ( n  $- I )  - ( n  + I ) ' ,  whose dis- 
tance from p,, = ( ( I  + h )  n - n' is I a + b - 2 n  I, with 
a similiir result if .4 loses the first game. 
Thus 
m 1  I 
n h [ ( T : + ~  + (a + b - 2 n ) ' ]  
with O; = of + h  = 0. The solution of Eq. ( 8 )  is 
6. Example 6 
For n Bernoulli trials let E  be the e-;ent that a success 
is followed by a failure. We wish tu determine the mean 
and variance for the event E. Thus 
since p  is the fraction of sample sequences which end 
with a success on the (n - Ijth trial, and q is the prob- 
ability that a failure occurs on the last trial yielding one 
further E .  Hence p, = ( n  - 1 ) p q .  
Xow let z represent the number of times the event E  
occurs in n trials, x  the number of times E occurs in 
( n  - 1 )  trials, and let y = 1 if E occurs on the last trial, 
otherwise y = 0. Thus z = x  + y, and E ( z 2 )  = E ( x 2 )  
+ E ( y 2 )  + 2 E ( x y ) ,  so that 
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with the second moment for the event E .  The soln- D. A New Approach to the Calculus of 
tion of Eq. ( i l )  yields Brownian Motion, S .  R .  McReynolds 
1. Introduction 
p ( f )  = p q  $ ( p q  - 6p2q') ( n  - 2) 
Stochastic calrnlus is tl,c. n...thcmatics of continuo~is 
-t p'q' ( n  - 2 )  ( n  t 3) ( I 2 !  stochastic processes. Th. stochiistic process conrcarnrd 
of = p(;' - ( p n ) z  = pq [ ( S p q  - lj 4- ( 1  - 311q)nI here is Bro\vnian motion. Thc. Fundnincntal pro1)lem in 
stochastic calculus is to furnish a mathematical modcl 
for sucll procilssvs and to provicl(1 the tools which ena1)le 
7.  Example 7 one to solvc. physicr~l pro1 ' ,ms. 
For n  Bernoulli trials let ils consider the mean number 
of runs. For example, the sequence 00 1 000 11 _0, has 
five runs. If p ,  is the mean number of runs, then 
p,, -- p , - I  + 2114, since an additional run is obtained on 
the last trial if a z e r o  follows a onc' (failure follows a 
success) or a o n e  follows a z e r o ,  with probability 2 p q .  
Hence p,, = 1  + 2 p q ( n  - 1 ) .  
A simple technique for obtaining p,, is the following: 
Let x , ,  x,, . . . ,  x,,, &note a sequence of z e r o s  cnd otics. 
Consider 
The common ~vorking inodd for most stochastic pro- 
rSesses is the stochas+ic clifferc.ntinl equation. For Rro\vn- 
ian motion it [Langevin's Equa t io~~ ;  has the form 
where x ( t )  is thr Bron.nian motion proccss, and tc(t )  is 
referred to as "\vhitr noise," which is not a well-defined 
process from cbit!~c.r a inathc.matica1 or physical stand- 
point. Equation (1) must 11cs inteyix-eted 1)y mrans of ti\&* 
integral equ a t '  1011 
with f ( x , ,  x , ,  ,) = 1  if x ,  # x , ,  ,, and f ( x , ,  x , , , )  = 0 if I 
x ,  = I ,  + ,. Thus z represents the nrimber of runs for any J ( t )  = u ( t )  r l t  IS a \v(*ll-drfincd 3111rov pri;~.rss 
given sequence. Since E f ( x , ,  x ; ,  ,) = 3 p q ,  we obtain 111 (a \.Vienc,r process) with the conditional transition drnsity p,, = E ( z )  = 1 + 2 p q ( n  - 1 ) .  Ry considering E ( z 2 )  one function 
can obtain the variance ( r f .  
1  
In conclusion, higher moments can be obtained by 
means of translation theorems. Thus (:3) 
E [ ( z  - z,,)" E  { [ ( z  - p )  + ( p  - =l)) I : 'J  Sample fwnctions of the Wiener process arc co~ltinr~ol~s 
and well-defined. 
= E [ ( z  - p ) ' ]  + 3 ( p  - 2,)) E [ ( z  - I*)'] 
( 1 4 )  The difficulty in intcrprrting Eq. (2) arises in coimrc- 
tion with the sc,cond intc~gral 
can be used to oLthi11 third moments about the mean. 
For n Bernoulli trials we obtain from E q .  ( 1 4 ) ,  
- 
7 n  - q  [ ~ n - 1  - 3 p ( n  - 1) p q  - p31 The problem is due to the fact thrit sample functions 
~ ( t )  are not of bounded variation. Hrlnce t h ~  above intc- 
+ p[ln-, + 3 q ( n  - 1) p q  i q r l ]  gral cannot he defined in the norniai Rit~rnann-Lebcsgut. 
sense. Thus in order to give Eq. ( 4 )  a precise niathe- 
= 7 " -  I + p q ( q  - I ) )  (I5) matical meaning, another approach to the subject of 
calculus is required. This other approach is providctl 11y 
which yields 7,  = n p q ( q  - p) ,  the third moment. stochastic calculns. 
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The first rigorous treatment of stochiistic integrals was 
providcd I)y Norl)ert Wiener (!lef. S ) ,  \vho treated thc~ 
class of intclgrals of t h ~  form 
If the a appearing in Eqs. (3) and (4) does not depend 
upon x(t), then the Wiener integral is applicable. 
The first attempt to rigorously dekne the more gpnersl 
class of integrals was provided by Ito (Ref. 6). Later his 
work was extended to a more general class of processes 
by Doob (Ref. 7). At the heart of Ito's calculus is the 
definition stochastic integrals of the form 
where ;(ti is the fundamental Wiener process. [This 
integral is slightly different from the one in Eq. (4) but 
in defining Eq. (6) the meaning of Eq. (4) emerges.] 
-Y 
Recently, 'llternate definitions of the integral appearing 
in Eq. (6) have been provided by Stratonovich (Pef. 8) 
and Cray and Caughey (Ref. 9). These last two defini- 
tions which are equivalent, generally yield a different 
value than obtained from Ito's definition. In general, one 
can show that there are a:: infinite numbers of ways of 
defining the integral appearing in Eq. (6). To see this, 
let a he a real nu.mber on the c1osi.d interval [O, 11, then 
define 
11 
](a)-- lim C L((1  -- cl)z(t,) clz(t, . ,), t,)[;(t,, ,) - ~ ( t , ) ]  
6+ n I 11 
6 = 1 t , . ,  - t ,  / is the mesh of :I partition 0 = t,, 
< t ,  < . . . < t ,  = T of th -1oscd intf-,.val 10, TI .  J(0) co- 
incides in the Ito integral, dnd J(l/2) yields Stratonovich's 
and Gray and Caughey's value of the integral. To see that 
](a,) # ](a,) generally holds if a, # a,, consider the dif- 
fercncc ](a,) = ]((I,). Expanding each term about the 
previous mesh point. oilc ohti~ins 
i 'z ( I [ :  ( t ,  .,) - 2 ( t , ) ]  
, I t  
Employing arguments similiir to Stratonovich's (Ref. 8), 
one. can show that as 6 + 0 t!~t above becomes 
( a )  - J )  = ( 1  - - I )  L: ( ~ ( t ) ,  t )  dt 
Thus unless L. = 0, J (a,) and ](a,) generally differ. Thls 
result demonstrates that stochastic calculus is funda- 
mentally different than ordinary calculus. 
From the preceding observation it appears that an 
infinite number of stochastic calculi are possible. This is 
disturbing from a mathematical standpoint and hence one 
may wonder perhaps if one of the many possible calculi 
represents a true extension of oldinary calculus. In tnis 
paper we wish to provide an answer to this conjecture. 
We assert that the stochastic c:.lculus defik:ed by Gray 
and Caughey (Ref. 9) and Stratonovich (Ref. 8) is the true 
extension ~f ordinary calculus. Our arguinent for this 
conclusion in this paper \ b  ill be based upon philosophical 
and esthetic arguments rather than practical arguments 
employed by Stratonovich (Ref. 8), Gray and Caughey 
(Ref. 9). and hlcReynolds (Ref. lo).' In the process of 
providing these arguments, we shall give an original 
development of stochastic calculus. 
2. The Main Arguments 
In the intrc;dur.tiori it was seen that there are many 
ways to deSne a stochastic integral if the criteria of 
existence and uniqueness wcre thc. only ones used. How- 
ever, there are other criteria which are applied to math- 
ematicai constructions. One such criterion applied to 
boundary value problems and functionals is that of con- 
tinuity. The origin of this criterion stems from the 
philosophical view, formulated by Poincarb, that the main 
role of mathematics, is to deal with physical problems. 
The notion of continuity was initially formulated by 
Hadamard (Ref 11) in his doctrine that mathematics 
should be concerned with "\/ell-set" problems. A well-set 
problem is one whose solution depends continuously on 
the input. Hadamard's doctrine is a natural consequence 
of PoincartYs, because nature primarily consists of well- 
set (i.e., stable) processes. 
Another criterion that may be applied to mathe- 
matical constructs is that of simplicity. The criterion 
forces us to accept simple extensions of previous defini- 
tions if they exist. Often a simple extension of a definition 
is provided by the notion of continuity. In order to satisfy 
'The practical argumc.ttt is that their c,tlculus is easier to use, becausr 
many of the techniques used in ordinary cnlculrls may be applied. 
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the criterion of sin~plicity such an extension must be ,411 examplc of these integrals Is gi\.c.ii 1))' 
employed if possi5;e. 
r r  
1 ,  , " d" 
As we shall see, an application of these two criteria, 
which are closely related, will provide a unique defini- 
tion of the stochastic integral in Eq. (6). Dool) (Ref. 7, p. 4-13> sho\vcd that tlir Ito value oi intrl- 
gral I,, I- J(0 )  is qiven hy 
3. The Fundamental Definition of Stochastic Integral 1 1 1 x - [x'(T) - x'(())] - - T 
In this section the notion of continuity shall be  em- 2 2 
played to provide a fundamental definition of stochastic Ollr value for illteFral is given 
integrals. To obtain the proper generalization of the 
Hiemann-Stieltjes integral let us apply the technique of 1 1,. - - [x2(T)  - x2(O']  
imbedding continuity described in the previous section. 2 
Definition 
Let xn(t) be a sequer1i:e of continuous piecewise differ- 
entiable functions that converge pointwise to the Brown- 
ian motion function x(t).  Then define 
Before the above definition can be accepted, it is neces- 
sary to show that it results in a unique definition of thc 
integral for a sufficiently wide class of L(s, t ) .  One class 
of functions is given as follows: 
Theorem 
The funda~nentai definition given above ::ittisfit)s the 
metamath~matical criteria of simplicity and t.c!nti~iuitv. 
it also is justified from pure physical a rgun~r~~l t< .  The
physical argument, presented ~.legii*itly by Gray ant1 
Caughcy (Ref. 9) ,  is bused upon tlie observatioi~ rhat the 
physic91 process x ( t )  is really of t.o?!nderl variation. and 
hence the physical quantity that corrrspollds to t h ~  
stochastic integral can !~ r  dt*fir~rd b y  mciins of :he Riv- 
mann integral. 
Since the Ito !~tegral does not approuiinatc tht. 
phyhical (Rlemann) integral, Gray and Caughi>)/ (Rcf. 9) 
differentiate between physical Brownian motion and 
mathematical Rrownian motion. Howcvzr. :~\.cchi)+ the 
philosophical tcnet that it is the role of mathematics to 
formulate physical piol)lcms: then the Ito dofirlition of 
the stochastic integral must br abandoned and the new 
definition mu..t bc accepted. 
Let L(r)  be a function for which there exists a differ- 4. The Formula 
er.tial function F(x) such that (?F(x))/Sx = L(x), then 
Next the fundamer~tal approximation formula is cstall- 
- T lislled for stocllastic integrals qnd diffrrcntial cqu a t '  loils, 
F(x(T)) -- F(x(0)) = / L(x(li) dx(tj (8) This approximation formula for stochastic iritegrals, which 
, (1 is equivalent to the ones obtained by Stratonovich and 
with probability 1. Gray and Caughey, is 
Proof 
If xn(t) is continuous and piecewise differentiable, then 
the fundamental law of calculus implies 
1' 
F(xn(T)) - F(xn(3)) =l L(rT1( t ) )  dxn(t) (9) The above approximation formuia is arrived ;it by the following consideration ( suggcstccl 1,y Frost in Ref. 12). 
Suppose that 1, is continuous. Thc.11 
Hence if xn(t) x(t) pointwise as n + m, taking the 
limits of both sides of Eq. (9)  yields Eq. (8) .  L(x!t), t )  = Lt(:r(ti), t )  + I.,(x(s), t )  [x( t )  - -  x ( t , ) J  
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where ti 5 s(t) 5 t .  Integrating the above expression the same properties as the c' ssical calculus. For ex- 
with respect to dx over the interval [ti, ti + , ]  yields ample, let us consider the integration by parts formula 
We shall assume that f and g are dic1:erentiable. Now if 
Now if L(x(t,),  t )  and L(x(s(t)), t ) ,  are approximated by xn(t) is a daerentiable approximation to x(t), ordinary 
L(x(ti), t i )  and L(x(t,),  t i )  in the above expression, which calculus implies 
seems reasonable if L and L, are continuous, then 
1 l = T  
f i ( x n ( t ) ,  t )  dg(xn(t), t )  = f(*(t), tj g(xn(t), t? I t = o  
L(x(t), t )  dx(t) = 
-&*p(xn(t). f )  d!(*"(t), t )  
L(x(ti), t , )[x(t l+ 1) - x(ti)I 
1 The limit of the above equation as n + m, yields Eq. (12). + 7 Lr(x(ti), t i )  [x(t,+,) - x(ti)12 
d 
Similarly, other rules found in ordinary calculus can be 
shown to hold for stochastic calctllus. 
Summing the abovt expressions obtained for each time 
- interval [ t i ,  t i  +,I :' = 0, - .  ., n - 1, yields the formula in 
Eq. (10). It can be shown that, with some assumptions 
on L, the approximation formula converges to the actual 
value of the integral in the mean squared sense as the 
mesh shrir.ks to zero. The proof is omitted here. 
Applying the above approximating formula to the inte- 
gral Eq. (2) results in the following approximating 
formula for stochastic differential equations. 
6. Conclusion 
In this article there is presented a logical and simple 
way to extend the definition of the Riemann-Lebesgue 
integral to include stochastic integrals. The pl- -0sophica1 
tradition behind modem mathematics suggests that this 
new calculus replace the currently popular Ito calculus. 
An important property of this new calculus is that all 
the conventional rules found in ordinary calculus may be 
applied. 
x(ti + 1 )  = ~ ( t , )  + (ti + I - ti) t(x(ti), t i )  E. The Implementation of a Method of 
1 au Optimal Data Compression by Using 
+ .(^(ti), t i )  [.(ti + I )  - .(ti)] + y 
 ti). ti)  Polynomials, W. K. ~zner 
In SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, pp. 1-7 the author discusses the 
x  ti), t i )  [z(ti + 1 )  - z(ti)12 ( I 1 )  use of polynomials in the enhancement of data and as a 
means of data compression. A theorem is proved which 
l%e last term on the right-hand side of the above expres- shows that if f(x) is analytic on the interval [- 1,1] then 
sion is omitted from Ito's approximation. This expression the coefficients of the Chebyshev series expansion of 
has been derived by Wong and Zakai (Ref. 13). f (x) ,  a,, satisfy 
- 
5. Properties of the New Stochastic Calculus 1 lim ( 1 u,, I ) I / "  = K ( 1 )  
As noted in Refs. 8,9, and 10 the new stochastic calculus 
shares many of the properties found in ordinary calculus. and R is the parzmeter of the ellipse E R ,  with foci at 
Standard techniques,such as change cf variables, integra- k 1 ,  within which f(z) is analytic. If R is known, then 
tion by parts, etc., hold for the new calculus but do' not there exist bounds for 1 an 1 of the form 
hold for Ito's calcu!us. From the approach suggested in 
this paper, it is evident why the new calculus does have I % l S K p n  n = 0,1,2,  (2) 
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where p = (1/R) + c, for any E > 0, and K a constant. It Orbiter t:acking dat to determine the moon's gravity 
can be shown that corresponding to a given E there ex- field, it is important to oi~tain independent non-orbiter 
ists a smallest constant K for which Eq. (8) holds. A estimates of the gravity*field coefficie~~ts wherc. possible. 
bound for I a. /,such as given by Eq. (2),is then used to Earth-based measurements of wrious types ciin yield 
enhance the data by putting in an a priori value of zero such information. Thus, studies of the lunar librations 
for I a, I and a corresponding variance (K pn)" Thus the have yielded, according to Jeffreys (Ref. lS), the values 
series need never be truncated (at least not for mathe- (assuming a uniform density moon). 
matical reasons). 
:3 
Suppose now that R is not known but we are given a L' = -(C-A)/Ala" 4 9 (37.7 t 2 )  X 10-1' 
finite number of I a, I , n = 0,1,2, . . -  m, and we wish to 
estimate K and p in Eq. (2) in order to improve the 3 
estimate. Obviously from a strict mathematical point of K' = ,(B-A)/Ala2 = (1.36 2.3) X lo-', 
d 
view it is impossible to obtain the bound Eq. (2) no 
matter how large m is, but in practice there is usually 
a simple pattern for the size of the coefficients. in which A, ,B, C are the three moments of inertia about 
the principal axes, X i  is the mass of the moon, and G its 
From Eqs. (1) and (2) it follows that there will be mean equatorial radius. These values may be converted 
infinite number of I a, / for which to values of the harmonic coefficients C,,, and C,,:  
Thus one method of estimating 1/R and K is to show that 1 
many points of 1 a, 1 cluster about an experimentally C,, = - 6 K' = (21.0 -c0.4) X lo-'; 
determined curve E p, and that there exists no such 
curve for a larger value of fT The uncertainties indicated here reflect the estimated 
The method we are using to find K and is to take the 
logarithm of / a, / for n = 0 , l .  2..  m for a range of n 
in which I a, I can be accurately determined, and to fit 
this finite set of values with a line using the I, norm,? or 
minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the devia- 
tions from the line. This norm is the least sensitive to 
large residuals, which we must expect. After a first ap- 
proximation is obtained, the I a. I which lie significantly 
below the line is dropped. This method shoald work well 
if enough terms are used and the singularities in the 
complex plane are of the types discussed by Elliott 
(Ref. 14), such as poles, where the behavior for large n 
of 1 a, I is fairly closely approximated by an expression 
such as RPn muItiplied by a rapidIy oscillating function 
whose amplitude is unity. 
accuracy of the measurements based on the assumkd 
modei. However, unaccounted for biases and/or model 
errors could increase these uncertainties appreciably. 
The remaining second-degree harmonics C,,, S,,,  and 
S,, must be zero, since the reference coordinate system 
coincides with the principal axes. 
In the usual treatment of lunar librations it is assumed 
that except for small perturbations, the moon rotates uni- 
formly about its polar axis within a perioc' of one month. 
The polar axis is inclined to the ecliptic at an angle of 
about lo 32' 39". Deviations from this motlon are referred 
P never to as the physical librstions of the rrioon, and thes..
exceed about 2'. 
F. Magnitude of Second-Degree Harmonics In~plicit in the librations theory is the assumption that 
in Lunar Gravity Field, J. ~oreI I  the principal axes of inertia of the r. oorl are appropriately 
oriented. In particular, the polar axis is that of largest 
1. Introduction moment of inertia C, and the smallest moment of inertia A 
In conjunction with the selenodesy (SPS is tho one about the axis through the moon's zero merid- 
37-43, Vole IV, pp. 2 ~ 1 )  which using the ~ u ~ w ~  ian, i.e., the meridian with mean position on the earth- 
moon line. Plummer (Ref. 16) shows that for dynamic 
'Zittilg of 1,  was programmed by Dr. R. J. Hanson of JPL,. stability it is necessary that C > B > A. 
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Ma2 c,, = 5 p(% x' - '4 y') dr = ?4 ( B  -A) / x  (MEAN EARTH DIRECTION) 
If,  however, due to effects unaccounted for in the z 
Fig. 11. Angles between principal axes and 
coord~nate axes 
theory the principal axes fail to coincide with the co- 
ordinate tixes as assumed, the harmonics C,,, S,,, and S2, 
would no longer he zero; their rctual size would be a 
Ma2 S,, = Jpyz d~ = I Y: 
Assume that the Euler angles +,8, and. + (Fig. 11) be- 
hfa2 S,, = %Jpxy d~ = '6 I,, tween the coordinate axes and the principal axes are small, 
i.e., 
in which ,o is the density and the integration is taken over 
the moon's volume. + < < I ,  0 < < 1 ,  + < < I  
(POLAR AXIS) 
Then, the transformation to principal axes is given by (Ref. 18): 
function of the magnitude of the angles between the two 
sets of axes. The harmonics C,,, and C2, would be af- 
fected also. 
Derivation of appropriate formulas follow. 
Y 
2. Relations Between the Second-Degree Gravity 
Harmonics and the Directions of the 
Principal Axes 
It can be shown that (Ref. 17): 
in which the principal axis coordinates are 5 ij, Z, Terms through second order in the small angles have been retained. 
Substituting in the expressions for the harmonics yields fimlly 
- 
c2,-c,,= %eP~C2,-2C, , )  
- 
C,? - CL', = - e2 C2" - (2+? + 2*, + 44~1)  Cz2 
c , ,  = e (*c,, + 44 c?,) 
S,, = ec,, 
s,, = - 216 + *) C,? 
in which the barred coefficients are referred to the principai axes. 
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3. Numerical Values 
It is seen from the formulas of Sect. 2 that the change in 
C,,, and C, ,  due to a smail rotation or^  the principal axes 
is of second order in the angles. For rotations of less than 
a degree, for example, each angle would be less than 0.02 
rad and (using Jeffreys' values for C,,, CZ2 given above): 
A C," 
-.- 6 X lo-" C, ,  
Furthermore, C,,, is larger (in absolute nlagnitude) than 
C,,,, since both quantities are negative. 
Of the remaining secmd-degree harmonics, C,, is of 
second order in the angles, and S,, and S,, are of first 
order. Their magnitude for the rotation through 1 deg 
assumed above are: 
c 2 ,  - 0.11 x lo-', 
S,, -- 4 X lo-'. 
SZ2 - 1.6 X 10-'* 
On the other hand, it is difficult to reconcile thc obser- 
vations of the l1111ar lihrations with values of the Euler 
angles as large as , deg. Fcr cx:~mple, Jrffreys' analysis 
yields an uncertainty in the inclinatioil of the lunar 
equator of at   no st :30r', and this should be a bound on 0. 
Thus. 
whence both C,, and S,, become negligibly smnll with 
respect to their effect on a lunar orbiter. However, S,, 
which does not contair, the factor O could possibly be 
significant if the principal axis in the earth direction werc 
appreciably off the x-axis. 
4. Conclusions 
It has been shown that the effects of srnsll malorienta- 
tions of the moon's principal nxes are reflected in the 
second-degree gravity harmonics. Using what appear to 
be the best non-orbiter estimate of the moon's principal 
nxes directions and moments of inertia, the results indicate 
that C ! ,  and S,, are negligibly small. 
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II. Computation and Analysis 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
A. Planetary Mas!,es for Ephemeris Development, 
J. D. Mulholland 
Unlike the ephemerides iised in thr: more traditional 
areas of astronomical research, ephemerides for space 
vehicle trajectory computations should conform as closely 
as practicable to the most accurate model of the solar sys- 
tem available. Complete conformity is not possible, for a 
variety of reasons; the principal bamer is the time and 
expense required to compute a new ephemeris. It is neces- 
sary to weigh !be desire for the "best" ephemeris in terms 
of the real benefit to be attained by the recomputation. 
Improvements will always be possible, but they need not 
be executed unless the attendant decreases of uncertainties 
in the coordinates aie significant. 
The versions of the JPL ephemeris tape system currently 
in use are based on solar s),tem models that are far from 
adequate. In fact, it is hardly proper to dignify the under- 
lying structures with the designation "model," because of 
their lack of internal consistency (SPS 37-29, Vol. IV, 
pp. 61-65). The ephemeris improvement effort has recently 
entexed a new phase, intended to render the ephemeris 
more consistent as well as more accurate. This eifort is 
characterized by two new features: (1) simultaneous 
numerical integration of the equations of motion of all of 
the major planets, and (2) differential correction of these 
integrations to fit observational data, both optical and 
radar. The ephemerides which arise from this effort will 
thus be freed from the mutual inconsistencies between the 
various planetary theories. It will be possible, also, to 
introduce improved astronomical constants without neces- 
sarily undermining the bases of the computation. It is 
imperative that this work begin with the most reliable esti- 
mates available for the planetary masses. In this article, 
we propose a set of mass values that we believe best satis- 
fies this condition at the present time. For purposes of 
comparison, Table 1 lists the masses used in JPL develop- 
ment epherneris 3 (Ref. 1). 
Table 1. Mass values from Reference 1 













6 0 0 0 0 0 0  
408 000 
329 390 






B L A N K  A P A G E  
The work by Clemence (Ref. 2) supplies the model for 
constructing the present system of masses. It is a definitive 
discussion of thv state of knowledge of the masses to 1964. 
Since that time, however, sevzral new determinations have 
been made and some old ones have been discredited. In 
that which follows, we have combined the still-valid data 
cf Ref. 2 with the newer determinations. The resulting 
system represents weighted means of all data cited, the 
weights being assigned as inversely proportional to the 
squares of the formal errors cited. Table 2 lists the mass 
determinations that were used in covstructing the recom- 
mended masses. 
No discussion is necessary for those entries in Table 2 
which have been adopted from Ref. 2, as they are fully 
treated therein. Some comment,however, needs to be made 
about the additions to and omissions from that co!bction: 
Mercury: Rabe's mass determination based on the 
orbit of Eros has been recently invalidated by Rabe and 
Francis.' Eros' orbit is apparently ilicapbble of yielding 
reliable masses for any planet other than earth. 
- 
Venus: Rabe's mass is omitted lor the reason cited 
above. Anderson's (Ref. 3) value is a refinement cf that of 
Anderson, Null, and Thornton cited in Ref. 2. The value 
of Ash, et al.(Ref. 4),is based on differential corrections to 
the planetary ephemerides, based on Washington transit 
circle observations (1050-65) and radar bounce observa- 
tions (1959-66) taken dt Lincoln Laboratory, Arecibo, 
and Crimea. 
Earth-moon: The value attributed to Rabe and Francis 
results from a rediscussion of Rabe's earliei work on the 
orbit of Eros, thus supplanti~g Rabe's value from Ref. 2. 
The comments on Ash's mass of Venus apply here also. The 
value attributed to Sjogren, et aL (Ref. 5), represents a 
weighted mean of the separate values obtained from track- 
ing the Ran.ger VZ-ZX vehicles. The remarkable consis- 
tency of the recent determinations has prompted me to 
discard the older determinations entirely. The effect of 
including them would not have been significant. 
Mars: As with Mercury and Venus, Rabe's value is dis- 
carded. Ths comments on Ash's mass of Venus apply here 
also. Null's (Ref. 6) determination results from a definitive 
discussion of the Mariner ZV fight path. 
Iupiter: The mass of this planet is currently the subject 
of an intensive, broad-based attack by traditional r t j .  ,mi- 
- 
'M. P. Francis, private com~nilnication 
. 
1 
cal procedures. Tne value attributed to 0'Han31ey2 arises 
from the first td be completed of a related series of investi- 
gations. It is based on a discussion (to be published in the 
.4stronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris) of the 
observatioi~s of niinor planet Cybele. 
Table 2. Independent mass detcrm;nations 




1. 5 970 000 
2. 5 980 000 
3. 6 021 000 
Vonur 
1. 409 300 
2. 404 700 
3. 408 945 
4. 408 505 
5. 408 250 
Eorth-moon 
1. 328906 
2. 328 900 
3. 328 899 
4. 328 900 
Morr 
1. 3 088 000 
2. 3 1 1 1  000 
3. 3 098 600 
Jupiter 
1. 1 047.39 
2. 1 047.40 
3. 1 047.4 
4. 1 047.558 
5. 1 047.57 
6. 1 047.387 
Saturn 
1. 3 496 
2. 3 494.8 
3. 3 499.7 
Uranus 
1. 22934 
2. 22 239 
3. 22 530 
'D. C*'Handley, private communication. 
Neptune 
19 094 
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Gaillot, 1910 
+ 455 000 
170 000 
53 000 


























Mokover and Dokt on, 1961 




~nderron"',  1967 
Ash, Shapiro, and Sm th", 11)67 
Radar, 196143 
Ash, Shapiro, nr,a ~mith'*' ,  1967 
Robe cnd Francis, 1966 
Sjogrcn, et al!", 1966 
van den Borch, 1927 
Ash, Shopiro, and Smith'*), 1967 
Null, Gordon,ond tito"', 1967 
Clemence, 1961 
de Sitter, 1915 









van den Boxh, 1927 
18889 1; i: 
Pluto 
400 COO 40 000 
-- 
N O ( ~ ,  Sup*rscript ne. nerols or* bibliographic 
dnignatod are from Ref. 2 or privnte 
van Biesbroeck, 1957 
Brovwer, 1955 
reference numben. All dab not co 
communication. 
Mercury 6 017 OW +. 50 000 
Venus 408 504 2 6 
Earth-muon ?28 900 2 1 
Mars 3 098 500 f 600 
Jupiter 1 047.3908 +. 0.0074 
Saturn 3 499.2 * 0.4 
Uranus 22 930 +. 6 
Neptune 19 071 k 21 
Pluto 400OOO 2 40 000 
Table 3. Recommended values of p.anetary masses is not recornmended for use until the present approach to 
the lunar ephemeris is abandoned. 
The two va1uc.s cittd iur Sjogren, et al., correspond to the 
vhlues from Rangers VZ-IX and Ranger 111, respectively. 
B. Studies in Orbit Correction Theory, J .  D. Mulholland 
1. Recommended Planetary Masses 
Table 3 presents the weighted mean values of the data 
in Table 2. These may be regarded as the most reliable 
system of masses available at the instant of this writing. 
I have recommended that they be adopted for the current 
phase of epherileris development. I also propose that they 
be recommended, on the same grounds, to other agencies 
and organizations concerned with spacecraft trajectories. 
In mmv problems, it is still either useful or necessary 
to consider geometrically simple approximations to the 
motion of a celestial object. In these cases, orbit improve- 
meqt consists of differentially correcting some appropri- 
ate set of geometric elements of this "mean orbit," a 
process that is often taken for granted as a routine task, 
reduced to "turning the crank." While this is often a valid 
judgement, it is cot necessarily so. This article is ,. progress 
report on an investigation intended to clarify some of the 
questions associated with the construction of the equa- 
tions of condition in such problems acd to quantify the 
results where possible. 
One may note in passing that the spacecraft tracking 
data are so overwhelmingly powerful that the masses The first phase of this work (Ref. 8), a shldy of differ- 
given in Table 3 for those planets which have been the e1:tial correction formulae in a Hansen-type satellite 
object of spacecraft missions are essentially the values theory, is reported elsewhere and will not be discussed 
derived from those missions. here. 
2. Lunar Mass The current phase is concerned with t h ~  practical effects 
of misinterpretation of the usual formulation of the dif- 
Numerical integration of the lunar motion is not being ferential correction relations jn rectangular coordinates 
contemplated for the near future. We shall continue to use (Ref. 9) frr ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~  refereuce orbit used as a nominal 
the present cornbination (Ref. 7) of evaluation of a revised in the m,r:L,utation of special perturbations. ~h~ basic 
Brown Lunar Theory adjusted to reflect improved values relation for a diaerential correction is 
of certain constants. The present version of the lunar 
ephemeris is constnlcted with a value of the earth-moon 
mass ratio (1) 
where r is the position vector and 7, represents the six 
but is recommended for the use with tt-' = 81.302, with a Kepierian elements or their equivalents. Some or all of 
properly determined scaling factor. We do not propose to the partial derivatives are usually stated in the form 
change this at the present time, but for the sake of com- 
pleteness Table 4 is included. The weighted mean shown ar 
represents the best available estimate at this time, but it - = + (7,- r , i )  
a71 
(2) 
Table 4. Earth-moon mass ratio 
81.3030 2 0.0050 Ash, Shapiro, an' smith"', 1967 
81.3001 f 0.0013 ~nderson"), 1967 
81.3020 f 0.0017 Sjogren, et al!", 1966 
81.301 1 + 0.0049 Sjogren, et ol!", 1966 
81.3015 + 0.0016 Null, Gordon,and Tito"', 1967 
Weighted mean = 81.301 1 f 0.0008 
Note: Supmrscript nummrals or. refmrmncm numbers. 
For example, the derivative. with respect to the mean 
anomaly at the epoch M,, is 
where n i s  the Keplerian mean motion. 
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In the application hypothcsizcd above, tlie relations Case 3 corresponds to correcting a nominal orbit using 
(2) arc. frequc~titly c.vall!ntetl iricorrt.ctly. Numerical tests osculating data only. 
now undcar \\lily indicatf, that tl~c, penaltirs can hr quite 
scvclrc. Tllc. tror11)lr arisc*s in thc following way: The deriv- 
ative c~sprcssions arcb intcnded for thc correction of a 
Kcplcrian approximation to the real trajectory. Properly 
speaking, they shor~ld be cvaluaied using only the data for 
the nominal (Ktaplcrian) orbit. On the other hand, the 
numerical integration yields thcl coordinatos anJ velocities 
in the pertrirbcd orbit. One inay reason that these values 
of r and i may l)e r~sed in the relations (2) with perfect 
safety, thus avoiding what may seem to be the rrdundant 
computation of position and vc,locity in the nominal orbit. 
A systematic test oi  the validity of such an approach, 
using actual pcnrtl~rl)rd orbits, would involve a rather large 
expmditurc of computrr time. It is possible, however, to 
construct an analog to the real problem which requires no 
~lumerical integration of perturbed orbits. In a Hansen- 
type theory, one relatcq the osculatirtg radial distance r to 
the nominal radial distance p by t h ~  relation 
where v is a perturbation quantity bounded by tlie ex- 
trcrnca valu : +: I , ,  . Now, tlie osculating radial distance t in 
t r l~c  Kcpic3rian motion may he written as 
whew (1 is tlics srmimajor axis and e the eccentricity of the 
c.llipsc~. The formal similarity of Eqs. (4) and (5) ;F quite 
01)vious. Onc. may co~itc~nd that thc dl partures from nomi- 
nal motion caused 1)). in-plallc perturbations of size v are 
comparable to tl1c1 d(,partures of circular motion from 
calliptic motion with ccccntricity c. 
If we adopt an elliptic nominal orbit and regard the 
associated circular orbit as provirling the "pertr~rbed" posi- 
tion and vc.locity, thz-i: the situatio~r that we wish to study 
is equivalent to that of corrc,cti~lg the elliptic nominal 
using the circular r and i. in conjunction with the elliptic 
elements. For purposos of comparison, we have chosen t 3  
perform tests on the eflccts of computing the equations ot 
condition in three. ways: 
Case 1: Elliptic c.lemc~~!ts, r~lliptic statcb vclctor 
Case 2: Elliptic cil~mcmtu cairct:liir state vector 
C?se 3: C;rcr~lar clcn~cnts, circi~lar state vector 
Only preliminary results have been obtained from the 
study at this time, but they are bcth unambiguous and 
significant. The rat:o cr/o,, of rms residual after differentia; 
correction to that hefore the correction yeems to be the 
one most significant measure of the effectiveness of the 
process, and this quantity is plotted in Fig. 1 as a function 
of the maximum "pcrtnrbation" e. Several noteworthy 
features may be seen in this plot: 
(1) For each case, the variation is near!y linear with e,. 
(2) There is little difference between Case 2 and Case 3, 
with each having slopes near unity. (3) Case 1 is more 
effective than Cases 2 or 3 by an order of magnitude. 
The near-linearity is not expected to extend to extremely 
high values of e. 
The data of Fig. 1 are based on one case only snd the 
slopes of the curves may not be universally valid. None- 
theless, the curves show reiatiorlships with one another 
that probably are general. Further studies are under way 
which will determine these questions. 
Fig. 1. Effectiveness of differential 
correction procedures 
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I I I./Spacecraft Power . 
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION 
A. Photovoltaic Supporting Development, 
I .  D. Sandsiron and E. Castle 
The function of the photovoltaic laboratory at JPL is to 
aid the solar panel enginecr in solar panel design by sup- 
plying him. with solar cell performancc characteristics th:.t 
are obt?.ined empirically ufider known and colltrolled 
enviro:lments. This is accomplished by performing tests 
on individual cells or matrices of cells (submodules) under 
test conditions that simulate the actual temperatures, solar 
intensities, and space environment to which the panel will 
be exposed. Experience over the past years has shown this 
technique to be a valid method for predicting the per- 
formance of a solar panel within heliocentric distances 
equivalent to Mars-Venus missions. Also, the goal of 
JP1,'s photovoltaic laboratory is to aid in the design of 
solar panels for future deep space missions to regions not 
presently explored. 
To enable the Laboratory to meet its immediate and 
long term objectives, several photovoltaic evaluation sys- 
tems are currently in operation to measure the electrical 
, characteristics of the various solar cells in use today. 
At present, the "workhorse" light source used to il!umi- 
nate test specimens has been tungsten at a color tempera- 
ture of 2800°K. The tungsten light test facility is shown 
in Fig. 1. Though the spectral characteristics of tungsten 
are different from space sunlight, industry generally em- 
ploys this source because of stability, ease of operation, 
and low cost. Solar cells, however, are spectrally selective; 
in order to propzrly use the tungsten source, quite exten- 
sive calibration of the cell and tungsten relative to sunlight 
is required. In many cases involving solar cell develop- 
ment, a source of solar simulation is employed. Presented 
in Fig. 2 is a small sirrtulator used in the JPL photovoltaic 
laboratory specifically for evaluation of individual silicon 
solar cells at intensity levels of one solar constant or less. 
The simulator is the OCLI Model 31. This device allcws 
reprodrirties sf :be solar spectrum in the region of re- 
sponse of silicon solar cells through the mixing of two 
light sources, xenon and tungsten. 
A third and the most flexible light source in use in the 
laboratory is a Spectrolab X25L solar simulator. This 
simulator utilizes a 19-lens lenticular system that filters a 
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Fig. 2. OCLl solar simulator 
Fig. 1. Tungsten tower 
2.5-k\V xenon wurcc such that the resultant spectral dis- 
tribution is essentially that of sunlight. The source has 
bren calibrated using various solar cells that JPL has 
flown dl~ring the past 6 yr in conjunction \vitli the solar 
cell standardization program. The ct4s 11sed in this pro- 
gram fit into srvcral categories: those that were unfiltercd, 
those filtered with a 0.41,~rn cutoff interference filter, those 
with handpass filtcsrs (appro~imatckly O.llrm transmission), 
and those that \vtarc filttwd to pass energy in tlir infrared 
-- 
or ultraviolclt portions of the spectr11;n. The nic~asurcd out- 
put (short rirwit current) of tlicsc cells in the X25L 
JPl SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-45, VOL. IV  
Fig. 3. Thermal-vacuum test facility 
23 
i l l l ~ ~ n i r ~ a t ~ o ~ ~ ,  st;~~ld;lrtlizcd \\.itlj n l);illoi;r>-cnli\)ratc,d solar bccsn d(.vclopc.tl (Fig. 3). Thch systcm is iliustratecl dia- 
cc8Il, s l ~ o \ \ . s  2'; ;igrcacamckrit \vith their air mass zcnrt grammatic:~lly in Fig. 1. Tllc thermal-vacuum test facility 
o~~tl'nt. allows thr stutly of solar cell behavior over an extremely 
\vide range of tcmpcarahircs and solar flux levels. Fig. 5 
In or. 1t.r to prhrfonn tcmpt,raltt~re-int(111sity parametric shows a typical test fishire mounted in the vacuum cham- 
sh1dic.s on solar cc*lls. a thermal-vacutrm test facility has ber. This particular test specimen consists of 2 X 2-cm, 
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Fig. 4. Thermal-vacuum test facility diagram 
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Fig. 5. Specimen test fixture 
8-mil S-P siiiccr solar cells. T l ~ c  ccll at the top of the 
picturc is :he ir.tl 11sity .~~fer -ncr  cell, I\-hich is thermally 
and clrctrically i,;~iated from the prima? test fiuturc.. 
Thns, tllc inttnsit\ t r . -dard can be maintained at a con- 
stant ternperatr~re illdependently of thc test specimen%. 
Thc cur\.es presented in Fig. 6 rcprcsent the averagcl 
current-voltage (I-V) characteristic obtained from the 
8-mil cells shown beirig tested in Fig. 5. The data :ndicate 
the relative outputs ot these cells a t  nonlinal temperatures 
and at solar flux level; expected to be encountered by a 
solar panel at various planct heliocentric distar~ces. 
To facditatch rnecting the objecti\.es of testing solar cell\ 
in a thermal-vacu~rm t>nvironmmt, a special system dc- 
signed for testing soiar cell assemblies in a simulated 
space environment has been clc\reloped. The test facility 
consists of a spacc sim~~lator specifica!ly designed for test- 
ing sample sections of l;n array. This chamber is used in 
conjunction with n solar simulator, as sho\\.n in Fig. 7. Thtx 
system is shown diagrammatically in Fig. S and consists 
of a 3 Y 1.5-ft c!.lindricnl \.iic1111m ch:lmhcr incorporating 
a highly absorbc~nt, liquid nitrogen cnolotl shmnd. Test 
assemblies mounted a t  thc rear of the chamber and illrrmi- 
nated ivith simulatcxl sunlight through a 7-in. cliam- 
eter quartz \vindo\r can bv evaluated relative to tllcir 
static and dynamic thcrnmal c~nditions in space. Thus the 
t h c ~ n ~ a l  t.qr~ilibrii~rn \.ac.rium chanihc~ will allow tc.\ts to 
be pcrforrned on ind!\.itloal cc.ll\. sl11)niotlulcs. and s ~ ~ h -  
~noclule assemblies under ::iinrrlatrtl space. conditions tlint 
are anticipatrd for a parlicular application or rnission. 
The test programs that arcb bcing condr~ctc~cl at prcsschnt. 
or that \\.ill bib irnplcmentetl in (lie nc.st f(.\\. montl~s. in- 
clude the evaluation of tht, charac~toristics of currc~ntl!. 
availahlcx silicon solar cells. such as single-cr!,stal P on h' or 
N on P and ion-implanted crlls, polycrystallinc~ (tlrndritic) 
cells, and thin film cadmium sulfide (CclS) cc~lls. This xvill 
be clor?e espcrinientally by rncans of  thc solar simu1:itor 
and th(-rmal-\~acuun~ system, and throrc~tically hy mcans 
of an appropriate computcr program. Fig. 9 is  tl:. .dh(.tli~l(b 
of evcmts tlirouqh the ond of CY 1967. The data ohtnir~c~tl 
from thclsc. in\.c.stigations \.;ill bc ustd to clrtcmninc. th(t 
design c11angc.s nc3ccssar! to optiniizc. solar cc.11~ and, illti- 
matcly, cornpositc. solar l,anctls for I I S ~ .  11ndc-r 1.ario11s clnvi- 
ronrnmtal conditions. 
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VOLTAGE, V 
Fig. 6. Current-voltage characteristic of 0.008-in. 
N-P solar cell at planet heliocentric 
encounter distances 
Fig. 7. Thermal equilibrium test facility 
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Fig. 8. Diagram of thermal equilibrium test facility 
Fig, 9. Photovoltaic supporting development solar cell electrical test program 
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0. 30-W/lb Technology Development Program, 
D. W. Ritchie 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this program i s  to develop the qecessary 
technc'lgy to achieve a power density of 20 W/lb for a 
folding, modular solar array having a deployed area of 
1,250 It< It is anticipated that by CY 1969 the technology 
to fabricate and assemble 20 W/lb arrays of up to 50 kW 
will be achieved. The piesent program is planned as a 
three-phase effort (Fig. 10). 
The Plldse I effort will include a thorough detailed 
:.valuatioii cI the earlier preliminary design, culminating 
in a detailed design, subject to JPL review. Experimental 
verification of the design <izta, assumptions, and criteria 
used in the detail desig:~ will be undertaken. Ma+-rills, 
components, and processes will be investigated for com- 
patibility with the solar panel assembly design, the space 
environment, and suitability fur the intended use. Experi- 
mental fabrication of beryllium spars and intercostals will 
be undertaken,and these structures will be tested to obtain 
verification of the assumed damping, resonant frequency, 
and bending u~odes. Experimental fabrication will iden- 
tify tooling requirements and fabrication processes to he 
used in Phases I1 and 111. Sample panels wil! be fabricated 
to evalr:ate methods of mounting 8-mil solar cells and 
3-mil coverglass on fiberglass substrates. These sample 
panels will be subjected to electrical and environmental 
testing to provide design data and confidence in the semi- 
rigid panel concept. 
The sample panel sizes will be determined to provide 
data as to the effect of sinusoidal vibration, complex 
Gaussian noise excitation, and acoustic excitation on the 
semirigid concept. Data will be obtained for thermal 
cycling, thermal shock, and extreme temperatures. The 
completion of the Phase I effort will culminate in a de- 
tailed solar array design with ground support equipment 
(GSE) design requireinents established, and experimental 
test verification of sample assemblies and materials. 
The Phase I1 and 111 efforts, zrossly defined, will include 
experimental fabrication of limited subpanel structures 
ARRAY DETAIL DESIGN 
MECHANISMS DEVELOPMENT 
SUBPANEL FABRICATION, TEST AND VERIFICATION 
GSE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
GSE DESIGN FABRICATION AN 
INTEGRATED TESTING 
Fig. 10. Large area solar array program phasing 
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with partial covcragr of activt, solar cells. Dc ploy11i:~nt 
dynamics will bc invcstigatc~d for vc*rification of deploy- 
mtmt method ancl support of tlie simulated zcLro-g dcploy- 
ment system. Full-size suhpncls  \vill 1)e subjrctecl to 
electrical and environmental tests to establisil confidcncr 
in the design producc.tl in the Phasc* I effort. 
Manufacture ancl test of a f11l1 size (1250 ft" solar pnncl 
assembly consisting of 13 sul~pancls \vill 11c undcrtakrn. 
Tlic test will include c1nv.~onment~11 testing in thc launch 
configuration, and a series of tests si~iirllnting xro-g  
tleploymcnt. 
2. Program Status 
JPL Contract 951653, for Phase I, was initiated with the 
Boeing Company in September 1966. Presently the pro- 
gram is in the eight11 month of activities. The basic folding 
motlr11;ir so1:ir nrmy cnnccpt of this program is slio\vr~ in 
Fig. 11. Thr~ Pliasc. I contractctl dart consists of six s(.p;~- 
r;itc tasks: 
Task 1. An analysis and e\,all;.~tion of tl lc* solar ;~r~.;c!~ 
1)aselinc~ dcsign conEg~~ration c~st;iblisl~c~~l in ;In r*;~rlic.r 
frasihility stutly. 
Task 2. Drvclol~rnc~nt of over-;ill progntni pl;lns. 
Task 3. Tcst program to providc* tlclsign tlnta and esti111- 
lish matchrial limitations. 
Task 4. Dcxtail design of tllc- solar pi111c.l asscvnhly. 
Ta~sliS. Prc.liminary dcsign of gror~tltl sl~pl>orf 
equipnicnt. 
Task 6. Docu~ntmtation and reporting. 
Fig. 11. Folding array concept 
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Tasks 3,4, and 5 are thc major design and development SCS 6 Shear strength of adhesive bond joints assem- 
efforts necessary to nrcct the Phase I program objectives. bled from beryllium to beryllium, beryllium to titanium, 
Shown in Fig. 12 is a block diagram reflecting the design and beryllium to fiberglass as a function of temperature. 
approach and the relationship among these three tasks. SCS 7 Beryllium-forming temperatures foi acceptable The detail design of the solar panel assembly is 45% com- 
plete and is being supported heavily by structures analy- 90-Jeg bends at 3T, 4T, 5T, and 6T bend radii of wrought 
material. 
ses and results of the task 3 test program. The task 3 test 
support program is to provide design limitations on mate- The SCS series of tests completed to date indicates that 
rials and a limited arrrount of design, manufacturing, and 
original design assumptions 0.1 materials can be met and test verification. The task 3 program is broken down into 
that in some areas close manufacturing control is needed. 
structures (SCS), clectrical (SCE), and solar assembly tests One main problem area exists in the forming of beryllium (SCC). The major portion of task 3 is devoted to the SCS 
channels. Some of these problems are flaw determination, test program, which includes evaluation of manufacturing 
etching material control, and matching techniques. Beryl- development techniques and materials. The SCS test in- lium channel beams up to 30 in. long have been completed 
cludes testing on materials and structure! components and 
with limited success. 
also, the fabrication of a 16-ft2 test panel. Preserrtly in the 
SCS test series, tests have been completed on the following The SCC solar cell tests are nearly completed and have for establishing or verifying design limitations: investigated the manufacturab:lity of P-mil, solderless 
solar cells into matrices. During this series of tests, manu- SCS 1 Tensile st~ength and modulus of elasticity of facturing techniques were developed for pulse solder- fiberglass tape at temperatures between - 320°F and 
167OF. ing interconnection, fi!tering bond line thickness control 
asse~nbl~,  and determination of assembly degradation of 
SCS 3 Tensile properties of beryllium as a function of the electrical characteristics of these cells (Fig. 13). -4t 
temperature ( -200, 70, and 30t)'F). present, it apDcars that cells can bc assembled onto the 
webbed substrate with adhesive thickness control and SCS 4 Compressi\.e characteristics of beryllium sheet 
material at +70 and 300°F. electrical degradation maintained at less than 5%. 
SCS 5 Plane strain toughness properties of beryllium After completing 8 mo of design and development on 
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Fig. 13. Electrical power component torts 
no insi~rmouctable problems have been uncoverec?. Some 
of the major n;ilestones of the Phase I contract are to be 
encountered in the third and fourth quarter of this effort. 
These include the successful manufacturing and assembly 
of the 16-ftz sample panel, the completion of its testing, 
and the forming, assembly, and testing of a 13-ft long 
beryllium spar. 
C. Thermionic Development, P. Rouklove 
The development of thermionic energy conversion sys- 
tems is continuing at JPL, with emphasis on converter and 
generator development. Efforts have also been applied in 
the field of thermal energy distribution. The "heat pipe," 
a relatively new and novel device, appears very promis- 
ing, and its application and utilization are being actively 
pursued by JPL. 
1. Converter Test: 
Several converters of the advanced technology were 
tested at JPL. The designs of similar converters were dis- 
cussed i l  SPS 37-31, Vol. 4, pp. 58-50 and Fig. 14. In 
the present iteration of thu: original desibn, several modi- 
fications were inclllded. The emitter is now formed by 
a rhenium polycrystalline slab, replacing t3e original 
tantalum-rhenium sandwich conshuction. In the sandwich 
constmction, deficiencies were observd as the result of 
the diffusion of the tantalum into the rhenium (SPS 37-39, 
Vol. IV, pp. 66-67). As result of the change and because 
of difficulties of maintaining the proper bonding of rhe- 
nium to tantalum in the high temperature region, the 
thin, reentrant, cxnitter supporting sleeve was also made 
out of rhenium. It was welded to the niobium p :. "vf the 
metal-to-ceramic structure near the seal, in a region where 
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Fig. 14. Series 9 therminnic converter 
assembly, prior to its incorporation into a converter, was 
thermal-cycled an.' found to be leak-tight. In all the con- 
verters tested th: collector was ~nolybdenum, with differ- 
ent surface finishes. The test results of two such nonverters 
built by Thermo Electron Engineering Co.. Waltham, 
Mass. (TEECo) are reported. 
a. Cora.- rter T-234. 'The results of the pam:i:t::ric tests 
of conr~rter T-204 are gaphically presented I r t  Fig. 15 
for four values of emitter temperature, and are sum- 
marized in Table 1 f o ~  two values of voltage output. As in 
all converter:. of this desigr,, the thermocouple registering 
the collector temperature was embe~lded in the collector 
body with its sensing Lead 9.080 in. from thc c.ollector 
surface. 
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that no major improvements in converter performances 
were achieved in converter T-204. The power density for 
-Q ;Tcorr = 1600.C T-204 at 1800°C emitter temperature was 12.6 W/cm2 
+ T,, = I 7o0°c as compared to 28.5 W/cm2 demonstrated in the older 
* T C O ~ ~  = 1800% prototype. 
+T,, =1735.C 
Measurements wele made of the collector and emitter 
work functions, assuining an emitter surface ?-.ea of 2.75 
and 2.55 cm2 for the collector. The emitter work func- 
tion was observed at three ratios of emitter-to-reservoir 
temperature (TeiTcs): 3.38, 5.5'7, and 3.76 resulting in 
calculated work functions (+R)  of 2.83, 3.08, and 3.27 eV, 
respectively. The apparent collector work function was 
observed a t  collector-to-reservoir temperature ratios 
(Tc/Tcs) of 1.51, 1.43, and 1.44, yielding collector work 
functions (+,.) of 1.55, 1.57, and 1.58 eV, respectively. 
Attempts made to measure the interelectrode spac- 
ing by the cesium conduction method at first produced 
meaningless values because of imperfections in the mea- 
surement techniques. These were improved (SPS 3743, 
Vol. IV, pp. 108-112), resulting in an average value of 
the interelectrode spacing of 1.6 mil as compared to a 
value of 1.8 mil spacing calculated by the manufacturer. 
During the measurement, difficulties were observed in 
optimizing the converter performance in the high emitter 
temperature range. This difficulty was traced to deficien- 
cies in the heating and radiating properties of the cesium 
0 2  0 4  0 6 0 8 10 1 2  I 
~eservoir, which were corrected in conve1:-r T-204 by 
VOLTAGE, v app1)ing a high-emissivity coating on the cesium reser- 
Fig. IS. TE-204 I-V characteristics voir, and were eliminated in the next prototype converter (T-205). 
Included in Fig. 15 are results of the paramphic tests b. Conuerter T-i'95. Convi : T-205 was aiso built by 
of converter '711-P 2, mother prototype canberttr built rEECo with an all-rhenium emitter and emitter support 
in 1W with 2.0 cm2 of collector area, as compared with structure. The collector was molybdenum, but in con- 
the 2.5 c n 2  collector area of converter T-2G4. It appears verter '<-% the collector face was machine-polished, as 
Table 1. Cenverter performance 
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Converter Vlll-17 (7 cm'l 
1558 1553 1647 1647 1740 1743 
477 594 613 700 628 715 
0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 
11.4 34.1 34 54 53.4 72.2 
2.25 2.0 2.1 1.85 1.84 1.78 
- - 29.8 32.4 42.7 43.3 
170 240 291 350 383 470 
5.6 9.5 9.4 9.3 11.2 9.2 
2.32 1.35 1.39 0.88 1.27 0.84 
294 307 313 317 350 354 
407 492 M4 554 576 599 
4 4 3 3 2.8 2.8 
47 47 55 55 00 60 
Convetter 1-204 (2.5 cm'l 
I T emitter O C  (observed) 1706 1765 1768 
r collector, 'C (measured) 860 831 903 
V output V 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.: 0.6 
I output, A 17.0 30.2 23.0 52.4 44.6 56.3 
V open circuit, V 1.2 1.2 . a  .- 1.5 1.7 1.7 
w ourput, w 
W apst, W 
Efficiency, % 
Cs eservoir input wwer, W 
Cs reservoir, 'C 
Radiator, *C 
Vacuum, : ~ r r  10.' 
Pymmeter correction, 'C 
- 
13.6 18.2 31.2 31.4 35.7 33.8 
222 258 35i 392.5 398 434 
6.12 7.02 8 8 8.97 7.79 
5.6 3.96 0 0 0 0 
206 3C9 327 342 339 351 
46t. MO 542 570 564 587 
I 9 4 4 5 5 
13 23 32 32 33 35 
opposed to the electro-etching used in converter T-204. 
The emitter in both cases was electro-etched and ther- 
mally stabilized. During the fabrication of converter T-205 
the converter twice developed leaks which were repaired, 
the converter being re-outgassed and re-ceslated. 
The results of the parametric measurements performed 
on converter T-205 can be observed in Fig. 16 and are 
summarized, again for two valnes of voltage output, in 
Table 2. 
701- lx -;---T 7- I 
T E -  205 I I 
VOLTAGE, V 
Fig. 16, TE-205 converter characteristics 
The measurements of the emitter and cwllcctor \vork 
functions were performed assuming again a surface of 
2.75 cm2 for the emitter and 2.F' cm' in case of thc collcc- 
tor. The emitter work function measure~nt~nts wtlrc per- 
formed at Tc ~ T C S  ratios of 3.96. 4 17,3.76. and 3.54, yictld- 
ing respective values of emitter work flinction of 9.22. 
3.49, 3.00, a:rd 2.87 cF7. In the caw of :.he collrctur wo;k 
furrct?'~n, the ratios of TcsTcs were 1.70, 100, 1.53, and 
1.45 and resulted in values of the apparent c o l l ~ t o r  work 
function of 1.30, 1.35,1.41, and 1.49 eV. Thr emitter worl 
function values agree with those u'oservcd in converter 
T-204 and other converters with rhenium emitters. The 
collector work functior~, however, was lower in case of 
converter T-205 than that observed in converter T-204 
(1.58 c\' in T-20-4 versus 1.49 e\' in thc case of T-205). This 
difference was attributed to a possible contaminatioq of 
the collector sr~rface by adsorbed gases, as result of the 
double re-cesiation operation. Such contamination corlld 
have a marked influence on the converter's prrformanrc 
(SPS 37-29, Vol. IV, pp. 20-25). 
The measurement of the interelectrode spacing b j  the 
cesium conduction techzique yie!ded a valale of 3.0 mils 
by "curve fitting" and 2 to 2.5 mils by direct measure- 
ments. Tha value assumed by the manufacturer was 
4.0 mils. 
During the measurements, consistent discrepancies were 
observed between the test data supplied by the manu- 
facture; and the data observed at JPL (Fig. 17). These 
discrepancies may be attributed to differences in the 
emitter surface temperatures as the result of differerrces 
in the pyrometer corrections and also to differences in the 
shapes of the electron bombardment filaments. These 
differences cauld have induced errors in the observed 
emitter temperature and the th~rmal flux distributi~n 
Table 2. Converter performance 
Pammdcn 
T emitter, 'C (obsene<; 
T collcctor. O C  (measured) 
V output, v 
I output, A 
V open circuit, V 
W outpu1, W 
W input, W 
Efficiency, *A 
Cesiam resenoir input, W 
T cesium resewoir, O C  
T radiator, "C 
Vacuum, torr 10.' 
Pyrometer correclions, 'C 
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VOLTAGE, V 
Fig. .7. Measurement comparison 
along the emitter of between 11 and 15OC, as can he oh- 
served by comparing the curves in Figs. 16 and 17. In all 
cases it was noted that the collector surface temperature 
was too high for an optimum output. The low perfor- 
mance observed in this converter could be attributed at 
least pcirtiaily to these excessive collector temperatures, 
which are the result of excessive collector barrel length 
and a deficiency in the radiator area and radiative coating 
emissivity. 
c. Concerter VZZI-R-2. The converter VIII-R-2 is simi- 
lar in csnstruction to othei converters of the series VIII 
(SPS 37-31, Vcl. IV, pp. 53-58 and Fig. 18), except that 
the emitter was built of a single rhenium slab 120 mils 
thick, and the emitter supporting sleeve was also made 
out of thin rhenium tubing. Such construction was first 
tested under the thqrmal enercy storage (TES) program 
(SPS 37-36, Vol. IV, p. 46) and was found to be successful. 
Converter F7111-R-2 was built by TEECo as part of an 
evaluation program in which four identical converters 
were to be supplied. Two of the converters were to con- 
tain "cesium only"; the two others were to be built with 
cesium and additives. The converters supplied were to 
be evaluated at JPL for performance and life time. Di.ffi- 
culties v. ere encountered during the program in: pro- 
curement of leak-tight thin-wall rhenium tubing; the 
COLLECTOR: MOLYBDENUM EMITTER: RHENIUM 
EMITTER OUTPUT LEAD SLEEVE 1RHENIUM) 
RADIATOR 
Cs RESERVOIR 
Cs RESERVOIR RADIATION SHIELD 
OUTGASSING Cs RESERVOIR ADAPTER 
TUBULATDN 
Fig. 18. Series Vlll converter 
evaluation of the thermal conductivity of bulk rhenium 
materlal (Refs. 1 and 2); and the selection of appropriate 
additive. The latter problem, in which cesium fluoride, 
selected as a first approach, will be replaced by oxygen, 
is still under investigation. 
The results of the parametrl? tests of con! erter VIII-R-2 
are prese~ted in Fig. 19 for three values of emitter tem- 
perature and are compared with typical values observtd 
in other converters of the series VIII. The differences in 
performance could not be satisfactorily explained. They 
may be the result of a iarger-than-anticipated thermal 
drop through the rhenium emitter slug, resulting in a 
cooler-than-calculated emitter surface temperature. 
The emitter and collector work-function measurements 
yielded an average value for the emitter work function 
of 3.41 eV and a value of 1.69 eV for the collector work 
function. The interelectrode spacing, computed by a 
curve-Ltting method from the cesium conduction data, 
was estimated to be 2.5 mils. 
b. Converter VZZZ-S-14 t e h  in a simulated generator 
enuironment. During the tests of the thermionic gener- 
ator JG-3 (SPS 37-40, Vol. IV, p. 9) it was observed that 
for similar emitter hohlraum temperatures, the behavior 
of the converters was different when tested individually, 
than when mounted in a generator block. It was hypoth- 
esized that the differences in heat rejection from the 
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Fig. 19. Vlll-R-2 converter characteristics 
emitter sleeve changed its thermal expansion. t h x  in- 
creasing the interelectrode spacing in the com-erters. 
Experiments were performed to simulate thc genrrator 
conditicns hy surrourding the converter with a heal? 
molybdenum block (Fig. 20). The performance of the con- 
verter in all cases indicated a  harp decrease \\.hen com- 
pared with the data obsc~rved for the same rdnverter 
without the molybdenum block. Thc comparative data is 
presented ir, Fig. 21. This decrease in performance was 
attributed to all increase in the interelectrode spacing as 
the result of the larger expansion of the thin t~mittcr 
slrrve. 
Fig. 20. Converter in-block simulation 
Tahle 3. Differential expansion measurement 
conditions 
M arurernent performed r*  low current, high voltage 11.2 Vl  for 
minimum I'R heating, e.~:.tter temperature 1 7nOo': (cortectedl 
Farorneterr I- Without block With t:ock 
Tamperolure co'lec'. r , ,  'C 
emperoture collector:. 'C I ~emperatuie seo~, oc I %I  ' 6 1 2  1 
-,.--- 
! N o t e  >,- Fig 23 for collcttor thcrn~o:ouplc loro!80nc 
- 1 
Calculations of thermal expansion with and .vithout the 
moly block' ,%,prc, perfOnnrd for a low nlment. high volt- presmt(.d in Fig. 22, The, tlit-n~r;il ronclitioes as ol)st~n.(~d 
age ( J  -2 V) ollq,l,t to the thermal efft>cts of IzR in s~:pport - 9 f  ~ ~ C S C  ra~cllli~liolls i iU> l>r('\(.llt('d ill T;ll)l( 3 
hwting. ~h~ ass,,med heat disbihutior tllc, and tllr si?nific;~nt cli111 ~nsions ;lrv inclici.'~ :l i!! I'i.:. 21, 
slrrvc for an ,h,,znc.,j ,,lnittc,: fr,mpc.ratiirt; K,i 17m,'t: is T'"v rajcitiatio!is for t:ic8 t.s]>::~rsion o f  thcs t.rrrittcsr ~ l i ~ f . 1  . 
colltxctor irllti sc'nl. \vitli ant1 ~v i th fwl t  1111. i n o l ~ .  l)loc.b, 1)c.r- 
i 
b 'S. S. L;~,~?~l>c-r.;. p-iv ltc- C ~ V I I  , ~ ~ r ~ i c . ; ~ t i o n  
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tormc,tl iisinq th(, tlinic~nsions ~~rcwr~tc.d i r r  1-ic. 23 ;r11!1 t h f *  
7 1-7 
C O N V E k i  EH S-VIII -14 1 
WITH BLOCK corr WITHOUT BLOCK 
VOLTAGE, V 
Fig. 21. Conver?er perf9rmance comparison 
Table 4. Interelectrode spacing, differential 
l NCH x lo-' 
Fig. 22. Temperature profiles 
assuri~ed thermal distribution, are presented in Table 4. Fig. 23. Cciistructioncl dimensions 
The diiferential expansion appears to increase the in :r- 
e!. ot:& spacing Fy 2.2 mils when the converter was icg occurs when the converters operate in an enclosed 
ttsted with the molybden~iin bloc1 This expansinz a ~ -  condition such as presented by a generato;. block. Thc- 
pears to be too large, a ! :CJ 1.5.mil ?xyznslon being a changes in the values of the v o l t a g ~ r r e n t  character- 
more likely fie~lr-, Gut the calculations and the test results istics, observed by kserting the con1:erters into the gen- 
confirrig ~ h ~ t  a significant i.~crease in nterelectrode spac- erator, correspond to those observed during thc: tests 
expansionsa 
047 in 
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Seal + 0.54 
Total z 1.7.i 





*Assumine thermal dis?:iuulion, as per Fig. 22 
a TA = 6.5 X 10-"/OC 
n Ma= 5 4  X 10-6/oC 
n Nb = 8 1 X I(? "/*C 
,\( TYEPMOCOUPLE LCCATW'S I 
performed with and withoi~t the molybdenum block, 
usi~ig converlcr VIII-S-14. This again sul.ports the as- 
sumption that tlie increase in interelectrode spacing was 
responsible for the difference in converter behavior ob- 
served during the generator tests. 
2. Heat Pipe 
The transmission and distr~butior of the heat gencr- 
ated from a thennal source, such as the ~oncentreted 
solar energy flux absorbed b.7 the walls of a cavity, or the 
heat resulting from the decay of radioisotopes, can pre- 
sent significant engineering problems. Experimental data 
obtained during solar tests of thennionic generators indi- 
cated that the solar heat concentrated in the focal spot 
of d paraholic mirror could not he distributtd everly along 
a long cavity by multiple reflection without a very large 
the.ma1 loss penalty. This fact restricts the size and geom- 
etry of solar thermionic generators. The heat produced by 
the decay of many isotopes has too low a thermal flux 
density to be directly used in thermionic energy conv-r- 
sion. The large volume of some isotope materials required 
can create difficulties in extracting the heat from the iso- 
tope mass because of the generally low thermal conduct- 
ance of the fuel form. This low thermal conductance 
could result ill a large thermal drop between the center 
and the outer surface of t l ~ e  isotape mass, creating exces- 
sive temperatures in the region f the centerline. 
The addi:ion 3f metallic dop1:l.g to the fuel form could 
increast its thennal conductar ~ce, but will further de- 
crzase its thermal density, resillting in an increase of the 
recuired fuei inventory. Othe problems huch as attach- 
ment of a heavy fuei-capsule mass to the emitter slab, 
the effect of this mass during infligh: shock and vibration, 
and the possibi:ity of secondary radiations from the inclu- 
siuns in the fcel, also create additional difficulties. 
The use of relatively heavy metal radiator fins for heat 
rejectior; is limited by the heat conduction in the metal, 
the heat rejection capability of the fin surface, the dirnen- 
sional and weight constraints imposed by the view angle 
factors, and the generator geometry and locati~n on the 
spacecraft. 
The high tharna! conductance device (Rcr'. 3) com- 
monly known as a "heat pipe" :$pears as a solution to the 
inany problems iss-uiving the transfer and distribution 
of ht:at. 
a. Heat pipe considerations. In its simplest form, the 
heat pipe consists of a hollow evacuated container of 
cylindrical, rectangular, or other geometrv, the inner 
walls of which are lined with a continuous capillary struc- 
ture (Fig. 24). Tliis capillary is saturated by a wetting 
liquid. The shape of the capillary (mesh, groovtas, wrru- 
gation, or combination of the same) has some influence 
on the heat transfer, and the choice of the fluid used is 
limited by its wettability of the wick, compatibility with 
the heat pipe materials and by the oprrating temperature 
of the heat pipe. Tlie heat supplied at the heat input end 
3f the container converts the liquid into \riipor. an action 
which absorbs large quantities of thermal energv (heat of 
vaporization). The vapor is transported along t!ic liollow 
center of the container to the thermal output end of the 
pipe where it condenses to liquid, thus releasing the heat 
of vaporization. The liquid saturates the wick and travels 
by capillary action to the evapo~ation section at a rate 
determined by its physical properties, and the constn~c- 
tional characteristics of the capillary system. The heat 
pipe is thus a double-phase system with a continuous 
recirculation of the boiling and condensing fluid between 











Fig. 24. HOE: k;pe schematic 
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requirt:d to successfully transfer large arnr~unts of heat s = liquid viscosity, P 
is relatively small. A flow rate of 2.7 cmys of lithium is b = capillary constant ( ~ 1 6  for groove, ~ 2 0  for wire 
capablc of operating a heat pipe with a heat transfer of 
2 thermal kW at 1300°C, while a mass flow rate of 1.5 g/s mesh) 
is sufficient to transfer 3.5 thermal kMr at 2000°C in a K = geometrical constant (function of the pipe geom- 
tungsten-silver heat pipe. etry), cm5/" 
1 = length of pipe, cm The maximum heat transfer capability of a heat pipe, 
when operating free of external forces is: 
where 
Q = heat transfer, calls 
L = heat of vaporization, cal/g 
y = surface tension, dynicm 
p r = density of vapor, g/cm3 
pL = density of liquid, g/cm2 
Table 5. Properties of heat pipe fluids 
COMPlLED BY JOSEPH KEMME, LOS ALAMOS, N.L . ,  FPOM TAYLOR: ARTICLE 9 - 5  PROGRESS IN METALLURGY 
VOL. 2 SERIES V, MErALLURGY AN0 FUELS 
PERQAMOII PRESS 
TEMPERATURE, OC 
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EVAPORATOR TEMPERATURE, O K  
The maximum heat-carrying capacity of a heat pipe is 1 6 2 5  
roughly proportional to the square of the pipe diameter, 
inversely proportional to the length, and is also depen- 
dent upon the fluid viscosity, number and shape of the 
capillaries, etc. 1375 
A theoretical analysis (Ref. 4) performzd to compare a 
tantalum solid rod with a tungsten-silver heat pipe of 0 16mm WIDE x 0 . 4 o m m  
same cross section indicated that the heat transfer for the 
heat pipe was 10,000 times larger than for the rod. It was 3 ' I 2 '  
calculated that the heat pipe can transfer 520 times more p 





The outstanding characteristics of several materials 5 
a 
considered as fluids for the hest pipe are presented in + O P E I ~  CHANNELS 
Fig. 26. Heat-carrying capacity of unit heat pipe 
Fig. 25 arid Table 5. The total thermal power transfer 
capability versus the operating temperatures, calculated 
625 for a unit heat pipe (1-in. diameter, 1-ft length) with a 
The heat pipe has several characteristics which help io 
make its application ~ttractive: 
SODIUM 
(1) It is practically isothermic axially or radially. 
woven mesh is presented in Fig. 26. The effect of the 
optimization of the wick dimensions for maximum heat 
transfer is illustrated for sodium in F!g. 27. The limiting 
factors determining the range of operation of a heat pipe 375 
are the vapor pressure of the working fluid at operating 0.12mm WlDE X 0 . 3 0 m m  DEEP 
temperatures, the compatibility of the fluid with the wick 
and container materials, the strength of the container 
material at the operating temperatures, and the phenome- 125 
non of nucleated wick boiling. The vapor pressures, at 500 600 700 800 900 
different temperatures, of several materials considered as TEMPERATURE, oc 
possible working fluids for the heat pipe are presented in 
Fig. 28. In generd, the selection of the fluid is performed Fig. 27. Wick optimization 
based on an operating vapor pressure of 1 to 2 atm. 
(2) It is an extremely efficient heat transfer device. 
(3) It can operate as a thermal flux transformer. 
(4) I-  allows the separation of the thermal source from 
the point of utilization. 
(5) It can have a temperature-flattening effect. 
Two paraliel applications of the heat pipe are being pur- 
sued Ly JPL. Under contract with Radio Corporation of 
America (RCA), Lancaster, Pa., an effort is being pursued 
to integrate the heat pipe with thermionic converters. 
The heat pipe is used as a means of supplying heat to the 
ernitters of tht. thermionic cnergy cqonvertrrs. The goal of 
the effort is the integration of t h ~  thrrmionic energy con- 
version with an isotopic thermal source. Tht. srconcl c~ffort, 
- 
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Fig. 28. Vapor pressures 
I ) c - i r ~ l :  ptrrs~~c.tl :it 71'11t':(:o. c.o\.cbrs t l r c .  I I ~ .  of t l l c .  Ilc-at pipe 
, I \  .I r l lc . , r r la  for l 1 ( 8 : 1 t  rcbjc-c.tion from t h c ,  c,oljcbc.tor of the 
tlrc.rr~lior~ic. c.c111\  1,rtc.r. lo  rcxl>l;~i.ca t11(* con\.cbntional r. ,I< 1.. idtor 
C'lrt1c.r. t l lc .  IZ(:\ (+fort sta\.c.ral o~~tstanding achievements 
II : I \ . I .  l ) c - c , r ~  rllatl(8. :I 11r;it pip(. operating in the tempcra- 
t~rrc. r;u,gc2 ?)c~t\vc~v~ 1500 ant1 1600°C Ilus s~rccr~ssfull~ 
,ichic.\.c-d 5700 11 of c~lntinrlous operation, transmitting 
T, k\\.t \i.i:h a AT (l)cbt\vc*c.n c-nds of thc hcat pip?) of less 
t11ii11 7 C (1"1c 29). :lnotl~c~r l ~ ( ~ i l t  pipe 32 in, long trans- 
. . , ; , , . . , 1  .. .,..,.......... ? . .# .. . f - < ,  - 1 T T , .  
...... % . .  .. . r l c l \ ; l l l t a l ~ ~  I * Y C L L  II~,.-. t t 1  IO.J K ! ~ I  tvii;~ il AT vf 
I 0  (: :it 1500 :. I<spc,rirnc*nts in thc~rnlnl density concm- 
tr'ltion clc~nlon~tratc. thcb pos.;ihility of concentration r:tti;)s 
01' I O  to I ( 2 i  tl~csnnal \\'/'cmy input-210 thcnnal ll'/crn2 
o ~ ~ t p u t  1 ; i t !5!" C: ;:;;<! !.5 k?!'t. 
.\I) c~\pt~rinic.rrt;lI hcsiit pipo has 1 ) c ~ ~ n  hr~ilt and qllccess- 
frlll!. olx'ratc\tl t o  cl(*mo~lstmt(. not onlv thr possihir.'y of 
;i\i:il I~c . ; ! t  tr;insfr,r h r ~  t also thc~ radial. This doublc-wall 
Iic-;it pil)~'  \ I I I ) \ \ ~ S  \~;i111iiI)l(. tlcbsign opproacl~t~s to solve thv 
11ro1)1c+111~ 0 1  irrc,rc.;ihinq tl~(. srlrfacta utilization. 
Thv heat pip(. and a thr~rrr~ionic coriv~rtc.r liavc> 1,(1(111 
succcsshlly integratc3d. lysing :'l(.ctric:il rrsistancr heat- 
ijig, :lie s)-:~ ,LL - --. 1  dcni<;ns:ra:cc! an eficirncy of 13.47. t l l c b  
cmittcr of the convcrtcr opc,rating at 1490°C. Tile out111rt 
of thc. converter was 2.50 A at 0.665 1'. This cffort is now 
being cujntinuctl with t~niphnsis on t?re im~roi~c~rnc~nt in 
tllc \\rick stnlcturtb to dcrnfinstratc. rnininl~~rr. hcat tr;ins- 
frr  c~.pacity of 20,000 thvnnal \l' and tllt~ s11ccc*ssfr11 intc- 
pration and opcbration of two thc8rmi:)nic convc.rtrrs for 
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1000 11 of cvntinuons opcwtion. T l ~ c  rninirnr~nl o r ~ t p ~ i t  of 
the s!~stt~m was fisc1d at 225 c~lcctrical \TT. 
The effort at TEECo has as a goal tl~cl incorporation of 
the hcat pip(* concept to transfer heat hctwc:.n thc. collrc- 
tor face and a radiator of a thermionic con\~ixrtcr. Thr 
thcmnionic struch~re of the scrips IX c mvc%rtcrs was rc.- 
tained,and a suitable 11c~;lt pipe. stnlctrlre was ndtletl to 
the collector. The walls of the heat pip(. were* drsigncd to 
act as the radiator. The concrpt is shown in Fig. 30. Tht. 
fluid selected for the heat pipe operation is sodium with 
niobium being used as the container. Cnlcnlations pcr- 
formcd on the thermal, electrical energy hnlancr. in the 
converter indicated a rcqui r~mmt of heat rcjcction cf 
150 \IT. 
Considering n radiator rmittnncc 3f 3.92 \Tr,cm-' the 
rncli?tor area should bc ;ipproximatcly 37.5 cm', ant1 wit11 
a total rmissivity of 0.85, should opc.mtc, at 951°K. Thc~ 
calculated hcnt pipe dimensions art1: 
Vanor conduit Imgth, 9.75 em (3.85 in.) 
\lapor conduit cross scction, 1.60 cm' 
Fluid flow (sodium), 3.75 X 10.. g/s 
The minimu111 permissibl~ number of capillaric~s was cal- 
clilatccl to l ~ .  800 for a pressure drop of 1.03Y 10' dynicm'. 
Two wraps of 400 mesh sizc capillary were selected. Thc. 
total weight cf the converter was calculated to be 70.7 g, 
resulting in a minirnuni specific \.jt-ight of 4 lh k\t7. 
Espcriments performed on such n stnlcturtl outlined 
areas of trouble, specificillly, the weld betn.c.en the. fluid 
Fig. 30. TEECo converter-heat pipe 
filling pip<* and t l r c  h c ~ ~ t  pip(.. Aho. ;I rctvc2rc. rl.;lction w;ls 
ohsc~~~lrr l  whim tht* high tjmi\\i\.ib coi~ting (cllromiii~rr 
oxide) cmhrittlt~tl thc* ni;;hili:n hc.;tt p i l ~ ,  nftc~r ;l l,nkc.-oi~t 
at 1-300 C. 
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IV. Guidance and Control Researcl; 
GUIDANCI: AND CONTROL DIVISION 
A. Redudion of Plasma Maintenance Voltage collisions (transport losses). Another approach is to re- 
With Magnetic Field, K. Shimado duce collisional losszs, inelastic as well as elastic ones, 
by reducing cesium pressures. In the latter apploach, the 
- - 
1. Introduction electron sp~r;c char& must be neutn.!ized by ions which 
are generated xvithout expelding those electrons which 
T'~~~~-n-~ionic energy converters are considered as poten- are to reach the colfector for the production of electrical 
tial energy-conversion devices having a medium power po,,er output. In urder to achieve sucll a mode of oper- 
capability. They already have Shown substantial Pr Wess atic;n, the s~lrface ionization must be copious und/or the 
in their Po\Ver output (18 W/cmZ), efficiency (14%), and iatr ;' .ctrolie gap must be extremely small. 'Jse of an 
in prolonged operation (10,000 h/diode). Kowevrer, fur- au-,iliar?. discharge was examined LI. various investi- 
ther improvement in the output voltage is highly desir- gators vlitl; limited success. 
able for Cle device to become operational since the 
over-all efficiency of the energy-conversil~n s: , tpm, which 
inchdes power conditioners and the intercor-wcting bus- 
bars between thermionic energy converters, becomes 
higher as the output voltage of the converters becomes 
larger. 
One approach in increasing the output voltage is tc 
choose or to prepare the electrode surfaces so that 9 
desired contact potential car, be maintained at redwed 
cesium pressuyes. This approach would result indirectly 
in the reduction of electror. scattering by electron-neutral 
In contrabt to t\e aforementioned methods, we have 
chosen a ~ e t h c d  cif :xoduci,ig ions in the interel2c:rode 
spdce [,.-In!.! principles s;?.ilar to those which govern 
the Penning-typ: discharge. We have ,les:gncd In 
experimental cesium dinde which has electron-emitti~g 
side walls in additiun to ihe planar par: of the r*mittctr. 
A magnetic iisld is zp?!ied externally with its <. . ;ctlcn 
normal to the surfarc. of t h ~  p!%nar part of thc. t~m!:ter. 
Cqnsequ. atly, onl!r those electrons emitted from thc 
side wall are subje,cted io the Lorentz force created by 
the transverse magi~etic field. These e1ectror.s move in 
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circular paths as they traverse from emitter to collector 
under the influence of the external magnetic field. Since 
they are accelerated through the emitter sheath as they 
enter the i~terelectrode space, and since they traverse 
a distance substantially longer than the electron mean- 
free-path, which by choosing the cesium pressure can 
be made approximately equal to the gap between the 
planar parts of the electrodes, these electrons can make 
ionizing collisions with cesium atoms in the interelectrode 
space. 
Preliminary measurements of the plasma maintenance 
voltage of our experimental cesium diode indicate that 
a reduction cf this voltage from 1.75 to 1.35 V can be 
achieved with the ap~lication of an external magnetic 
field of thy older of 1C4 G. 
2. Experiments 
A specially designed :hemionic cesium diode was fab- 
ricated at Thenno Electron Engineering Co., Waltham, 
Mass. This diode has tantalum electrodes; the emitter 
has electron-emitting side walls in addition to the planar 
emitter area which is parallel to the planar collector 
face. The interelectrode distance is 0.028 in. between 
two planar surfaces of electrodes; the height of the 
emitter side wall is also 0.0% in. In other words, the 
emitter forms a shallow cup which is loosely fitted with 
the collector at its opening, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
diode is placed in a vacuum bell jar which is pumped 
down to the 5 X 10-s-torr range ~ i i h  a 400-l/s vac-ion 
pump. The emitter of the experimental diode is heated 
by a Pierce-type electron gun (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 4 6  
48) which is physically separated from the diode by a 
distance of approximately 5 in. This method of heating 
is selected in order to make accurate determination of 
the emitter heating power; the direct radiation heating 
by the gun filament, which contributes to the emitter 
heating in ordinary methods, is eliminated in our method 
since the gun filament is far removed from the emitter 
surface. Also, a solenoid installed in the extra space 
0.552 in. 
0.028 in. (0.071 cm) 
COLLECTOR 1 
Fig. 1. Emitterdollector rhudure 
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between the gun and the emitter provides the external 
magnetic field in the emitter region of the experimental 
cesium diode. The solenoid is whte-1-cooled and can 
provide a dc magnetic field having an intensity up to 
400 G at its center, where the emitter of the test diode 
is located. Emitter temperatures are measured at a black- 
body hole (depth-to-diameter ratio = 8) by a calibrated 
31ikro-Urerk Optical pyrometer. Temperatures of the 
cesium reservoir (T,,) and the collector radiator (T,) 
are measured by uninterrupted chromel-alumel thermo- 
couples. Cesium reservoir temperatures are maintained 
withic 20.S0C' during measurements which require con- 
stant T,.,. 
The volt-ampere characteristics were examined for a 
range of cesi~m ten~peratures between 130 and 200°C, 
and for a range of enlitter temperatures between 900 and 
1700°C. It was quickly found that the external magnetic 
field had an appreciable effect only for cesium tempera- 
tures between 130 and 150°C. In fact, such temperatures 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
VOLTS 
Fig. 2. Volt-ampere curves: TE = 900°C, 
T,, = 138OC, T, = 236OC 
fall in a range where the electron-neutral mean-free-path 
is comparable with the interelectrode spacing of 0.028 in. 
(0.071 cm). Optimum emitter temperatures which yield 
significant current through the diode are then deter- 
mined to be approximately 1000°C. 
The diode is operated in the plasma mode (SPS 37-44, 
Vol. IV, pp. 59-63) where a positive voltage as large 
as 5 V is applied to the collector, with respect to the 
emitter of the diode. 
The volt-ampere characteristics are obtained point- 
by-point after thermal equilibrium is reached at each 
data point. Heat-balance data are also obtained at cor- 
responding points of the volt-ampere characteristics. 
Results obtained by the heat-bala~ce experiments were 
reported in SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 59-63. 
Typical volt-ampere curves are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 
and 4. Also shown in the figures are the volt-ampere 
VOLTS 
Fig. 4. Volt-ampere curves: TE = 900°C, 
T,, = 160°C, T, = 299OC 




Fig. 3. Volt-ampere curves: TE = 1 100°C, 
T, = 140°C, T, = 264OC 
An ion current as large as 3 N  of the total current 
flows through the diode when it is operated in the plasma 
mode. The magnitude of the ion current is considerably 
larger than that which is found in conventional therm- 
ionic energy converters operating in an ignited mode. 
The emitter work function of the experimental diode 
is approximate!y 2 V, which is 0.5 V lower than the 
value expected from the Warner-Rasor theory of cesiated 
surfaces. Further study of such behavior in the plasma 
mode is now in progress. 
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The effects of an applied magnetic field are noticeable 
only when T,, 21 130°C, dt which the electron-neutral 
mean-free-path is approximately 0.2 cm; the interelrc- 
trode gap is approxinlatt.1~ one-third of tht mean-free- 
path at this temperature. Ai a current of 2 A (0.75 A/cm2), 
the voltage drop across the diode is 1.75 V when the 
diode is not immersed in a magnetic field, whereas it 
is 1.35 V when the magnetic field of 54 G is applied. 
An increase of the saturation cllrrent is also noticed at 
an emitter temperature of 110O9C and a cesium tempera- 
ture of I "W. The amount of this increase is approxi- 
mately 3~x7, nearly double that which is expected from 
the additional emission from the side mall of the emitter. 
This will be investigated further with an experimental 
diode having different side-wall areas. 
In conclusion, the external magnetic field exhibits 
positive results in reducing the voltage drop in the plasma 
only when ti r.esium pressure is such that the electron- 
neutral mean-free-path is comparable to the interelectrode 
gap. Heat-balance experiments are expected to provide 
further insight into the process of ion formation in a 
diode which is operating in a mode similar to Penning's 
discharge. 
B. Noise of Unipolar Space-Chargdimited 
Current in Solids, M-A. Nicoletl 
1. Introduction 
It has been stated in the literature that unipolar space- 
charge-limited current (sclc) should exhibit reduced shot 
noise (Ref. 1). The prediction is based on the analogy 
which exists between sclc in a solid an4 in vacuum, 
where shot noise is known to be reduced by a space-charge 
suppression factor F < 1. An analysis has recently been 
published which attempts to establish the fact more rigor- 
ously (Ref. 2). Experimental verifications are still awaited. 
This article points out that there is at least one limiting 
case of operation of sclc in a solid in which s h ~ t  noise may 
be suppressed little, if at all, and for which no analogous 
situation exists in vacuum. 
riers are tepid or hot, in which case thc vdlue u ot the drift 
velocity depends upon the strength E of the electric field 
as c E l / " ,  with n = 2 for tepid and n = oo for hot-charge 
carriers. In this latter alternative, the charge carriers move 
at a mnstant "saturation velocity" u,, independent of the 
field strength. Hot-charge carriers are observed regiilarly 
in the upper voltage and current range of sclc in Ge and Si. 
The V-I characteristic in this range of operation can bc 
interpreted satisfactorily by assuming that: (1) the charge 
carriers move at constant saturation velocity o, throughout 
the base width of the diode, and (2) diffusion and initial 
velocities of emission are negligible (SPS 37-37. Vol. IV, 
PP 64-68). 
2. Noise 
The shot noise predicted under these conditions must 
be uncorrelated, because the model alhws neither for a 
virtual emitter nor for an influence on the charge motion 
by Coulomb interaction. A power spectrum for the shot 
noise can then be obtained by finding the differential cur- 
rent pr~lse i(t) due to the transit across the base of an indi- 
vidual charge moving st constant speed u,. The Fourier 
transform F(w) of this curr* . ~ t  pulse and its average rate of 
occurrence Z / q  determine the power spectrum \V(,,) ac- 
cording to 
where Z is the dc current flowing through the device, pro- 
vided that the charge carriers are emitted into the base in 
a truly random sequence (Ref. 5). Rewriting F(w) by set- 
ting F(W) = q N(w), one obtains 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the result of such an analysis for the 
five distinct cases of planar (k + 1). cylindrical and spheri- 
cal geometries jk 2 1 each). Details or1 the calculations of 
i (t) are given elsewhere (Ref. 6). The transform F (o) can 
be obtained analytically only in the planar case. Numerical 
integrations have been used for all other results. 
Sclc in its pure form, free of any trapping, has been 3. Discussion 
sbserved mair.!y in germanium and silicon (Refs. 3, 4). In 
both cases, it was found that, in general, the free charge The validity of this approach may be questioned on two 
carriers are not in thermal equilibrium with the lattice, grounds. The justification of the model is based on experi- 
Rather, it is more proper to assume that the charge car- mental V-1 characteristics. These measurements may be 
relatively insensitive to the details of the charge and field 
1~~ the california ~~~~i~~~~ of ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  perfoming work sup- distribution in the vicinity of the emitter, while shot noise 
ported by JPL. suppression may be critically sensitivc to these details. 
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The assumptions of constant drift velocity and negligible 10 p, this places the tramit time in the neighborhood of 
dihsion are certainly poorest at precisely this location, so 1 and 2 X lo-" s, corresponding to submillimeter wave- 
that noise suppression may actually persist even if the lengths at the point W T , ,  = 1 in Figs. 5 and 6. Experimental 
':-I characteristic indicates velocity saturation. An answer techniques in that frequency range are difficult. There is 
to this objection could be furnished either by analyzing little prospect for experimental data to shed light on this 
more sophisticated models or by experimental investiga- question in the immediate future. Experiments on the noise 
tions. of unipolar sclv are thus most attractive in connection 
with the presence and/or absence of shot noise suppres- 
Anothrr flaw resides in the use of the current pulse i(t). 
While in vacuum diodes such a pulse could actually be 
measured and is the consequence of the transit of an elec- 
tron through the cathode-anode spacing, the meaning of 
i ( t)  in the solid-state analoguc is merely that of an aiv-rage. 
The scattering of charge carriers in their path from en.;iter 
to collector by the lattice will introduce a fine structure on 
i(t), the detail of which depends on the microscopic be- 
havior of tho charge carrier. Information of this type can 
be obtained only by abandoning the phenomenological 
description in terms of a mobility or drift velxity and 
replacing it by a complete microscopic picture of the 
dynamics and statistics of this motion. If m is the average 
cumber of scattering events during the transit time T,, of 
a charge from emitter to collector, one would expect that 
for frequencies beyond m/T, ,  the model based on i ( t )  
breaks down completely. It is difficult to make a more 
accurate statement without additional analysis. 
The saturatior~ velocities of electrons and holes in Ge 
and Si lie hetween 6 and 11 X 1 0  cm/s in the range of 
77OK to room temperature. For a typical base width of 
sion at moderate and low frequencies, and as 6 function 
of the dc operating F<..-.:. Practic~l imitations, such as 
power dissipation and long-term stability of the device, 
noise figure of the amplifier, its bandwidth and the possi- 
bility of l/f noise may make such measurements rather 
difficult, though. 
Fig. 6. Power spectrum of shot noise for unipolar 
sclc in a spherical device 
C. Solid-State Triode: Gate Electrode Fabrication, 
A. Shumka 
1. Introduction 
Control a r d  modulation of space-charge-limited cur- 
rent (sclc) in solids are essential if a solid-state triode is 
to be realized. Previous work has established the exis- 
tence of scl electron and hole currents in n+nn+ and 
p+vp+ germanium solid-state diodes respectively (SPS 37- 
39, Vol. IV, pp. 44-50 and Ref. 7). We will describe an, 
approach for achieving control and modulation of these 
W G  - currents. 
Fig. 5. Power spectrum of shot noise for unipolar The solid-state triode offers several attractive features 
sclc in a cylindrical device as a useful device: (1) it would have a good frequer~cy 
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response because the charge transport is by drift; (2 )  it 
would be relatively insensitive to temperature changes 
because of the weak dependence of mobility on tempera- 
ture; (3) it would be a majority carrier device and should 
have a low susceptibility to radiation damage; (4) it 
would be a low-noise device due to noise supplession 
by the space charge; and (5) it would have a high input 
impedance. 
2. Model 
The crucial part of a solid-state triode is the gate 
electrode by which control and modulation of sclc can 
be achieved. A gate electrode that would satisfy these 




r-  COLLECTOR 
closely spactd parallel conductors (1,-typt') t ~ ~ n l x ~ d d ( ~ l  
in the Lase of an n+xnt solid-state diode. Operation of 
the rolid-state triode can best be understood from Fig. 8, 
in which a segment of n solid-state triode is shown. I11 
Fig. 8, field lines emanating from the collector tcrnminatc. 
on the emitter and on the gate. This is 11ot a concise 
representation of the actual situation because some of 
these field lines will terminate on the injected cl~itrge 
carriers and on the fixed inpurity ions present in the 
base. However, this distribution is wed in order to 
obtain a simple qualitative picturc of the solid-state 
triode. 
The emitter current (electron current) is directly re- 
lated to the number of field lines terminating on the 
emitter. This nl~nlber can be modulated by varying the 
gate voltage. That is, if the voltage between the col- 
lector and the gate is incre~sed while that between the 
emitter and collector is kept constant, fewer field lines 
will terminate on the emitter. The amount by which 
the emitter current changes for a given change of the 
gate voltage will depend largely on the position of  the 
gate electrode with respect to the emitter, and also upon 
the separation distar~ce between the gate condr~ctors. The 
gate is neither a snurce nor a sink for the injected carriers 
but i: capacitively coupled with the emitter. It is through 
Fig. 7. Cross section of an  ideal sc~lid-state triode this coupling that modulation takes place. An analogous 
structure in which n+-type conductors arc embc:lded in 
the base of a p+vp+ solid-state diode can also be used 
for scl hole-current control. 
n 
I EMITTER n+ I 3. Experiment 
t t t t *  FIELD LINE There are several problems involved in the fabrica- 
tion of a solid-state triode with th, structure shown in 
GATE CONDUCTOR Fig. 7. First, the gate condi.ctors are buried in the base. 
Second, t5ese conductors must be uniformly spaced and 
accurately positioned. Finally, the inserted gate con- 
ductors should not introduce any contaminants into the 
base. The difficulty of embedding the gate conductors 
call be bypassed provided that equally spaced channels 
(grooves) are cut in the solid-state diodes, as shown in 
Fig. 9. Alloyed into these channels are the gate con- 
ductors. These channels should not appreciably de- 
teriorate the performance because those portions of the 
COLLECTOR n +  emitter and base that are normally shielded from the 
I collector by the gate electrode are removed. f i t . .  channels 
b - will provide a means of uniformly spacing and of accu- 
v 
rately positioning the gate conductors. Furthermore, the 
Fig. 8. Electric field line distribution in a alloying of these gate conductors can be accomplished 
solid-state triode for Vo 4 0 V without introducing any contaminants into the base. 
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. -GATE CONDUCTOR EM1 ;TER (a) CHANNEL (GROOVE) T\ 
I r COLLECTOR I 
Fig. 9. A proposed solid-state triode with gate 
conductors alloyed into the channels 
The simplest and most basic structurr for a solid-state : 
triode is one which contaics only two gate conductors. 
For example, the solid-state triode shown in Fig. 9 can 
be considered to contain five of these structures in paral- 
lel. Consequently, all that is required is to investigate 
the feasibility of fabricating this structure. 
A wire S ~ W  was used to cut two parallel and closely 
- spaced channels in an n' an+ germanium solid-state diode. 
The cutting operation was as follows. A nichrome wire 
(5-mil diameter) was pulled across the surface of a 
germanium wafer onto which an abr-qive slurry (0- to 
3-p grinding compound) continuously fed. Wire 
speed and slurry consistency were such as to cut a 
groove 2.5 mils deep in approximately 15 min. A micro- 
positioner accurately positioned the wafer with respect 
to the wire. The depth of the cut was periodically 
monitored with a calibrated microscope. 
A sketch of the first fabricated solid-state triode is 
shown in Figs. 10 !a) and (b). The channels were 10 mils 
wide and 5.5 mils deep, and the mesa was 4 mils wide. 
Three grooves were cut by the wire saw to obtain a 
channel 10 mils ide. The gate conductors less than 
2 mils wide were alloyed into the mesa wall. Channels 
were cut in more than 20 samples to determine the 
accuracy of the wire-saw technique. Results indicate that 
the tolerances are t 0 . 1  mils for the mesa width and krj.2 
mils for the chnnnel depth. 
There are several limitations to the wirp-saw technique. 
First, the mesa walls are curved because ot r:;e wire 
geometry. Second, it is difficult to monitor a.ccurately 
the chanrlcl depth, as is evident from the k0.2-mil 
tolerance given to this dimension. A new sabre saw is 
presently being designed which would circumvent these 
limitations. Essentially, it is L: reciprocating blade saw 
(b) CROSS SECTION 
--y 4 mils - 10 mils --7 
Fig. 10. Fabricated solid-state triode 
which is accurately machined. A blade of rectangular 
cross section will be used in order to form rectangular 
channels. This set.up will also permit the use of a very I. 
sensitive dial gauge to accurately monitor the channel 
depth. By ganging sevpral saws it may be feasible to 
i 
cut all of the channels in one operation. f - 
The present investigations clearly show that it is 
feasible to accurately cut channels into which gate con- 
ductors can be alloyed. Preliminary electrical measura- 
merits on the first fabricated solid-state triodes indicate 
that !he sclc can be controlled and modulated. The elec- 
t tric~il results and a description of the dloying process 
w;il be given in a future SPS. 
D. Response Times and Sterilizah:lity of 
Evaporated Thin Film CdS Photodetectors, 
R. I. Stirn 
1. Introduction 
In SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 4i-46, some major feature; 
of recrystalli~ed evaporated thin films of phoioconduct- 
ii:g cadmiun~ sulfide (CdS) were presented. These films 
were first developed by Prof. K. W. Boer at the Uni- 
versity of Delaware (Ref. 8). Compared to the siritered 
CdS photodetectors presently being used on spacecraft 
(Ref. 9), these recrystallized films have significantly im- 
proved electrical properties. 
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In the following article, we shall compare representa- 
tivc samples of the two types of photocells. In particular, 
the decay and rise times for signal light intc ,dies of 
0.05 and 0.5 ft-cd and bias light intensities of 0, 0.05, 
and 0.5 ft-cd are presented. The response of the cells to 
light with the above intensities, aild c!~~pped at a rate 
of 10 and 50 Hz, is also shown. Lastly, the effect of heat 
sterilizing the samples at 13S°C for v: rious lengths of 
time ic given. 
2. Experimental Detail 
Samples of the recrystallized CdS Elms were supplied 
by the Allen-Bradley Company. Their sample (ST-11) 
reported on here was treated to maximize the response 
times at very low light intensities (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, 
p. 44). Its resistance is quite high-100 Mn at 2 ft-cd; 
however, optimized electrode patterns and doping can 
bring this value down by a factor of 20 or more.? 
One of the Clairex pf: )tocells reported on here is from 
the series CL ', 05. Cells from this series are used presently 
as sun and planet sensors on Marinw-class spacecr.2ft, for 
example. 
Also included for comparison is a new type Clairex 
photocell (CL 705 HL). This cell, still of the sintered CdS 
variety, has a speed of response that has been greatly 
improved over those of the CL 705 series. 
The samples were biased with 4.5 V for all measure- 
ments. Photocurrents were measured with a Keithley pico- 
ammeter (Model 416) in the range from lo-@ t~ A. 
Currents larger than A were measured with a stan- 
dard Weston milliammeter (Model 931). 
Changes in the photocurrent in respc-se to pulsed il- 
lumination were monitored on an oscilloscclpe c8onnected 
across a resistor in series with the photocell. The value of 
the resistor was chosen to be much less than the cell re- 
sistance at all light intensities. This is required so that the 
measured response times are those of the photoconduc~.i'-g 
cell only. 
The soulcec of both signal and bias illuminations were 
GE 1630 lan:ys operated at tht. rated voltaze of 6.5 V 
and current of 9.75 A. The colol. ten~peraf.~re was esti- 
mated to he about 2600OK under these conditions. Diq- 
tances from sample to light sourc~  were set to yield. a 
maxin~l~m intensity of approximately 10 ft-cd. Lower light 
iniensities were obtained with neutral density filters in 
various combinations. Filters with drnsitios grcatcr thilll 
1.5 (about 3% t.ansmission) were avoitled as spcctropho- 
tometer readings indicated that they were not truly 
neutral. The light intensities were calibrated with a 
Spectra Pritchard photometer. Chopped light was ob- 
tained with a variable-speed mstor and a mechanical 
shutter designed to give r. 50% duty cycle, i t . ,  equal times 
under lig.~t and dark conditions. Quanritative valries for 
the response times were measured by using a Nikon F 
camera body as a "single shot" s:lutter. The flasl~ synchro- 
nization on the camera providrad a useful trigger for the 
oscilloscope, as light intensities were too low to use a 
standard silicon photodiode for this purpose. The finitn 
speed of the Nikon shutter limited meawrements to re- 
sponl;e times greater than 500 ps. 
3. Experimental Results 
a. Photoresponse. The peak response of relatively pure 
photoconducting CdS occurs near a wavelength of 5200 A 
because of its band gap of 2.4 eV. The Allen-Bradiey 
sample ST-11, which is recrystallized u s i ~ g  Cu as a cat- 
alyst (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 41-46), shows a peak re- 
sponse at 6000 A. This is similar to that found for 
Cu-doped single crystals of CdS (Ref. 10). The peak re- 
sponse of the Clairex photacells reported on here is ap- 
proximately 5500 A. 
The response of the three cells at room temperature 
as a function of !ight intensity is shown in Fig. 11 for a 
4 5 V CELL BIAS 
LIGHT INTENSITf, f t - c d  
- 
'J. W. Feitknecht, private commu3ication, 1967. Fig. 11. Photocurrent vs light intensity 
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range of intensities from 0.02 to 10 ft-cd. For this range 
of intensities, the Allen-Bradley sample is linear, while 
t h ~  Clairc~x samples show a sublinear hehavior. A model 
for the sublinear -esponse has been proposed by Rose 
(Rcf. 11). Its main feat1.w is an cxponcntial distribution 
of electron-trapping states. 
Hecauqe of the cell geometries, the C1airc.u cells are 
lower in resistance by factors of lo4 and 10 . However, 
the light-to-dark ratios, i.e., the sensitivities, are about 
the same for all three samples. 
The type of data shown in Fig. 11 and a photocell's dark 
resistance are very sensitive indicators of the effect of 
higher temperatures. The effects of sterilizing at 13S°C 
will be discussed in another section. 
b. Response tinies (without bias illuminirtion). The rise 
and decay times of the three types of photocells were 
measured fo: two low-level light intensities, 0.5 and 0.05 
ft-cd. These intensities correspond roughly to those that 
planet detector would "see" when pointed at Mars about 
24 h before cncountrr, with and without optics, respec- 
tively. 
F'p. 12 and 13 arcB reproductions of the Polaroid prints 
taken of the oscilloscope tracings. Differences in the re- 
sponse times between the three samples are immediately 
apparent. The Clairex cell CL 705 in particular is much 
the slowest in response. 
The rise and decay times of a photoconductor are not 
the same in general, though both are governed by the 
pxsence of electron traps. When the number of traps is 
largc compared to the r.~~mbzr of free carriers, the decay 
time is related to the thermal emptying of these traps and 
hmcc to ihe trap activation energy. However, upon an 
incrcase in light intensity, any increase in the number of 
frclr carriers in the conduction band must necessarily be 
accompanied by the same increase ill the number of 
trapped carriers. 'Tl;t~s the rise time is more directly re- 
Iatcd to tlic. ratio of the nurnber of trapplng states to the 
number of f r ~ e  carriers, and not to the trap activation 
energy. 
Nurnerical values of the response times are given in 
T,l131e i .  Thcse values were obtained by defining t5e 
i t .  nse time as the time required for the photocurrent 
to ri:. 3r dc.cay to a value of 1/e or 37% of the final steady- 
state value. 
Table 1. CdS photodetector response timo, ms 
I Simnal I 0.05 ft-cd I 0.5 '* rd I 
c. Response times (with bias illumination). When an 
additional amount of light is used as a bias, the number 
of free carriers is increased relative to the number of 
trapping states. This in turn shorter~s the rwponse times 
ana tends to equalize +he rise and decay times. This i~ 
- 
because the relative in911rncc of the electron traps is re- 
duced and the response times are then related more to 
the free carrier lifetime. The latter depends on the recom- 





CL 705 HL 
CL 705 HL 
after 16 h of 
Figs. 14 ancl 15 show the effect of a b;as illumination 
of 0.5 ft-cd on two of the samples. The extracted rzsponse 
times are given in Table 1. It is seen that a small amouat 
of bias light, which is readily obtained from electro- 
luminescent panels, for example, dramatically improves 
the response times. 
d.  Response to chopped light. S i ~ c e  photodetectors 
are often used in a bridge configuration whose output is 
fed into a servo loop, the response of the three samples 
to periodically chopped light was observed. Representa- 
tive results are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. 
Fig. 16 compares the three samples exposed to light of 
0.5 ft-cd intensity chopped at a rate of 10 H7. There was 
no bias illumination. The faster response time of san~ple 
ST-11 is immediately apparent. 
Zero 
Fig. 17 gives the same comparison for light of 0.5 ft-cd 
intenstty chopped at a rate of 50 I!. A constant bias 
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Fig. 12. Photocurrent rise and decay for 0.05 ft-cd signal and zero bias illumination 
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Fig. 13. Photocunent rise and decay for 0.5 ft-cd signal and zero bias illumination 
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Fig. 14. Effect of 0.5 ft-cd bias illumination for 
$1-1 1 with signal intensity of 0.5 ft-cd 
Fig. 15. Effect of 0.5 ft-cd bias illumination for 
CL 705 HL with signal intensity of 0.05 ft-cd 
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Fig. 16. Response to 0.5 ft-cd signal chopped at 
10 Hz with xero bias illumination 
Fig. 17. Response to 0.5 ft-cd signal chopped at 
50 Hz with 0.5 ft-cd bias illumination 
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e. Effect of sterilization. Besides having longer response 
times, commercial CdS photodetectors invariably fail 
when exposed to sterilization temperatures for the re- 
quired length of time. Because of t!leir sintered formation, 
these cells have many grain boundaries and defects which, 
i11 conjunction with dopants and impurities, form associ- 
ated defects. The latter easily disassociate upon heating, 
perhaps forming new defects which remain after cooling. 
The photoconductivity and electrical conductivity are 
very sensitive to the type and number of such associated 
defects. Recrystallized layers of CdS have far fewer in- 
trinsic defects and hence are less susceptible to these 
changes. In addition, a new method for forming ohmic 
contacts was developed by Hall and Boer (Ref. 12 and 
SPS 37-41, F701. IV). Such contacts, which remain un- 
changed up to temperatures af 200 to 300°C are used on 
sample ST- 11. 
Fig. 18 shows the results of heating ST-11 to l S ° C  in 
8-h cycles. The solid line is the response curve before this 
test. It is seen that the linear behavior (slope equals one) 
was preserved throughout the test and that the resistance 
did not change by more than a factor of two. Moreover, 
the sample had previously been exposed to 72 h of 13S°C 
heating b2fore delivery to JPL. Thus, the final run, indi- 
cated by the squares, is actually the conclusion of a total 
heating of 104 h. Subsequent response time measurements 
like those in subsections b and c showed no changes, as 
noted in the final entry in Table 1. 
The photortsponse cur\7c. for CL 705 HL (Fig. 19) 
showed no effect upon 8 11 of heating, but this sample 
increusetl in resistance after 16 h. Additional heating 
lowcrctl the resistance and began to decrease the photo- 
scnsiti~ity rapidly. Aftcr a total of 32 h of heating, ihts 
sample\ was highly conducting and showed almost no 
response to light. The small response remaining did have 
a measurable time constant, Ilou~ever. The values for some 
representative light intensities are given in Table 1. The 
response times have changed, but not so drastically as 
the sensitivity. Another sample, not discussed here, failed 
completely after approiimately 32 h of heating. 
4. Conclusions 
The results of the previous sections show that the re- 
crystallized layers of CdS are far superior to the sintered 
layers with respect to response times at low light levels 
and the ability to survive heat steiilization. However, 
there are additional important characteristics that remain 
to be investigated. Mainly these involve relative stability 
with time and temperature when a pair of photocells is 
piaced in a bridge circuit. 
For example, a matched pair of photocells must s h o . ~  
a small relative drift ( 2 5 % )  with respect to each other in 
their resistivity versus light-intensity characteristics: (1) 
for moderatr tf>mperatux-e changes of -5 to 40°C (hoth 
cells at the same temperature), (2) for changes caused by 
sterilization, and (3) for long-term chznges over 1 yr. 
-- . 101r---- - .- 
, - 
t SAMPLE CL 705 HL X -1 
SAMPLE ST-I1 
BEFORE 3EAT TRE4TMENT 
8 h AT 135OC 
16 h AT 135% 
24 h AT 135*C . , 
lo-2 10" lo0 
LIGHT INTENSITY, f t - cd  LIGHT INTENSITY, f t - c d  
Fig. 18. Effect of sterilizing temperatures on ST-1 1 Fig. 19. Effect of steriliring temperatures on CL 705 HL 
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It will aiso 1)c. ncbccbssary for 1)oth of tlie 1ui1tc11c.d Optimization of such characteristics will modify the 
cc,lls to liavca a tt.mpcbraturck coc4ficivxrt of rcsistanct. of sensitivity and perhaps the response times. Measurements 
npprosil~~atc~ly 1% 'C in thc tixmpvratnrc. range of - 5 of all these parameters will have to be made when a larger 
to 40°C. st~pply of the recrystallized photocells becomes avsilable. 
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v.Applied Mechanics 
ENGINEERING MECHANICS DIVISION 
A. t l A S  Computer Program for Equilibrium 
Analysis of Linear Structures,' S .  Utku and F. Akyuz 
1. Introduction 
The finite element method, being a special Ritz pro- 
cedure, constitutes one of the most versatile and general 
tools for ihe numerical analysis of structures, especially 
thosv h a v i ~ . ~  complex geometry, general material prop- 
erties, and c,-1ple.u houndary cond~tions. Parallel to its 
development, various computer programs based on 
various philosophies of composition have been prepared 
by marly authors. Yet none of these progzms seem to 
be able to reflect the cornplete spectrum of capabilities 
offered by the anplytical studies prepared in this area. 
The most important b?.rriela encountered in preparing 
a program to match the available analytical capabilities 
are the con~put i~~g  tiii~e, the storage capacity of the 
computer, and the round-off errors, since the amount 
of data ant1 the computations are excessively large. These 
factors arc1 not completely independent of each other, 
i.e., the computer time increases drastically by increas- 
ing the storage capacity of the computer with the u;e 
'This proprani, developed in the Stn~chires and Dynamics Research 
G~orip of the Applied Mechanics Section, is partially supported by 
the Proprllnnt Stress Analysis Program. 
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of out-of-core devices. The use of double precision 
arithmetic to decrease the effect of round-off errors 
decreases the storage capacity. Although a given equi- 
librium problem can be solved with the help of some 
oi the existing programs by spending a rather long 
computer time, these programs are impractical for the 
repeated solution of a given problem, as in the case of 
nonlinear analysis, convergence studies, parametric study 
of the structures, etc. 
A cor~~puter program which wilI be the first step toware 
the nonlinear analysis of the structures must be as 
efficient as possible in the sense of using minimum core 
memory space, shortening the computation time, and 
reducing round-off errors. This concept leads to the 
following direct conclusions concerning the philos~phy 
of compnsition for such a program: 
(1) Avoid out-of-core operations by eliminating, as 
much as possible, the features which are not of 
direct collcern to the problem that is being sdved. 
(2) At the earliest stage of computations, eliminate all 
the data and information which are not needed 
later, and the corresponding operations, and mini- 
miye sorting and matrix operations. 

7- 111e application of thest. concepts, with additional tlisplact.mcnt, and general linear dependence be- 
vrrsatilc capabilitizs for thc solr~tion of the large class of tween displacement components. Discrete and/or 
linear equilibsium problems arixing in practice, 1.9s been continuous force boundary co:iditions and body 
incorporated into a program called ELAS. forces may be automaticall:l dccour,te<l for. 
2. Description of ELAS and Its Capabilities 
ELAS is written in FORTRAN 11, rather than in 
FORTRAN IV language, in order to save some of the 
core storage which is being used for the standard input,' 
output lxickage. The displacement method of analysis, 
starting from an extremum formulatic~n, has been chosen 
for solr~tion of tlica problems. In this method the coefficient 
matrix of the equations, in ge:,eral, is band-limited. Only 
the coefficients within thr bane which are bzing used 
are stored; therefore, considerable amounts of storage 
location are saved, and the computation time and the 
round-off errors are minimized. 
Some of the special fratrires of EI,AS are: 
(1) Thc types of structural problems which can be  
handled ar:. arlalysis of trusses and frames, 
stretching and bending of plates and shells, two- 
ar;d three-dimensional elastic solids, axisymmetricai 
shells and solids. These struc:ures may be of any 
geometry. There is no limitation as to the force 
and displacement boundary conditions. 
(2) Tile tlynamic memory allocation allows the use of 
(5) For structure of two- or three-dimensional continua 
the stresses are computed at the nodal points by 
using the best fit strain tensor in this region. There- 
fore, the stresses computed at the nodal points are 
better approximations than those obtained by most 
other methods. 
(6) The structural material can be isotropic, ortho- 
tropic. or generally anisotropic, homogeneou~ or 
nonhomogeneous. The effect of temperature changes 
for all types of structures; the effect of tempera- 
ture gradients for frames. plates. and shells can 
be computed. The hndy forces due t3  an arbitrary 
constant acceleration field c::il be considered. 
(7j The coordinates, the bounrJ.ary conditions, and 
element mesh topology dat'i can be auto~~atical ly 
generated for a given cla5s of problems by supply- 
ing the necessarv corre;ponding subroutines. The 
program csn be used for specific plJrposec;, such 
as to relabel any structure for bandwidth minimi- 
zation up  to 540 nodes, or to so!ve only for dis- 
placement unkcowns. The eq1:llibriurn check is 
possible and the complete set ct forces at the nodal 
points can be computed. 
adequate amount of-storage for different types of (8) The capacity depends on tile type and the number problenis. This feature also gives the user access 
of types of elements whkh  are being used on the to larger core memory capacity after only minor 
changes in the program. bandwidth and on the number of unsuppressed degrees of frepdcm. F'or an average type of prob- 
(3) Thc bandnriclth of the stiffness matrix depends on 
the compositiorl of the structure, hut also it is 
rc.latcd to the nodal point labeling. Fal~orable 
labeling of a given structure is time consuming 
and a difficult task for the user in most cases. 
Internal relabeling whicl, minimizes tile band- 
width is possible with ELAS; thrrefore, the reduc- 
tion of necessary storage is automated as n possible 
option. 
(4) 17ie houndav conditions and any a priori known 
reln~ion between displaccrnent unknowns may be 
iniposctl at tl;c time of the assembiy of the coefii- 
civnt matrix and tlic load vector. This eliminates, 
in many cases, the use of considerable portions of 
tilt, rnc3mory, which will be otherwise occupied by 
tllc coc.fficicnts of the eq~~at ions  to be eliminated 
latrr. The: displacenlent boundary conditions which 
can I)r .  iii~posrd arca zero displacement, a known 
lem, 500-7(HI unknowns can be handled by the 
IBM 7094, 32K computer. These figures corr~saond 
approximately t f ~  trusses with 200 nodes, three- 
dimensional fr?.mes with 100 nodes, plane elasticity 
proLiems with 350  nodes, and three-dimensional 
elasticity p~oblems with 200 nodes. In a given 
problem, 99 different types of material, tempera- 
+lire, thickness, etc., niay be used. Successive sets 
of data corresp~ndirrg to different problems can 
50 loaded in a single run, without any restriction 
on their ni~mber. 
3. Conclusion 
For the problems which have been solved so far by 
EL,AS on the IBM 7094, Model I computer, the com- 
puter timc did not exceed 3 min. This figure is the actual 
order of magnitude of time spent for the largcst prob- 
lems which can be handled by this program. It is of 
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dn  order of magnitude less than the time required to As it is indicated by the titlc ~f this article, EIAS is 
solve the same problems with most of thi? programs in only for the equilibrium protiems of structures. 771c 
this area. eigenvalue problerns and the :,ropagation problcins, c.g., 
natural vibrations and forcer; response, are not inclrltlrd. 
The development of a program for nonlinear, step-by- Howlever, for these prohle:ns the discretization and the 
step analysis can follow the philosophy of ELAS with overall stiffness matrix generation operations can \>c per- 
a few specific changes and additional routines. formed by EL I S .  
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V;. Aerodynamics Facilities --- '  
ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION DIVISION 
A. Bipianar Optical System for Nonplanslr 
Free-Flight Testing, H .  P.  H C ! W ~ ~  
The concept of splitting the schlieren light path to 
pennit viewing from two angles and. recording the 
resultant images on a single frame of a high-speed 
35mm movle camera was tested and Erst reported in 
SPS 37-37, Vol. IV, pp. 108-181. Improvements were 
made, tested, and again reported in SPS 37-38, 'Vol. IV, 
pp. 65-71. As a result of these two tests a set of pr; 4- 
sion mirrors were manufactured and Test 20-645 was 
conducted to evaluate these as well as t5e new Photo- 
sonics 35mm ful!-frame camera. Figure 1 shows tlie 
new mirrors in theii positions relative to the tui~nel 
viewing windaws, an6 Fig. 2 is a schcmatxc of 'he 
biplanar optics inserted into the standard sch11t;en optlcs 
of the wind tunnel. 
The camera used for this test is shown in Fig. 3. It is 
capable of frame rates from 500 to 2.500 frames/s and 
the strobe lizht source is sinchronized with tile camera 
prism by means of a reluctance pickup. The timing of 
the flash with the prism is very criticc!. and considerable 
cffort was applied in this area since the first film showed 
that a portion of the image was cut off. i~ method ~f 
checking the mirror adjustments which eliminates the 
time-cocsuming and expensive film processing is being 
devised. 
A recent change in the lacnch-gun location caused 
severe shocks from the centerbody to impinge czn the 
models at ill = 4.0 during this test. 'This wa9 correcterl 
by changinr the Mach number to 3.0 and reducing the 
dynamic pressure to 50 cm Hg. At these conditions the 
test proceeded to completion. Ten fli~hts were made, 
using 10-deg half-angle cones, Izunch zngles of 20 and 
30 deg, and axial rotaticn rates of lOOC to 3000 rev/min. 
W..i;e operating, timilg, and alignment problems 
plagued the early part of the test, the resulti-,; filrns 
with the new mirrors show a defin~te improvement in 
quality. To compare the results with a previous bi~lanar 
test, Fig. 4 sto\-1s a single frame from each mirror system. 
T'he quality obtained with the new mi-rors is an obvious 
irnprovemcnt and, with care, a second iteration of the 
aligning pro*.edure shoul.1 eliminate the minor p:oblems 
in t5e images. 
The biplanar optical system for observing nonplanar 
free-flight models is but m e  part of the overall technique. 
A second-generation launch gun, now bring manufac- 
tured, will project the models into the center of the 
viewing rhombus and increase the maximum launch vr- 
locities from 90 to 150 ft/s. The entire system is expected 
to be operational by the fall of 1967 in preparatioti for a 
scheduled nonplanar test. 
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Fiy i .  Biplanar rairror assembly in position: (a)  north side, (b! sail:$ side 
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TOP OF TUNNEL VIEWING RHOMBUS 









-. 0 LIGHT PATH 
, . 
CAMERA \/'\ I I +-THIS SECTION ROTATED 5 0  deg 3 
\ \ I I LOOKING UPSTREAM 
Fig. 2. Norrplanar free-flight schlieren system 
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Fig. 3. Photosonics full-frame 35mm camera and co~ttrols 
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Fig. 4. Test film: (a) steady-state light source 
(protntype mirroa;), (b) strobe light source 
(precision mirrors) 
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B. Hypersonic Boom Study, R .  Kerr 
1lTintl Tunnc~l Tcst 21-199 was conducted in order to 
mcasurcl thr I)rcwiIre signatures from llypersonic aircraft 
at u t1ist;inc.e of one model length directly below the 
moclel, and to record the normal and moment forces act- 
ing on thc aircraft. This test was performed in coopern- 
tion nith h'AS.4 Ames Research Center (ARC), hloffett 
Field, California. 
Five models were tes t~d:  a cone-cylinder, three hyper- 
sonic aircraft, and the ?(-15. These models are shown in 
Fig. 5. Each model was sting-mounted ir. the wind tun- 
nel on ARC'S !,-in. t\r.o-component strain gage balance. 
\\it11 the nose of the mo-lel located approximat~ly 35 in. 
upstream from the cenl el line of the viewing window. 
The m d e l  and its stin5 were mounted on a tc.rtical strut 
through the cooling-sh'eld inlet located in the ceiling, 
and a static prcssure probe was mounted to a separate 
INCHES 
Fig. 5. Wind-tunnel test models 
Fig. 6. Model installation set-up 
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traversing rig which could move in both the horizontal 0.24 
and vertical directions. This installation set-up is shown 
in Fig. 6, with the conc-cylinder model installed on the 
balance at zero angle-of-attack. 0.20 
The aerodynamic parameters were Mach numbers M 
of 4.0 and 5.5, with a range in Reynolds number (Re)/in. 
of 0.122 X lo6 to 0.185 X lo6. The test variables included 0.16 
an angle-of-attack a of 0, 3, and 5 deg for each of the 
models, and a range in the horizontal position of the 
static-pressure probe sufficient to record all of the shocks 0.12 
and expansions created from the model. This static pres- 
sure from the prohe was fed into a differential transducer, 
with a static-pressure port on the tunnel sidewall feeding 0.08 
into the other side of the transducer. In this manner, the 
overpressure through the shmk waves, ~ p ,  was mea- 
sured directly. % 
a 0.04 
A pressure signature is illustrated for the X-15 and the 
delta-body in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, with the over- 
H O R I Z O N T A L  P O S I T I O N ,  in. 
Fig. 8. Delta-body pressure signature 
pressure being ratioeJ to the tunnel free-stream static 
pressure. It can be seen from schlieren photographs of 
previous investigations that a model's nose and wing 
shocks blend together at a distance of one model length 
away, for high supersonic Mach numbers. This explains 
why there is generally only one shock in the pressure 
signatures before the recompression shock. 
C. Air Radiation Measurements, G. M. Thomas and 
W. A .  Menard 
The important sources of radiation from high- 
temperature equilibrium air have been studied both ex- 
HORIZONTAL D ISTANCE,  in. perirnentaliy and analytically (Ref. 1). Measurements 
were made of the equilibrium radiation behind the l ~ o w  
Fig. 7. X-15 pressure signature shock at the nose of a moclel located along the axis of 
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an elrctl.ic arc-:lrivcan s11oc.k tuhc~ ewer tllc tc~niperature 
rangc fro111 90W to 15,000 K. Spectral measurements 
\vrlre n?::dc ovcbr thc 0.3- to l . l - , t  spectri~l region while 
total radiation ~neasurc~mr~nts covered the 0.3- to 2.7-,U 
rc~gion. Calculations \vcrch ~n ;~ t l c  of the continua of singly 
ionizetl N ant1 0 atoms employing ncn-hydrogrnic cross 
scctions for lotv, principal quantnm-numbrr Icvels. The 
lneasurcd spectruni exceedrd the positive ion continuum 
by a largr fi:ctor at 10,00O0R and this discrepancy was 
attribl~ted to the existence of a negative nitrogen ion 
cuontinua. Cross sections for the negative continua were 
deduced from the data. Bound-bonnd transitions were 
also considered in the analysis and are zhown to be an 
important radiation source. The major t~nclusion was 
that the dominant sources of radiation in this experiment 
\rrercx thc N continua and atomic line radiation. 
D. X-15 Research Vehicle, D .  Kvrtz 
\Vind Tunnel Tests 21-201 and 20-643 were recently 
perfomled on iYAS.AP,'s extended performance version of 
the X-15. The research vehicle will be used as a flying 
test bed for a small ramjet mounted on the lower vertical 
stabilizer. or ventral (Fig. 9). 
The purpose of the force tests was to supply the X-15 
ground simulator with sufficient stability and control data 
to familiarize pilots with the flight characteristics and 
related aerodynamic effects of the ramjet encol.intered 
in flight. 
The investigation was performed a t  Mach numbers A1 
of 1.37, 3.01, and 6.57 and Reynolds numbers Rc of 
0.26 X 10 ,  0.36 X lo';, and 0.23 X 1 0 ,  respecti\rely. 
A six-component internal strain-gage balance was used 
to readout all force data. Schlieren photos were taken 
to observe and study shock impingement on the ramjet 
inlet (Fig. 10) and the consequent disturbance to the 
operational effectiveness. Preliminary e\~aluation indi- 
cates this to be :, possible problem area. 
Fig. 9. Extended performance X-15 with ramjet 
mounted on lower ventral 
Fig. 10. X-15 with ramjet M =6.57, Re = 0.23 >( 10" 
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E. Wedge Walte Studies, R.  Kerr 
\Vind Tunnel Test 20-613 was conducted in order to 
makc clctailed flow nleasurenlents in the near wake of a 
slender hvo-dimensional \iredge with injection of gaseous 
nitrogen or helium from the base. This test was per- 
formed in cooperation with Thompson Ramo Woolridgc. 
Systems of Redonclo Reach, California. The test was con- 
ducted in thc 20-in. supersonic wincl tunnel at a hlacli 
number of 4.0 and a Reynolds number in. of 0.304 X 10. 
The model, shown in Figs. 11 and 12, \iras a 6-deg 
half-angle wedge \\.it11 a porous base I in. high through 
~vhich a gas cnultl Le injectrd into the flow. A "saw- 
tooth" trip was ~isetl on thc lmdinr: edges to trip the‘ 
~noclcl horlndary layers ancl thus insure fully turbulrnt 
flow at the high Rrynolds numl~er. The 1node1 also had 
intcrnnl cooling passages through which liquid nirrogrn 
could be  circulntd. This allo\vs tcsting to be done in 
ci t l~rr  an scliabatic- or colcl-\\.all condition, although all 
n1i.s for this tcst \\rere at t!ie adiabatic-wall wnclition. 
Th(. \\.edge spannrd thc width of the tunnel and was 
mounted to the tunnel sidewalls at zero angie-of-attack 
Pitot !;un.eys, hot-\\lire anemometer surveys, and cen- 
tvrline static prr.$srlre incasrircments were made in the 
0 ! 2 3 4  
INCHES 
Fig. 11. Leading edge of model showing the boundary-layer trips 
0 1 2 3 4  
INCHES 
Fig. 12. Rear of model showing the porous base and base pressure port 
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wake by mounting the probes or. a traversing rig which 
could. move in the horizontal and vertical directims. In 
addition to these wake measurements, model surface 
pressures anrt temperatures were recorded. All of these 
measuremoms were made for a total of 7 different injec- 
tion rates for both the gaseous nitrogen and helium. The 
1,Itrogen and helium were used because their transport 
properties' are quite distinct from each other, and the 
effect of this variation was compared for identical injec- 
tion rates and tunnel conditions. 
Qxa of the most troublesome regions for theoretical 
dnalysis of the flow field about a body having a blunt 
base is the reverse flow region in the near wake which 
dominates the initial conditions for the calculation of the 
wake development. For this reason, the model was de- 
signed to allow for aft-facing pressure probes to be in- 
stalled in the base pressure port. Various lengths of both 
pitot and static probes were used here to determine the 
centerline Mach number of the reverse flow, thus helping 
to define the location of the rear stagnation point in addi- 
:ion to measulii~g the magnitude of the velocities in this 
regiorl. 
The data show that small rates of injection of gaseous 
nitrogen or helium from the base of the model can cause 
significant changes in the wake structure. These changes 
consist of an unusually uniform pressure distribution 
along the wake axir and a tendency of the wake neck to 
"open up," causing the wake shock to be shifted outward 
from the wake axis and become greatly weakened. 
Reference 
1. Thomas, G. M., and Menard, W. A., "Measurement: of the Continuum and 
Atomic Line Radiation from High Temperature Air," AZAA I., Paper No. 
67-95, Jasilary 1967. 
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VII,- Solid Propellant Engineering ! [ iJ  ' ' 
PROPULSION DIVISION 
A. Applications Technology Satellite Motor 
Development, R. G. Anderson and R. A. Grippi 
1. Introduction 
In January 1963, JPL initiated a development program 
to provide a solid propellan; ppogee motor for a second 
generation Syncom satellite. This program, under the 
management of the Goddard Space Plight Center, was 
designated Advanced Syncom. It was to result in a spin- 
stabilfzcd, nctive repeater communications satellite weigh- 
ing approximately 750 ' lb., operating at synchronous 
altitude (22,300 mi) to handle voice communications, tele- 
ty.?, and monochrome arci color television signals. 
In January 1964, the Advanced Syncom communication 
program was redirected to include a number of ex- 
perimental irlstruments in addition to the original com- 
munication instruments. This expanded program is the 
Appliccrtions Technology Satellite (ATS) program a d  will 
result in a general-purpose satellite capable of operation 
at synchronous altitude with experimental instruments in 
the areas o!' meteorology, communications, radiation, navi- 
gation, gravity gradient stabilization, and various engi- 
neering experiments. For those satellites to be placed in 
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synchronous orbit, JPL will provide a solid-propellant 
rocket motor to provide final required velocity increment 
at the apogee of the elliptical transfer orbit. This rocket 
motor is designated the JPL SR-28-1 (steel chamber) or 
JPL SR-%-3 (titanium chamber). At present, only the JPL 
SR-28-3 u.?it is intended for flight use. 
Previous reports of progress on the development of this 
motor have been published in SPS 37-U) to 37-33, Vol. V 
and SPS 37-34 to 37-44, Vol. IV. 
2. Program Status Summary 
The motor developn~ent program calls for static firing 
of 4 heavywall motors and 26 flightweight motors, includ- 
ing 2 with flight design titanium chambers, prior to con- 
ducting an &motor qualification program. To date, the 4 
heavywall motors plus 25 aghtweight motors have been 
static fired, 4 of which were under simulated high-altitude 
cond.itions at Arnold Engineering Development Center 
(AEDC), Tullahoma. Tennessee. All of the flightweight 
motors tested to date have hem with type 410 chromium 
steel chambers, with the exception of Dev. CXT, G-QT, 
E-3T, and Q-9T which used titanium chambers. During 
the past repmting period, one additional development 
B L A N K  P A G E  
unit has been tested. The testing of the second storage 
unit (Dev. F-3). after 24 mo of storage, was performed in 
May. 
The ATS apogee motor qualification phase was con- 
ducted at AEDC during July a ~ d  August 1966. The results 
are reported in SPS 37-41, Vol. IV. 
T!le first of five App1icati.m Techrrology Satellites 
(ATS-B) was successfully launched in December 1966. 
The satellite is presently on station and functioning as 
planned. 
3. ATS Storage Unih 
Three ATS apogee motors, loaded in September 1965, 
have been stored at 80°F or ambient temperature after 
the post-loading requirements were completed in Novem- 
ber 1965. The units were processed and loaded to flight- 
standard procedures. All hardware components are of 
flight design with the exception of the chamber and the 
number of layers of chamber insulation. In place of the 
6AUV titanium chamber, a 410 chromium steel unit was 
used since the titanium chambers were not available at 
the time the motors were loaded. The insulation con- 
figuration lacks one layer of 0.030-in. material at each end 
of the motor chamber. This difference in insulation con- 
figuration is a result of changes initiated in the ilight 
design after firing the initid titanium motor in November 
1965. Either deviation from the flight configuration should 
not affect the storability of the motor. 
These units have been removed at intervals and sub- 
jected to various inspections, including weight determina- 
tions, visual examination of aU components, dimensional 
checks, and hardware alignment. The last periodic in- 
.r d o n  of the storage units was performed in March 
1967. During this inspection no additional anomalies were 
noted on either motor. The inspection results are identical 
to the November 1966 inspection (SPS 37-43, Vol. IV). 
The second storage unit (Dev. F-3) was static tested 
at the JPL-Edwards Test Station (ETS) facility on May 
10, 1967, approximately 20 mo after being cast. Prior to 
static hing, the unit was subjected to a series of test 
environments which included booster vibration, booster 
acceleration, and temperature cycle. These environments 
simulate, but do not duplicate, the conditions an apogee 
unit will see during the boost phase into orbit. Visual 
and radiographic inspection of the unit, after being sub- 
jected to the test environments, revealed no anomalies. 
Table 1 summarizes the weight and measurement data for 
Table 1. ATS storage unit ev. F-3 weight and 
measurement dqra summary 
Dev. F-3. This table includes data t ahn  after the iuit 
was loaded in September 1965, and data recorded 20 mo 
later, just prior to static testing. All pre-fire data indicated 
that the apogee unit cl3uld be stored for at least 20 mo, 
after which it could survive a series of simulated launch 
environments. 
Ihm 





2. Nozzle assembly weight, Ib 
3. Hordwaro thrust olign- 
mont, in./in. 
4. Pmpellant pod diometer 
alignment, TlR, in. 




5. Port diometer, in. (60'9 




6. Visual inspection 
(propellant and interfaces) 
The igniters to be used for the storage units were 
originally assembled in February 1965. Prior to the static 
test of F-3, a single igniter was disassembled and in- 
spected. No visual changes to the igniter hardware were 
observed from its long-term ambient storage aqd subse- 
quent environmental testing. 
Dev. F-3 was tested at a grain temperature of 10°F 
while mounted in the vertical spin stand operating at 
150 rev/min. The unit appeared to operate normally dur- 
ing its 45-s burn. A post-he inspection of the spent motor 













An analysis of data related to this second storage unit 
appeared nominal with the exception of the characteristic 
velocity vahe W. The measured W* value of 4903 ft/s 
is approximately 1% below the average value obtained 
from development and qualification units. A complete 










Forward end propel- 
lont to insulation 
separation, 1 in. 
in depth 
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rrview of all apogee motor measurement parameters and 
instn~mentation procedures relatecl to storagr units F-1 
and F-3 is currently in progress. The results of this review 
will be presented at a later date. 
4. Omnidirectional Antenna Tests 
Development test J-1 was the fourth and final in a series 
conductetl to evaluate the design and release mechanism 
of an omnidirectional antenna to be used on the A S - C  
spzcecraft. The design and fabrication of the antenna 
were assigned to Hughes Aircraft Co. (KAC) by Goddard 
Space Flight Cmter. JPL supported H,4C with three apo- 
gee motor ignition tests and one full duration (test J-1) 
npogec motor trst. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the antcnna is located at the apex 
of a fiberglass dome, which in turn is mounted to the 
apogee motor's nozzle exit cone. During launch the 
antenna 'dome wi1I be used until apogee motor ignition, 
at which time it is expelled and no longer needed. 
The first three tests that used only the apogee motor's 
ignition pulse to expel1 the antenna/dome established 
rl r C O A X I A L  CABLE 
Fig. 2. Pretest installation of test article 
and high-speed cameras 
final design release times, and the flight path of the test 
article. Test 4 employed a live motor (full duration j as a 
final confirmation oi  antenna design and release mecha- 
nism. 
The test setup for test 4, which was basically the same 
for all tests, consisted of the equipment pictured in Fip. 2. 
The motor was mounied on the vertical spin test stand, 
located in the north test bay of Buildine; E-60 at ETS. 
During the test, the motor and test article were spinning 
at 1'30 rev/min. Four 16mm Fastcx cameras, operating 
at approximately 2,000 frames s, photographed the rc- 
lease and initial free Bight of the antenna/dome combi- 
nation. A single 16mm Milliken camera, operating at 
500 frames/s, was used for over-all test coverage. Fig. 3 
shows the five camera positions. Two pressure transducers 
measured cham5er pressure, while a single transducer 
measured igniter basket pressure. The output of all trans- 
ducers was recorded on an oscillograph. A special circuit 
was c c a t f d  to indicate the release of the c*:axial cables. 
The signal indication, which occurs after the antenna has 
traveled 0.25 in., was also recorc ed on the oscillograph. 
A temperature-indicating paint was applied to the an- 
tenna stand-off supports. The paint was applied in three 
colors that indicated temperatures of 500, 700, or 9W°F. 
Fig. 1. Omniantenna/dome combination The Fastex camera does not have the capability of 
on umogee motor incorpcrating z timing mark on the film, therefore a strobe 
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rclview of all apogee motor measurement parameters and 
instrumentation procedures related to storage units F-1 
and F-3 is currently in progress. The results of this review 
will be presented at 3 later date. 
4. Omnidirectional Antenna Tests 
Development test J-1 was the fourth and final in a series 
conducted to evaluate the design and release mechanism 
of an omnidirectional antenna to be used on the ATS-C 
spccecraft. The design and fabrication of the antenna 
were assigned to Hughes Aircraft Co. (HAC) by Goddard 
Space Flight Center. JPL supported HAC with three apo- 
gee motor ignition tests and one full duration (test J-1) 
apogee motor test. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the antcnna is located at the apex 
of a fiberglass dome, which in turn is mounted to the 
apogee motor's nozzle exit cone. During launch the 
antenna,'dome will be used until apogee motor ignition, 
at which time it is expelled and no longer needed. 
The first three tests that used only the apogee motor's 










Fig. 2. Pretest installation of test article 
and high-speed cameras 
final design release times, and the fight path of the test 
article. Test 4 emp1oyed a live motor (full durationj as a 
final confirmation oi antenna design and release mecha- 
nism. 
The test setup for test 4, which was basically the same 
for all tests, consisted of the equipment pictured in Fip. 2. 
The motor was mounied on the vertical spin test stand, 
located in the north test bay of Building E-60 at ETS. 
During the test, the motor and test article were spinning 
at 190 rev/min. Four 16mm Fastex cameras, operating 
at approximately 2,000 frames,!~, photographed the re- 
lease and initial free flight of the antenna/dome combi- 
nation. A single 16mm Milliken camera, operating at 
500 framesls, was used for over-all test coverage. Fig. 3 
shows the five camera positions. Two pressure transducers 
measured chamber pressure, while a single transducer 
measured igniter basket pressure. The output of all trans- 
ducers was recorded on an oscillograph. A special circuit 
was c c a t f d  to indicate the release of thc c!-!axial cables. 
The signal indication, which occurs after the antenna has 
traveled 0.25 in., was also recorc ed on the oscillograph. 
A temperature-indicating paint was applied to the an- 
tenna stand-off supports. The paint was applied in three 
colors that indicated temperatures of 500, 700, or 900°F. 
Fig. 1. Omniantenna/dome combination The Fastex camera does not have the capability of 
on upogee motor incorporating r, timing mark on the film, therefore a strobe 
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CAMERAS 
1-4 FASTEX, 2000  ft/s, PRIMARY 
DATA SOURCE 
5 MILLIKEN, 500 ft/s DOCUMElJTARY 
NOTE FASTEX CAMERAS TO 9E 25 in 
ABOVE NOZZLE EXIT PLANE 
I I r J P L - E T S  E-STAND I I 
If CAMERA 5 '0 CAMERA 2 
Fig. 3. Omniantenna tests, camera positions 
liglit was placed in view of ail Fastex cameras. The 
strobe light was triggered at the same time as current 
was supplied to the squib, thus producing on the film a 
pcsitive indication of ignition sequence start. Fig. 4, using 
a block diagram, shows the clectrical circuits for the high- 
speed cameras, igniter ignition, and strobe light. As indi- 
cavd by the figure, the firing of the squib and strobe 
light and starting of each camera were controlled by s 
Fastex goose box. The test was initiated by actuating the 
start switch on each goose box. 
Following a dry run which included the testing of all 
five cameras, test 4 was performed. All data were ade- 
quately recorded except for igrition current. A close ex- 
amination of the oscillograph rwealed that it was still 
possible to correlate the start of the ignition sequence 
without an ignition current trace. At the time current was 
applied to the squib :ircuit, a slight noise signal was gen- 
erated in all pressure transducer circuits. This noise signal 
is discernible on all transducer traces recorded on the 
oscillograph (Fig. 5) and corresponds to zero time (to) or 
first indication of squib current. 
The results of the recorded motor chamber and igniter 
basket pressur~s are given in Fig. 5. The oscillograph 





Fig. 4. Electricai diagram of high-speed cameras and igniter ignition circuit 
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Fig. 5. Motor ignition characteristics, omniantenna test 4 
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T '0 trace also shows the rcsr~lis of the antenna disconnclct 
IGNITION PRESSURE 
VERSUS T lME CURVE 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
TIME, rns 
circuit. The ignition parameters on test 4 are nominal 
when compared to previous apogee motor firings at simi- 
lar conditions. Fig. 6 and Table 2 summarize the critical 
ignition phase pressrirc levels and corresponding times, 
for the four omniantenna tests. The sunlnlary inclrldes 
the coaxial cable disconnect response time and corre- 
sponding chamber pressure. 
A visual inspection of the temperature-sensitive paint 
on the antenna standoff supports and brackets indicated 
that the tempe~ature was b e l ~ w  500°F during the live 
motor firing. This result has been documented by color 
photographs. The antenna standoff brackets, which are 
bonded to the nozzle exit cone, became unbonded during 
test 4. This was expected since the nozzle exit cone 
achieves a temperature, at the bracket interface, of 
llOO°F, while the bonding adhesive is serviceable to 
350°F. 
IGNITION PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 
The antenna disconnect circuit showed open (Fig. 5) 
PI, ' PEAK PRESSLJRE OF IGNITER BASKET DURING IGNITION PHASE 
at 14 ms after the application of squib current. At this 
pI, = PEAK PRESSURE OF MOTOR CHAMBER DURING IGNITION PHASE time, the antenna had traveled approximately 'i in. from 
- - 
t, = ZERO TIME. OR TIME AT WHICH CURRENT IS APPLIED TO SQUIB its original position. Similarly, the motor chamber pres- 
" 
sure was 49 psia which closely corresponds to the nozzle 
tD, 
' THE DELAY TlME FROM 10 UNTIL THE FIRST INDICATICN OF 
SQUIB PRESSURE IS SEEN diaphragm rupture pressure. It is felt that the antenna 
is released from the motor within milliseconds after the 
rJm = THE DELAY TlME FROM t o  UNTIL THE FIRST INDICATION OF 
MOTOR CtlAMBER PRESSURE nozzle diaphragm ruptures, thus the antema never sees 
the peak chamber pressure during the motor's ignition 
tI, 
= THE TlME FROM to T lLL  PEAK IGNITER PRESSURE IS SEEN phase. 
Grn = THE TlME FROM to T lLL  PEAK CHAMBER IGNITION PRESSaRE 
IS SEEN; TAIS IS NOT THE SAME AS PEAK RUN PRESSURF In summary, the igniter inqulse was more than suffi- 
tA = THE TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PEAK IGNITER BASKET cient to separate the antenna,'dome from the motor with- 
PRESSURE AND PEAK CHAMBER IGNITION PRESSURE out producing structural damage. Based on visual and 
tMl = THE TIME FROM INII'IAL SQUIB PRESSURE TILL PEAK photographic coverage, the antenna released and main- 
IGNITER BASKET PRESSURE; THE TOTAL IGNITER REACTION tained a free-flight path along the motel's centerline we!l 
TlME beyond the region of the spacecraft's VHF antennae. A 
Fig. 6. ATS apogee motor ignition parameters comparison of apogee motor ignition parameters indicates 
Table 2. Igniter summary, omniantenna tests 
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rCs - I 
t r n r  
ms 
43 
Sw Fig 6 for ignition parameter definitions except 
t,  . o r  the delay time from 90 until the indipation of cooxial cable disconnect. 
Pc.or rnoto: chombec ornrure at the time of cooxiol cable disconnect. 
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excellent agreement between the four tests and previous 
motor firings. The over-all results from the four antenna 
tests indicate that the antenna design and its release 
mechanism are completely reliable for &ght application 
and no future antenna tests are planned. 
5. Flight Motors 
During September 1966, three ATS apogee motors, des- 
ignated Z-1, 2-2, and 2-3, were loaded and processed for 
flight application. Two of these units, 2-2 and 2-3, were 
subsequently shipped to Cape Kennedy for the ATS-B 
launch. The primary unit, 2-2, was used on the ATS-B 
mission, while motor 2-3 was held in reserve as the flight 
spare. This unit (2-3) is now in storage at Cape Kennedy. 
Motor Z-1 is stored at the JPLETS facility. 
As part of the storage and surveillance program, motor 
Z-I. was removed from storage during April 1967 and 
inspected. The unit was weighed, visually inspected for 
1967. As shown by the table, no anomalies have occurred 
as a result of the 7-mo storage. 
The present apogee motor flight schedule indicates 
that motor Z-1 (primary) and 2-3 (spare) will be assigned 
to the ATS-C flight in November 1967. 
6. Potential Binder Curing Reactions, I. Hutchison 
and H. Marsh, Ir. 
1. Introduction 
Previous reports (SPS 37-42 and 37-43, Vol. IV) have 
described research aimed at dt.veloping new curing re- 
actions and a model system for use in determining pre- 
polymer functionality. Continuation of this work has led 
to the investigation of the acid anhydride-epoxidr and 
acid anhydride-aziridine reactions. 
2. Experiments and Results 
nardware, propellant, and insulation defects, and dimen- 
sionally inspected for changes in propellant alignment. Cyclic carboxylic acid anhydrides (e.g., phthalic anhy- 
Table 3 summarizes the results of this inspection. The dride) have long been used as wring agents for epoxy 
table includes data taken after the unit was loaded in resins (Refs. 1 and 2). The mechanism has been pretty 
September 1966. and data recorded 7 mo later in April well shown to involve initial reaction of the anhydride 
with hydrox~l groups which are on the resin or pres- 
ent as impurities (ilefs. 3 and 4). It is the resulting car- 
Table 3. ATS flight unit Z-1 weight and 
measurement data summary 
boxyl group which actually reacts with the epoxide to 
form /3 hydroxyl esters. At the high curing temperaturcs 
(120-200°C), carboxyl and anhydride also catalyze poly- 
Item 
1. Chamber assembly 
i Ib (chamber, insulation, 
propellant, and 
handling ring) 
2. Nozzle assembly 
weight, Ib 
3. Propellant port diameter 
alignment, TIR, in. 




4. Port diameter, in. (8C0F) 




5. Visual inspection 
(propellant and interfaces) 
etherification of the epoxide. 
It was felt that an acyclic anhydride which would not 
have ring stabilization might react quite differe~tly in the 












A polymer produced by such reaction of a dianhydride 
and a diepoxide would therefore cortain no hydroxyl 
groups which could cause unwanted side reactions. This 
is a problem in the carboxyl-epoxide polymerization. It 
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Dianhydrides were prepared from dicarboxylic acids tures of curing agents), is inert to the acyclic a.nhydride 
and ketene (Ref. 5). unless catalyzed and heated. Tertiary amir~es are wel!- 
known accelerators for anhydride curing of epoxy resins 
and they have been shown here to have the same effect. 
a. Acetic-sebacic acid mixed c.:nhydde ( I )  The great superiority of pyridine to triethylamine as a 
catalyst is somewhat surprising in view of its weaker 
basicity, but is probably due to the lower steric hindrance 
0 around the nitrogen and opportunity for charge delocali- 
I / zation in the aromatic ring. The reaction mechar~ism may 
CH,-C-CH, REFLUX * CHL=C=O + CH. be as follows (Ref. 7): 
KETENE WIRE 
Sebacic acid was partially dissolved h three parts by 
weight of chromatoquality tetrahydrofuran. Ketene from 
a specially constructed ketene generator (Ref. 6) was 
bubbled through the stirred mixture while holding the 
temperature at 0°C. 
The reaction was continued for 30 min past the point 
at which all solid sebacic acid had dissolved. Infrared 
showed the disappearance of the carboxyl peaks at 1710 
and 1300 cm-I and appearance of the anhydride peaks at 
1815, 1750, and 1030 cm-I. (If ketene addition went past 
the point of quantitative reaction, the mixture rapidly 
became dark brown although no change in the infrared 
spectrum was observed.) Solvent removal at room temper- 
ature, under vacuum, left a colorless oil which solidified 
at about 20°C. 
activation of anhydride 
by amine 
reaction of 
carboxylate anion 1 




A series of polymerization mixtures was prepared in 
the dry box (Table 4). Of the curing agents only the 
4 0 0 
ERL 4221 was distillcd before use. II I I O=C--R-C--0-4-CH3 
0 
I 
The room temperature reactions were run in vials in 0 
the dry box. The 55OC reactions were run with thc same I I I 
samples in an oil bath outside the dry box and the vials %H, CHs+O-CH2-CH-R'-CH 
were sealed with vacuum grease. The results tend to agree 
with the literature for cyclic anhydrides. ERL 4221, which 
is a simple diepoxide (see SPS 37-43, Vol. IV for struc- 
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repeating these steps I 
Table 4. Polymerization of wbacic-acetic acid mixed anhydride with epoxides and oziridines 
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r?ulvalenh of trlhnctlowl curing agwt  
pr:  W b l  #ulwlenh of curlng agwt  












































































curiw agent - 
anhyclrldm - 
Propofiios of product 
Soft white somlsolid 
Soft brown somisolid 
Soft ton somisolid 
Soft v.hito somisolid 
Very sticky block rubber, con flow 
ot 55.C. soluble in chloroform 
Soft ton somisolid 
Soft yellow somisolid 
Soft yellow solid 
Soft yollow somisolid 
h w n  slightly sticky rubMr 
lnwlublo in common solvents, 
decomposes at approximately 
300.C rather thon melting 
Soft ton somisolid 
h r m  flowing ~omisolid 
Soft yollow somiwlid 
Yellow-omngo slightly sticky 
rubbor, lnwluble in common 
solvents, docomposos with hooting 
more thon EPON 801 product, 
but dws n d  molt 
Lorgo rwction oxothorm, produd 
was gloss-like wlid with lorgo 
bubbles 
2 
lnfhlnd W W ~ ~ S  
Original onhfd~ide and ester pooks 
unchanged 
Ester prok strongor than uncoto: 
Iyxed cor 
Ester pwk  ~mern, diote bohvoon 
obove cosor 
Small incrwse in .st01 
Lorge incrooso in ertor ond 
decroose in onhydride 
Moderate incrooso in ester 
- 
Modorafe ostor peak oppeored in 
addition to anhydride pooks 
Little change from original small 
amount of ester 
Could not bo obtoined 
Aziridine ond onhydrida ur~chongod 
Unchongod 
Littlr chongo 
Could not bo obtoinod 
- 
Obviously, this is oversimplified because the tertiary 
mine can complex with either carboxyl of the anhydride, 
and ring attack can take place at either carbox1 of the 
epoxide. A linear polyester results in all cases. 
The polymers were not the result of epoxide homoplv- 
merization as shown by the appearance of a strong ester 
peak and significant decrease in anhydride peaks in the 
infrared. EPON 801 is more reactive and sine? it is a tri- 
functional epoxide, catalysis and heating produced a cross- 
linked polymer. The epoxide groups in EPON 801 are 
terminal 
rather than internal 
as in ERL 4221. 
Catalysis was not used with the adridines since they 
themselves contain tertiary nitrogen. MAP0 was cDm- 
plrtely iiiert. HX 740 was simila: at room temperature but 
when heated, ! urprisingly (since it is difunctional) gave a 
produd nearly as cross-linked as that from EPON 801. 
Some reaction '~ther than the predicted one 
must be taking place. This is supported irj. the results with 
ZC 466. It is a highly active diaziridine because it does not 
have a carbonyl group adjacent to the nitrogen. 
(Thiokol-Elkton) 
From these tests it was concluded that the anhydride- 
epoxide reaction is too unreactive for use as a model sys- 
tem. Anhydride-aziridine is eliminated by unexplained 
side reactions. However, both showed possibilities for use 
in binder curing. 
b. Acetic-dime? acid mixed anhydride. To investigate 
this area. hydrogenated, purified dimer acid (SPS 37-43, 
Vol. IV) was used to represent carboxyl-terminated hydro- 
carbon binders. Preparation was similar to that of the 
sebacic acid mixed anhydride. However, since dimer acid 
is a liquid and completely miscible with tetrahydrofuran, 
there was no built-in end point indicator to show when 
ketene addition should be halted. Infrared was incon- 
venient and rather insensitive for this purpose. Thus, care- 
ful observation was necessary to stop the reaction at the 
first appearance of color due to excess ketene. 
A more serious problem arose when it was discovered 
that the viscosity of the product (originz!!~ somewhat !ers 
than that of dimer acid) greatly increased as it was rotated 
under vacuum to remove the last traces of solvent. Infra- 
red showed a corresponding decrease in peaks at 990, 
1120, and 1370 cm-l. These belong to the 
moiety. 
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It is well known (Refs. 6 and 8) that unsymmetrical anhydrides can rearrange. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
II I I I I II I I I I 
2CHS-C--O--C--R--C -r3--C-CH, = CHa-C--O--C--CH, + 
HEAT 
Under vacuum the more volatile acetic anhydride can 
distill out, leaving a polyanhydride. It was felt that this 
reaction could be minimized by carrying out all opera- 
tions at ambient temperature or below and keeping the 
time under vacuum as short as possible. However, anhy- 
dride analysis (using both morpholine and hydrolysis to 
carboxyl) clearly revealed that these precactions, while 
improving the product, were not suAicient to completely 
prevent significant rearrangement. When the mixed anhy- 
dride was heated under vacuum (85OC) a very viscous 
polyanhydride was produced and acetic anhydride was 
collected in the cold trap. A similar rearrangement prob- 
ably occurs in the sebacic-acetic acid mixed anh~~dride, 
but infrared indicates it to be of much lesser magnitude. 
Sensitivitjj of the acetic-dimer acid mixed anhydride to 
atmospneric moisture was investigated by infrared analy- 
sis (SPS 37-43, Vol. IV). After only one day of exposure 
the 1370 cm-' peak decreased and the 990 and 1120 cm-I 
peaks nearly vanished while viscosity increased. Thus, 
rearrangement occurs even when acetic anhydride only 
has the opportunity to evaporate at atmospheric pressure. 
The resulting interchain anhydride linkages are quiie 
stable to hydrolysis and no carboxyl peak appears for 
approximately 2 wk. After 26 days, a significant amount 
of anhydride remaizs. The original mixed anhydride, 
when stored in a sealed container, does not lose acetic 
anhydride. 
A series of curing mixtures was prepared in the atmo- 
sphere using the best acetic-dimer acid mixed anhydride 
available (about 'h of the mixed anhydride groups h3d 
rearranged, Table 5). The reaction vials were sealed with 
vacuum grease and kept at 5S°C for 25 days. 
The epoxides produced the best cures, although 
pyridine catalysis was necessary. Both EPON 801 and 
DER 736, which have terminal epoxide groups, resulted 
in essentially complete reaction of anhydride and rlso the 
best thermal stability. DER 736 is difunctional yet it 
yielded an apparently cross-linked product. This can be 
explained by reaction with the internal anhydride link- 
ages in the rearranged acetic-dimer acid mixed anhydride. 
Evaporation of acetic anhydride has removed monofunc- 
tionality and therefore the effective average functionality 
of the rearranged anhydride is greater than two. 
The resulting branched species is 'irifunctional, and fur- 
ther such reactions can produce a network structure. 
(This explanation may also apply to the sebacic acetic 
anhydride system.) 
Of the aziridines, MAP0 was nearly i!lert. HX 740 pro- 
duced a good rubber but incomplete anhydride reaction 
resulted in poorer thermal stability. The rubber was sorne- 
what cross-linked for the same reason as that of the 
DER 736. ZC 466 reacted rapidly and gave the toughest 
product but its thermal stability was by far the worst. 
This poor heat resistance has a1r.s been observed in ZC 466 
curing of carboxyl terminated prepolymers (SPS 37-40, 
Vol. IV, pp. 9&-103). Surprisingly, when mixtures of 
ZC 466 and EPON 801 or HX 740 were used, curing was 
incomplete even though these reagents gave good cures 
when used alone. The original assumption that aziriciines 
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Tabla 5. Curing of acotic-dimer acid mixed anhydride 
would react anslogously to epoxides is supported by infra- 3. Co~clurionr 
rtd pepks at 1740 (ester) and lW ( t e q  While the a&ydride-epoide and a&ydride-aziridine 
amide) in all aziridine cured products. 










ZC 466 (50%) 
HX 740 (50%) 
zc 466 (50%) 
Curing mixtures were also preparcxi with 70 wt % ammo- 
nium perchlorate loading. Because of the relatively high 
viscosity of the mixed anhydride (cnmpared with the bcid 
chloride terminated prepolymer), the mixes were not p u -  
able at room temperature even at this low solids level and 
-- 
problems associated with-these systems make them less 
practical than existing curing reactions. The acid chloride 
terminated binder (SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, pp. 1W167) a p  
pear superior because of its low viscsity and greater mom 
temperature reactivity. 
with the use of lecithin as a wetting age~t .  The products 
had poor properties after 10 days at room temperature 4. Binder Hydrogenation 
and 15 days at SS°C. Except for ZC 466 which reacted The work on hydrogenation of unsaturated, carboxyl 
during mixing and produced a crumbly s a d ,  the results terminated hydrocarbon binders has been cc:ni~:lued. The 
ranged from sxp-like (MAP0 and HX 740) to brittle &ect of varying hydrogenation conditions (pressure, tem- 
plaster (EPON 801 and DER 736). perature), solvents (cyclohexane, hexane, acetic acid), and 
Infrared msults 
Anhydride pwks essentioily goner strong 
ester peok ot 1740 cm-' 
Anhydride peaks gone, strong ester peak 
ot 1740 em-' 
Originol MAP0 ond onhydrlde pwks almost 
unchanged 
Vrry crude, but apparently some unrwcted 
onhydride olong with ester at 1740 and 
tertiory omide ot 1650 em-' 
Could not be obtoined 
Large amount of unreocted anhydride plus 
ester at 1740 and tertiary amid. at 
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Lorge omount of unrwded anhydride plus 
ester ot 1740 ond tertiary omide at 
1650 cm-'1 very similar to obove except 
for kck of 1530 peak 
I O.' EPON 801 (50%) 
Noh,  In 011 cosnr 
aqulvolon#~ of curly wont 
~ u l v o i o n h  of onhydridm (baud on thmmtical Dun mirod onhfirido) = 1.0 
pz = .qulvolmh of trifvndlonol cvrlrm q o n t  
total #ulvolonh of curlno aamt  
Rmction tornwmtvn: 55.C. 
Total rmction time, 15 days. 





< 10 doys 
Few Cours 
< 10 doys 
Cmpertles of product 
Bi~ck, nonsticky rubber eosily torn, no soften- 
ing or bubbling when hwted to 350K).C, 
definite decompositiun but still somewhot 
rubbery when cooled to R.T. 
Block nonsticky, very wwk eosily torn rubberl 
when heoted, it softens ot 23(rK).C but does 
not liquefy ot 350K).C1 still rubbery when 
cooled to KT. 
Block fluid 
Ligh orange, nonsticky rubber, somewhat 
tougher thon obwej when hooted, it 
softens and portiolly liquefies at 250a, 
badly decomposed and bubbled ot 350.. 
but still mostly solid 
Cloudy yellow orange, tough leathery 
material, romewhot sticky1 when hwted, 
turns to liquid, and bubbles cppeor by 
30G.C. ond by 315.C it i s  olrnost entirely 
molten 
Sticky omnge rubber 
-- Very viscous omnge gum 
catalysts (Pd on carbon, Pd on alumina, PtO,) was investi- 
gated. A 1-gal stirred autoclave has been put into opera- 
tion to replace the previously used 1-1 rocking rmtoclave. 
No better system has been found than Pd on carbon in 
E hydrocarbon solvent at approximately UXK, psi and 
13S°C. It has not been found possible to remove the last 
traces of unsaturhtion. 
To check the possibi!ity that the iodine number is incor- 
rectly indicating unsaturation because olC substitutirn re- 
actions on the carbon adjacent to the carboxyl group, use 
tvas made of the tetranitromethane n camp1t:x (Ref. 6). 
Tnis brightly colored complex is known to form with even 
highly hindered double bonds. Test mixtures were pre- 
pared with a few drops 3f tetranitromethane per ml of 
sample at room temperature and reactions were complete 
in a few minutes (Table 6). Caution is necessary because 
tetranitromethane is both poisonous and explosive. 
Table 6. Test for unsaturation 
- 
illustrated in Fig. 7. Theta values of 0°, IS', 30', lo, and 
1°3W were used. 'I'pst data consisted of the nozzle surface 
pressure distributions, obtairred from 98 nozzle .riatic pres- 
sure taps. It was decided at the conception of this pro- 
gram that the additional complexity of attempting to 
instrument the pintle surface was not warrunted. 
Compound 
I Dimor acid Hydrogonoted dimor acid 
'Yydrogonatod tolagon S 
Minoml oil ] Acetic acid 
Since the last report, the test pressure data has been 
reduced, and, using these results, side force numerical 
integrations over the nozzle and pintle surface have been 
performed for the pintle nozzle system in its four canted 
angle positions. Snce the pintle was not instrumented 
with pressure taps, the pressure at any point on the pintle 
surface was assumed to be equal to the pressure on the 
nozzle surface at the point on the same axial station inter- 
sected by a radial line drawn through the pintle center- 
line and the pintle surface point (Fig. 8). This assumption 
The results show that the test is sensitive to very small 
amounts of unsaturation and is unaffected by carboxyl 
groups. It can be made quantitative and used to indicate 
the number of substituents on th;: aouble bond by spectro- 
photometric determination of the color density (Rcf. 9). 
lodlno 
number 
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Colorlora 
Calorlosa 
A pintle nozzle thrust vector control test program was 
described in SPS 37-39, Vo1. IV, pp. 83-91, the objectives 
of the program being to: (1) determine if a pivoted pintle 
nozzle system is capable of prdccing side thrust of suffi- 
cient magnitude for thrust vector control purposes and, 
(2) determine the criticalness of nozzle pintle position on 
thrust alignment for thrust magnitude control-thrust ter- 
mination pintle nozzle systems. Described in SPS 37-39 
Fig. 7. Canted pintle 
I /- NOZZLE SURFACE CROSS SECT ION 
PINTLE SURFACE 
CROSS SECT ION 
7-43" 
were the test hardware, instrumentation, test procedure, 
and , .ts results. A pintle system was incorporated into 
the gas-flow nozzle test assembly of the JPL flow channel 
(described in SPS 37-35, Vol. IV, pp. 130-140). Tests were 
I 
q ASSUMED EOUCL 10 f; 
conducted with the pintle canted about its pivot point at 
angular displacements ( 8 )  from the nozzle centerline, as Fig. 8. Pintle surface-prersure determination 
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should be correct in the plane of the pintle cant and should to the nozzle centerline and in the plane of the pintle cant 
be a fair approximatior in the 180 deg quadrants bounded summed over the nozzle expansion ratio for the nozzle 
by these limits. Figure 9 shows plots of the resultant net pintle system and the nozzle alone for the ;four cant angles. 
side force, ratioed by the nozzle supply pressure, normal Positive force is in the direction of the pintle cant. 
fa? 
'i- d 0.00 
€ 
Fig. 9. Sum led net side force/supply pressure ratio versus nozzle expansion ratio 
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The reversals in side force direction in the nozzle throat 
region in Fig. 9 (c = 1) are due to the nonsyrnmetrical flow 
about the canted pintle. The final jump in side force in 
the positive direction for each cant angle is due to the 
shock that emanated from the pintle tip. As was shown 
in SPS 37-39, and as indicated by the magnitude of the 
force increases, the shock became progressively greater in 
strength with increasixg cant angle. 
For the 1°30' cant, a calculated over-all net side force 
for the nozzle pintle system of 6% of the nozzle theoretical 
axial thrust was obtained. As is evident from Fig. 9, this 
net side force is due solely to the shock wave, the side 
force due to the nonsymmetrical flow in the nozzle throat 
completely cancelling itself out. 
Figure 10 shows the pintle nozzle over-all net side 
force/supply pressure ratio plotted versus the pintle cant 
angle for the four test conditions. Cant angle was arbi- 
trarily chosen as the independent parameter. The abrupt- 
PINTLE CANT ANGLE, dcg 
Fig. 10. Over-all net side iorce/supply pressure 
ratio versus pintle cant angle 
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ness of the increase in side force in the positive direction 
as a result of the pintle tip shock is again illustrated. 
Future plans consist of using a recently available 
method-of-characteristics computer program to make two- 
dimensional model calculations for comparison with test 
data, specifically the shock structure, and to mmpare 
canted pintle nozzle Row with purely radially tra. 'ated 
pintle flow. 
D. Low-Pressure Combustion Studies, 1. Strand 
As was reported in SPS 37-27, Vol. IV, pp. 4952, in 
the k\w-pressure combustion motor tests that have been 
conducted under this program, the propellant charges 
were ignited in the stable operating pressure region, 
burned regressively with decreasing pressure in!:, the 
unstable pressure region, and ultimately ceased burning 
(extinguishr. a For a majority of the test data records, 
low-freque~ low-amplitude oscillations in pressure oc- 
curred prior to extinction of combustion. The results of 
measurements of the negative slope of the last pressure 
oscillation (Fig. 11) and the mean chamber pressure at, 
or immediately prior to, the onset of extinction for test 
runs with JPL 540 propellant and its modification formula- 
tions were reported (Fig. 12) in SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 
85-91. Although the data had a great amount of scatter 
to it, a definite correlation between the rate of depres- 
surization (dP/dt), and the mean chamber pressure prior 
to extinction was found for each propellant whose test 
data was analyzed. 
Data were presented in SF'S 37-27 and 37-22, Vol. V, 
pp. 13-15 (Confidential) showing that, under low- 
frequency instability conditions, a correlation exists be- 
tween the frequency of pressure oscillations and the mean 
chamber pressure at combustion extinction (Fig. 13). In 
order to assess the importance of the pressure oscillation 
Fig. 11. Pressure-time trace for run 1437, 
JPL 540-Mod B propellant 
Fig. 12. Rate of chamber depressurization 
versus mean chamber pressure at 
combustion ex!inction 
rate of depressurization on low-pressure combustion ex- 
tinction, it was deemed necessary to determine if the mte- 
of-depressurization-pressure correlation at combustion 
extinction is significant in itself, or is merely a conse- 
quence of the correlation between frequency and pressure. 
Further data reduction has therefore been performed 
on the low-frequency instability and extinguishment data 
for five propellants. The additional information consists 
of the mean chamber pressure, motor L*, frequency of 
presswe oscillations, and pressure oscillation maximum 
rate of depressurization at various points on the test oscil- 
lograph pressure-time traces prior to the occurrence of 
extinction. 
Fig. 13. Pressure oscillation frequency versus 
mean chamber pressura at 
combustion extinction 
Fig. 14 is a log-log plot of the frequency of pressure 
oscillations plotted versus the mean chamber pressure for 
several test firings with a nonaluminized propellant. The 
frequency data correlates fairly well with presswe, in 
good agreement in the same pressure region with the 
results of tests with similar propellants reported by NOTS, 
China Lake (Ref. 10). Figure 15 shows the maximum rate 
of depressurization of the pressure oscillations plotted 
logarithmically versus chamber pressure for the same 
test runs. Only the extinction depressurization points 
correlate with pressure. F i y e s  16-17, 1&-19, and 2&21 
show the same type of data for 8!Z, l a ,  and 16% (coarser 
grade) aluminized propellants, respectively. The same 
results are evident. This difference in the character of 
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Fig. 14. Pressure oscillation frequency versus mean 
chamber pressure, JPL 540-Mod A propellant 
10' 2 4 6 lo2 
5, psi0 
Fig. 15. Pressure oscillation rate of depressurization 
versus mean chamber pressure, JPL 540- 
Mod A propellant 
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Fig. 16. Pressure oscillation frequency versus mean 
chamber pressure, JPL 540-Mod B propellant 
Fig. 17. Pressure oscillation rate of depressurization 
versus mean chamber pressure, JPL 540- 
.Mod B propellant 
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6 ,  psia 
Fig. 18. Pressure oscillation frequency versus mean 
chamber pressure, JPL 540 propellant 
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10' 2 4 6 lo2 
PC, psia 
Fig. 19. Pressure oscillation rate of depressurization 
versus mean chamber pressure, 
JPL 540 propellant 
the frequency and depressurization rate correlations with very rapid chamber enting (rapid depressurirxttion) to 
pressure seems to subatantiate the significance of the pres- quench solid propellant comb us tic.^ at high chamber 
sure oscillation rate-of-depressurization-pressure correla- pressure operating conditions is well recognized (Ref. 12). 
tion at extinction itself. The results of the additional data analysis presented here 
certainly make p!ausible a postulation that similar mech- 
The possible significance of pressure perturbations on anisms are controlling rapid depressurization and low- 
solid propellant combustion extinction has been noted pressure comhustion extinction. 
earlier by Cohen (Ref. 11) and others. Also, the ability of 
I A COMBUSTION 
I EXTINCTION 
10' 2 4 6 
4 ,  psia 
Fig. 20. Pressure oscillation frequency versus Fig. 21. Presscre oscillation rate of depressurization 
mean chamber pressure, JPL 540- versus mean chamber pressure, JPL 540- 
Mod 1 propellant Mod 1 propellant 
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PROPULSION DIVISION 
A. Chomcterizotion Studies on Polyurethane 
Elastomen, R. F. Fedors and R. F. landel 
1. Introduction 
In an effort to develop a reservoir of standard polymer 
samples, considerable work has been carried out on a 
crosslinked polyuethane elastomer prepared by reacting 
castor oil with a prepolymer prepared by allowing castor 
oil to react with two equivalents of toluene diisocyanate 
(Ref. 1). During the initial investigation, several elasto- 
mers which difFered in the ratio of prepolymer to curing 
aeent were synthesized and were subsequently character- 
ized for mechanical behavior response in both static and 
dynamic test modes. As part of the mechanical behavior 
charkaerization work, the rupture properties were deter- 
mined in uniaxial tension as a function of test rate and 
test temperature (Ref. 2). 
Since the failure envelope data were available, it was of 
interest to ascertain if the envelopes representing presum- 
ably elastomers of varying network chain concentrations 
could be superposed in the normal manner (SPS 37-36, 
Vol. IV, p. 137). Since no data were available on network 
we undertook to evaluate this param- 
response in u n i d  compression 
eqdlibrium in several solvents. 
92 
2. Experimental Part 
a. Mated&. Since for the two-part polyurethane sys- 
tem, the properties of the resulting produ* normally 
depend on the ratio of prepolymer to curing agent, several 
elastomers were synthesized such that the volume ratio of 
prepolymer to curing agent was allowed to vary from a 
50/50 ratio to an 80/20 ratio. The formulations studied 
are listed in Table 1. Curing was accomplished by heat- 
ing the mixtures at 14S°C for 2 h (Ref. 3). 
table 1. Composition of polyurothanms studied 
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2.03 1 0.70 
2.17 0.56 
B L A N K  P A G E  
Based on the manufacturer's specifications, the pre- 
polymer is reported to have an equivaht weight of 397 g 
and a density of 1.075 g/cm8. These numbers yield 
369 cm8 per equivalent on a volume basis. For the castor 
oil curing agent, the equivalent weight will be taken us 
,345 g and using a density value of 0.96 @, the volume 
per equivalent is 360 cm8. Employing these numbers, the 
equivalents per crn8 of mixture for both the hydroxyl (OH j 
and isocyanate (NCO) groups have been calculated and 
these are listed in Table 1. It is interesting to observe that 
although the NCO value increases and the OH value 
decreases, the total equivalence of reactive functional 
gronps, i.e., the sum of the FCO and OH values, remains 
effectively constant. This is, af course, a reflection of thc 
fact that the volume per equivalent for both the prepoly- 
mer and the curing agent are very nearly the same. 
The struchral formula for the prepolymer can be rep- 
resented as sh19wn in Fig. 1, while that for the castor oil 
curing agent can be represented as shown in Fig. 2. An 
CH -O-C---(CH;!)T CH~H-CH~--CH-O-C-N<.~- - NCO 
CH3(CH2I5 0 H 
I II I ~ ~ " 3  
Fig. 1. Structure of prepolymer 
interest~~ig feature of this system is that except for the 
wethanc linkage or 'he preplymer, the chemical SL UL- 
tures of both the prepolymer and curing agent are iden- 
tical. Further, if reaction were limited to the addition of 
the OH goup of the curing agent to the isocyanate group 
of the ?repolymer, a network chain so formed would be 
essentially symmetrical about the urethane linkage and 
would contain 34 atoms pllis the aromatic ring in the 
main chain. The molecular weight of such a network 
chain, shown in Fig. 3, is 791 g/mole. 
b. Proceduren. The method of estimating V,  which 
depends on the nlaasurernent of the stress-strain be- 
havior of swollen elastomers has already been adequately 
described (SPS 37-40, Vol. IV, p. 80). The data were 
obtained on an Instron testing macltine csing a aoss- 
head speed of 0.02 in./min. Tho apparent V ,  velues were 
calculated by means of the following equation (SPS 37-43, 
V d .  IV, p. 177): 
where m is the slope of the load deflection curve, h AS the 
height and A the original undeformed area of the speci- 
men before swelling, R is the g.1~ constant, T is the abso- 
lute temperature, v2 is tIi- ~olume fraction of rubber in 
the swollen gel, 2C1/RT is the value of V ,  at infinite 
swelling, and 2Cy is relate3 to the 2C, tern1 which 
appears in the Mooaey-Rivilin (Ref. 4) stress-strain 
equation. When vz  = 1, then 2Cy = 2Cz. It is important 
to notice that for C r  #= 0, v, as defined by Eq. (1) will 
depend on vz .  OI! the other hand, for C y  = 0, v, will be 
independent of v,.  
II I 
CH2 -0-C -:CH2)7CH-CH-4H2--CH-ON 3. Results 
I Y (CH2)5CH3 a. Equilibrium noeuing. The extent of equilibrium I swelling in five solvents, benzene, ethylene dicllloride, 
CH 4-C-(CH217CH-CH-CHZ-<+OH qclohe::ane, heptqne, and isooctane, is listed in Table 2 
0 I Y (CH2) 5CH3 I along with the ,, values calcui~te 3 from the uniaxial com- 
CH 2 -0-C-&HZ) 7(;H=lrCH-CH2-CH-OH pression data on the swollex~ specimens acrarding to Eq. (1). Examination of the data indicates that for a 
Fig. 2. Structure of curing agent given solvent, there occur$ a maxked a1.d monotonic 
Fig. 3. Network chain 
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Table 2. Swelling behavior and apparent chain concentration for polyurethane elastomers 
increase in u2 as the prepolymer vo11:me is increased. 
Nom:dly, such an inc rac  in *I, would be ascribed to 
an increase in the netw.,rk chain concentration bvt the 
results of the compression tests indicate that within the 
estimated e-primental error, the v ,  values are essectially 
independent of the prepolymer to curing agcnt ratio. 
-1 Furthermore, this behavior is observed fcr all five solvent:. 
employed. 
Volumo mtlo of 
pnpol~morl 
w r i ~  ogont 
Sol50 
In addition, the V,  data indicate I this parameter is 
independent of u2 and this tact can be seen more 
clearly in Fig. 4 where the data are plotted in acmrdance 
with Eq. (1). It can be seen that the dependence of V,  on 
u, is very sligh: indeed, which implies that Cf is very 
nearly zero. This signifies that the siress-strain data for 
the dry rubber when piottd in Mooney-Rivilin fashion 
stiould have a slope or C- value also very close to zero 
(SPS 37-43). 
Si~ce  V,  is essentially independent of the ?repolymer/ 
cw-ing agent ratio, the ract that u, varies with this ratio 
can be taken as an implication that the chen:;.Jal nature 
of the network chains but not their number depends on 
this ratio. 
Solvent 
Data whlch bears on this p i n t  will now be pssented. 
b. Deptndence of f.3e failure emelope on prepelymv~r 
ratio. It has beel shown that the failure envelopes for 
many gum s!a;iomers can bt represented by a stre:-- 





75/25 0.5 10 
80120 0.527 - 
knrono 
Fig. 4. Dependence of apparent chain concentration, 
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where and A, are the stress and extension ratios at agent; the small differmces observed are well within the 
break respectively, and n is the number of statistical seg- estimated error involved in the superpositio.1 procedure. 
msnts per network chain. By plotting Furthermore. it is apparent that the magnitude ?f V ,  
for several values of n, a family of failure envelopes is 
obtained which can then be used to obtain approximate 
values lor both vc and n from failure envelope data 
obtained experimentally. In practice, the experimental 
data plotted in the form log (obTo/T) versus log At, are 
shifted in order to superpose the experimental data to a 
theoretical curve. Since the shape of the envelope de- 
pends strongly on the n values, this matching or super- 
position is done on the basis of curve :ihape and as such 
is readily accomplished. The distance along the abscissa 
needed for the shift or fit is equal to log n" while the 
distance along the ordinate is equal to log (3/v,RT0na). 
Thus, estimates for both n and V,  can be caiculated from 
the shift distancss. 
Typical plots of thc experimentally obtained failure 
envelope and that predicted on the basis of Eq. (2) are 
shown in Fig. 5 for the 50/50 an& 55/45 ratios, Inspec- 
tion of the Figure makes it evident that the shapes of 
the experimental failure envelopes and those predicted 
by Eq. (2) are in excellent agreement. Similar results 
were obtained for the remaining elastomers and the data 
for V, and n evaluated by this procedure are tabillated 
in Table 3. 
These results dqo demonstrate that V,  is indeed essen- 
tially independent of the ratio of prepolymer/curing 
Table 3. Estimates of V, and n from) failure envelopes 




Fig. 5. Failure envelopes for 50/50 and 55/45 
volume ratios 
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obtained in this manner is in essential agreement with are of the same type, castor oil (as shown in Figs. l a ) ,  
V ,  determined frmn the compression measurements on the only variables would seem to be the chemical nature 
swollen samples. The average value of v, obtained from and functionality of the crosslink. 
the failure envelope results is 460 X 104 compared to 
420 X lo-'' moles/cm3 estimated from the compression It is known that the reaction between an OH group 
results. and an NCO group is relatively rapid. However, the 
If it is assumed that all network chains are effective, 
theq the average value of V ,  = 440 X moles/cm3 
can be used to obtain an estimate for the maximum value 
of the Pverage molecular weight of a network chain, M,, 
since for the present castor oil system, chain entangle- 
ments are expected to be absent. Using the relationship 
M, = p/v, where p is the polymer decsity, Mc - 2300 
@mole. For thr real network, M, is expected to have a 
somewhat smniler value, since not all of the chains in 
the gel are effective and hence capable of supporting an 
eq lilibrium load. In principle, the fraction of "active" 
network c a ~ ~ b l e  of pern~anent elastic deformation can 
be estimated if the functionality of the reactants, the 
extent of rsaction, and the initial ratio of active groups 
are known. The value of the fracticm of "active" ndtwork 
will be a maximum when this ratio is unity if all other 
- parameters are '~eld constant. On the other hand, t !  
fraction will be markedly reduced if the ratio differs 
appreciably from unity. This will occur in practice if the 
"purity" of the reactants is low, i.e., if either the prepoly- 
mer or the curing agent contains appreciable amounts of 
monofunctional or difunctional molecules. 
A minimum value for M, can be estimated by assum- 
ing that all the network chains are effective and, further, 
that they correspond to the structure shown in Fig. 3. 
This yields Mc = 790 g/mole. The t n e  M, will have a 
value between the two extremes. 
resulting urethane linkage contains an active hydrogen 
which is capable of reacting, idthough at a much slower 
rate, with additional NCO to generate an allophanate 
according to tilt: scheme shown in Fig. 6 (Ref. 6). It is 
important to notice that in this reaction, the active hydro- 
gen is regenerated and is thus available for further 
reaction. For example, the reaction producing the alloph- 
anate group might lead to the formation of a network 
chain; the reaction of a second isocyanate group would 
lead tn a trifunctional branch point; the reaction of a third, 
to a tetrafunctional branch point; etc. The reaction of an 
isocyanate. with 3 urethane could explain, in part, the fact 
that V,  is independent of the prepolymer/curing agent 
ratio while the n values decrease with increase in the 
prepolymer content-this in spite of the fact the NCO 
and OH contents were varied as shown in Table 1. On the 
assum~tion that the reaction of two functional groups 
increases the number of network chains oy one, then 
V,  should be independent of prepolymer content si?lce 
Table 1 shows that the concentration of reactive groups 
is independent of prepolymer content. 
In addition, as the prepolymer content increases, the 
OH content decreases and hence both the number af 
allophanate groups and the extent of branching will in- 
crease. Since tLe allophanate group contains more polar 
groups than does a u re t t a~~e  group (Fig. 61, the alloph- 
anate must confer added rigidity to a network chain 
The interesting ieature of Table 3 is the n values which in turn implies that n will decrease. Thus, on this 
which decrease monotonica~~y with increase in the pre- basis, the decrease in the n value is a reflection of the 
polymer content of the elastomer. A decrease in n signifies increase in the allophanate content- 
that chain flexibility decreases; i.e., the network chains 
become more rigid as the prepolyrner content increases. c. Znteraction parameters. According to the usual ap- 
Such a change implies a change i ~ t  the chemical structure proxi~qtions (Ref. 7), the relationship between the extent 
of the network chains. However, since the main chains ~f equilibriun~ swelling and the chain concentration de- 
ISOCYANATE URETHANE ALLOPHANATE 
Fig. 6. Reaction of isocyanate with urethane 
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pends primarily on the molar volume of solvent, V1, and 
the polymer-solvent interaction parameter x,. The explicit 
dependence is given by (Ref. 8): 
where g is the gel fraction and f is the crosslink func- 
tionality which is here taken to be 3. Since V,  has been 
estimated by an independent method, Eq. (5) can be 
used to evaluate the icteraction parameter xl. Thus, 
Eq. (5) can be rearranged to yield: 
listed in Table 4. These xl values may be used along with 
Eq. (5) to estirnate v,  values from measurements of VZ. 
If it is further assumed that the variations in the chem- 
ical structure of the network chain do not influence xl 
in the limit when v, -) 1, i.e., for the undiluted polymers, 
then the x, values listed in Table 4 may be used to obtain 
a rough estimate for the cohesive energy density, a,, of 
the polymer. It has been sho\vn that xl is related to the 
cohesive energy density of the solvent and the polymer 
by means of (Hef. 9) 
where A is a constant for a given solvent and the sub- v:I3 g2I3 - - + In (1 --- 0,) -t- 
3 "3 - scripts s znd prefer to the soivent and the polymer, respec- I 
uz tively. Since A is presumed independc.at of v,, differen- 
tiation of Eq. (8) with respect to v, yields 
dx, 
X l  - (1 - 02) - dv2 (6) dx 8Vl ~ S P  2 = - -(a8 - 8,) - 
~ V P  RT do2 (9) 
Furthermore, the dependence of x1 on u, is generally of 
the form: Further, in the limit as 0,-+ 1, &,/du, should he, to a 
good approximation, independent of the solvent. Thus, 
x1 = a + bv, (7) Eq. (9) can he written as 
where a and b are constants. Assuming Eq. (7) to be valid, 
the right-hand side of Eq. (6) becomes (a - b) + 2 h 2 ;  
thus, a plot of the left-hand side of the equation [=(x~)~,,] 
versus u, should be linear with slope 2b and intercept 
(a - b). These results are shown in Fig. 7, where it may 
be sL*n that the plots are indeed linear for all the solvents 
investiga-ed. This in turn justifies the assunred linear 
dependence of xl on v,, i.e., Eq. (7). From the slope and 
intercept, values of a and b were obtained and these are 
where B = dsJdu, and b = dx1/do7. A plot of RTb/2V1 
versus 6, is predicted to be linear with slope of - B and 
intercept BS,. Figure 8 shows the data plotted in this man- 
ner using the 8, values listed in Table 4 (Ref. 10). Although 
the scatter is relatively !;;-eat, the data do seem to con- 
form to Eq. (lo), and 8, is ca!culated from thc slope and 
intercept to be 11.6 jual/cm3)". 
Table 4. Poly?ner-solvent interaction parameters 
4. Summary 
Po1;uethane elastomers based on cas:or oil have been 
characterized for network chain cot~centration, chain 
flexibility, and polymer solvent interaction parameters. 
It has been found that V,  is essentially independent of the 
prepolymer content, but that the chain flexibility de- 
creased as the prepolymer content increased. The 
polymer-solvent Lvt.lt?mction parameter has been deter- 
mined in benzene, ethylene dichloride, cyclohexane, 
heptane, and isooctane. 
iLl 
0.69 + 0 . 6 3 ~ ~  
0.70 + 0.40~2 
0.58 + O.Wn 
0.16 + 1.8~2 






















Fig. 8. Dependence of RTb/SV, on 6 8  where 
B. Structure-Property Relationships ior Polymers. 
temperature, and A is the e:.tension ratio. Numerous 
studies have demonstrated that this equation is applicable 
for A values less than about 2. Moreover, the equation pre- 
dicts that the response of an elastomer depends only on 
the number of network chains; thus, the precise chemical 
nature, per se, ot an elastomer does not influence stress- 
strair. behavior. 
Recent work has indicated that at higher A values in- 
cluding the rupture point, Eq. (1) no longer describes 
the experimental data adequately but that another, more 
appropriate stress-strain law, which does depend on 
chemical structure, can be used as an adequate descrip- 
tion of the stress-strain behavior and also of the failure ; 
envelope (Ref. 5). in what foIlows, the attempt will be 
made to demonstrate how chemical structure of a poly- i 
mer cha-h can influence this behavior. 
2. Discussion i 
a. Stress+train b e h i o r  at large defomut;on. As 
might be anticipated, the region of strain for which the 
simple kinetic theory is valid is small, generally less than 
about 100%. For higher strains, it has been found that 
both the uniaxial stress-strain b e h a ~ o r  and the failure 
envelope (Ref. 5) can be represented by an equation 1 
&st proposed by Treloar (Ref. 4): 
Part I: influence of the Chemical Nature of an and 
Elastomer on Stress-Strain Response, 1 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. landel y - coth ) - A l l 2  n112 (4) 
I .  Introduction 
Aamding to the kinetic theory of rubber elasticity, 
the uniaxial stress-strain response of an elastomer under 
sensibly equilibrium conditions, e.g., slow defamation 
rates at temperatures far removed from the glass temper- 
ature, is given by (Ref. 4): 
where a is thc stress based on the initial cross-sectional 
area, vs is the number of effective network chains per unit 
volume of rubber, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute 
where n represents the number of statistical segments 
per network chain and the other quantities have their 
usual significance. Thus, in addition to v,, an adequate 
description of behatior requires the introduction of a 
second parameter, n. As an example of the utility of 
Eq. (2), Fig. 9 shows failure envelopes constructed from 
data reported in the literature (Regs. 11 and 12j for sev- 
eral elastomers. The solid curves are the prediction of 
Eq. (2). The values of v, and n required for fit art: 
shown along with V,  values calculated using an inde- 
pendent measurement such as the equilibrium modulus. 
In all cases, the agreement between the V,  values is 
excellent. The general behavior of Eq. (2) is worthwhile 
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SYMBOL TEMPERATURE, O C  
SlLlCONE 0 
0.5 87.6 87 
976 'b 0.0976 
- - 
0 4 0 9 12 16 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 
4 +log X b  
Fig. 9. Comparison of Eq. (2) with experimental failure data for several elastomers 
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describing. First of all it reduces to the kinetic theory 
prediction, Eq. (I), at small strains; i.e., the dependence 
on the parameter n is evident only at relatively high 
strains. This behavior can be seen more vividly in Fig. 10, 
which shows the stress-strain behavior at several values 
of n as the full curves and the kinetic theory prediction 
as the dashed ,-urve. Secondly, at a fixed value of v,, the 
extensibility of the network increases with increase in n. 
Moreover, it can easily be shown that the maximum 
value whi~h A can assume is given by: 
since, according to Eq. (2) u + a, as A + n1I2 and thus 
all real A values must be 5 n112. Equation (5) has been 
shown to hn consistent with the available data (Ref. 13 
and SPS 37-37, Vol. IY, p. 139). Thus, the n value de- 
termines, in effect, the maximum strain capability of an 
elastomeric network. 
A relationship between n and V ,  can be written as 
where 
where f is the fraction of the network which is capable 
of supporting an equilibrium load, g is the gel fraction, 
N o  is the molar volume of a statistical unit, x is the num- 
ber of ?.toms in the network chain, and M, is the average 
molecular volume of a main chain atom. For example, in 
the case of polystyrene, x is twice the number of mono- 
mer units in the chain and M, is one-half the monomer 
molecular volume. In what follows, it will be assumed 
that both f and g are unity since both of these param- 
eters depend on details of the crosslinking process which 
are not of concern here. This assumption in no way 
detracts from the results presented below and a subse- 
quent paper in this series will delve into this question 
in mote ii6 .* ail. I 
For a given elastomer, N o  is constant and therefore, n 
and V ,  cannot both b2 independent variables. Once ve is 
fixed by the number of crosslinks introduced into the I. 
system, a knowledge of the N o  value permits n to be cal- 
culated. However, when a series of different elastomers i i 
which differ in chemical structure is considered, then 
both n and v,  can be tzken as independent variables i I 
since N o  is no longer constrained. Thus, according to 
Eq. (6), at constant vc, n can be increased by varying the 
chemical structure of the polymer such that No is de- 
creased, i.e., by making the polymeric chains more flexible. 
On the other hand for a given elastomer ( N o  co,~stant) n 
can be increased by decreasing the number of ,:rosslinks 
introduced into the system, i.e., by decreasing v,. Since I 
in many instances, the value of v, may be restricted to a 
small range in order +? achieve a useful modulus level for 
the elastomer, it i. of great interest to consider the de- 
pendence of N o  on cheu,ical structure. 
b. Dependence of No on chemical structure. The di- 
mension of a polymer molecule is normally expressed in 
terms of the mean-square end-to-end distance 3, which 
has been shgwn to .iepend on n and the effective seg- 
ment length 1 by (Ref. 4): 
Since F depends directly on chain flexibility through the 
value n, measurement of the chain flexibility can be used 
to calculate n, which in turn can be used to evaluate No. 
Chain flexibility is controlled by the nature and extent 
of potential barriers to rotation about main chain bonds 
and as such is influenced or affected by short range intra- 
mdecular interactions and by long range intermolecular 
interactions, both of which depend strongly on the pre- 
cise chemical nature of the polymer chain. 
X In the case of polymers which are normally classed as 
Fig. 10. Dependence of the reduced stress, u/veRT, elastomeric, the molecules are essentially nonpolar in 
on A for sevoral values of n according to Eq. (2) nature and, thus, the long r anp  interactidns are expel*ed 
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to be small. This is not a fundamental distinction how- 
ever, since polymers not normally considered elastomeric 
can be made so by suitably reducing long range interac- 
tion, a prime example here being the case of poly(viny1 
chloride). In Gle pure state, poly( rinyl chloride) is not an 
elastomer; however on adding sufficient amounts of a 
suitable plasticizer, which presumably disrupts long range 
edects, the material behaves as an elastomer. To the 
extent that the short range and long range interactions 
are temperature dependent, then the chain flexibility and 
n values will also be temperature dependent. Experi- 
mental data, at least for hydrocarbon chains, would indi- 
cate that the temperature variation of n is small. For 
example, the results in Pig. 9 show that, provided the test 
temperatures are sufficiently above T,, then a single value 
of both n and V, can be used to describe the failure 
envelope generated by breaking specimens at different 
tt. st rate and test temperatures. 
If a polymer chain were capable of completely un- 
restricted rotation as we!l as having unrestricted bond 
angles about each bond in the main chain, and, further, 
if intermoizcvlnr interaction were negligible, then n 
- woulJ simply be equal to the number of main chain 
bonds, i.e., to x in Eq. (6). However, since real chains do 
have barriers to free rotation, n will always be less thafi 
x and in principle if the heights of the bamers were 
known, then the n could be calculated. Generally, how- 
ever, sufficient information on the bamers is not available 
and thus recourse  nus st be had to experimental evalua- 
tions of n. 
Since n determines the size of the polymer coil, then 
in principle the measurement of a property which is 
dependent on polymer coil size can be utilized to esti- 
mate n. Properties which depend on size in this way 
include the scattering of light, the magnitude of the 
second virial coefficient, and the intrinsic viscosity. Of 
these, the intrinsic viscosity at the 8 temperature, i.e., the 
temperature at which the dimension of the coil becomes 
independent of the sclvent, is probably the most cun- 
venient experimental technique used to estimate n. This 
method provides a measure of the chain dimension in 
terms of the ratio oi ? to the chain molecular weight 
(Ref. 7), i.e., in tenns of ( F / M ) .  For an ideal chain con- 
taining no barriers to rotation, a theoretical value of the 
ratio ( $ I ' M )  where is the mean-square end-to-end chain 
length in the absence of potential bamers, can be com- 
puted. For the ideal chain 5 can be written as 
where the subscript 0 refers to the ideal chain. If it is 
specified that the fuliy extended length of both the real 
and the ideal chain of equivalent molecular weight be 
the same, i.e., that 
then this condition ensures that unique n and I values 
can be obtained. Thw, employing Eqs. ($-lo), the rela- 
tionship between n and n, can be writter~ as 
Furthermore, No is obtained from 
and likewise the relationship between n and x can be 
expressed by 
Using these results, v, can be eqressed as 
In order to facilitate comparisons between polymers of 
different chemical structure, a short compilation of data 
on several of the more common polymers is presented in 
Table 5. The data listed are the glass transition temper- 
ature, T,, the density, p, the average molecular volume 
per main phain atom, M,; the ratio (i;i/<)j; the corre- 
sponding temperature at which the F value (Ref. 14) 
was measured and finally the calculated values for the 
~nolar volume of a statistical segment. 
Unfortunately, there is at present no way to estimate 
(F/<)j values from a knowledge of the polymer structure 
alone, and thus a calculation of n and No values depends 
on a prior experimental evaluation of 
In the interests of clarity, the entries in the table have 
been arbitrarily grouped into 5 sets. Jn set A, are listed 
several corr~mon vinyl polymers which are entirely hydro- 
carbon in nature. In set B, data for several of the morc 
wmmon polymers which are normally classed as elas- 
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Table 5. Characteristics of common polymers 
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Polymer r,, * C  P, g/cma M., cma/moIe G/ ; fP  1, *C u,, cma/mde 
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tomeric are given. In set C, data on scveral kteresrmg very high value of M ,  - = - 127 cm3/mole as well as a rela- 
polyethers are given. In set D are listed data for a series tively high value of (r2/r;)t = 2.59. Poly(2-vinyl nzphtha- 
of methacrylafe poly~ners where the length of the side lene), set A, has an N,, value of 6CK) cm'/mole and this 
chain is varied. Finally in set E are provided data fcr lnrge value also -- reflects both a high M ,  = 75.6 cm3/mole 
sever.71 p~ ~yester polymers. and a high (r2/ra)j = 3.1. 
Accordizg to both Eqs. (12) and (14), a key ~~~olecular  
parameter is 14, which for the examples listed in Table 5 
vanes from a low value of about 12 for poly(formaldehyde) 
to a high value of 127 for the n-lauryl methacrylate poly- 
mer; i.e., it takes about ten times more volume of the 
polymer in the case of the methacrylate in order to pro- 
vide on the avprage one main chain atom. The reason for 
this is clear, for in the methacrylate case, the long lauryl 
side chain does not contribute to rubberlike elasticity 
directly, but it does contrik. to thp mass of the pnl.mer 
chain. Considered in this context, the M, can be related 
to "network chain efficiency" in that the lower the M ,  
number, the greater will be the fraction of material 
present as main chain atoms and thus a unit volume of 
polymer will contain a larger nurnber of ~etwork chdins 
capable of supporting a load. As a numerical example, 
according to Eq. (13), at constant ve, i.e., at constant small 
-L. 
strain modulus, n for poly(forma1dchyde) is about 22 
times greater than for the methacrylate, and on this basis, 
a formaldehyde network in the rubbery state is expeclted 
to have a maximum strain cana;)ility about 5 times greater. 
Also from the data in Table 5, the more subtlc influ- 
ence of isomeric structures can be seen. For example, 
in set R, the data indicate that the tram-isomer for both 
poly(butadiene) and poly(isoprene) provides a more flex- 
ible chain than does the cis-isomer. Unfortunately, there 
are no data available for the 1,2 or 3,4 isomers. However, 
these chains should even be less flexible than chains 
based on the cis-isomer. In the case of a polymer which 
might be suitable for application as a solid propellant 
hinder, which is typically present to only about 30 vol %, 
it is obvi,~:r~;ly desirable to have the binder ccntain as 
many net1 :ark chains as possible; i.e., the polymer should 
have a ::.1;-11 M ,  value. 
In order to hsve a network with a high strain capa- 
bility, it was indicated that No, the molar volume of a 
statistical segment, should be as small as possible. Equa- 
tion (12) shows that N, is directly proportional to both 
- - 
AY, and the ratio (r2/ri)+. Thus, other things being equal, 
a high M ,  value c~ntributes to a high No value. Again, the 
poly(rL ',uryl methacrylate) has a very large value of 
No = tA cmVmole and this is a reflection of both the 
Table 5 brings out several interesting features. For 
example, the set B which contains the elastomeric mate- 
rials, except for poly(isobutme) which is shown in set A, 
all have lo\\ .\rO values, the highest value being 100 cm8/ 
mole for the poly(isobutene). In addition, this set is 
characterized by both low M,. values and low values of 
- - 
the ratio (r2/ri)f. The relatively low M ,  = 25.9 cm3/mole 
foi the nitroso rubber is :, reflection of the fact that the 
density is high, p == 1.93 g/cm3. Using these observations 
as criteria, one can predict that poly(ethy1ene) should be 
a good elastomer. However, in this case, the structure is 
so regular and uniform that the material is normally 
crystalline to a large extent. However, above the melting 
point, poly(ethy1ene) is elastomeric. 
Tlie polyethers of set C and the polyesterb of set E 
have M, and No values which compare favorably with 
those of the elastomers in set B. However, for materials 
such as poly(formaidehyde) and po!y(hexamethylene adi- 
pate), the molecular structures are so regular that either 
extensive crystallization occurs, or the intermolecular 
interactions are strong enough so that the T, value is above 
room temperature. However, if crystallization can Le 
eliminated and T, reduced (this can often he accom- 
plished by decreasir,g chain regularity) then both the 
polyethers and the polyesters do prov!'de elastomeric 
materials. 
Set D was included in the table to demonstrate the 
effect on T,, on A&. and on N,, of increasing the length of 
the side chain. It is evident from tl. ? N, values that long 
side chains are undesirable in elastomers which are in- 
tended to exhibit a high strain capdbility. 
3. Summary 
The dependence of the maximum strain capability on 
the chemical structure of a polymer has been discussed. 
It was poic'ed out that the controlling parameter is the 
chain flexibility which can be conveniently expressed in. 
terns of No, the molecular volume of a statistical chain 
segment. In subsequent pa.ts of this series, the connec- 
tion between polymer structure a:td dynamic behavior 
will also be discussed. 
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C. The Suitability of Thermoplastic Rubbers as 
Binders for Composite Solid Propellants, 
Interim Repor+ 11, 0. G. Moser and R.  F. Landel 
1. Introduction 
This article presents results of a continuing study of 
the application of thermoplastic rubber a: a solid propel- 
lant binder (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 107-109 and SPS 
37-13, Vol. IV, pp. 184-189). The burning rate of the 
propellants made from this binder was found to E.c low, 
and plasticizing them with i~on-polar mineral oil did not 
yield the increase ill burning rate which should have 
resulted from the poorer oxidizer dispersion in the min- 
eral oil system. It was thou,ht that anti-oxidants in the 
binders were resp~nsible for the failure of the mineral 
oil to produce higher burning rates; however, this failure 
will be discussed from a different viewpoint below. 
Ring specimens for terrsile studies were determined 
to be unsuitable for highly loaded tiirrmoplastic rubbers, 
an9 strip specimens were substituted. It was shown that 
the thermoplastic rubbers loaded to both 80 and 85 wt % 
with ammonium perchlorate dewetted in a p l ~ n e  normal 
to the principal stress axis. This localized dewetting was 
considered to constitute failure, and it o-curred at 
elongations of < 1%. In the case of the ring specimens, 
dewetting took place during the straiehtening of the 
ring in the Instron jig before it was stressed appreciably. 
Naturally, this low strbin at failure renders the propellant 
totally unsuitable for any practical application. It \v.is 
thought that poor i,inder-to-oxidizer bonding was re- 
sponsible for the inadequate mechanical properties of the 
propellant. Consequently, steps were taken to modify 
+he backbone molecules of the binder to increase the 
ildhesive bond between the filler and tho rubber. The 
experimental details and tensile results of one of the mod- 
ifications are preseylted here. 
2. Experimental Procedure 
The backbone of the thermoplastic molecule wss 
chemically modified with three different materials: thio- 
acetic wid, thioglycolic acid, and monothiolethylrne 
glycol (2-m~rcal>tocthanol). Thesc modificatiovs re:<ult in 
penden! ester, hytlroxy, and carboxyl groups, respec- 
tively. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the robber molecrile 
and the three different modificstior~s. Two lots ol each of 
the modified r u l ~ h ~ r s  were prt.pa;ed. so both 1?0 and 
10% of the equivalent doublc I)onds in the butadiene 
segment tvcre reacted. 
( L )  BACKBONE 
A B A 
1,2 ADDITION 1,4 AUDITION \ 
Z C H ~ % C t i 2 C H = C H  
I 
CH 
I I  
C"2 
\ 
STYRENE SEGMENT BUTADIENE SEGMENT STYRENE SEGMENT 
( b )  MORPHOLOGY 
RSH + 
Fig. 1 1. Structure of Shell polymer 
PEROXIDE 
%b-(,'H-Ct-i- - -CH2CH- 
I I 
LIGHT OR SR 
oEROXICE 




RI : - C CH3 (THIOACETIC ACID) 
0 
I I 
R2 = - C CH20H (THl':'5LYCOLiC ACID) 
Fig 3 2. Cherqical modification of Shell thermoplastic 
rubber 
The theory br.?iind the modifications was quite simplc 
and straightforvard. It was thr)\~ght that the peqdeut 
grol:ps i.:)uld c*ilcrn;:~rb, or at least hydrogen-bond, to 
the suif,-cr. oC the ionic Gier. This is a standard method of 
c,r?hancing ; h ~  !)and strength 3f adhesives and ir; thought 
to be partly responil~le f o ~  the relatively gocd ?,inder- 
filler bond in the castablc., curable propellants. 
However, th1.r~. is a s:iglitly different viewpoint that 
coulJ be t,lkcn (SPS 3: 44, \.'(:I IC, pp. 108-1 151. 1; i ..fly, 
one ma!,, coi~sidcr the sty re,:^ or "har(l" part of thc ruI:ber 
to he acting as a fillcr. This i c  a reasonable a~sumption, 
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since the styrene is well below its glass transition tcm- 
peratare, alld its modulus is about 1000 times higher than 
that of the butadiene or "soft" component of the triblock. 
This concept of the morphology is schematically repre- 
sented in Fig. ll(b), where the Hled circles represent the 
domains or droplets of styrene that physically tie the 
butadiene mo1wu:es into a ntatwork. According to Fedors' 
(SPS 3 7 4 )  calculations, these droplets are approximately 
300 A in diameter and, as such, are comparable to some 
of the very fine carbon blacks used as reinforcing agents 
! in rubber goods. The volume fraction of the copolymer 
4. is given by: 
I 
where M and p are the molecular weight and density, 
rcs.pectively, and the subscripts indicate the components 
styrene and butadiene. If the density of polystyrene is 
taken to be 1.04 and that of butadiene is taken to be 0.90, 
then the above calculation shows that the binder is 
- 
already approximately 22% filled with "hard styrene 
before the 80 wt % oxidizer is added (this oxidizer repre- 
senting about 65 vol %). Clearly, the final system is 
approximately 79 vol % filled. This total 4 can be cal- 
culated exzctly as follows: 
It has been shown in other studies (Ref. 15) that the 
maximum loading +, for systems similar to the one under 
consideration is approximately 0.80 vol % without the 
use of an effective surfactant, and about 0.88 vol % with 
the use of a surfactant. If the concept of considering the 
styrene as a filler is true, then it is not surprising that 
the mcchanical properties of the propellant are poor; 
the ruhber is at 4, ! 
To test this concept, a series of inert propellants with 
ammonium sulfate as the filler was employed. The amao- 
nium sulfate ground to 12 and 100 p was blended into 
a bimodal mixture of 30%-sma11/70%-large particles by 
weight. This is the same particle size and particle size 
distribution that was used in the propellant employing 
ammonium perchlorate as the filler. Three different load- 
ings, employing Kraton 101 (Shell Chemical Company) 
as a binder, were prepared: 40, 50, and 80 wt % ammo- 
nium sulfate The results are discussed below. 
The three types of Shell thermoplastic rubbers being 
studied-baton 101, Kraton 102, and Thermolastic 125- 
were chemically modified as described above. Only the 
thioacetic-acid-modified rubber has been tested to date. 
The three rubbers (1% and 10% thioacetic-acid- 
modified) and the contrcl specimen weir! loaded with 
80 wt 96 ammonium perchlorate, and rod-like tensile 
specimens were molded. The results were exady as 
reported earlier for the propellant employing the un- 
modified binder and fl2t specimens from molded sheets. 
Very local dewetting, i.e., failure, occurred at < 1% strain 
in all cases. This is ifllistrated by the typical Instron trace 
of force versus crosshead travel shown in Fig. 13(a). 
To test the second concept, that the styrene or "hard 
component of the rubber should be treated as a filler and 
that the 80 vol % oxidized propellant is too close to +,,,, 
a series of dummy propellants using am-nonium sulfate 
was prepared. The ammonium sulfate was ground to the 
sizes described above, and Kraton 101 was loaded to 
40 and 50 wt % , corresponding to 0.245 and 0.350 vol % , 
respectively. In addition, the thioacetic-acid-modified 
Kraton 101, both 1% and 10% double-bond-substituted, 
was prepared at 40 wt % loading. The results are pre- 
sented in Table 6. Quite clearly, the 40 and 50 wt % 
loaded systems are behaving more like a conventional 
propellant, without the local dewetting observed in the 
80 wt % loaded systems. 
A quick examination of Table 6 reveals a considerable 
batch-to-batch variation in the Shore hardness and, con- 
sequently, in the modulus. This variation is not reflected 
in the maxirn~m stress, however. The chemically un- 
modified and the 10% double-bond-substituted materials 
exhibit identical properties, whereas the rubber with 1% 
substitution has considerably reduced cr, and modulus, 
but about the same E,,, and strain. We have no explana- 
tion at present for this behavior. A series of photographs 
of the tensile test on the 40 wt % sample is given in 
Fig. 14. A similar series of photographs depicting the 
line dewetting of the 80 wt % loaded system was pre- 
sented in SPS 37-43. 
A typical lnstron curve showing the behavior of the 
40 and 50 wt % loaded systems is given in Fig. 13(b). 
When one compares this curve of Fig. 13(b) with 
Fig. 13(a), it can be seen that the dcwetting takes place 
mote gradually; Le., there is less of a rapid downturn in 
the load after the maximum stress is reached. To go one 
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(01 LOADlFiG OF 80 wt  % 




UUMQDIFIED AND I% AND 
. 10% THIOACETIC- - 
ACID -MODIFIED 
0 
0 0.5 1.0 
8 I 1 I I -- 
(5) LOADING OF 40 wt % BIMODAL 70/30 AMMONIUM SULFATE ! 
CRGSSHEAD TRAVEL, in. 
Fig. 13. Typical lnstmn curves of crosshead travel vs Force for modified and unmodified Kraton 101 thermoplastic 
rubbers (strain rcte = 1 in./min) 
Table 6. Test results for modified and unmodified Kraton 101 















































































































































































Fig. 14. Tensile test of 40 wt % sample 
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step further, Fig. 1:3(1)) also depicts the typical Instron 
curve for the 40 wt % loaded, tnioacetic-acid-modified 
system, where there is no downturn after the maximum 
load is reached. This appears to show that indeed a 
tighter bond bet\vecbn binder and filler was achieved, 
in spite of the decreased stress at maximum in the 1 %  
double-bond-substitlited system. It would seem that this 
decreased v..lue of tr,,, may be due to an inherent change 
in the stress level of the binder and is independent of 
the binder-filler bond. Unfortunately, om supply of the 
modified rubber was too li~nited to test the unfilled 
rubber. This omission \\.ill be rectified on all future lots 
of chemically modified rubber. 
4. Burning Rates 
There now seems to be an explanation for the anoma- 
lous bunling rates reported in SPS 37-41. It is apparent 
that the addition of mineral oil to the 80 \vt 5% loaded 
systems canriot result in increased burning rate as a 
result of decreased dispersion, since, as a matter of fact, 
the 89 wt % systems are already above +,,,. The addition 
of an agglomerating agent cannot dycreilse dispersion, 
because the systenis ale initially as poorly 4'5persed as 
they can be. On the other hand, mineral oil used as a 
direct substitlitc for the rubber (already 22 vol % styrene- 
filled) can have the effect of bringing the vol %. loading 
of the system under +,,,. This results in bctter dispersion 
and a consequent dccr.ea.se in the burning rate, as was 
observed on one of the systems (SPS 37-43). 
5. Interim Conclusions and Future Work 
The commercial She!l Chemical Coinpany rubbers 
k a t o n  101, Kratori 102,. and Thermolastic 1.35 are :in- 
suitable as solid propellant binclcrs because the styrene 
or glassy component of the r r~ l~bc r  must be considered 
to be acting as 3 fi1lc.r. Hc.iice, the propellant is loaded 
above +,,, \$?hen sufficient oxidizer is added to bring the 
system near stoichiometry. This fact explains the anoma- 
lous burning r.lte data reported earlier. That is, adding 
nnn-polar mineral oil cannot decrease the dispersion of 
a system that is already above +,,,: in fact, by substituting 
unfilled mineral oil for an effectively filled (with glassy 
styrene) rubber, it is conceivable that the dispersion might 
be improved with kun attendant increased burning rate. 
Chemical modification of the butadiene backbone by 
reacting 1% and 10% of the dou1)le-bond sites with 
thioacetic acid rt~sults in ,io change in the properties of 
80 \vt 9% loaded p ~ o ~ ~ e l l a n t .  I  the c:isc of a 40 wt % 
loaded system, there is a profc,,lnd change; however. 
much of it seems to be in the 11indc~r. ratlli1r than ;it tli(1 
binder-filler bond. \\.hich apptxars to sho\v minor changc. 
Future work will follo\v t\\?o approaches: First, physi- 
cal tests will be  concluded on the clic.mically modified 
commercial rubbers; second, the ru1)l)c.r structure will 1)e 
modified according to Fedors' t1ic~)ry. 
2). The Relationship Between Stress and Strain 
in Multiaxial Deformations of Elastomers, 
W. v .  Hutchinson 
111 theories concerning the finite deformation of elas- 
tomers, much discussian has centered around the use of 
the invariants of the deformation tensor of the elastomers 
in the evaluation of the stored energy functions of these 
materials (Refs. 1G23). Also, much t'iought (Refs. 2.135) 
has been devoted to the physical interpretation of the 
'16 act to gradients of the stored energy functions with res, 
these invariants so that the dependence of the stored 
energy upon the<e invariants could be derived in a physi- 
cal theory. Besides being unwieldy coordi~lates to use in 
describing the deformations of these materials, physical 
irittrpretations of the meanings of the gradients have 
beell unsatisfactory, and physical theories predicting the 
involvement of all these invariants are unavailable. 
Examination of a tvell-known molecular rnodel eriables 
one to ch~ose ,  in a straightfonvard manner. a proper set 
of coordinates to facilitate the evaluation of the stored 
energy of an elustomcr under a deformation of any 
axiality. The model chosen is equivalv~it o that of Kuhn 
and Griin (Ref. 36), \vhich Ir.ads to the well-kno~vn 
Langevin function first derived hy Langevin in his theory 
of the magnetic satriration of dipoles (Refs. 37 and 38). 
Let us imagine that the ljonds of a polymer chain, not 
subjected to any force. are randomly oriented. Thus, the 
vectors describing the bond directions will be uniformly 
distributed over ,711 directions in svlace. Lct us now con- 
sider the imposition of n forcc E', along one direction, 
making an angle O with one of the bonds of length 1, 
(Fig. 15). The forcc F, will tend to aiign this bond along 
the dirc,ction of the force. The potential energy of a bond 
in such a force F ,  is - F , L  cos 0. Assuming that only 
thermal energy is tending to offset the alignment of the 
bond vectors along the direction of the force, tlio clistri- 
bution of directions of the bond vec*tnrs ~vili  1)c. givcln by 
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Fig. i 5. Geometry defining force F imposed on bond 
a Maxwell-Boltz~nann distribution such that 
dN = exp ( - W / k t )  dW = exp [ ( F I L  cos @ / k t ]  
x d (F,L cos e) 
= - exp [ ( F ,  L  cos B)/kT] F I L  sin 0 dB 
The total number of bonds N is given by 
N N = dN = - /* exp [ ( F , L  cos B)/kT] F I L  sin 0 dB 
From Fig. 15, the projection of one bond of length L. 
along the axis 1 is L cos 8. Talcing to be the average 
value of this projection on axis 1, along which a force F ,  
is imposed, then 
- 
L,N = - low L cos 0 exp [ ( F I L  cos B)/kT] F I L  sin fl dd 
Substituting for N from above, we obtain 
- FlL2  exp [ ( F I L  cos O)/kT] sin 6 cos 0 dB G =  
J o  
* - F , L  exp [ ( F , L  cos B)/kT] sin 8 dB 
This integral yie!ds the well-known Langevin function 
such that 
If the exponential term in the numerator of the integral 
above had been &st expanded in a power series before 
evaluation of the integral, it would have been seen that 
the value of El tends toward zero as the force F ,  van- 
ishes. Therefore, it is seen that the effect of the force Fl 
is to produce a non-zero average projection of the bond 
length in the direction of the force. Thus, z l / ~  is actu- 
ally A ~ , / L  due to the force F,. 
If, instead of evaluating the average net displacement 
of the bcnd projection upon the direction of the force P,, 
we decide to determine the component at right angles to 
the force, say along axis 2, the component of the bond 
projection in this direction will be L sin 8. Proceeding as 
before, we obtain the average value of this component: 
For the limits of this integration, we need be concerned 
only with those bonds having values of e between G -nd 
d 2 ,  since the average value of this projection between 
these limits is the same as that between O and r. 
- 
IOU' - L sin e exp [ ( F ,  L  cos d) /kT]  F I L  sin B dB 
L ,  = 
- exp [ ( F ,  L  cos B)/kT] sin 0 dB 
The denominator may be evaluated in a straightforward 
manner. The numerator may best be evaluated by first 
expanding the exponential in a MacLaurin series and 
then integrating term-by-term. Therefore, since in the 
absence of the force F, the average value of this corn- 
ponent is n/4, the net displacement due to the force is 
given by : 
2 F , L  ( ) + ( ) + (  ) + ]  7 " - V k T  32 9 0 k T  s 
- - 
L 1 - exp (F1  L/kt)  4 
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It is seen that a force along one direction can, according 
to this model, produce a net component of displacement 
of the bond direction in a direction perpendicular to it. 
This displacement is seen to be negative, as is observed 
in cases of uniaxial deformations. Also, by symmetry, an 
equal displacement would be produced along axis 3. The 
total displacement of the bond vector in space due to 
the force F, is, therefore, 
Let us look now at the force F,. We may take this force 
F, to be the resultant of three other forces whose 
components, measured along a set of orthogonal axes, 
x, y, and z having the same origin as axes 1, 2, and 3, are 
F,. F,, and F,. Therefore, we have 
Figures 18-18 are plots of uniaxial and bia ... a1 stress- 
strain data for two similar natural rubber formulations 
and one formulation of a polydimethyl siloxane (Silastic 
950U) containing 28 wt % of a filler suspec$ed to be a 
"Cabosil." The data in Fig. 16 are those of Rivlin and 
Saunders, as calculated from Tables 1,2, and 6 of Ref. 21. 
The formulation of this natural rubber is also given in 
Ref. 21. The data plotted in Figs. 17 and 18 are data 
obtained at JPL using a stress relaxometer designed by 
Becker and Landel (Ref. 39). The Becker-Landcl stress 
relaxometer is designed such that the ratio e,/c,, is given 
by the quantity tan a. Those experimental points desig- 
nated as "strik. ' 'axial" are from experiments such that 
c, is held fixed at zero while c,, is varied. The formulation 
of the natural ruble: in this instance was: 
Material I Parts by weight 
2.7 \ 9  \ 112 
Stearic acid I 2.0 
RSS #1 I 100 F 1  = { F :  + F; + F2 )11" Sulfur 1.0 
hi;" + (~ ;~)} l l~  ={(%). +(-r> - 
MBTS 
The disp!acement components along the axes 1, 2, and 3 Thionex 
wrill have components along the axes x, y, and z such thet ZnO 
It may therefore be seen that, under conditions of multi- 
axial deformation where we may have stresses along an j  
orthogonal axes, the only force felt by the individual 
bond segments is the vector sum of the components. The 
over-all displacement will be the vector sum of displacz- 
ments along any three mutually perpendicular directions. 
According to this analysis, it would be expected that 
stress-strain data for any axiality could be related by 
plotting the vector sums of all forces against the vector 
sums of all displacements. The quantities AL~/L may be 
related to the strains ci = hli/lo by a proportionality fac- 
tor. Sinm, according to the model, the forces concerned 
are those felt by the individual bond segments, and the 
density of bond segments per unit area is not likely to 
change appreciably upon deformation, the forces may be 
related to the true stresses in the mutually perpendicular 
directions, i.e., the stresses upon the true cross-sectional 
area. Therefore, the model considered suggests that 
stress-strain data of any axiality can be combined into 
one stress-strain curve by plotting the vector sum of the 




This material was cured for 20 min at 143.3OC. The 
Silastic 950U was a commercial formulatio~ which was 
cured using a 0.6% benzoyl peroxide catalyst for 5 min 
at 127OC. 
Figures 1618 show that there is 110 effect upon the 
stress-strain c w e  of the axislity of the stress field if 
plotted using the suggested coordinates. Further, the 
energy expended in deformation is simply the integral 
under the indicated stress-strain curve up to the limit of 
the vector sum of the stress considered, multiplied by thz 
cosine of the angle between the force and displacement 
vectors. The cosine of this angle, say 4, between the force 
and displacement vectors is given by: 
cos 4 = cos (€, 1) cos (0, l )  + cos (c, 2) 
X cos (0,2) + cos (c, 3) cos (0,3) 
This equation reduces to 
cos $3 = cos (c, 1) 
when the stress is uniaxial along the direction of axis 1. 
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Fig. 16. Uniaxial and biaxial stress-strain data of 
Rivlin and Saunders (Rd. 21) for a natural 
rubber formulation 
Fig. 18. Uniaxial and biaxial stress-strain data of 
Hutchinson, Becker, and Landel (Ref. 40) for 
Silastic 950U 
Fig. 17. Uniaxial and biaxial stress-strain data of 
Hutchinson, Becker, and Landel (Ref. 40) for a 
natural rubber formulation 
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The apparent linearity of these t h  :e stress-strain curves 
at sn1.1U deformations indicates how Hookean behavior is 
approached at small extensions. 
These results suggest that it is unnecessary to use the 
invsriants of the strain tenso; defining the deformation of 
an elastomer in relating the behavior of these materials 
in multidal  stress fields to their behavior in a uniaxial 
stress. Indeed, it appears that one need only take the 
vector sum of the strains in any three mutually perpen- 
dicular directions and correlate that with the vector sum 
of the true stresses measured along any three mutually 
perpendicular directions. Also, it appears that, to define 
the form of the stored 2nergy function of such an elas- 
tomer, one need only determine minimally the uniaxial 
stress-strain behavior, which, when plotted in the coordi- 
nates suggested here, may be fit with a power series or 
perhaps an analytic expression. Since the stress and strain, 
i.e., the force and displacement, are not colinear, the area 
under the stress-strain curve must be multiplied by the 
cosine of the angle between the force and displacement 
vectors. The angle between these vectors appears to be 
independent of the axiality of the deformation. 
No data are available on the crosslink densities of 
either the Rivlin and Saunders or the Hutchinson, Becker, 
and Landel natural rubbers. It is probable, however, that 
the differences in the original slopes of the stress-strain 
curves of Figs. 16 and 17 must be manifestations of differ- 
ences in crosslink densities. 
E. Poly(isobuty1ene) Prepolymers, J. D. lngham 
1. Introduction 
There is considerable interest in obtaining polymers 
for solid propellant binders with good elastomeric prop- 
erties and improved thermal and chemical stability. 
Although several available polymers are adequate for 
many specific applicsctions, none possess the features of 
an ultimately ideal system for composite propellants. 
Among the most important characteristics of such poly- 
meric systems are minimum chemical reactivity with 
other propellant ingredients; maximum prepolymer aver- 
age molecular weight; low viscosity of the binder before 
curing; and relatively temperature-independent, invari- 
ably good mechanical properties of the finally cured, 
highly filled solid propellant. A maximum prepolymer 
average molecular weight is required to reduce the con- 
centration of reacting functional groups during cure. 
This concentration must be reduced to minimize the 
exotherm and temperature- and specific-volume changes 
which can lead to high fro7en stress concentrations and 
other imperfections, particularly for case-bonded appli- 
cations. This condition is increasingly aggravated as the 
motor size and angularity of the cross section of the 
internal perforation increases. For most purposes, the 
bincier should have a maximum ratio of hydrogen atoms 
to atoms X of higher atomic weight, such as C, N, 0 ,  
and most metals. A high ratio can be more easily ob- 
tained from a higher-molecular-weight saturated hydro- 
carbon prepolymer, since most modes of chain extension 
and crosslinking involve lihkages with low H/X ratios. 
In many rcspzcts, polgt(isobuty1ene) containing appro- 
priate terminal groups is an ideal preplytner; however, 
its bulk viscosity is higher than most other prepolymers, 
and it is difficult to prepare difurrctional poly(isobuty1ene). 
Isobutylene does not respond to polymerization catalysis 
by free radicals and radical-anions; thus, it must be 
polymerized by cationic catalysts, which generally pro- 
duce monofunctional chains containing a maximum of 
one terminal double bond per molecule. 
Rehner and Gray (Refs. 41 and 42) obtained convinc- 
ing evidence that butyl rubbers (isobutylene-isoprene 
copolymers) containing small concentrations of isoprene 
units are oxidatively cleaved by ozone to give carbonyl 
and carboxyl groups; i.e., 
Thus, nominally difunctional poly(isobutylene) can be 
prepared by degradatiorl of isobutylene-diene copolymers 
in which the diene is spaced randomly at intervals corre- 
sponding to the desired prepolymer molecular weight. 
For example, Marvel and Jones (Ref. 43) have ozonized 
butyl rubber of molecular weight 800,000 containing 
2 mol % of isoprene units and reduced the product with 
lithium aluminum hydride to obtain a,w-diols with number- 
average molecular weights close to the theoretical value 
of 2850. It was concluded from end-group analysis and 
mo!eoular-weight determinations by vapor-phase osmome- 
try that the functicnality was slightly g: b, . I  :inn two. 
Pres>mably, the excess groups were I jiaincd . In an 
occasional l,2-polymerized isoprene unit in the ~nitial 
butyl rubber (Ref. 41). 
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Yamada, Shimada, and Hayashi (Ref. 45) have poly- 
merized isobutylene with the cationic catalyst vanadium 
oxytrichloride (VOCI,) in the presence of activators such 
as naphthalene and butadiene, Although convincing evi- 
dence for a dication was not presented, they postulated 
the following mechanism: 
VOCI, + @6J * (Voci,): + [ @ 1 : 
t 
i [ @ I +  + M + @ + Y ?  
If this mechanism is correct, the predominant terminal 
groups would be expected to be double bonds formed by 
transfer reactions involving elimination of a proton from 
the growing carbonium ion at each end; i.e., 
CHs I CH3 I -H+ 
--y-CH2-7+ - 
CH3 CH, CHs I / CH3 
- C--CH-C 
I \ (1) 
CH3 CH, 
This report is primarily concerned with current efforts to 
obt~in useful poly(isobuty1enes) by VOCl, catalysis and 
to determine whether the above mechanism is correct. 
These proposed castable, low-shrinkage poly(isobuty1ene) 
systems should also be applicable as encapsulants, coat- 
ings, and sealants. 
2. Results and Discussion 
An unusual feature of activator/VOCl, polymerization, 
when compared with other cationic polymerizations of 
isobutylene, is that quite high molecular weights can be 
obtain~d at relatively high temperatures. At O°C with 
an r?ctivator/VOCl, ratio of 0.5, 5 mM of VOCl,, and 
20 ml of isobutylene in heptane, poly(isobuty1ene) of 
i [ t l ]  = 0.46 dl/g was obtained (Ref. 45). This corresponds 
:: to a molecular weight of >30,000, which is too high for 
C consideratiol as a preplyrner. 
t 
i 
5 Therefore, a polymer was prepared, under conditioirs 
of much higher catalyst concentration, to obtain a poly- 
mer of molecular weight <2500. The activator/VOCl, 
ratio was -0.05. The catalyst was prepared by dissolving 
0.1 g of naphthalene in 5 ml of hexane, followed by dis- 
tillation of 1 ml of VOCl, into the flask attached to the 
vacuum system. The catalyst was exposed to isobutylene 
vapor for 30 days. When the isobutylene cylinder was 
closed from the system, there was n ineasurable rate of 
pressure decrease, reflecting reaction of the isobutylene. 
About 8 g of liquid polymer was obtained after washing 
and drying. Its bulk viscosity was not measured, but it 
appeared to be greater than currently used poly(propy- 
lene oxide) and less than some current saturated poly- 
(butadienes). The intrinsic viscosity was 0.042 g/dl in 
CCI, at 25"C, which corresponds to an estimated number- 
average molecular weight, M,, of -900. This value is 
only approximate, primarily because the [rl]-molecular- 
weight ~elationship was extrapolated to molecular wcights 
below -5,000. In any case, a polymer of somewhat higher 
viscosity (and moleculrv weight) than this product would 
probably be fluid enough for castable formulations, de- 
pending on the end groups and curing system employed. 
To obtain information about the nature and concentra- 
tion of the end groups, a small sample of the polymer was 
reacted with trifluorothioacetic acid (thioacid) for Fig 
nuclear-magnetic-resonarrce (NMR) measurements. From 
the increase in weight, it was determined that the amount 
of thioacid reacted corresponded to 2 equivalents per 848 
in molecular-weight units. The thioacid adds to double 
bonds as follows: 
\ / 
0 
I I  F 
H 
I I 
C=C 4- HS-C-CF + 
1 \ F I I F 
As determined previously (SPS' 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 
115-120), the position of the fluorine resonances depends 
on the chemical structure of the alkene. Two resonance 
signals in the area ratio 3/1, corresponding to two types 
of i.insaturation, were observed, as indicated schematically 
in Fig. 19. Comparison of the area ratio of the sum of 
these signals to the internal standard, BrCF,CF,Br, indi- 
cated addition of 2 equivalents of thioacid per 924 in 
molecular-weight units. The larger signal probably corre- 
sponds to unsaturation of the type indicated by strudure 
(11) and the smaller, to that indicated by structure (I) 
above, since it ic 'Known that acidic dimerization of isobu- 
tylene gives the corresponding structures in the ratio 
of -4/1 (Ref. 46). 
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FREQUENCY, H z  
Fig. 19. Schematic F'" NMR spectrum sf the ?ri,fluorb- 
thioacetic acid adduct of poly(i~obutylcne) ut 
56.4 MHz in benzrile 
F~r t l i~r~ncj rn ,  tl~cse assignments arc in qualitativr. 
ngreemmt with the knoun chemical shiCts of similar 
. ~rivatives of 1, 2 and 1, 4 unsaturated groups of poly- 
(:,utadic.ncs) (SPS 37-44). Bromine absorption rncasure- 
mcnts indicated two unsaturations per 874 in molecular- 
\vciglit units. Thns. all of these measr~rements indicate 
that the poly(isobuty1ene) prepare; !~y  VOCl,,/initiator 
catalysis is difunctionally ~~nsatnratcd, wit11 an ;\I, of 
-900, in agreement \vith thc proposed polymerixation 
mechanism. Ho\vevcr, one mean~rcment of Al,, by vapor 
pressure osmomctry gave a value oi  -660 for this p ~ l y -  
mer. Since earlier measurements tor n similar polp(iso- 
bntylene) by this method gave erratic resr~lts, further 
work \.ill he required to definitely determine ,It,,. If it is 
established that this polymer is dif~~nctional, n polymer 
with slightly higher molecular weight will be prepared 
for potential chain-extension arlcl crosslinking studies in 
an attempt to develop a practizal castable poly(isobuty- 
lene) c.1astomc.r system. 
F. Method for Measuring the Internal Gas Pressure 
of Rigid Closed-Cell Foam, E. F. Cuddihy and 
J .  Moocanin 
Our :itudy of tht~ rnte at \vhicli gas i~ removed from 
foams rlnder vacuum sho\ved that tllc diffr~sion of gases 
(SPS 37-34 thror~gh -37, -39, and -14. Vol. IV) through 
rigid, closecl-ccll polyrner~c fonm obc1ys Fick's Law. and 
internal gas prr\\~rrc>, ri1tht.r tlli111 Ill(. ~ I I I I ~ ~ - ( I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V I C ( ~  01 
the outgawi~~g.  The ir~te*rr~:ll pr(-\\llrta <11o111(1 ;11\11 I)(* pr,.- 
tlictal~lc from Fick's I.n\\* :~ntl \;rmplL lycsor~~cbt~.y. Inrt no 
c.xlwrirncnta1 \~er;f icat i l~~~ ha\ 11c.c-n ; ~ \ ~ ; ~ i l ; ~ l ~ l t ~ .  
Toward thi\ end, \vc1 drvc~lopc-tl ;1 cnoni;-ri1c-t prcss>llrc.- 
transdr~cncr \ystcBm \vliir.li allo\vs dirclc-1 ticbtc~rmination of 
the inter,nal gas prc-ssrlrcS \v i th i~~ ,t ioarn. .4 scv-icls of tr;~rrl;- 
tlt~cers h11ric.d at \ , ;~ r io~~s  d ~ p t h s  15.itlrirl i! fo;~m s ; ~ r n ~ ~ l ( '  
bring exposed to n vncrlllrn pc~rtnits dircact nrcnas1~rcarnc.nt 
of the time-tlepcndcncc ~f tlic gas prc*ssurcn distrihrltion 
and, hence. n confir1n:ltion of Fick's I,a\v l>t'lr;l\.ior nntl 
the diffusio~: coeficirnt 11 ohtaincd from thr ol~tgassi!ig 
experiments. Hy employing t' is tccl~niclrrr- for l~rlrying 
thrx prcsslrrcl transducc~rs. it also hecomcs possil~le to 
measure the gas prcssurr intctrn:ll to tho fonm tlr~rir~g tllcl 
curing and formation stcsps. a ~nens~~rcmcnt  \vhich hns 
nevcr heforc l,epn ol~tained. I31ring th(. c.ncap..ir~lation of 
scrr>iti\.cl r.qtripmcnt, tlic. cas prcssrtrc acting on thy cq i~ ip  
ment may posrl more of ;i I~rohl(~m tllan an!, strc.s\.cs pro- 
duced by the nnal rigid foam. In  f;~ct,  since m ~ s t  sclf- 
foaming systems arc liighl!. :*sotllrrrnic, tr~r.pcrntarc..; 
above 100°C are riot llncvmlnon; this. cor~pled with a 
high gas pressure, corllcl Irutl to disnstrol~s rclsults (luring 
the encapsulation of certain highl!. sensitivr cclu~prncnt. 
T!ie pressure-transdricer systems and tho test mold arc 
shown in Figs. ' 3 0 - 2 3 .  Thc transducrr systr.~ns are con- 
structcd in a key-xhaped configuration, !{-ith tlrc tiny 
pressure transdr~cer housed in tile liollo\v oporl-rn(lec1 top 
portion of the key (Fig. 20) and the corlnccting rlert~ical 
\sires rr~nrring throi~gh the shaft (Fig, 21). The c*ntirc. 
length of the shaft is filled with an cpoxy scbnlant tc, p1.c.- 
vent: a leak bet\vc.t.n the amhient atmosphrre and t h ~ .  
that the necrss;lry diffusion cot~ficient ; could bc esti- 
mated from eqr~ations developed for a simpliGcd modrl. 
For foam encapsrrlant applicatior~s in spacecraft, the Fig. 20. View of transducer .yctern showing pressure 
, prime concern ~ r o ~ r l d  he the time-dependence of thc. pickup in hollow end 
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- ha. 21. Transducer systems and test mold unassembled prior to foam blowing 
I. 
-. 
0 1 2 3  
INCHES 
Fig. 22. Assembled unit ready for vacuum test after 
foam blowing (top panel rcmoved, 
side panel added) 
I~ollo\v tr;unr;tlt~ccsr housi~~g.  as \vcll as to rcd11w the 
\.;)lr~rnc ot' n:nl)ic*~it atrnos~l~crc. trapptd in +!le hollo\v 
when tlir systc.rn 1)c~comc.s I)uric*tl in the foam sample. 
Tlic. units \v:,rc3 tlc~vt~lopcd ;ind I>\lilt 11y SIicro-Systems. 
Incu~rporotcd. of I';~satlcna. California. Thc miniatllrized 
prws~lr , ,  transdr~cc.rs :trcl JIoclcl 1'R 1017-0OOS. \\~11ile the 
entire kcf assembly hiis 1,een d c $ ; < ~ a t e d  as Slodel PR 
1017-Nl9. 
''10 test mold is an alr~minum "take-apart" box which 
is 5.5 in. Ions. 3 in. wide. and 2 in. deep. Four tapered 
hole< in the bottom permit the insertion of the transdllcer 
units into the molil. The transducer units are then posi- 
tioned and locked in place hy split r l~bbcr  corks pressed 
into the tapered holes. Thc transducers extend a distance 
of 1 in. into the mold. 
In practice, the liquid foaming material is poured into 
the mold ancl allo\ved to rise. completely surroui~ding 
and buryin: the trnnsdrlcc .;. -4s the material foams and 
I-ist's. it is si~lrrrltant.or~sl~ curing and becoming more 
\.isco~~s. Thus. too littlc foaming material \viil not f l o ~  
over the top of ihc transclucrrs and properly bury the 
llnits, -;.hcxrc.us too much ioan~lng material will plug the 
ho:Io\v of the, key and resl~lt in an crroneorls output from 
tlir pressnrc pickup. Ry trial and error for each foaming 
system, the optimum amount of material car! he folind 
\vhicli will flow just over the tops of the units, have suffi- 
cient "life" left to  continue rising to complet.?ly hury the 
!~nits, and not flow inside the h o l i o ~  of the kyy to touch 
or disturb the pressure pickup. 
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Fig. 23. Vent arrangement for calibrating temperature-dependence of transducer outputs at constant pressure 
After foam hlo\\~ing. the escess foam which has risen 
1 above the top ?f the mold is cut off. the top ~vall removed, 
and a panel placed on what was the top of the mold dur- 
ing foaming. The final test arrangement for the vacuum 
esperirnent i s  shown in Fig. 22. 
The irdial experiments with the pressure transducers 
were concentrated on measuring the internal gas pressure 
(luring foam formation. Two cases \%?ere investigated: (1) 
where the ioam was allowed to rise freely, filling and 
rising above the top of the mold; a i d  (2) \\,here the mold 
was covered and the same amount of foam material was 
confined \iyithir~ the mold. The latter case was studied 
because it \vas recognized that confinement may have an 
effect on the internal gas pressure during foaming. 
Since the foaming reaction is exothermic, calibration 
had to include a determination of the tempernture- 
dependence of the transducers at constant pressure. This 
was done by inserting thin hollow tubes into the trans- 
ducers (Fiq. 231 to act as vents for the foam blown around 
the units. This procedure yielded the output variation 
due exclusively to temperatirre under the actual test 
conditions. The transducers were then placed inside a 
temperqture-ccntrolled press:lre vessel, and the pressure- 
dependence of the output was obtained as a function of 
temperature. The results for four transducers are shown In 
b Fig. 24. Thus, the procedure was to simrlltaneously record 
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MICRO-SYSTEMS, INCORPORATED 
MODEL PQ 1017-0019 TRANSDUCERS, 
3.7 1 I I 1 L,! 1 1 
0 20 40 60 JC 100 120 140 160 
TEMPERATURE, % 
Fig. 24. Cclibrations for four transducers 
the temperature ;lnd transducer outputs during foaming, 
subtract the temperature-clependence, and then convert 
to pressure using the calibrations given in Fig. 54. 
The internal pressires and temperatures for the tln- 
restricted (open-mold) and confined (closed-mold) foam- 
ing conditions are shown plotted against time in Fig. 5. 
For both cases, the temperature peaked near 19O0C, but 
large differences in peak gas pressures and the follow-up 
rates of pressure decrease were noted. The unrestricted 
rise had a peak gas pressure just above 3 psig, which 
decressed to atmospheric pressure within a few hours. 
This was a very important, gratifying observation for, in 
all previous outgassing studies, it was assumed that a foam 
hlown unrestricted contained an atrnmphere of pressure. 
sity, which only increased from 4.5 lldft:' for the unre- 
stricted case to 8.4 Il)/ftJ for the confined case. Finally, 
thc rate of decrease of gas pressure for the confined case 
was considerably lower than that for the unrestricted 
case: this, though partially the result of a lower diffi~sion 
rate caused by the increasrd foam density, \\?as primarily 
the result of the very thick skin of solid polymers formed 
on the surface of the foam. A previous report (SPS 37-39) 
has detailed the dramatic reduction in or~tgassing rates 
which is expected from foams covered with a solid poly- 
mer coating. 
With this preliminary, but informative work com- 
pleted, these transducers will next be used to measure the 
internal pressure decreases during vacuum exposgre. 
For confined foaming, the peak pressure exceeded 10 c. Dielectric Strength of Rigid Ure:hcine Foam, 
psig--over a three-fold increase when compared with I .  Moacanin, I .  Farrar, and I .  b'. Einhornl 
that for unrestricted foaming. This unexpectedly higher 
value of the internal pressure definitely indicates the Introduction 
need for care whell encapsulating sensitive equipment Previous on some e]ectrinal of foams 
r~ndcr conditions where foaming confinement can oc~ur .  (SPS 37-39 througk -41, vol. ' /) and the diffusion 
Further, this increase in gas pressure represents a ,ery 
- large effect when compared to the change in foam den- 'Wayne State Unit-ersity, Ddroit, Mich. 
TIME, min 
Fig. 25. Internal pressures and temperatures in a rising foam 
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behavior of the blowing gas (Refs. 47 and 48) have been 
reported. These efforts were in support of a feasibility 
study of using foams as lightweight encapsulants. A more 
detailed investigation of the effect of the geometry of 
foam structure on the dieleciric strength is discussed here. 
2. Experiments and Results 
For this study, measurements were made with a Dielec- 
tric 9trength Test Set, Model PDA-1 (Industrial Instru- 
ments, Inc.), using the 60-cycle mode. (This tester meets 
ASTM D149-61 specifications.) Cylindricsl 0.25-in. brass 
electrodes with rounded edges were used. To ascertain 
the stability of the tester, the breakdown voltage of air 
was checked periodically; the breakdown voltage for a 
1-in. air gap was 17 k1 kV. The f o ~ m  specimen size was 
at least 4 X 4 in. to avoid flashover. The thickness varied 
from 0.25 to 1.00 in.; the optimum value was dictated by 
the 50-kV (rrns) limit of the instrument. 
a. Dependence of dielectric strength on thickness. For 
this study, sheets of 2.5- and 6-lb/ft8 Eccof~am SH 
(,Emerson a?d Cuming, Inc.) were used. Thickness was 
5 varied from approximately 0.15 to 2 in. Plots of the test 
I 
I results for both foam densities (Fig. 26) yield good 
I straight lines. The slope for the 2.5-lb/ft3 foam is about 
I 0.6, and that for the 6-lb/ft3 foam is about 0.5. The value 
of 0.5 is dlso characteristic of a solid. Inasmuch as a 
density of 1.8-lb/ft% the practical lower limit for rigid 
urethane foams, one ccnclu3es that the 0.5 value should 
represent the behavior of foam!: of all densities of interest. 
Seven flexible fcams .vcse received from Scott Paper 
Company (courtesy of Dr. 3. A. Blair). 'The cell size 
varied by a factor of ten; ir, all sampIes, the content of 
broken cell windows was. high. The results are tabulated 
in Table 7. 
Table 7. Dielectric strengtha ,f flexible urethane foamb 
-.--. 
Number of Thickrress, Ea, 
cellsfin. in. kVfin. 
- 
10 0.4; 36.5 21.2  
20 0.45 33.3 2 0 . 0  
30 0.44 35.4 "1.2 
45 0.51 32.8 k 1 . 2  
60 0.46 32.3 f 1.2 
8 0 0.50 3-03 20.5 
100 0.45 34.7 A1 .O 
.A,#< .a of five tests. 
bManufattund by Scott Poper Compu I*; b a r  density = 2 Ib/fP. 
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lo-' 2 4 6 18 2 4 
SAMPLE THICKNESS. in. 
Fig. 26. Dependence of breakdown voltage on sample 
thickness for foams having densities of (a) 2.5 lb/ft3 
and (b) 6 Ib/fts 
b. Efect of polymer composition on breakdown. All 
the fluorocarbon blown foams were prepared at Wayne 
State University, using a Martin-Sweets Company lab- 
oratory model foam machine. The foaming apparatus 
consisted of a three-component positive-dis~lacement 
metering and mixing machine, having a maximum capac- 
ity of 2 lb/min. Core samples selected for testing were 
cut out from buns approximately 4 X 9 X 4 in. 
A series of foams varying in composition was prepared 
(Table 8). These samples were tested without regard to 
the direction of foam rise. It was near the end of the 
measurements that we discovered the strong directional 
effects. For all subsequent tests, the orientation of the 
test specimen was recorded. Because of the neglect of 
directional effects, these results in terms of the effect of 
formulation on the breakdown strength Er, are incon- 
clusive, although it appeais that increasing the crosslink- 
ing density in the polymer increases Eb (Formulations 
3057 and 3024). This problem did not arise with Ecco- 
foam specimens, which were furnished as 1-in.-thick 
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Item 




Polyol A-TDI prepolymer 
PAPI 
Freon R-1 1 
Silicone oil SF-1 079 
Silicone oil DC-201 
Triethylenediamine 





Bulk density, Ib/f$ 
Eb, kV/in. (unknown orientation) 
Thickness, in. 
Number of tests 
Eb, kV/in. ( 1  to foam rise) 
Thickness, in. 
Number of tests 
Eb, kV/in. ( I  1 to foam rise) 
Thickness, in. 
Number of tests 
*Prapylene oxide a;durt of sorbitol; 
bPropaxyloted Monnich rmction product from phenol-diethonolomine-formaldehyde (molar ratio r 1:3:3); equivolent weight = 350. 
'Same or b, but equivolent weight = 650. 
*Jefferson Chemical Company. 
tMonsonto Chemicol Company. 
'Victor Chemicol Division, Stouffer Chemical Company. 
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slabs and thus, by necessity, were tested only in the di- 
rection of foam rise. 
c. Eflect of density and c~1Z size. Two representative 
formulations were selected from Table 8: 3111-5 (low 
crosslink) and 3024-17-35 (high crosslink). For each, the 
fluorocarbon content was varied in order to vary the 
density. In addition, the longest dimension of the foam 
cell was measured in each direction, i.e., with ( 1 1 )  and 
across (1 ) the direction of foam rise. The diameter of 
the strut was also recorded. These measurements were 
made with a binocular microscope at X 34 magnification 
( X  10 eyepiece, X 3.4 objective). The eyepiece scale was 
calibrated with a reference slide (52 divisions = 1.0 mm). 
Table 9 sumri.arizes results for Formulations 3111-5 
tnd 3024-17-35 These data dcmonstrate the strong corre- 
lation between ED and the cell dimension in the direction 
of the electric field. 
Clirrently, we are carrying out a study on the correla- 
tion of cell structure with Ea. Figure 27 illustrztes the 
- 
variety of ce:ls one encounters. It is apparent that fea- 
tures such as the distribution of polymer between struts 
and windows, uniformity in cell blze, and structural in- 
tegrity of windows depend strongly on the formulation. 
3. Discussion 
From a cursory inspection of the results, it bemanes 
apparent that, with respect to breakdown, foams behave 
Fig. 27. Examples of cell structure ( X  00 magnification): 
(01 DL-3, (b) DL-6, (c) IE-10, (dl IE-7 
b 
I 122 
more like a solid than a gas. For example, E, varies as 
the square-root of the thickness (Fig. 26) in analogy to 
solids, whereas for a gas El, is nc 'y constant. Further- 
more, as the blowing gas is removed, the decrease in Ea 
of the foam is considerably less than that for the pure gas. 
However, there is strong presumptive evidence that 
breakdown is discharge-initiated. If intrinsic breakdown 
were important, one would not expect E,, to be rate- 
dependent (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 109-111). In view of 
these observations, it appears reasonable to formally con- 
sider a foam as a solid in which breakdown is controlled 
by discharges in voids or flaws 
It has become accepted in recent years that gaseous 
discharges frequently limit the application of many plas- 
tics with good dielectric properties. This type of break- 
down is produced by electrical discharges occurring in 
gas-filled cavities in the body of the material, or at the 
edges of electrodes adjacent to the material. The cavities 
arise from imperfections in the manufacture of insulated 
components. As pointed out above, E,, for a gas does not 
depend on the thiclmess of the layer. However, when the 
layer becomes *.cry thin, Eb starts to incr,.ase nnd, for 
about 0.2 mil, becomes comparable to that of a solid 
dielectric (Fig. 28). When an electric stress is applied to 
a solid having a gas-filled space in serie~ with it, local 
6 I I 
4 - 0 VALUES OBSEWED BY DUBSKY 
X VALUESGIVENBYHUNTER, DUNSHEATH, 
AND BRAZIER FOR NITROGEN 
I 
10 I I I I  I I I ' I  I I I  
10-' 2 4 6 10-3 2 4 6 2 4 6 10-1 
SPACING, cm 
Fig. 28. Variation of breakdown strength with layer 
thickness for air at 20°C and 760 ton (data from 
Ref. 50 by permission of D. Van Mostrand 
Company, Inc.) 
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Table 9. Effect of varying density and cell size an the properties of Formulations 31 11-5 and 3024-17-35 







Formulation 31 11-5, Sorims DL 
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Fig. 29. An idealized void in a solid (reprinted from 
Ref. 50 by permission of D. Van Nostrand 
Company, Inc.) 
breakdown of the gas will occur before the solid dielec- 
tric is overstressed. For structures of this type (Fig. 29), 
the voltage V, at which discharges start is approximately 
given by (Ref. 51): 
where Eb refers to the gas-filled gap of thickness t', and E 
is the permittivity of the dielectric of thickness t. Rreak- 
down will occr~r at some V > 17,; it is therefore esse11;ial 
to maximize V, .  For V, to be high, E of the medium sur- 
- 
rounding the cavity must be low, 2nd the cavity depth 
t' must be as small as possible. These discharge phenom- 
ena  prod^!:-e deleterious effects on plastic insulation. 
For our purpose, we co~sider a foam to consist of an 
array of gas-filled cavities. If breakdown in solids can be 
controlled by discharges in the relatively few ever-present 
cavities, then, in a foam with an over-abundance of cav- 
ities, the same mechanism must be a virtual certainty. 
Since for a foam, in general, t f / t  << I, Eq. (1) becomes 
Since E for a foam is always smaller than that for a solid, 
this equation implies for a foam a somewhat higher E ,  
for a given cavity size. This factor which involves an 
average property, E,  affects the total foam in the same 
way. The breakdonm strength of the gas entrapped in 
the cell, E,,, depe~~ds on the nature of the gas, the pres- 
sure, and the size and geometry of the cell. In general, 
E l ,  increases with decreasing t' (Fig. 28); hence, the fluc- 
tuation in E l ,  for cavities within a volume element will 
be determined by the fluctuation in cell size. This nieans 
that, when the electric stress is increased gradually, dis- 
charges will initiate preferentially in larger foam cavities, 
with a concurrent degradation of the wali.5 of these cavi- 
ties. Thc eventual failure of a wall will lead to the forma- 
tion of a larger cavity and, hence, a further decrease in 
E l .  The continuation of this process will lead rapidly to 
further increase ~ I I  the size of the cavity, and ultimately 
failure of the fo:.m :vill occur. In summary, it is the size 
of the cavit),, i.e,, the cell, that will determine the break- 
down strength of a foam. Discharge initiation will be 
favored in the relatively few larger-than-average cells. 
We refer to such cells as flaws in a foam (Fig. 30). 
Fig. 30. A void or flaw in la) a solid dielectric and 
(b) a closed-cell foam 
The correlation between the diffel ence in breakdown 
strength and the anisotropy of foam structure provided 
the first striking demonstration of the importance of cell 
si7e. Microscopic examination showed that, in general, 
cells are s!?tleated in the direction of cell rise (Tables 8 
and 9). Thus, wl,m the foam is tested parallel to the 
direction of rise, the applied electric field sees cell gaps 
which are greater than ihose in the perpendicular direc- 
tion. For example, Eb versus densitj plots for the DL 
.cries of fluorocarbon blown foams (Fig. 31) yield hvo 
distinct curves. The higher strength corresponds to the 
perpendicular direction, i.e., the smaller cell gap. Both 













m 6 0 0  2 6 10 12 14 16 13 
DENSITY, lb/1t3 
Fig. 31. Difference in breakdown strength with 
direction of foam rise 
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CELL SIZE, mm 
Fig. 32. Variation of breakdown strength with cell size 
However, when the Eb values sre plotted versus cel: 
size, a good correlation is obtained (Fig. 32). Incidentally, 
the straight line extrapolates to a value of about 
2 0  kV/in. for zero cell size, a reasonable value for the 
hulk polymer. In the drawing of the straight line, less 
weight was given to the low points (i.e., k i t  from the 
line), because, in most cases, these correspond to irregu- 
lar microscopic structures. It is seen in Fig. 33 that, of the 
four structures shown in Fig. 28, two have flaws and 
fall below the line. An additional demonstration of the 
trend for a proportionality relationship between Eb and 
call si72 is given in Fig. 33. Here, the E b  211d the cell- 
length ratios correspond to the two clirections of a fi:-.on 
foam; the straight line was drawn with unit slope. One 
should add that Eq. (1) applies striktly to the idealized 
geometry shown in Fig. 29, whereas the geometry of 
foam cells is more cwmplicated. Therefore, no theoretical 
interpretation can be given at present to the above corre- 
lations, although the general trends arc clearly indicated. 
If the breakdown strength Ea were a function of only 
the average cell size in th'e direction of the test, then 
El, should be independent of thickness. This is not the 
case, since the obber*led slopes in Fig. 26 are not unity 
but about 0.5. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
breakdown will depend on the presencci of "flaws" in the 
sense defined above, e.g., multiconnected cells. The dis- 
tribution of such "flaws" should follsv extreme-val~e 
statistics; hence, the strength should decrease with in- 
creasing volume, i.e., the thickness of the test specimen. 
[A discussion based on extreme-value statistics was pre- 
- 
sznted by Epstein and Brooks in tiieir study of the 
breakdown of capacitors (Ref. 52).] 
4. Conclusions and Perspectives 
The following is a summary, in order of their import- 
ance, 3f the parameters which determine the dielectric 
strength of a foam: 
( 1 )  Homogereittj of structure. Properties of a given 
fozm can be optimized only if the cells are uniform 
in size and the content of voids or multiconnected 
cells 1s kept at a minimum. 
(2) Cell geometry. Highly :.: .nmetric:ll c ~I l s  will mini- 
mize the anisotropy of properties: small cell size 
will improve strength. 
(3) Gas content and type. Reducing gas pressure de- 
creases strength. Fh101.9carbons lead to much higher 
strength than carbon clioxide. 
( 4 )  Polymer distribution in the cell. It is advantageous 
to increase the window thickness at the expenre of 
struts. Also, conditions during foaming should 
rninimize the stressing of windows. 
(5 )  Density. The optimum density is 6 to 10 Ib/ft'*. 
In this range, the foam has adequate mechanical 
CELL LENGTH RATIO (II/I) strengths, and optimization of all the above param- 
eters is easier to achieve. It is difficult to manu- 
Fig. 33. Correlation between breakdown strength and facture homogeneous higher-density foanis free of 
cell-size anisotropy voids. 
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To complete the study discussed here, we are starting 
determinations of the porosity of cells, cell volume, and 
thickness and size of windows. These should provide a 
basis for improved correlations with dielectric strength. 
More studies are needed on the importance of the com- 
position and pressure. Limited experiments indicated that 
contamination of Freon I1 with small amounts of carbon 
dioxide drastically decreases strength. It is to be expected 
that the polymer properties should be of considerable 
importance in determining the resistance to degradation 
by discharges. Moreover, the polymer should determine, 
to a large extent, the stability of the foam toward high 
vacuum, UV, and heat, and its resistance to mechanical 
damage. 
Finally, we must remember that the motivation for 
this work was to look at the corona and breakdown at 
low pressures. However, early studies in vacuum showed 
that tho existing knowledge of the electrical properties 
of foams was insufficient to permit separation of the 
effects of low gas pressure from other causes for failure. 
Now that, as a result of this study, the controlling influ- # 
ence of the cell structural parameters on breakdown has 
been established, some simple considerations can be used 
to set a lower limit on the discharge inception voltage Vi.  
Paschen's Law gives about 320 V as the potential which 
will initiate discharges under the most unfavorable con- 
ditions. Then, for a foam, the corresponding voltage 
should be at least 320 times the number of cells. For a 
ioam having 1-mm cells, the minimum dielectric strength 
should thus be about 8 kV/in. Olyphant and Meyer 
(Ref. 56) noted such an effect in a study of a type of 
syntactic foams (Scotchcast). Although these foams were 
highly porous, they observed a stren5th of 10 kV/in. at 
1 torr. Their results are difficult to interpret more pre- I 
cisely, since neither the gas pressure inside the foam nor 
the porosity were determined. Fven so, these results are 
encouraging. For closed-cell structures, higher values 
should be expected, for at low pressures the mean free 
path of a gas molecule cannot exceed the length of the 
cell. Our resu!ts on outgassed ur-'thane foams ,SPS :37-39, 
Vol. IV, pp. 108-111) are consistent with this vie\t7point. 
i 
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IX. Propulsion Research and Advanced Concepts ; -
PROPULSION DIVISION 
A. liquid MHD Power Conversion, D.  G. Elliott, 
0. I .  Cerini, and I .  G. Hays 
1. Introduction 
The long lifetimes required of electric-propulsion 
powerplants make systems \vithout rotating parts attrac- 
tive. A nonrotating Rankincb cycle being investigated is 
the liquid-metal magnetoh;;Jrodynamic system wherein 
lithium is accelerated by cesium vapor in a two-phase 
nozzle. separated from the cesium, decelerated in a mag- 
netohydrodynamic generator, and returned through a 
diffuser and heat source to the nozz!e. 
Fabrication and component testing of the NaK-N, con- 
version system for performance evaluation at room tem- 
perature has continued. A teqt was made with the 1-Iaynes 
Stellitc Alloy 55 lithium erosion loop to evaluate the pos- 
sibil~ty of using that alloy for an 1800°F Cs-Li ccnversion 
system. 
2. NaK-N, Conversion System 
Fabricatioo of the two stator blocks for the 50-kW 
ac generator to be employed in the conversion system 
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is in progress. The Liocks are 2.50 in. high, 6.50 in. wide, 
and 8.025 in. long; the width was increased from 6.06 in. 
(the flow channel width) to permit the addition of O-ring 
seals between the stators and the copper side plates. The 
stator slots are tapered to optimize copper and iron 
utilization as described in Ref. 1. 
The stators also employ closed s!ots, as shown in Fig. 1. 
It was found in previous generator tests (Ref. 2) that the 
nonuniform gap field due to open slots increased the 
fluid I'R losses. The slots are closed by inserting lami- 
nated Hiperco-50 plugs into doveiaii grooves machined 
intc, the slots. The plugs should eliminate the field non- 
uniform,ties and associated power loss while i n t r ~ d u c i n ~  
additiolral iron losses that are much less. 
The winding of the first set of coils for the generator 
is in progress. Each of the 11 traveling-wave coils will 
consist of 40 turns of \).045-in.-thick by 0.60-in.-wide 
copper strip wound on a mandrel with 0.003-in.-thick 
glass cloth insulation between each turn. As each turn 
is made, the slot portion of the turn will be placed in 9. 
milling machine and the 0.045-in, dimension reduced to 
0.030 in. for the first 9 turns and 0.018 in. for the last 
P A G E  
STATOR BLOCK 
SLOT PLUG - 
tivity a. The conductors each carry a current of rms 
magnitude I. The field in the (n + 1)th conductor due 
to the current below it is 
In the following derivation it will be assumed that n is 
large so that the additional field due to the current ia 
the (n + I)th conductor can be n e g l ~ t e d .  
Figure 2 shows the voltage phasor diagram for the 
(n + 1)th conductor. The total external flux linking 
the conductor is +,,, which includes the gap flux and the 
slot flux above the conductor. The voltage induced by 
this flux is +,,, where o is the angular frequency, and this 
voltage leads the current by 90 deg or more. An element 
Fig. 1. Slot and winding geometry for MHD generator I 
increase in copper cross-section from inside to outside the 
slot. The coils will be spaced from the slot by 0.5-in.-wide 
strips of 0.006-in.-thick insulation placed at 1.0-in. inter- 
vals along the slot, thus forming twel- ; 0.006 X 0.5-in. 
cooling passages, six on each side of the coil. Gaseous 
nitrogen w'll be fed from six holes along the bottom of 
each slot, up along the sides of the coil and then laterally 
out of the slot through the triangular opening between 
the c ~ i !  and the slot plug. 
a. Coil ac/dc resistance ratto. At the operating fre- 
quency range of the generator, 300 to 600 Hz, the effec- 
tive resistance of the windings can be significantly higher 
than the dc value because of nonuniform current distri- 
l~ution cawed by thc field in the slots. Figure 1 illustrates 
the geometry of one ..lot, which carries 40 conductors in 
C 
the 50-kW generator. The ac/dc resistance ratio is to be 
-- found for the (n  3 1)th conductor from the bottom, 
which has thickness t ,  width tc, length L, and conduc- Fig. 2. Voltage phasor diagram for (n  + 11th conductor 
10 turns, with three approximately equal intermediate 
w8L t /2  
steps in between. After winding, the coil will be epoxy 
impregnated to achieve interturn bondiiig. The slot por- 
tion of the coil will then be machined to reduce the 
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0.60-in. width to match the tapered slot shape. Acid etch- ~ " ( f - y )  ')IL 
ing will then be used to remow the machinir~g burrs. 
The compensating coils will be fabricated in a similar 
uBL t / 2  
manner. The thickness and width reductions of the slot 
portion of the mil produce a constant copper cross- 
section for each of the turns inside the slot and a fourfold 
of the cvnductor at c!istance from thv top is linl\i*cl 13). 
an aclditiona: flr~s of magnit~~dc. RL!/, ancl thc voltage 
,J?I,!/ indrtccd hy this flux leads thr c ~ ~ r r t ~ n t  11y 90 dc~g. 
T l ~ e  voltage applied to the contlr~ctor at the ends of the 
slot, V,,, is thr vector sum of the induced voltagc at thc 
center of the condartor, ( o ~ + , ,  +- tb1HLt/2, and tllc r~sistivc 
drop at the centrr of the condr~r-tor i , , l J / r r ,  \vhrre i , ,  is the 
current density at tlie centrr. Thi samc* voltage exists 
across each ele~nent of the conductor; therefore, the cur- 
rent density i at any station !/ is related to the current 
density at the center by 
and also by 
where B is the phase difference betwven i and i , , .  
The net current through the condr~ctor is 
I - 1,' ia. cos B dg 
(3) 
The po\rrer dissipated in tlie conductor is 
and the ac/dc resistance ratio is 
Sub~tituting i frcm Eq. ( 2 )  into Eq (5), performing the 
integration. and evuiuating i , ,  From Eq. (4) and B from 
Eq, ( I ) ,  the resu!t (valid for large n )  is 
H,,, - I + (p,  v'ont')' 
--
R,,,. 1.' ($1 
According to this rc~lation. the ac/dc resistanc.e ratio 
depends onlv on the co~lauctor thickness an(! cnncluc- 
tion in tilt slot. r!131>l!'ill~ iiiis cclr~;\tio~~ to the' coil dc*sig~l 
sc1l(~ctctl for tllc grncbrntor, i t  \\.;is for~nd that ;1 rrsist;lncc 
ratio (for tho slot portion) no  grc,;ittBr tliiiri 2 \vor~ltl 1 ) ~  
c~s~~ec.tcd. Ho\\~c.t.c.r, tlierc \\.;IS il;ouglit to  1)c ;i possil)ilit!. 
of cncounti~rillg 1nr1c.11 I~ighrr vn1ut.s in pracQtic.c.. due. to 
tlt.viation of tlir slot fic .1~1 dirt 'ctio~~ from prc1c.i~~ :ilign- 
ment \vith the colid~~r.tors. c~spc~ciail!, nvar tlic. top of' tlii- 
.<lot \\rhrre the gap firltl \vor~ld 11ave. it11 influcncc~. T11t~c.- 
fore, an esperimpnt \\.;IS pcrformc-d to mcs;isrlrcb tlir resist- 
ance ratio of flat r.op11t.r %trips in apl)rosi~nntely thr snrnr 
slot geonit3tr! and ficald rn\.ironmrwt as in th. gcncnltor. 
The test asseml>ly consisted of a C-shal)c~d lumi~lated 
block \villi t\vo tapered slot:<. Tht. a s s~ml~ ly  (Fig. 3) \\.as 
installed in a tank \vhich \vns filled with Frtbon TI; for 
cooling. Thc slot on the left was \vollnd \vith 5 t ~ ~ r n s  of 
O.02 y 0.3-in, flat copper strip and 33 t~lrns of 0.06-in. 
cliam Litz wire consisting of 600 stmnds t\\,istc.d to mini- 
mize ac/dc resistance ratio: thus the mean value. of 11 in 
Erl. (7)  for the 5 strips was 35. The otlicr slot \\.as \vol~ncl 
\\.it11 28 turns of L;tz \\.ire. These t\vo coils \vcrc c~scitccl 
to produce canceling gap field components. Tlic field coil 
in the center of the core \vas used to produce n grip f111.u 
that \\.as 90 (leg out of phase \vith. ancl in tlic propcr 
ratio to, the slot flus so as to modcl tllc ac gcxnerator. 
3leasurc.me:lts were made at 500, 1000, and I500 Hz. 
\vith and \vithout gap flu,, and \\.it11 and n , i t ho~~ t  tlie slot 
plugs. The 5-turn fiat strip coil \\.as thcn intcrchangcd 
wit11 5 h ~ r n s  of Litz wire that had I)ccn outsidc tlie slot; 
the  trip coil was no\\' outsidc the slot. Tlie test was 
I tivity, the operating Ircquency, and thc conclr~ctor posi- Fig. 3. Test assembly for ac/dc resistance ratio 
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repented at the same conditions, and the ac/dc resistance 
ratio was calculated from the following relation: 
change in total power input to the system due 
R!,,. + 
-- - 
to interchanging the strips and the Litz wire 
R,rt. I 2  X dc resistance of 5 slot-lengths of strip 
The ratios obtained with the plugs in place are presented 
as a function of frequency in Fig. 4 and compared to the 
theoretical value from Eq. (7), showing the theory to be 
conservative. The ratios with the plugs removed were 
several times higher, presumably due to seater distor- 
tion of the slot field near the gap. 
The ac/dc resistance ratio for the parts of the gener- 
ator coil outside the slots was also measured, using a 
40-turn coil of the same 0.045 X 0.60 in. strip to be em- 
ployed for the outside turns of the generator. The ratio 
at 500 Hz was 2. This ratio should be less in the gener- 
I ator, due to the partially canceling fields of the other 
coils, but even at ;ratio df 2 the increase in total winding 
FREQUENCY, kHz 
Fig. 4. Measured ac/dc resistance ratio of flat strip 
conductor 
loss would he only 16%. because the dc loss in the large 
outside conductors is only 16% of the total. It is con- 
cluded that Eq. (7) for predicting ac/dc resistance ratio 
is valid for the ac generator coils with the slot plugs 
in place and that the generator winding will have an 
acceptable ac resistance. 
b. Single-conductor heat-trawfer tests. Tests were also 
conducted to confirm the design of the ac generator coil- 
cooling system. Figure 5 shows the test assembly installed 
in its housing with the cover removed. The aluminum 
block in the center of the housing has a longitudinal slot 
of approximately the same cross-section as the slots in 
the ac generator, including a dovetail groove for the slot 
plug,which is shown protruding slightly out of both ends 
of the slot. A bare solid copper bar was installed in the 
slot with six slot liner strips of 0.006-in.-thick by 0.5-in.- 
wide Kapton film. The nitrogen flow path was identical 
to that i?r the ac generator. The ohmic power loss pre- 
dicted for the ac generator slots was produced in this tcst 
by passillg dc current through the copper bar. With twice 
the predicted power loss for the ac generator, the copper 
bar temperature could be maintained at 145 to 220°F 
with 70°F nitrogen flowing at 0.04 to 0.08 lbm/sec, curre- 
sponding to an acceptable cooling flow rate of 0.6 to 
1.1 lbm/sec for the generator. 
Voltage breakdown values between the aluminum 
block and the copper bar were measured to verify that 
0.006 in. of nitrogen gas between the coils and slot in 
the ac generator would have sufficient dielectric strength 
at ,500 Vac operating voltage. With zero N p  flow and at 
ambient temperature, the block LO bar resistance was 
0.7 MR at 500 Vdc and increased only slightly with in- 
creasing gas flow or gas temperature. At 1000 Vdc the 
resistance was constant at 0.6 MR until the gas tempera- 
ture was reduced below 50°F, at which point a break- 
down to 2000 n occurred, apparently due to water vapor 
condensation, since the resistance could be restored by 
elevating the gas temperature. The test demonstrated 
that the ac generator eooling system is adequate to main- 
tain the coil temperatures below 200°F with approxi- 
mately 1 Ibm/sec total nitrogen flow. Difficulty was 
encountered in preventing foreign particles from shorting 
the bar to the slot in the 0.006-in, passage, making it 
evident that an insulating coating will be ncccssary for 
a reliable coil system. Such a coating will raise the coil 
teniperatures approximately 25°F. 
c. Hydraulic teds. Water-nitrogen flow calibration tests 
have begun on the conversion system nozzle-separator 
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Fig. 5. Winding heat-transfer test assembly 
assembly. The test assembly shown in Fig. 6 is'installed from Eq. (10) in SPS 3727% Vol. IV, p. 77, for IIOXX~C 
on a +hrust stand. inlet pressures of 230 and lFjO psia, and the agrcvmrnt 
is within 2%. 
Initial tests will determine: (1) the percentage of the 
nozzle liquid flow bypassing the generator capture slot, 
(9)  the percentage of this bypass flow which is recovered 
fiom the gas flow by the secondary capture slot, and 
(3) the flow conditions at the capture slot inlet siich as 
velocity, gas to liquid volume ratio, and stagnation 
pressure. 
Subseqi~ent testing \\pill be on the vaned convergent 
section following the captrlrc slot to deter mini^ vane fric- 
tion losses and generator iniet flow conditions, follo\ved 
1)y testing of dr~mmp stator blocks to determine gmera- 
tor friction losses. The final test assem1,ly \\rill inclllde 
a diffuser with vaned inlet section to permit determina- 
tion of cliffilscr performance; thus verification \\rill be  
ohtaincd of the fluid power :ivailable to the generator 
for conversion to electrical po\rrcr. 
1 Tcst results for the conversion-system separator are 
shown in Fig. 7 where the separator exit velocity is corn- 
pared with that of earlier separators which had largcr 
areas than the conversion system scparator. The exit 
b velocity is also compared with the theoretical values 
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The area of the conversion system separator was nladc 
smaller than that of the previous separators by incrc.a::ing 
the surface inclination from 12 to 18 d(ng (the optiml~m 
angle according to the thc.ory) and hy placing tlic cap:ilrct 
slot directly at thct finill impingcmcnt point of thr nozzle 
flo\v. This rcdiict~d the separator sr~rf;lce area 1)y .TO% to 
102 in.' and incrcascd the separator vc~lority. as shown 
in Fig. 7 .  Ho\vevor, thc flow by-passing the prin~nry cap- 
ture slot and the secondary capture. slot was fo111ic1 to \)(. 
t ~ v o  io i!i;:lp timcls higlirr tllar: tlir flo\v lossrs in tlic 
pre\~ior~s separators. a loss \vhich is accc~ptii1)lo 1111t ~vill 
he redrlced, if possiblc~, 1,). scpiiri~tor niotlifications. 
3. High-Temperature Tests 
The goal of the program 1)t.yoncl thc SaK-nitrogc*n 
convcrsion system and ct.rirlln-1itlii11n-1 loops is a high- 
tr.mperature, 300-kWe convc*rsion systc.m risir~g cc.sirtm 
and lithium. Thr  purposr \vill I)(. to provide. fi~ll-scale* 
performance and startup data rtnc1c.r short-tcwn contli- 
tions with a super-alloy contiiinmc.nt mittc.rial. I'sc. of ;L 
refractory alloy \r.oold allo\v c.ncli~r;~rtcc. t bstillg ;it it 1ntc.r 
date. 
I Fig. 6. Nozzle-separator unit installed for water-nitrogen tests 
1- 7 - - -  
-1NOZZLE INLET PRESSURE 
A- 
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W 
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Thr m;luilnrrrn tc.rnpcLriitrrrtb for this ~ ! . s t ( ~ ~ l l  \\.i l 1)~ '  
;Y00'F. This valr~c. \\.;I\ cllost.11 l)c~e~a~rsc~ c!. .Ic. perform- 
itncc is compnr;tl)lc~ to t l ~ a t  11ossi1)lt. at hlghcr tc-~n- 
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Fig. 8. Piping a r r a n g e m e n t  of H a y n e s  Stellite Alloy 25 
lithium corrosion loop  Fig. 9. H a y n e s  Stellite Alloy 25 lithium corrasion loop  
Fig. 10. Control c o ? s o l e  fo r  H a y n e s  Stellite Alloy 25 loop  
I 
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ventriri and the flow returned to the pump. Figrires 3 
ancl 10 arc phntographx of the main flow circuit and 
control consolr. Thc loop was enclosetl within a sheet 
metal mver during te:;ting to contain any lithium spill 
that might result from failtire of thr loop. 
The loop was operated with a maximum temperature of 
1800°F and a maximum lithium velocity of 210 ft/s. Five 
cycles from ambient to 1800°F occurred during the test 
period due to failures of wiring, fans, and other auxlliiry 
components. A total of  approximate!^ 93 h af operahon 
above lCIOO°F and 28 h at 1$0(3"1; were realized before 
the lithium circulation ceased. During the 28-h period 
the velocity in the venturi throat at 200 V input to ...e 
pump gradually +creased from 210 ft/s to zero. 
Radiographs of the pump revealed that inass transfer 
deposits had closed one of thc pumping sections. T h e ~ e  
deposit. are shown in Fig. 11 in each of the pumping 
sections. It is apparent from examining these photographs 
that the pump bus bars acted as a large heat sink for the 
flow. The lithium temperat~rre leaying the pump was 
140-160°F less than the 1800°F temperature of the test 
section. The wall temperature at the bus bar locations 
was probably lower by another 100-200°F. The large 
temperature difference encountered is not representative 
of the 300-kIV conversion system where the maximum 
temperature differenc~ m the high-velocity region will be 
less than 10°F. However, if the temperature differences 
in this test were accurately known, the results could be 
used to estimate mass transfer coefficients which would 
be applicable to the 300-kW systern. It is therefore planned 
to remove the deposits from the pump install temperature 
instrumentation on the pump duct and bus bars, and 
operate the loop for an ,ciditional period to obtain this 
information, 
B. Reactivity Effects From Fuel Displacement 
in a Small Thermionic Reactor, H. Gronroos and 
I. P. Davis 
1. Introduction 
'lhis article reports results of a first-order evaluation 
of reactivity effects rroin fuel displacement in a snlall 
themimic reactor. The outer ring of diode-fuel assemblies 
\rras displaced either toward the core center or toward 
the reSictnr. Fizure 12 illustrates the basic configuration 
used in ths caltx~lations. 
The purpose of these calculations was to obt.lin an 
estimate of the reactivity &ect from bowing of fuel 
elemei~ts. There has been interest in such effects in liquid- 
rr, 7ial-cooled fast reactors since they were discovered in 
the EBR2 Mark I and Mark 11 cores (Ref. 5). In these 
%BR = Experimental Breeder Reactor. 
PUMP BUS BAR 
? 
. - .- 
LITHIUM + -LITHIUM 
FLOW FLOW 
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Fig. 11. Maqs transfer deposits in Haynes Stellite Alloy 25 pumping sections 
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DIODE ASSEMBI.Y 
REACXR ASSEMBLY 
Fig. 12. Thermionic reactor reference design 
cores, bowing led to a poritive reactivity cr~ntributio~r 
with ensuing stability problems. The reactivity effects 
from fuel displacement are unique for each reactor 
design. Extrapolation of the results in this calculation to 
other than peripheral diode assemblies, or to other reactor 
concepts, is not generally valid. 
A reactor size applicable for the low power rzpion 
(50 ti, 100 kWe) was chosen as a reference design. l 'he 
reactivity effects decrease with increasing core size and 
power level, since the optimuin diode-fuel assen.bly 
becomes smaller. 
Several general criticality portrayals applicable to re- 
actors of the type shown in Fig. 12 have been published. 
They have been obtained by assumyng a uniform fuel- 
structural material mixture in the core and give a first 
estimate of the critical loading. Figure 13 illustrates the 
results when data from Ref. 6 are applied. The diode 
structure and cladding thickness have ?wen used as 
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Fig. 13. Criticality portrayal for UC-fueled in-pila 
thermioric reactors with 10-cm 8.0 reflectors 
parameters. The curves going a~,i:ss Fig. 13 give th. 
minimum diameter necessary for criticality with a 10-cm 
beryllio reflector. Increasing the reflector thickness be- 
yond 10 cm will give insignificant reduction in fuel pin 
radius. Superimposed on the critica: it! limiting c5: ic.s 
are the thermionic performance constraints. Power prcfile 
flattening requires fuel loading margin. i.c., oncb must be 
as much as possible above the criticality constra!'nt curve, 
thus increasing the fuel pin radius. However, two factors 
limit the fuel pin size: the generated current and the 
open-circuit casualty condition. The latte~ co:~dition, 
which leads to a large temperature rise in the fuel and 
emitter, is usually the more serious corlstraint. The maxi- 
mum feasible fuel  pi:^ radius is therefore about 1.5 cm. 
The optimum fuel pin length generally lies be, <en 
4 and 7 cm for internally fueled diodes. 
2. Reference Design and Calculations 
The reference design is illustrated by Fig. 12. For sim- 
plicity and computer time economy, a one-dimensional 
cylindrical geometry was chosen. The calculations were 
performed for various radial dimensions to cover the 
expected range of mean radii. Both ;Li and eutectic NaK 
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Fig. 14. Radial configurations for criticality calculations 
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were chosen as coolants. A 1-mm coolant annulus was 
assumed between the core assembly and tank wall. 
Depending on the thermionic performance, the power 
output for the reference design will be in the range 50 to 
100 kWe. 
The effect of fuel displacement was simulated as shown 
by Figs. 14(a), (b), and (c). The unpertuibed core assembly 
was taken as a homogenor~s mixture, and the eigenvalue 
was calculated [Fig. 14(a)]. The outer ring of assemblies 
was moved 1 mm, which leads either to a compressed or 
diluted annular core region as illustrated by Figs. 14(5) 
and ll(c), respectively. The change in eigenvalue mea- 
sured the reactivity effect. Table 1 gives the material data 
used in the calculations for the various configurations. 
The effect of the tank wall was calculated as well as the 
effect of power profile flattening by redistribution of fuel. 
The one-dimensional radial eigenvalue calculations in 
cylindrical geometry were performed with the DTF-IV 
code (Ref. 7). This code solves the neukon traxtjport 
problem in the S ,  approximation. Order S .  = 4 was used 
together with a transverse buckling correction. The 
5tandard 16group Hansen-Roach cross-section set was 
emplo-~ed (Ref. 8). 
3. Results 
Table 2 summarizes the results obtqined. The reactivity 
values were calculated from (k, - k)/P,, where k is the 
eigenvalue for the unperturbed assembly, k, the eigen- 
value for the perturbed core, and P is the delayed neutron 
fraction for 2 3 5 ~  --0.0064. 
For comparison a calculation was performed where the 
whole core was uniformly compressed radially 1 mm and 
the outer regions correspondingly moved inward without 
compression. As expected, the reactivity increase is large 
and over the prompt criticality threshold 1004. In contrast, 
moving the outer ring of diode-fuel assemblies inward 
results in a substantial reactivity decrease, between 70 
and 85#. Correspondingly, moving the same assemblies 
outward increases the eigenvalue. These effects are 
attributable to combined changes in the neutron spectrum 
and flux level overriding the leakage changes that would 
cause opposite results. 
The effect of the more absorptive NaK coolant is evident 
from the decreased eigenvalue, but the effect of fuel dis- 
placement remains relatively the same as with 'Li coolant. 
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Table 1. Material data for criticality calculations of thermionic reactor 
Omission of the tank wall yields an increased eigen\ alue 
due to decreased absorption of neutrons thermalized in 
the reflector. 
Power flattening, by decreasing the 235U enrichment in 
the central part of the core, does not change appreciably 
the general effect of fuel displacement, as would be 
expected. 
The above results are summarized in Fig. 15. Figures 16 














A conservative estimate for the reactivity effect from a 
single displayed peripheral assembly may be obtained 
by dividing the calculated values with the number of 
assemblies in the outer ring. F7r the reference design, a 
value between +2 and +3# for 1-mm outward displace- 






























In a thermionic reactor core, radial fuel displacement 
would generally not be tolerated, except for that follow- 
ing overall core thermal expansion. However, at the core 
boundary, and depending on tolerances, the power 
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Fig. 15. Reactivity effect from radial displacements 
of the outer ring of diode assemblies in a 
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Atomic densltles, 
ot0cm-'* lon 
'%u = 1.0744 
"U = 0.08509 




Al = 0.20563 
0 = 0.30845 
0.30252 
0.46778 
No = 0.04423 













"U = 1.0628 
= 0.0841 8 




Al = 0.20342 
0 = 0.30513 
0.29927 
0.50476 
N a  = 0.04773 
K = 0.09950 
Table 2. Results of criticality calculations 
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Case 
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Fig. 16. Power distributions in thermionic liquid-metal- Fig. 17. Power distributions in thermionic liquid-metal- 
cooled reactors for 14-cm core radius cooled reactors for 17-cm core radius 
codd conceivably cause some outward bowing. If the tropic flow of ionized argon appears in Ref. 9, and a 
effective displacement is limited to a few tenths of a boundary layer analysis for laminar flow of an ionized 
millimeter, the results of this first-order calculation show gas with convective heat transfer appears in Ref. 10. 
that the reactivity contribution would be positive and of 
the order of 10 to 204 for the entire outer ring. In order to gain an understanding of convective heat 
transfer from a high-temperature flowing gas, the en- 
thalpy difference between the gas in the main stream and 
C. Comparison of Enthalpy Measurements the gas adjacent to the surface must be determined. In 
Obtained in an Internal High-Temperature additifln, measurements are required to establish the heat flux to the wall. With this information the heat-transfer 
Flow of Argon as Determined by coeficient and other useful parameters can be evaluated. 
Conservation of Energy, a Calorimetric The p-qose  of this note is to discuss the different 
Probe, a Flowmeter, and Spectroscopy, methods that have been employed to measure the en- 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, and E. 1. Roschke thalpy of high-temperature argon flowing througL. an 
axis~rrnmetric duct and to compare some of the results. 
1. Introduction 
A combined expr21imental and analytical investigation 
is currently in progTess to advance the knowledge of heat- 
transfer and fluid-dynamic phenomena that occur in 
ionized gas flows. The investigation was initiated as a 
consequence of the interest in electrical propulsion and 
power generation concepts and the use of ionized gas 
flows in plasma test faci!ities. Results of convective and 
radiative heat transfer that have been obtained previously 
are discussed in SPS 37-22, -23, -24, -36, -37, and -43, 
Vol. IV. A one-dimensional analysis that applies for isen- 
For equilibrium conditions the enthalpy at a cooled 
surface can easily be determined from a measurement of 
the wall temperature; however, the temperature of a 
steady thermally ionized gas flow is generally too high 
to be determined directly by use of a simple instrument 
such as a thermocouple. It therefore becomes necessary 
to use an instrument that is cooled or one that responds 
quickly enough so that it can be passed through the gas 
before it is damaged. Or, optical techniques, such as 
spectroscopy, which do not come into contact with the 
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gas stream can be used. Average values of the enthalpy 
at given axial locations can be determined from energy 
conservation, which requires knowledge of applied power 
at the arc heater, heat transfer to the cooled walls and 
the mass flow rate of the gas. Also, the average enthalpy 
can be determined by use of an adequately instrumented 
flowmeter if the mass flow rate of the gas is determined 
by an independent method. 
Experiments have been conducted in which the en- 
thalpy of a steady subsonic flow of high-temperature 
argon at a Mach no. of about 0.07 has been determined 
by four methods. They include: conservation of energy, 
a calorimetric probe as shown in Fig. 18, a flowmeter, 
and spectroscopy. Results are shown for four tests in 
which the stagnation pressures were approximately 3.0 
and 6.0 psia, and the average stagnation enthalpies at 
the probe tip location (as determined from the conserva- 
tion of energy) ranged from about 9.20 to 1730 Btu/lb. A 
comparison of the enthalpies by all four methods is made 
for only the two tests performed at a pressure of about 
3.0 psia, because at the higher pressure the gas tempera- 
ture, and hence the line intensities, caused by de- 
H 2 0  
OUT 
DUCT WALL - 
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
excitation were too low to obtain spectroscopic data. The 
ionization fraction at the arc heater outlet (Fig. 19) ranged 
up to 0.18; however, by the time the gas flow reached 
the probe tip the ionization fraction based on the probe 
~neasurements was reduced to values less than 0.005 for 
all tests. 
2. Experimental Amparatus 
The test apparatus, shown in Fig. 19, consisted of an 
arc heater followed by a constant-diameter tube with a 
nozzle attached to the exit of the tube. A 90-deg bend 
was placed between the arc heater and the tube to shield 
the tube from the radiation emitted by the arc and to 
dissipate the vortex motion of the gas introduced up- 
stream of the electrodes. Flow visualization tests using a 
dye injected into water indicated that this type of a bend 
is effective for the dissipation of vortex motion. The 
location of the calorimetric probe which could be tra- 
versed radially and the location of the quartz viewport 
through which spectroscopic data were obtained are also 
shown in Fig. 19. The walls of the test apparatus con- 
tained numerous individual, circumferential coolant pas- 
sages which were utilized to determine the axial heat 
transfer distribution by calorimetry. Wall pressure dis- 
tributions were determined with many pressure- taps that 
were connected to manometers containing oil. These 
measurements were used as inputs for the complete 
analysis of the experimental data; hqwever, a discussion 
of the complete analytical procedure that was used is 
beyond the scope of this article. 
3. Experimental Results 
Tabulated results of four tests are given in Tables 3 
and 4. Table 3 shows results at the calorimetric probe 
location. To indicate spectroscopic and flowmeter results 
at the probe location, the enthalpies at these measuring 
stations were adjusted by adding the energy per unit mass 
of argon transferred to the coolant between the probe tip 
and the respective measuring station. The results at the 
respective measuring stations are shown in Table 4. 
Radidl distributions of the stagnation enthalpy as de- 
termined by the calorimetric probe are shown in Figs. 
20 to 23. The methods that were used to obtain the results 
are described in the subsequent sections. 
a. Spectroscopy. The spectroscopic results were ac- 
- 0.090 quired by measuring the intensities of eleven atom lines 
1.43 -- 
in the range 0.41 to 0.81 p, using transition probabilities 
listed by Olsen in Ref. 11. Excitation temperatures were 
Fig. 18. Calorimetric probe 
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evaluated by the relative line intensity method using a 
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Table 3. Stagnatia a enthalpy at probe lip location as Table 4. Stagnation enthalpies at measuring stations 
determlned by various methods and at the arc-heater outlet 
Method of determining 
met ,:y 
Energy balance to probe 
tip location 
Avera r l  entha~py as 
determined ' i7m co- 
lorimetric pruoe meo- 
sr:~ementr assuming 
c ~ ~ ~ f o r m  mass flux 
distribution 
Use of measured gas 
flow rate with nozzle 
as a choked flow- 
meter. Enthalpy 
corrected to probe 
tip location by tak- 
ing into account the 
energy tronshrred to 
the coolont between 
the probe tip and 
h e  noule throat 
Spectroscopic meorure- 
ments of eleven atom 
liner using relative 
line intensity method. 
Entholpy corrected to 
probe tip location by 
oddinq energy tronr- 
ferred to coolant 
between the probe 
tip ond the viewport 
Location and method 
At arc-heater outlet as 
determined by 
energy balance 
Average at probe tip 
as determined from 
calorimetric probe 
measurement$ 




Averoge ot nozzle 
throat as determined 
by using the noule 
as a flowmeter 
RADIAL DISTANCE FROM WALL, In. 
In Eq. (1) g is the statistical weight, A is the transition 
i Fig. 20. Calo~imetric probe results for Test 11 2-40H probability, and k is Boltzmann's constant. C includes an 
1 
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Fig. 21. Calorimetric probe results for Test 1 12-41 H 
least-squares straight-line fit through the data (Figs. 24 
and 25). The intensity of radiation I ,  emitted at wave- 
P,,  7;, REYNOLDS NO Iength A, in terms of the energy level E, and the excitation 
PSIO 'R rn/&p# 
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Fig. 23. Calorimetric probe results for Test 1 12-44H 
----- 
* 2 600- 
2 
iz 400 
instrument calibration factor and several physical con- 
stants that do not depend on I or A. Use of Eq. (1) is 
restricted to an optically thin plasma in which the popu- 
lations of all excited states at energy level E have 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. The slope of the line 
obtained by plotting log (Ih/gAC) versus E established 
the excitation temperature. The enthalpies were then 
computed from the temperatures, assuming the gas was 
in equilibrium. Since the gas velocity 
from the spectroscopic 
equilibrium were 
of the other 
direction and through the centerline of the tube as shown 
G -
H, FROM CONSERVATION OF ENERGY = 924 Btu/lb 
--\ 
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Fig. 24. Excitation tenlperature as determined from 
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Fig. 25. Excitation temperature as determined from 
relative intensities of atom lines for Test 1 12-41 H 
in Fig. 26. Thus, the relative intensity readings obtained 
were integrated averages along the line of sight across 
the duct and not local values. Readings \Yere recorded 

















IN VIEW TUBE (SUBSONIC FLOW) 
Fig. 26. Arrangement of apparatus for spectroscopic measurements 
located in the duct wall opposite the monochromater. 
Hence it was possible to correct the data approximately 
for absorption which amounted to a decrease in tempera- 
ture of only about 5% below uncorrected values. Al- 
though the measured intensity of a given line may require 
a significant correction because of absorption, the effect 
on temperature is considerably smaller because ot the 
way I and T are related in Eq. (1). For a given line, Eq. 
(1) may be written: 
a1 g-(E)- T  E l o g e  I 
In the present application, ( a T / T )  0.13 (AT/I) .  AT 
and hl represent the difference between corrected values 
and uncorrected values of T and I .  
b. Calorimetric probe. The calorimetr;~ probe consisted 
of three concentric stainless steel tubes properly spaced 
by longitudinally positioned wires locatcd between the 
tubes (Fig. 18). At the tip !he outer tube was swaged and 
welded to the inner tube to form a seal for the water 
coolant. The outer diameter of the probe was 0.125 in. 
and the inner diameter 0.052 in. Water entered the inner 
armulus of the probe at its external extremity, flowed to 
the probe tip, and then returned through the outer an- 
nulus to the discharge pipe. The heat transferred to the 
coolant was determined by measuring tht water dow rate 
and the water temperature rise. A tare measurement was 
first obtained without gas flowing through the center 
tube. Then, with gas flowing through the tube, the flow 
rate of the bleed gas was measured and the heat transfer 
determined for this condition. The bleed gas flow rate 
was measured with a rotameter calibrated with argon at 
the actual conditions at which the measurements were 
made. The probe was of sufficient length so that the gas 
being sampled was cooled to about room temperature at 
the thermocouple location. With this information it was 
possible to compute the energy transferred to ik? coolant 
by the gas that was being sampled through the center 
tube, assuming that sampling had no effect on the heat 
transfer from the main gas flow to the outer tube wall. 
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'liris procedure was followed for all tests at each of the 
radial measuring stations. All tests were co~~ducted at
steady- state conditions. 
An investigation to determine the influence of sampled 
flow rate on the measured enthalpy was conducted by 
Vassallo and is discussed in Ref. 12. He used a Greyrad 
probe similar in configuration to the one used here but 
with a slightly larger outer diameter of 0.135 in. For en- 
thalpies in the vicinity of 1000 Btu/lb with the same 
sampled flow rate as used in Test 112-428, Vassallo's 
data would indicate that the measured enthalpy is low 
by about 8%. This was probably caused by the influence 
of sampling on the flow field surrounding the probe, which 
in turn reduced the heat transfer from the gas outside 
the probe to the coolant in the outer passage. Hence, 
the tare value was not valid. Vassallo's measurements 
were conducted in a nitrogen plasma with the probe in- 
serted at the centerline of a jet exhaust. Measurements 
were made at different sampling flow rates. A linear rela- 
tionship was found to exist, indicating a trend of decreas- 
ing enthalpy with increasing sampling rate. The enthalpy 
for zero sampling rate was determined by extrapolating 
a line through the data points. The accuracy of Vassallo's 
results are ciependent to a considerable extent on the 
accuracy of the temperature measuring instruments that 
were used. In his experiments at 1000 Btu/lb the coolant 
temperature rise associated with the sampled flow rate 
was 0.78"F. This requires not only a calibrated thermo- 
couple with a good readout systec, hut also proper posi- 
tioning of the thermocouple in the aolant tube to obtain 
a true mean temperature. i levertheless, it appears that 
definite trends were established by Vassallo's tests. In 
the investigations reported here the coolant temperature 
rise associated with the sampled flow rate ranged up to 
6OF and was obtained directly by placing the cold junc- 
tion in the coolant inlet tube, the hot junction in the 
coolant outlet tube and reading the output on a manually 
operated potentiometer. For each test the gas flow rate 
being sampled was maincained constant; however, it was 
different for different tests. Table 5 is a summary of the 
sampled gas flow rates i~nd coolant temperature rises 
associated with the pldbe. As indicated in Table 3 the 
weighted average enthalpies (based on an assumed uni- 
form mass flux distribution) as determined from probe 
measurements deviate approximately 5% from values 
obtained by the other two methlds for the lower energy 
tests (112-42fI and 112-UH). For the higher energy tests, 
however, (112-40H and 112-41H), the probe values are 
significantly below the other results, and the deviations 
are considerably more than would be expected, based on 
Vassallo's data. One reason for the low average en- 
Table 5. Summary of calorimetric probe data 
thalpies obtained from the probe measure~nents could be 
the assumption of a uniform mass f!ux distribution, since 
higher mass flo:vs art likely to have occurred new the 
center of the duct  tho,:^ near the wall. It should be noted 
that from the probe measurements the total enthalpy of 
the gas is determined regardless of whether or not the 
gas is in equilibrium, providing, of course, that the probe 
has been properly calibrated for thc influence of position 
and sampling on heat transfer and that the temperature 
and flow-rate measurements are accurate. 
c. Use of the nuzzle as a flowmeter. As shown in Fig. 
19, a convergent-divergent conical nozzle with half angles 
of 10 dog was attached to the exit end of the tube which 
contained the calorimetric probe and the viewport. This 
nozzle was used as a flowmeter, thereby providing an 
independent method for determining average values of 
the stagnation enthalpy. It was necessary to stipulate the 
contour of the nozzle downstream as far as the throat to 








First, from experimental values of wall pressures and 
heat fluxes a l ~ n g  the nozzle and prescribed conditions at 
the nozzle inlet, which were determined from upstream 
measurements, the flow variables along the nozzle were 
computed, using the conservation equations of momzn- 
turn and energy and the equation of state. In this analy- 
sis, equilibrium conditions were assumed to exist. The 
radial distributions of the flow variables were assumed to 
be uniform; however, since the measured wall pressures 
were used, the analysis was quasi-two-dimensional. For 
the purpose of this discussion the significant variable that 
was computed using the experimental data is the mass 
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Table 7. Ratio of the total heat transfer to rhe 
applied power 
the data and the cansequent good agreement achieved, 
as shown in Table 7, when m..~paring the overall errergy 
balance of the system determined by adding the energy 
transfer to each of 70 coolant passages with that of the 
applied power 2t the arc heater. hl this comparison the 
difference in tezperature between the argon entering 
and leaving the apparatus was taken into account. The 
low enthalpies obtained from the probe measurements 
for th: higher energy tests was likelv to have been 
- 
caused by the influence of sampling on the heat transfer 
from the gas flow ,urrounding the probe to the outer 
si~rface of the tube. The magnitude of this effect is influ- 
enced not only by the amount of the sampled flow rate 
but also by the rad~al pcsition of the probe. The dis- 
turbance of the flow Edd surrounding the prose is 
probably largest near the intake (probe tip) and that 
part ~f the probe that is parallel to the flow of the main 
stream. When the probe is at the centerline position of 
the duct, a large fraction of the total probe length is 
perpendicr'sr to the main flow direction, and this part 
is probably not iilfluenced to a great extent by sampling. 
Howeve:, when the probe is closer to the duct wall, a 
Ilrger fraction of the total probe length exposed to the 
main stream is parallel to the main flow direction and 
ha e~lditional ength extends oatside the duct and is not 
affected at all by the g ~ s  stream. Therefore, sampling 
would then have r, greater percentage effect on the total. 
heat trarlsfer from the main gas stream to the outer wall 
cf the probe. This implie~ that the data points in Figs. 20 
and 21 actually \vo~ld be higher near the wall if the effect 
of sampling on heat transfer trom the main r 1s stream 
to the oi~ter probe wall could be taken into account, tind 
\\fould thus fgrm a more uniform enthalpy distribution. 
3ccause of the sawpling effect on heat tlansfer from the 
main stream, a short probe tip should give better results 
than a long tip. Thus, it is possible to improve the accu- 
racy of the probe I~eyond that of these tests by a more 
sophisticated calitration procedure. 
5. Summary and Conclusions 
Test 
112dOH 
Total heot transferred 
to coolant obtoined 
by summation for 70 
caolont possoges 1.00 
divid-d by opplied 
electrical power at 
OIC huter 
I 
The enthalpy of a steady internal flow of weakly ion- 
izcd argon at a pressure of 3.1 psia and a Mach no. of 
about 0.07 was determined experimentally by fo~rr dif- 
ferent methods. At an energy level of approximately 
1700 B t d b  the enthalpies determined from energy bal- 
ance and by use of a choked flowmeter agreed within 
7%. Average calorimetric probe results were consider- 
ably lower and spectroscopic values obtained through a 
small port (assuming thermal equilibrium) were con- 
siderably higher than those obtained by the other two 
methods. Near the centerline of the duct the probe 
results were the same as the energy balance results for 







The reasons for the apparent high values of the spec- 
troscopic results are not known; however, two possibil- 
ities were exploited. First the data were obtained by 
viewing through a single port along a diametral line; 
hence, it is likely that maximum average values of line 
intensities were observed rather than more realistic lower 
averages as would be determined from scans of the entire 
flow field and use of the Abel inversion method. Second, 
the gas may not have been in thermal equilibrium. 
Although use of the excitation temperatures to determine 
equilibrium values of enthalpy gave high results, it was 
demonstrated that the energy associated with a non- 





The apparent low enthalpies determined from the 
calorimetric probe measurements are likely to have re- 
sulted from the influence of gas sampling on the flow 
field surrounding the probe, which in turn affected the 
heat transfer from the main gas stream to the outer wall 
of the probe. The extent of this influence is dependent 
upun the radial position of the probe. 
At a pressure of about 6.1 psia and an enthalpy of 
approximately 1000 Btu/lb (at which the line intensities 
were too weak to obtain spectroscopic data) the resillts 
of the energy balance, the flowmeter, as weil as the 
probe agreed within 5%. For these conditions the radial 
distributioils of the euthalpy were quite uniform. 
Use of a calorimetric probe to obtain enthalpy distri- 
butions in a high-temperature gas stream is feasible; 
however, to obtaiii good accuracy at high enthalpies the 
instrument should be calibrated to evaluate the influence 
of the bleed flow rate and the probe position on the heat 
transfer from the main stream to the outer wall of the 
probe. The length of the probe tip should be minimized 
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both from the standpoint of minimizing the tare measure- 
ments, tis well as minimizing the influence of the bleed 
flow rate on the heat transfer from the main stream to 
the probe outer wall. 
Of the four methods that were used to evaluate the 
enthalpy of the high-temperature inter~liil flow of argon, 
two apply for nonequilibrium ss well as equilibrium 
flows. These methods are the calorimetric probe and 
energy balance. The spectroscopic relative line intensity 
method may be used to determine excitation tempera- 
tures for optically thin gases not in thermal equilibrium 
provided the populations of all excited states at energy 
level E, have hfaxwell-Boltzmann distributions. How- 
ever, for such a noneouilibrium condition this method 
does not yield the temperature (or enthalpy) of the heavy 
species. The temperature and enthalpy of the heavy spe- 
cies can be determined by the reiative line intensity 
method only when the gas is in theimal equilibrium. 
A definition of terms used : aears at the end of this 
article. 
Dtfinition of t e r m  
A transition probability 
A, cross-sectional area of duct 
Ath cross-sectional area at throat of nozzle 
C cqnstant including instrument calibration 
factor and other physical constants not 
dependent on I or A 
E energy level of excited states 
g statistical weight 
h enthalpv per unit volume of gas 
A i increment of enthalpy per unit volume 
contributed by nonequilibrium effect 
htOt  sum of the enthalpies of all species per unit 
volume including ionization 
H, stagnation enthalpy per unit mass of gas 
I  intensity of radiation for a spectral line 
I, first ionization potential, for argon, 
I,,/k = 3.29 X 10' OR 
= 1.829 X lo5 O K  
k Boltzmann constant 
m mass f l o ~  rate 
N  particle number density, per unit volume 
pt  stagnation pressure 
T temperature 
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Definition of terms (contd) 
T 1 



















D. Analog Studies of Thermionic Reactor 
Dynamics, H. Gronroos 
1 .  Introduction 
A past SPS article on thermionic reactor kinetics and 
stability (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, pp. 119-124) compared 
various system models employed in the analysis. Ana- 
lytical and analog computer simulation methods were 
used to predict stability criteria, transients, and transfer 
functions. Recently, a digital computer code was written 
for transfer function evaluation, but employing linear 
system equations. 
This article gives the equations used for analog simu- 
lation in the production calculations and some of tile 
results. The analytical model is consistent with the pre- 
liminary study objective, which was to evaluate limited 
transient behavior and the general stability situation in a 
small liquid-metal-cooled space thermionic reactor. The 
simplifications leading to an analytically tractable de- 
scription of the system are subztantial. However, guided 
by past experiences from dynamics studies of other re- 
actor types, the adopted description is expected to yield 
an acceptable first evaluation of the system behavior. 
Figure 12 in "B. Reactivity Effects From Fuel Displace- 
ment in a Small Thermionic Reactor," shows the basic 
reactor reference design. The system is completed by 
adding in parallel the electric load and two heat-rejection 
loops, as shown by Fig. 77. 3lodel expansions crirrently 
being pttrsued will result in n more accurate description 
of the thermionic conversion process and will develop the 
control system simulation. 
2. System Equutions 
The equations below were developed for a l u m p ~ d  
parameter model, with the parameters assumed to be 
temperature independent. The general format is the same 
as that given in SPS 37-35, Vol. I \ ,  pp. 180-188, but with 
THERMIONIC REACTOR HEAT RADIATOR 
DIODE EXCHANGER 
Fig. 27. Thennionic reactor space powerplant model 
exceptions as listed. Table 8 gives the parameter values, 
while Figs. 27 and 28 define the geometry. Figures 29 
and 30 show the simulated current-voltage characteristics 
and therrnionic conversion performance. The analog sim- 
ulation diagram is shown in Fig. 31. 
Fig. 28. In-pile thermionic module with series 
stacked diodes 
Table 8. Initial values and parameters of thermionic reactor powerplant simulation model 
- 





Fraction of delayed 
neutrons 






n:e . cm-') 
C, (c, 5) 
0, = 8a/8 
A,  1s-') 
P It) 
ar (6k/ k . ' K-') 
7 (W . n-I) 
Thermionic diode heat transfer' 
Value 
10.0 





Values for delayed neutron groups 




























P (g . cm-=) 
cP (W . s . g-l . K-') 
k (W . cm-' OK-') 
r ( 4  
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1, 1' (cm) 












i = 2  
0.9 1 29 
0.1278 
1.40 











































Table 8 (contd) 




No? cur-ent density 
Emitter to collector 
current 
Collector bock emission 
Diode voltage 
Diodes in series 
Diode assemblies in parallel 
Symbol (unit) 
I (A. cm-') 
1 2  (A cm-') 














RLD (n cm') 
$a lev) 
kn/e (eV . OK") 









Primary coolant loop 
Diode electric load 













Reactor coolant inlet 
tempemture 
Reactor coolant exit 
temperature 
Coolant flow rate 
Coolant transport delay 
Coolant channel velocity 
Symbol (unit) 
10. (OK) 
14. ( O K )  
wa (g's") 
71, 7: (5) 







Primary coolant loop 
Item 
Heot exchanger inlet 
temperature 
Meat exchonger erit 
temperature 
Heot exchanger median 
temperature 
Heat exchanger primary 
side mass 








Heat exchanger secondary 
temperature 
Heat exchanger secondory 
inlet temperoture 
Heat exchanger secondory 
outlet temperoture 






M H  (kg) 
cPll (W . s g-' OK-') 
Heat exchanger heat 
capacity 
Total coolont flow rate 
Coolant transport deloy 







cP, (W s . g-I. 
W L ~  (9 s-l) 
71, 71 (5) 
W ,  (g .I-') 
Value 










Radiator inlet temperature 
Radiator exit temperoture 










Radiation area (one pipe) 
A. (cmZ) 




A, (c in') 1420.0 
CURRENT DENSITY, A . ~ r n - ~  
Fig. 29. Diode current-voltage characteristics 
I J W EMITTER TEMPERATURE 205.. ' CURRENT DENSITY I 0  0 A . w 2  
Nb COLLECTOR TEMPERATURE 13r'o *K Nb COLLECTOR AT 1300 *K 
ELECTRODE SPACING 0 010 in W EMITTER: WCING 0 010 on 
Y cu 
I I I 
CALCULATED FROM: I: ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ r - ' ( ~ 3 + ' ~ ~ ~ ) / ~ 8 ~ 2  
I - A ,  f3T,28-*t3/K8r3 = I 2 - I 3  
CURRENT DENSITY. A cnT2 EMITTER TEMPERATURE. O K  
CONSTANT EMITTER TEMPERATURE CONSTANT CURRENT DENSITY 
Fig. 30. Emitter heat flow and diode efficiency 
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SECONDARY re RADIATOR SlDE 
TRANSFER OUTLET INLET OUTLET 
r, 
- 
f ,  RADIATOR SIDE -b 
' Fig. 31. Analog computer simulation of spacc thermionic reactor powerplant 
The analytical description of the thermionics is the ( d )  Region 23, interelectrode gap 
- .  
most approximate. If the emitter and collector ternpera- 
ture variations are kept within 2150°K (except for the 2 kB 
open-circuit condition), the current density variations 9y1 = l(1R1,o + 4,) + - e (I,T, - l,,T,) 
within +7 A *  cm-', and the cesium temperature varia- 
tions are less than +lO°K, the description gives a reason- USH 
+ l  1 (T; - T; j able characterization of the thermionic performa.ice. 
- + - - I  
€ 2  e:, 
Other limitations arise from the assumption of constant 
parameters and lumping the spatial regions. The fre- 
quency response above -- 1 Hz is therefore of limited 
quantitative accuracy. However, the relevant frequency ( e )  Current-voltage characterktics 
range for the present studies is below t.he 1 Hz value. 
- 
I = Af, T: exp -e(+, + lRL,,)/kT: 
The equations in the analog simulation were: - Af3Tz exp -e+:,/kT, (10) 
= I, - I:, (a) Neutron kinetics 
( f )  Region 3, collector 
(g )  Region 4, itasulator 
p = PC,,, t + w [Th- - Tko] 
li 
(3) k, k dT4 -4nr,,i;(T, - T,) -&r: , ,Lf(T, - Ti) V.P~CP, ;ii-  t,  
Eq. (1) linearized becomes (12) 
(h)  Region 5, cladding 
S n = p * n , +  C h , C i  - n, 
I r l  
(4) dT5 k V:pscp5 ;li- = *,%, L < (T, - Ti) - 2niL'h,., (T, - TI;) 
(b) Region 1, nuclear fuel (13) 
( i )  Region 6, coolant in reactor 
dT1 - Vlp1cp, - V w n  - 8 r Lk, (TI - T,) (5 )  
dT" - N, ,  h:,,, 2rrr:L' (T, - T,;) NO.~V~;P+,C~,, -- ilt 
(c)  Region 2, emitter 
-- 2u,; cP,; (TI; - T,,,) (14) 
. t  
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Fig. 32. Response to o 2-4 step reactivity perturbation in a space thermionic reactor powerplant 
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Fig. 33. Response to step electric load perturbations in a space thermionic reactor powerplant 
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(j) Primary loop 
dTH - M"cpH - - N D P ~ ~ ~ I c ~ , ;  2(THi - TI!) - UH All (TH - Tn) dt 
(19) 
(k) Seconhy loop 
dTn - IJHAH (T .  - Tn) - PwLicp,,, (T8  - Tni) MncPn - 
(20) 
-10-5 
0.75-mm TUNGSTEN EMITTER THCKNE 
0.50-mm TUNSTEN EMITTER THICKNES 
UPPER UNCERTAIIV7'Y LIMIT 




0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 I 1.75 
FUEL PIN RADIUS, an 
(22) Fig. 34. Doppler coefficient for tungsten emitters as 
function of fuel pin radius and emitter thickness 
(23) to tolerate this. Figure 35 shows the trajectories for these 
casualties, with expected feedback coefficients. 
dTr - LrASprcpr - 2wr,,cpLi (Tri - T r )  - c,ussArT: Trajectories have also been taken with a model where 
the fuel was divided into six radial regions, instead of (24) lumped into me. With UC fuel, the difference between 
the models for the change in average fuel temperature is 
3. Transient kudies only a few degrees because of the relatively large thermal 
Figures 32 and 33 show representative trajectories ior 
reactivity perturbations and electric load perturbations, 
respectively. The legends for the varioas curves are listed 
on the figures. The chosen set of reactivity feedback co- 
efficients were deemed plausible. Hoc.clrt~~er, there is a 
large uncertainty in these coefficients, as Fig. 34 illus- 
trates for :he fuel and emitter doppler coefficients. Be- 
cause of this, the teedback coefficients were treated as 
variables, and various combinations were tried to deter- 
mine stability? ranges, as discussed in Sect. 4. In general, 
for stable combinations and small perturbations, the 
change in the equilibrium operating point is relatively 
large because of the small feedback efiects. More inter- 
esting are the studies OII diode and reactor open-circuit 
casualties. The former type of failure will probably ocnur 
frequently. It is therefore important to design the system 
conductivity. Figure 36 illustrates the temperature profile 
during an open-circuit transient. 
4. Stability 
One of the main objectives in the studies was to investi- 
gate the stability of the system. Both the analytical eval- 
uations and the analog computer simulations imply that 
only the zero-frequency point needs to be investigated 
when determining basic stability. This holds for the 
expected range of feedback coefficients in a small liquid- 
metal-cooled system. The zero-frequency asymptotic sta- 
bility xiterion amounts to requiring that the zeroth order 
term an in the general linear equation 
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Fig. 35. Open-circuit response in a space thermionic reactor powerplant 
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region with positive feedback, it is of interest to express 
Eq. (25) in terms of the ratio of the fuel and emitter feed- 
back coefficients thus 
Further developed in terms of the design parameters for 
tuel and emitter, one obtains after simplifications 
i 
--. Fig. 36. Reactor open-circuit temperature rise 
in nuclear fuel and emitter with 
expected feedback 
be larger than zero. The other conditions arising from 
the Routh-Hurwitz array are neglected. Tbe latter will 
restrict the stability region, but for the system under 
study, become important only for unrealistically high 
positi.+,.e and negative feedback coefficients. When this 
was postlllated, the arlalog computer yielded osci!:atory 
I trajectories or spirals. 
Summarizing in one expression the zero-frequency con- 
dition, one obtains 
dTi - n,, Sk n,,Cai- --- 
I tln k dn < 0 
where 
no = equilibrium neutron density, 
T I  = temperature in reactor region i, 
a, r- temperature coefficient of reactivity in reactor 
region i. 
The weighting factors dTi/dn are calculated from the 
equilibrium condition (dT,/dt  = 0) .  If the fuel is the only 
where 
D, = diameter of fuel-emirter assemhlv 
k1 = fuel therrnal conductivity (k,  assumed much 
larger) 
8 = measure of heat transfer variations with tem- 
perature for the interelectrode gap 
C = contributions from regions i 2 3 (generally a 
I I J  small positive number. 
A plot of Eq. (27) with S t = r  = 0 as applied to the 
complete madel is shown in Fig. 3'1. The uncertainties 
arising from the doppler coefficients are also indicated in 
Fig. 37. The general shape of the curves in Fig. 3'7 have 
been confirmed with the analog computer both for linear 
end nonlinear models. Computer measureJ ratios of a,/aj 
are s h w n  in Table 9. The constant coolant inlet temper- 
ature model gives the most conservative stability ratio 
estimate. That the simple e,xpression [Eq. (27)] is not 
applicable for large v81ues of the fe1:dback coefficients 
is shown by Fig. 38, which gives the computer-measured 
stability regions for a, versus (al + a,) for various models. 
The curve for the complete model shows a knee at 
a, = - 4 10-0 8 k/k OK-'. The large radiator mass intro- 
duces a thermal time constant leading to a resonance 
peak at about 3.007 Hz. 
5. Conclusions 
Within the constraints inherent in the sirnuistion model 
the fo1lowir.g may generally be stated about the dynamics 
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d 5 - 1 L I I I 1 ~  
1 1 .  -15 - 10 -5 I 
COLLECTOR f EDBACK C3EFF;CIENT a ~ a i e ,  &/k.*~-' 
Fig. 38. Stabilit) in space thermionic rkactor powerplant 
as measured QT analst simulation 
and can be handled by the control system. The 
generally small feedback leads to a relatively large 
change in operating point wet! for minor reac:ivity 
perturbations necessitating active control. 
(2) In a stadle system, open-circuit casualties lead to 
fast fuel and emitter temperature increases. Should 
the whole reactor o: en circuit, the resulting tem- 
NUCLEAR FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, W . ch - . OK-' perature rise appears slow enough to be control- 
lable without damage to the reac*or. 
Fig. 37. Ratio af positive nuclear fud temperature 
coefficient to negcitive emitter temperature (3) The large uncertainties in the dopp~er meBcients 
coefficient for zero-frequency for the fissile isotopes and refractory metals at the 
asymptotic stabiility present time do not allovr a final coriclusion with 
regard to inherent stability. This appiies ipnly to 
highly enriched unalloyed nuclear iuels. However, 
of a sinall liquid-metal-cooled thermionic space rear+a. even pessimistic estimates of doppler magnitudes powerplafit : so far have indicated stable systems for the reactors 
(1) In a stkble system the transients from minor elec- investigated. The system c& tolerate a positive 
tric load and reactivity perturbation. are damped fuel temperature coefficient if stabilizing negative 
Table 9. Analog computer measured values of temperature coefficient ratios for zero-frequency asymptotic stability 
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c-wtrtl~utions are provided from other regions. b~rely visible in the photograph, was located with its 
Varior~s methods to incrcast. the ~~egativr-. feedback throat adjacent to the left edge of the electrodes. The 
arc. available, xnd may be required to protect the nozzle, shown in more detail in Fig. 40, had throat 
rear-tor fwm prompt criticality accidents. dimensions of 0.50 X LO(! in. The argon gas flow entered 
the glass test chamber through the inlet duct and passed 
(4) Thc ze~u-frequency asymptotic stability criterion between the electrode surfaces after leaving the nozzle. 
appears adc -1uate when investigating inherent From the electrode regior the gas flowed into the exhaust 
stability. duct and the vacuum system. 
The high-voltage direct-current power supply used in 
E. Flow Visualization Studies Demonstrating the these studies of a primaly contrc,lled trans- 
Effects of a Transverse Gas Velocity on a former, a full-wave rectifier, and two 4-rF capacitors 
Glow Discharge, J. A. Gardner used as filters. The upper lirxit of the voltage for this 
variable power supply was approximately 7,000 V. 1. Introduction 
A wmplete ai~al~tical description of the phenomena 
associated wit11 the fluid dynamics, the energy transfer, 
and the electr~d~narnics that occur in an electrical pro- 
ptilsion or power generation device such as an MPD 
arcjet or an SIHD accelerator is difficult to establish 
realistically. In order to eventually achieve a more cam- 
prrhensive understanding of the many combications of 
processes that ac-cur in the electrical discharge region 
a n t  :t the electrode siirfaces of such Gevices, an investi- 
gation has been initiated which first allows visual obser- 
vation 2nd meiisurements to be made of some of the 
irtflrierlc~ng factors such as the effect of a transverse gas 
velocity. pressure, a ~ d  applied e?-.ctric field strength on 
the behavior ot the discharge. It is anticipated that these 
res~llts \\.ill rhrn provi:e a hasis for establishing more 
con~prehensive expciimentr.1 and rheoretical methcds of 
invest.gating thc comp1e.i interactions of the proczsses 
that occur near electrode surfaces, particularly those re- 
lated 1.) the transfer of energy. T!; ol?jecti\ f the 
in\ .-:tigation discussed in this note was to determine in a 
quslitative senst? the influence of a transverse velocity on 
a glwv discharge without zpplied magnetic fields. In 
addiiion, tbe efiects of a change in the static pressure 
with a constant gas velocity were also observed. 'Thiene 
(Hef. 15) and Thienp, Chambers, . a d  von !askowsky 
(F~zf. 16) have reported analytical and experimental in- 
vestigatioiis en the convertivo flexure of a plasma con- 
rlul,tor. Their experiments, however, were conducted at 
m1-r.h lower g ~ s  velocities, larger currents (about 6 A) 
and pressures near and above atmo3pheric. 
2. Experimental Apparatus 
The apparatus used for this investigati~n is illustrated 
in Fig. 39. A pail ~f copper electrodes with flat parallel 
surfa2es were enclosed in a six-port glass test chamber. 
.4 nib~onic hvo-dimensional Lricite nozzle, which is 
3. Experimental Procedure and Results 
To provide a basis for comparison, initial investigations 
were performed in the aLsence of flow. Tests with argon 
were coilducted at three static pressures inside the glass 
test chamber: 50,'100, and 200 mmHg. Photographs of 
the discharge between the electrodes at these pressures 
with zero gas velocity and a current of 15 mA are shown 
in Figs. 41(a), (b), and (c). The plasma column appears 
vertical and perpendicular to the electrode surfaces at 
the two lower pressures but slightly canted at the highest 
pressure. It is evident that the visible discharge decreases 
in diameter as the pressure is increased and that at the 
highest pressure the diameter increased from the cathode 
lochted at the bottom to the anode located at the top. 
At zero velocity the stability of the discharge was not 
affected in the 50 to 200 mmHg pressure range. The volt- 
age drop across the gap between the eltvtrodes was 
approximately 400 V. 
The effect of a transverse gas velocity on the config- 
uration of the discharge at a pressure of 100 mmHg and 
a current of 15 mA is shown in Figs. &(a), (b), and (c) 
for g s  belocities of 84,127 and 220 ft/s. Corresponding 
argon mass flow rates were 0.0084,0.0125, and 0.0216 15/s. 
The velocity distribution across the . ~ z z l e  xit plane \..-as 
determined by a pitot tcbe and was found to be uniform. 
It is evident that a substantial distortion of the column 
occurs by the motion of the gas and that the distortion 
is increased as tEe gas velocity is increased. With a flow- 
ing gas at this pressure the entire colunin became visible, 
the column attached to the hailing edge of the anode, 
and the size of the bright spot on the cathode surface 
illcreased but did not appear to be dependent on velocity. 
Furthermore, a bright regiorl appeared along the bdiling 
surface of the cathode. The thickness of the distorted 
g l ~ w  as approximately %ti in. and w22 essectially planar. 
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Fig. 39. Experimental apparatus for the rtudy of v e l o c i ~  and pressure effects on glow discharge phenomena 
I 
ELECTRODE 
5 0 ~  
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Fig. 40. Two-dimensional subsonic nozzle 
and electrode configuration 
Fig. 41. Glow discharge in the absence of argon gas flow for an electrode separation of 0.500 in. 
and a discharge current of 15 rnA (a) 50 rnnilig, (b) 100 rnrnHg, and (c) 200 mmHg 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
Fig. 42. Glow discharge in the presence of argon gas flow for an electrode separation of 0.500 in.; 
discharge current of IS mA and staiic pressure of 100 mmhg. Gas velocities are 
(a) 84 ftls, (bl 127 ftls, and (c) 220 ftls 
b 
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Fig. 43. ow disck~urge in the presence of argon gas flow for an electrode separation of 0.500 in., 
discharge current of 15 mA and gas velocity of 127 ftls. Static pressures are 
(a) 50 mmHg, (bl 100 tnmHg, and ( ~ 1 2 9 0  mmHg 
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The color of the discharge changed as the velocity in- 
creased indicbting a possible change in rxcitation. Also, 
the plasma column fluctuated whenever there was gas 
flow. 
At a gas velocity of 127 ft/s and a discharge current 
of 15 mA, the effect of p,essurc. is shown in Figs. 43(a), 
(b), and (c) for pressures of 56,102 and 203 mmHg. It is 
evident that as the pressure was increased the intensity 
of the discharge increased and that at the highest pres- 
sure the fluctuations were greatest. Also, the extent of 
the bright region along the tr:riling surface of the cathode 
decreased as the pressure wiis irlcreased. 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
An elementary experimental investigation of the effects 
of pressure and a transverse subsonic gas velocity on the 
structure of a glow discharge between parallel electrode 
surfaces has shown that the effects are large. Pressures 
ranged between approximately 50 and 20C mmHg and 
argon gas velocities ranged between about 80 and 220 ft/s. 
The transverse flow of gas caused the discharge to distort 
into a U-shape and attach to the trailing edge of the 
anode. Also, the cathode bright shot was increased in 
size and extended around the trailing edge covering at 
least a portion of the trailing surface. The U-shaped dis- 
1 charge :. 2s planar and about ?.if; in. thick. An increase in pressure without gas flow caused the caihode bright 
spot and the diameter of the discharge to decrease. At a 
gas velocity of 197 ft/s an increasz in pressure reduced 
the slze of that portion of the cathode bright spot that 
was vislhle along the trailing surface and increased the 
fluctuating motion of the discharge. 
F. Influence of Swirl on the Velocity Distribution 
in a Constant-Diameter Duct When the 
Swirling Flow Is  Injected Perpendicular 
to the Axis of the Duct, P.  f .  Massier and 
E. j .  Roschke 
An objective of the current plasma heat-transfer inves- 
tigations is to determine the influence of ionization on 
convective heat transfer. In the experiments argon is 
ionized by means of an electric-arc heater from which 
the heated gas then flows through the test sections. The 
upper bound of the mixed gas temperature can be in. 
creased and under c ,rtain conditions fluctuations in the 
flow can be reduced by introducing swirl into the flow 
before the gas pnsscs through thc. arc rtxgion. fTo\vt.vcr. 
the swirl component of the vt-locity cnnscs thc. cu)nvi~ctivc 
heat transfer to incrcasc (SPS 37-31, Vol. 1V) rind intro- 
duces f l r ~ i c !  dynamic complt~xitit~s into the Ho\v fitbld that 
are diffic~~lt to analyze. Thcreforc. it is dcsirablc to some- 
how provide milan.; for dissipating thc. swirl after tlitb gas 
has been heated whencver simpler more aniforni flows 
arc to be investigatt.ci. 
An effective mcthod of causing the i~ijecttd vortcx to 
dissipate is to force the swirling fluid to negotiate il sl~iirp 
90-deg turn. 1 he pre~cnt discussion pertains to two typcs 
of experiments that have bee11 conducttd on the intiucncc 
of sharp turns on s~virling fluid motion at approximately 
room temperature. The first of these experiments is asso- 
ciated with three impinging. swirling jets of argon intro- 
duced to a plenum chamber as sho\vn in Fig. 44, with 
the axis of symmetry of the plenum perpendicular to the 
axes of the swirling jets. From the plenum the mix1 c d  
fluid expanded into a constant-diameter duct in which 
radial traverses wele made with pitot-stati:: probes so 
that velocity distributions co~lld be determined. Tlic 
average gas velocity in the duct was about 55 ft/s, and 
the Reynolds numbers were approximately 9,000 and 
26,000. The results are compared with those obtained 
when nonswirling fluid was injected radially into the 
plenum. The second set of experiments was conducted 
with dye injected into swirling watf.r and visl~ally observ- 
ing the flow patterns as the water negotiated a sharp 
turn. This test apparatus which differed from that of thc 
argon experimen'~ was constructed of Lucite and is 
shown in Fig. 15. 
2. Arc on Gas Experiments 
To determine the radial distributions of axial velocity 
in the l.9S-ill.-diam duct at the axial location shown in 
Fig. 44, pitct-static probes were used which were con- 
structed as shown in Fig. 46. The two static pressure 
holes were connected to a common manifold which was 
then attaohed to one end of an inclined manome:er con- 
taining DC 200 silicone oil. The total pressure tube was 
connected to the other end of the manometer so that 
pressure difference was read directly. The denciiy of the 
argon Rowing through the duct was detrrmined from a 
static pressure measurement on the duct .wall and a tem- 
perature measurement in the gas feed line near thc injec- 
tors. Since the gas velocity was only about 55 ft/s, it was 
permissible to rise Bernoulli's inc.ompressible equation 
to compute the velocities from these measurements. The 
mass flow rate of the argon was measurea with a rotame- 
ter; conseq~iently, an average velocity at the probe 
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DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
Fig. 45. Cross-sectional view of the flow visualization apparatus 
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DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
injection :vas used. Furthermore, the average velocities 
computed from the measured mass flow rates, which also 





In Figs. 49 and 50 radial distributions of axial velocity 
are shown for tests in which three swirling jets were 
injected into the plenum; these tests were conducted at 
about the same pressures and along the same radial lines 
as were the nonswiriing flow tests. The swirl was induced 
by tangential injectors that had been substituted for the 
radial injectors in each of the three housings. It is evi- 
dent in Figs. 49 and 50 that there was greater deviation 
from uniform flow with injected swirl than when non- 
swirling flow was injected. Deviations from an average 
velocity, however, are not excessive and the swirl present 
initially in the jets at injection into the plenum chamber 
appears to have bcen dissipated qnite effectively. Static 
pressure distributions made along the end wall of the 
p'enum indicated variations across i t  diameter of less 
12 HOLES 1.0 d a  APART than 5 mm of oil. 
0.020 diam 
Static pressures were also measured along one of the 
Fig. 46. Pitot-static probe end walls ~i the three cathode housings. All of these 
housings contained 0.75-in.-diam centerbodies which are 
location could be determined by xse of the conti~niity 
equation. This provided a comparison for the probe 
results. 
Radial traverses were made with two different probes 
at circumferential locaticns X and Y as shown in Figs. 47, 
48,49, and 50. Becadse of the gradual bend in the probes 
they ~wuld not be traversed across the entire diameter; 
hence, after cbtairing data within the travel distance, the 
duct segment containing the probes was rotated 90 deg 
so that data could be obtained along the entire length of 
a diametral line. Thus Probe A was rotated to position Z 
and used to obtain data along the original diametral 
traverse line XZ of Probe B as well as perpendicular to 
the original diametral line of Probe A. The extent of the 
traverse was such that there was considerable overlap 
- 
between the original traverse of Probe B and the traverse 
of Probe A after the duct segment had been rotated. 
Radial distributions of axial velocity for pressures of 
approximately 2 and 6 psia in the 1.95-in.-diam duct are 
shown in Figs. 47 and 48 for tests in which nonswirling 
jets were injected into the plenum. f i e  nonswirling flow 
conditiolr \Ifas achieved with radial flow injectors in each 
of the three housings from which the gas was introduced 
into the plenum. As shown in the figures the velocity 
distributions in the free stream, which extends across 
most of this duct, are quite uniform when this type of 
the cathodes when the housings are used as arc heaters 
for high-temperature flow tests. From these end-wall 
pressure distributions it was possible to compute the 
approximate tangen5al velocity distributions shown in 
Fig. 51. The upper curve is for an &psia test, since end- 
wa'l! pressures were not recorded at 6 psia. This figure 
shows that the maximum tangential velocities greatly 
exceeded the axial velocities in the 1.95-in.-diam duct 
even at the lower stagnation pressure. The differences in 
pressures between the inner and the outer radii on this 
end wall was about 100 mm oil for a 2-psia swirling flow 
test and about 580 mm oil for a Gpsia swirling flow test. 
There was essentially no radial pressure difference along 
this end wall for the nonswirling flow tests. 
3. Water Flow Visualization Experimeqts 
Flow visualization experiments were confilicted in a 
special Lucite, half-scale model of an earlier arc-jet heat- 
transfer apparatus which has been described in SPS 37-43, 
Vol. IV, pp. 206-216. That apparatus also cortained a 
sharp 90-deg turn and either radial or tangential injectors, 
as was desired. A schematic view of the flow visualization 
model with tangential ~ijectors is show11 i r ~  Fig. 45. Ten 
dye-injection ports were located as shown i ~ o m  which 
dye was injected in a radial direction perpendicular t . ,  
the local wall except for a single port located in the tip 
of the drimmy cathode. All internal flow passages were 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL PRESSURE IN 
.,,-,,,'! CATHODE H3USWG= 8.1 psi0 1 
300 -- A- t- ---- 1 
Fig. 52. Dye study in hclf-scale model cf an arc jet with 
L I tangential water injection. hixing chamber 
o lid 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 --- u.- - 0.8 1 03 Reynolds .re. of = 200. Dye introduced . 0 1 1  1.2 1.3 frsin Ports 2,  6, 7, and 10 
LD:US. in. 
Fig. 51. Tangential velocity distributions in 
cathode housing B 
- 
axis!mmetric with respect to their centerlines. For radia! 
injection of water, a different cathode-houshg section 
was used; the axial location of the injection mas the same 
as shown in Fig. 45 but the ports were approximately 
hvice the diameter of the tangential injection ports. 
\Vzter flo~v rates were adjusted and measured 11. nlcBans 
of a calibrated rotameter upstream of t i  , . T l  tsctors. 
llixing chamber Reyi1~1.l~ numbers in tllp . - 1 1 ~  range 
as those obtained in the larger, hot-r! ' ? , l l >  1 7  ' \ I \  were 
o' .rerest. The motions of dye F' .,' observed 
visually and photographed. 
A typica! dye study of !I, ' - \  +'I tangential water 
injection is shown in FI:. -,3 ' 1. . I  mixing chamber 
Reynolds number of z.' ( .  ' ' T '1 photogravh was 
taken shortly after injcrL1 (7 from Ports 2, 6, 7, 
and 10 \\,as initiatrd i . 1  -' I I '  clc!uced by the injectors 
is particularly evident 1 region oi  accelerated flow 
near the cathode tip: th, !icct of swirl on the dye fila- 
ment issuing from I '  I )  of the cathode is readily appar- 
rnt. Although it is not so clear in this photograpli, it was 
'ctermined that flow near the wall of the cathode housing 
q~iraled up the n .ill, flowed radially inward toward the 
cathode, then spiraled downward along the surface of 
the cathode. Flow separation from the inside comer of 
the 90-deg bend is apparent. Although flow in the mixing 
chamber a?pears erratic, the integrity of the dye fila 
ments suggests that it is laminar and that the type c; 
effects which nrould be expected from a pure nvirling 
ficnv have been removed. Fla.=.- jr-st upstream of, and into, 
the uoz~le appears reasonabi;. uniform. 
-4 coinparison of flow with t a ~ ~ e n t i a l  and radial injec- 
tion is shown in Figs. 53(a) and (b), for a mixing chamber 
Reynolds number of ahout -30". TI e effect of s \ v ~ l  at the 
entrance to the 90-deg bend is very pronounced in 
Fig. 53(a). Dye injected from Port 5 indicates that 
swirling "~)w through the throat of the anode section 
spreads rapidly in the radial direction at the entrance of 
the !>end. Virtually no spread of this jetlike flow was 
discerned without swirl as indicated in Fig. 53(b); instead 
it irnpmged on the opposite \Val1 of the bend in the 
vicinity of Port 9. Flo\v separation regions observed at 
the entrance of the bend (near Port 4) in the outside 
comer of the bend (near Ports 8 and 9) and downstream 
of the inside comer of the bend were much reductd in 
size by swirl. A comparison of the structure of dye fila- 
ments in the mixing chamber, Fig. 53(a) and (b). indicates 
that the diffusion rate of the dye is lowest for the case of 
the tangential injector. This may indicate that the flow 
sttained a higher degree of orderliness when swirl was 
introduced upstream of the elbow. 
Because of the higher velocities, and hence much 
higher rates of diffusion, dye studies of flows at Reynolds 
ni.bmbers of 600 and higher lacked specific detail. How- 
ever, the overall effects of swirl were similar to those 
observed at lower Reynolds numbers. In particular, the 
radial spread of the flow passing from the anode throat 
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Fig. 53. Dye studies at a mixing chamber Reynolds no. 
of = 200: (a) tangeniial injection, dye introduced 
irom Ports 2, 5, and 9; (b) radial iniection, 
dyo introduced from Ports 2, 5, and 10 
iato the enhance of the bend was significantly greater 
with swirl than without swirl. 
Several general comn~ents concerning these flows are 
of interest. Firstly, these flows are highly complicated by 
first undergoing acceleration in the converging annular 
nozzle formed by the anode wall and the cathode tip, 
which also produces a wake, passing through the anode 
throat, and discharging into a rather short entrance 
region upstream of the bend. These flows are not char- 
acteristic of what would occur with long, constant- 
diameter entrance sections. Less is known concerning 
JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-45, VOL. IV 
secondary flo~vs in miter bends than in 90-dcg cll)o\vs 
of more gentle radius, so that conjectures concerning thr 
influence of s~virl on those secondary Roivs \votrld not be 
of high value. Admittedly, the intcrprctation of such 
com~1e.u flows by visualization is somen~liat slihjective. 
However, it is thought that introduction of s\virl in tl~is 
p,*ic;llar channel improved the flow hy providing more 
rlnifom mixing and greatly reducing the stagnation 
ttffect in the corner of the bend, and by redl~cing the 
size and effect of separation regions in the vicinity of 
the bend. The bend appeared to be quite effective in 
removing nvirl from the flow. Although there was evi- 
dence of some crossflow components at the entrance of 
the nozzle with both types of injection, even at the lower 
Hsynolds numbers, these effects were no greater when 
tangential injection was used and were not the result of 
swirl. That is, there was no evidence of a preferential 
and consistent swirl component at the entrance to the 
nozzle when tangential injection was used. 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
Two types of experiments were conducted to dcter- 
mine the influence of a sharp 90-deg t i ~ m  on the motion 
of a swirling fluid. In the first set of e-xperiments three 
equally spaced impinging jets of s\virling argon gas at 
approximately room temperature were iqtroduced radi- 
ally inward into a plenum chaml~er. In the plenum the 
fluid negotiated a 90-deg turn and then accelerated to 
an axial velocity of approximately 55 ft/s into a straight 
constant-diameter duct \\those centerline was coincident 
with that of the plenum. Radial distributions of tne axial 
velocity acquired in the duct with pitot-static pro!>rs 
indicated that the maximum departure from a uniform 
axial velocity distribution in the free stream was ahout 
*14%. For tests in which nonswirling fluid was intro- 
duced into the plenum the radial distributions of axial 
velocity were essentially uniform except near the duct 
wall. 
In the second set of experiment5 swirling water fows 
were forced to negotiate a sharp 90-deg turn in a miter 
elbow which \\.is located downstream of a scale model 
of a convergent amular arc heater. A constant-diameter 
duct similar in size to that of the elbow was attached to 
the dournstream end of the elbow. Dye injected throngh 
small ports located at numerous places in the duct wall 
indicated that the swirl was effectively dissipated by the 
sharp !XI-deg bend. 
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': X: Liquid Propulsion 
PROPULSION DIVISION 
A. Advanced Liquid Propulsion Systems, 1. R. loth, 2. Composite Bladder Material Testing, H. s. Stonford 
H. B. S!-nford, and W. F. MacGlashan 
1. Introduction, L. R. ~ 0 t h  
The advanced liquid propulsion systems program is 
investigating selected problems generated by spacecraft 
operational requirements for propulsion systems capable 
of high inherent reliability, loug-term storage in the space 
environment, multiple start in free fall (zero gravity), and 
engine throttling. The solutions proposed to satisfy these 
requirements are coordinated for practical application in 
a system. 
Periodic reports (starting with SPS 37-8, Vol. IV) de- 
scribe the progress of work on the vario~s parts of a 
specific system. Recent accomplishments concerned with 
bladder and component development are outlined below. 
These include: 
(1) Composite bladder material testing. 
The structure and testing of composite bladder mate- 
rials fabricated from Teflon film, Teflon felt, and alumi- 
num foil was discussed in SPS 37-36, Vol. IV. S;:ce then 
18in.-diam hemispherical bladders have bee11 made from 
this material by Dilectrix Corporation of Farmingdale, 
Long Island, under contract to JDL. Eight of these blad- 
ders were delivered to JPL, where both helium leak and 
water expulsion tests have been conducted with them. 
This material was developed as the result of early 
attempts to demonstrate a bladder material with some 
cycle life and improved permeability characteristics to 
N,O,; hydrazine; and the pressurant gases, helium and 
nitrogen. The Teflon films, TFE and FEP, are the basic 
structural materials for strength and flexibility; the alumi- 
num foil is an intended permeation barrier; and the Teflon 
felt is to provide a protective, motion damping, cushion 
for the purpose of preventing the destructive sharp folds 
and. creases detrimental to the aluminum foil. Originally 
the felt was to serve also as a vehicle for a buffer chemical 
(2) Fill valve with three different materials of con- Mn(OH),, manganese hydroxide, intended to react with 
struction. the small quantity of N,O, thzt would permeate through 
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inevitable pinholes in the aluminum foil. Although this 
chemical worked well in swatch testing, its inclusion in 
the bladder stnicture wa? not part of the initial fabrica- 
tion fcasihility effort. 
The test procedure called for the bladder to be leak- 
tested with helium in the as-received condition. Those 
bladders that were to be expulsion-tested with water were 
then to be given one complete expulsion test, reinstalled 
in the steel tank, and leak-tested again with helium to 
determine the deterioration of the alu~ninum foil barrier. 
This alternate expulsion cycle and leak test was then 
repeated until the helium leak rate exceeded the capa- 
bility of the detection device. When this excessive helium 
leak rate was attained, these bladder: wcre expulsion- 
cycled to major failure or until water leakage occurred. 
Two bladders with low helium leak rates were selected 
for long-term desert storage testing with N,O, in one 
bladder and distilled water in the other. The permeation 
rate of N,O, is to be determined by a periodic check of 
the pH factor of the distilled water. 
a. Expulsion cycling and slosh testing. The water expul- 
sion testing of the 18in;diam hemispherical bladder was 
conducted in Plexiglas tanks on the slosh and expulsion 
test equipment described in SPS 37-21 Vol. IV. Expulsion 
pressure was limited to 30 ;~::i by the Plexiglas tank.  Slosh 
loads were applied at 5" in. linear motion, +2 deg rota- 
tional motion at 128 cycles/min. The composite material 
bladders were nln with a companion bladder of ordinary 
TFE-FEP Teflon !aminate structure. Both still an2 motion 
pichlr~s were taken as required for an adequate record. 
Expulsion efficiency was determined by measuring the 
water before filling the bladder and after expulsion in 
glass macometers connected to the bladder outlets. The 
water flow rates were determined Cv means of turbine- 
type flow meters in the.connecting lines. Water tempera- 
ture was measured by means of thermocouples inserted 
into the flow lines and by tllermometers suspended within 
the glass monometers. 
The actual laminate arrangement of the material in 
these bladders was as follows: 
TFE 3 mil 
FEP 1 mil 
Aluminum foil l.h vil 
FEP 2 nhil 
Aluminum foil I,!. mil 
FEP 2 mil 
Teflon felt 0.090 in. 
FEP-TFE 3 mil-1 mil 
Total thickness was approximately 0.100 in. 
One bladder wr:s made with a pattern of %-in. Teflon 
rods fused to the outside in an effort to induce folding 
control. The control pattern is shown in Fig. 1. This de- 
vice proved completely ineffective on this configuration of 
bladder due to the fact that the differential stiffness 
between the bladder wall, the 90-deg intersection of the 
flat an< curved surfaces, and the Teflon rods was insuffi- 
cient to force the folding mode of the bladder into the 
desired pattern. At the beginning of the expulsion cycle 
the Teflon rods exerted some control of the folding mode, 
bct. as expulsion progressed, random folding very ~imilar 
to that on nonstiffened bladders was ohained (Figs. 2-4). 
Once a folding pattern was established, it repeated itself 
throughout the entire cycle life of the bladder, as much as 
120 cycles in some cases. In Table 1 cycle life and failure 
history are recorded for the bladders tested. 
Expulsion efficiency showed some variation between 
I bladders and was found to average 98.7% from a total of 
239 tests on three different bladders. 
Fig. 1. Folding control pattern of 3/16-in. Teflon 
rods fused to 18-in. diam hemispherical A typical expillsion efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 5. 
composite bladder Conventional TFE and FEP Madders of the same hemi- 
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Fig. 2. Hemispherical composite bladder (1  8-in. diaml 
w:!h fold control device exhibiting some 
control of folding mode 
Fig. 3. Hemispherical composite bladder (18-in. diaml 
with fold control device exhibiting loss of 
cl-ntrol of folding mode 
spherical configuration have averaged 99.8% expulsion 
efficiency in similar teshzg. 
The relativcly Icw averagr exprrlsion efliciency dcmoil- 
stratrd by thc compos'te blacltlcrs is accot.nted for by the 
fact that bladdcr SN 4-6-95-1213 with 120 cspr~lsions 
averagcd only 97.8% eficient and SN 4-3-95-1213 with 109 
Fig. 4. Collapsed 18-in.-diam hemispherical 
bladder without folding control device 
expulsions avc~raged 99% efficient. Thcsc low expulsion ef- 
ficiencies resulted from both l-rladd(~rs leaking rnore or less 
continuo~rsly in the neck ant1 flfnge area. I t  is believed 
that this failure at the no:& and flange is a fabrication 
and handling problem and not directly atttihutahlc to 
the composite matcbrial stnrch~re itself. These blatldrrs 
were installed several times in tliffercmt tank?, drrring ! 1 ~  
helium leak and rxxprrlsion c>fcling t c ~ t  series. This excc*s- 
sive handling, togcthcr with a cornparativrly thin flange, 
resulted in evtensivc tlamagc~ that is not rcuclily re!lnircd. 
TEroughout the c*spr~lsic)n tt'sting it had hc~c.n notc*d that 
thc* slosh damping rffrct of the. composite hlatltlf~r was con- 
sidrrahle. Tn dcmonstratc this fact fr~rther a h(*misphc.ri- 
cal compositr h l a d d c ~  togt.tht.r tvit11 T. Tc.flon hladtlt~r of 
convrntional TFE-VEP sintercatl matc.ria! iipprosirnatc~ly 
9.014 in. thick \vas slosh-tc.strd in a sphc.rical Pl(~sigl:ls 
tank Slosh nodcs \vcrcl mc~asurc.d to + 1'5 in. lincnar 
mo!ion. 25% rotational rnotion at a frclqrrc~ncy of 22s 
cyr:les Irnin. This arnorlntc.<l to an :~cccnlc*ration of npprosi- 
m.rtely 1'2 g. 
The hladdtbrs \vc.rcB installrtl with tnc flat sitl(.s l);~mll(.l 
to the dirc~ction of linear rnotion. Ilrrring this tcbst tl~c. (.on- 
vcntional Teflon hladt1c.r tl~rash(*tl \*iolr,nt!?. iihor~t. wl~ilo 
tlrc motions of thc comp~)sitcm 1)ladclc.r \vc3rr. tlampc.rl to 
p n t l c  oscillations indicativt* ot almost cornpl(.tc. c:ontrol 
of the fll-lid surface.. Sinccs this tvst \vas contlrrrtc.tl at thtb 
upptlr limit of cap:~bilih. of th(* tvst machin(>, inc.rlrring thfb 
possihilit?. of dnn~agcl, it \\.as not rc.pc*atcbtl. 
In conclt~sion i t  can I,(. s l i t 1  t11;it !)li~cltlc~rs mad(. fro111 
the. Teflon film, Tcflon fvlt. :~ntl nlrlrninr~m foil compositc. 
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Table 1. Cycle life and failure history of three 18-in.-dicn hemispherical 
composite material expulsion bladders 
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Ted bladder SN 
4-3-95-1 2 13 
ovg 99% expulsion efficiency 
4-5-95-1 2 13 
avg 99.4% expulsion efficiency 
4.6-95- 12 13 
ovg 98.5% expulsion efficiency 
, 





I Approx 25 cm' lwkoge per erpulsion 








Approx 8 fatigue points 
Ropair 
Small patch bonded with Armstrong 
Adhesive 520 
Replocod neck from TFE-FEP bladder. Bonded 
with Armstrong Adhesive 520 
Unoble to stop Imk. Continued with 
expulsions 
Replaced test bladder with SN-4-6-95-1213. 
Used SN-4-3-95-1213 as companion 
bladder 
Unoble to repair 
Replaced neck from TFE-FEC bladder. Bonded 
with Armstrong Adhesive 520 
Unable to repair 
I With layer of Armstrong Adhesive 520 
Bonduo with tape (Tuck 90CB) 
































N u k  
Flat bock ot points where 
bladder folds 
PRESSURE, lb(d)/in? 
Fig. 5. Expulsion efficiency of 18-in.-diam hemispherical 
bladder of Teflon film, felt, and aluminum 
foil laminated material 
material can be expected to have a very slightly lower 
expulsion efficiency than ordinary TFE-FEP bladders, 
but the': cycle life will be longer. Their dash damping 
and liquid surface control are a marked improvement 
over conventional 'f'FE-FEP bladders. Helium lezk test 
information is currently heir; evaluated and will be pre- 
, sented at a later time. 
3. Fill Valve Development, w. F .  MocGlorhon 
I 
In SPS 37-35, Vol. IV a manually operated on-off fill 
valvt~, referred to as the typr with the ht:adless scrc\tr, was 
I briefly dcscribcd. This fill valvcl is shown in Fig. 6, n sec- 
I tioned fill-valve test unit. The test unit consists of the flight 
I 
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Fig. 6. Sectioned fill-valve test unit 
portion fill valve which is electron bram welded to a hol- 
lowed hexagonal block so as to simulat a tank with an 
integral filling valve. Fig. 7 sho\vs a cross-section detail of 
the electron beam welt1 and the fill-valve parts. 
Thve parts comprise thca fill-valve flight nortion: an 
internally and externally threaded boss intu which thr 
seat is precision lapped; a screw: and a ceramic ball, which 
is retained in the end of the screw. The scrcw hold5 the 
ball against thc seat to fcrm the sicgle seal in the valve 
w l ~ e ~  the valvtl is closed. A ground coupling (not shown) 
per~nits the valve to be actuatetl \vhilc~ under prcassrlre. 
The seat ball threads are completc~ly rc~lieved of axid1 load 
due to line pressure (sealing forcr only ir; translnittrd hv 
the threads). Thca g r o u ~ d  fitting (not prcssrlrc ba1ancc.d) 
is retained by engaging extc~rnal thiracls on thr  Right 
boss. This valve reprrsents the simplcst form for the flight 
?ortion and is more fuliy dnscrilred in JPL Tcchn~cal 
Report 32-875 cntitled, Fill-Vnloc Ilcvclqnnrrnt for the 
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A total of 24 fill-valve test units (Fig. 6) Save been 
made. Eight each maximum and minimun~ tolerance units 
were fabricated in W1-T6 aluminum alloy, 17-4PH stain- 
less steel, and 6AL4V titanius. These units will be used 
for general testing such as 
(1; Thermal cycling while in contact with pressurized 
gaseous nitrogen, hydrazine, ar.3 nitrogen tekoxide. 
(2) Selected type-approval testing. 
(3) hng-tern storage while in contact with pressurized 
fluids. 
B. Resonant Combustion, R. M. cl~ybn 
1. Introduction and hckgr ..und 
The resonant combustion (RC) project has been at- 
tempting to define, experimentally, the nonsteady fully 
developed wave phenomena associated with the destruc- 
tive mode of liquid rocket combu$tition instability. This 
work, for the most part, has dealt with two different 
injector designs which utitillze 11-in.-dim chambers, oper- 
Early wcrk with this injector designated RC injector 1, 
demonstrated that it produced a relatively high combus- 
tion perfontlance (SPS 37-30, Vol. IV, pp. 123-130) but 
that it was plagued with a random roughness under cer- 
tain operating conditions, which constrained its smooth 
operation to off-design flow conditions. The addition of 
face baffles prevented transitions to sustained resonance, 
even when the engine was bombed, but they had no mea- 
surabte influence on the roughness (or "popping" as it 
has come to be known). Thus, since smooth combustion 
operation was attainable only for nondesign operating 
conditions (even with baffles), and since the baffles were 
not wanted for the planned resonance studies, efforts to 
correct the problem were undertaken so that the experi- 
mental technique of scheduled bomb-induced resonance 
could be used (Ref. 1: without the interference of spon- 
taneous transitions. Recent resuits of these efforts, which 
serve to establish the steady state behavior of the com- 
bustor as it is to be used during the reso~~ant combustion 
studies, are presented here. 
2. Combustion Behavior of the Original Configuration 
ated at 300 psis cmmbustion Pmure with the G P ~ ~  & total flow rate for RC injector 1 comprkes a main 
- and the N,O,+ %,a (uDMH/N,H4) pmpelh t  mmbi- (02 m) flow and a boundary flow. Injector d3i@ con- 
nations. It has been Zound (Ref. 1.) through high-response 
.dons are listed * ~ ~ b l ~  2. ~i~~ 8 depicts the geam- 
pressure measurements on these engines (bod- on the of the respetive unlike-impinging doublet injector 
*ls and the sdaws) that a high-mpli- elements and shows the composite arrangement of these 
tude, steep-fronted Prasure disturbam, having many elanents in the &t-faed injector. 
of the essential characteristics of a combustion-driven 
shock wave (hence, detonation-like): 
Table 2. Design conditions for the RC Injector Or circum- (1) Sweeps su,er:orucally about, the chamh- 1 / 18-in. engine ference. 
(2) Has a wavt shape, velocity, and amp:itude wh~ch 
are relalively unaBected by chamber length 
changes but are affected by variations in the pro- 
pellant mas  flux distribution in the chamber cross 
section. 
(3) Has a direction of rotative travel which appears to 
be related to the orientation of the resonance initi- 
ating disturbance, with respect to rlonuniformities 
in the injected propellant distribution. 
In order to extend the definition cI this combustion 
mode to a combustor having significantly different design 
parameters, a third injector was fabriated for anl8-h.- 
diam engine, having % the propellant mass flux (across 
the chamber cross section) and 100 psia chamber yres- 
sure. The N,04 + 50/50 propellants were again used. 
'Also SPS 37-30, -36, 4 1 ,  -42, -43, Vol. IV, pp. 123-130, 163-173, 
134-151, 88-103, 224-230, respectively. 
A t  = 127.7 in.' p, = 100 psia 
r ,  = 2.95 F , , p  14,700 Ibf 
rr  = 2.00 / ' = 0.31 I b m / ~ - i n . ~  
mPropellant mass flux. defined as 'Otal propc'lan' 'low rote . 
chamber cross-section or- 
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The element designs shown in Fig. 8 optimize the mix- 
ing uniformity in accordance with Ref. 2, and the ele- 
ment arrangement in the face optimizes the nominal 
uniformity of axial mass flux. The low mixture ratio 
boundary flow (Table 2) is meant to provide relatively 
low-t2mperature reaction products next to the chamber 
wall as is common practice for the reduction of heat 
transfer in many of today's operational engines. Separate 
manifolds feed the propellants to the main and boundary 
orifices permitting separate control over the flow condi- 
tions for either portion of the injector. Thus, besides 
having an injection pattern layout, which is representa- 
tive of current design practim, and thereby enhancing 
its usefulness in studying nonsteady combustion phe- 
nomena plaguing "realn engine development, the engine 
can be operated over a range of flow conditions so that 
the influence of these variations on combustion behavior 
can be evaluated. 
In the initial series of firings to characterize t?is com- 
bustion behavior, it was discovered that the engine ex- 
hibited the popping phenomenon over a relatively wide 
range of boundary flow conditions but that the actual 
range also depended somewhat on the main flow con- 
ditions. Eventually, a correlation of the occ!lrrence of this 
rough combustion mode with the concentration of oxi- 
Fig. 9. Correlation of rough mode with concentration of 
oxidizer near the chamber wall; RC injector 1 
with original boundary system 
dizer near the chamber wall was obtained and is sum- 
marized in Fig. 9. (In these experiments the injector 
incorporated face baffles which inhibited the initiation 
of resonant combustion.) Data points representing sepa- 
rate firings are plotted as main flow mixture ratio (r,) 
versus the ratio of boundary oxidizer flow to total oxi- 
dizer flow (tfia,/h,). Smooth firings are shown as open 
circles and rough firings as solid circles. .4 somewhat 
arbitrarily positioned line separating these modes of oper- 
ation is also shown. It is apparent from this figure that 
smooth combustion was not possible at the ir,jector de- 
sign point, even though a test stand fced system defi- 
ciency precluded operation at precisely that point. 
As a result of this behavior, it was concluded that the 
source of the roughness originated in the region of the 
chamber boundary and that it was most likely related to 
processes controllable by the boundary flow injection 
scheme. However, before attempting to correct the prob- 
lem through actual injector modifications, it was decided 
to establish the steady state performance of the engine 
in its original state by operating under the constraints 
for smooth combustion deplcted in Fig. 9. These results 
were presented previously in SPS 37-30, Vol. IV, pp. 123- 
130 but for present purposes are repeated here in Fig. 10 
in terms of relative performance (uncorrected for any 
losses) versils overall mixture ratio (r). The relative per- 
formance parameters are defined as 
Where (see Ref. 3 for details of computational method): 
c* = characttbristic velocity computed from the mea- 
sured flow rates and chamber pressure; nozzle 
entrance static pressure converted to throat stag- 
nation conditions. 
CF = thrust coefficient computed from measured thrust 
and chamber pressure: extrapolated to vacuum 
conditions. 
I ,  = specific impulse computed from measured thrust 
and flow rates; extrapolated to vacuum condi- 
tions. 
The theoretical reference in each case was based on 
equilibrium flow at the overall mixture ratio for 100 psia 
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Fig. 10. Experimental relative performance of RC injeetor 
1 with original boundary system; oxidizer near wall 
(runs B-914-917, -91 9, -926-939, -941-9441 
chamber pressure expanding to a vacuum with an expan- 
sion ratio of 2.95. The following heats of formation (in 
K cal/mole) were used 
N,O, = -4.676, N,H, = 12.050, UDMH = 12.724 
Note that 96% of theoretical equilibrium c* was pro- 
duced by the engine at near the design r even though the 
optimum (design) boundary injection conditions could 
not be used. Note also, however, that a substantial :educ- 
tion in performance (3%) occurred when no boundary 
flow was used. This result was attributed to combustion 
effects in the reacting sprays which separate the imping- 
ing propellant strearls and reduce liquid phase mixing. 
For the outermost row of main elements, considering that 
the oxidizer streams are nearest the wall (cf Fig. a), 
ztream separation results in an oxidizer-rich region sur- 
rounding the core reactants. The net result '.., of course, 
a reduction in combwtion efficiency by vlrtue of the in- 
creased nonuniformity of overall mixture ratio, since in 
the absence of the boundary flow injection no fuel is 
available to counteract the excess oxidizer. It is further 
noted that the combined flow from the outer row of main 
elemelits and the boundarv elements constitutes approxi- 
mately 35% of the total injected flow; hence, even a small 
mixing degradation in these regions has a relatively large 
effect on the overall performance of the engine. 
3. Combustion Behavior of the Revised Configuration 
In view of the pronounced influence of the near-wall 
flow conditions on the behavior of the engine, as just 
discussed, an assessment of the boundary flow injecticq 
system was undertaken which indicated that modifica- 
tions to the manifolds and orifice entries were needed to 
assure hydraulically stable flow conditions at the orifice 
exits. It was felt that improvements here might curtail 
the rough combustion mcde and, hence, lessen the con- 
straints on operating conditions, allowing the engine to 
be operated at its design point without employing face 
baffles. 
Thus, it wa:: presumed that if the roughness (or pops) 
were eliminated, spontaneous transitions to the resonant 
mode would be eliminated, but not the artificially induced 
(bomb) transitions. Success in accomplishing this would 
then enh -,nee the control of experimental conditions under 
which the subsequent resonance studies could be per- 
formed. Additionally, it was felt that operation at the com- 
plete design mixture ratio condition would produce an 
increase in performance beyond the 96%, which had 
alreadj :.een achieved. 
Test stand revisions to correct the previously men- 
tk~ned feed system deficiencies were also incorporated; 
but, since they affected only the capability of providing 
tJle required flow rates to the boundary n~anifold inlets, 
details ( f the revisions will not be discussed here. 
Chiin ;es to the manifolds and orifice entries are sum- 
nsarized schematicaliy in Fig. 11. (Note that no changes 
wl:re made to the original element geometry or to the 
con~posite arrangement of the elements in the injector 
face.) Tlie original three-entry-port semitoroidal manifolds 
were replaced by the single-port toroidal design as shown. 
The new design decreased the effective manifold volume 
(total vollime between propellant valves and orifices) by a 
factor of two uhictl, in itsrlf, improved the starting tran- 
sieni flow control, but the maniiold's chief attribute was 
impx,)vrd propellant dish-ibution and orifice entry con- 
figuration. Photograr4.s of the original and revised injector 
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PROPELLANT SUPPLY 









Fig. 11. Comparison of origina! and modified boundary inlet conditions 
assemblies are shown in Fig. 12(a) an? (b), respetively. 
Additional details of the revised nienifold are illustrated 
in Fig. 13, which shows one of the stepped-diameter toruo 
manifolds with its feed tubes supplying the individual 
orifices. 
When the original injector was disassembled for incor- 
poration of the new boundary manifolds, a discrepancy in 
the orifice inlet fittings (Fig. l i )  war aiso discovered. The 
fittings were standard Arlny-i\?dvy (AN) tubing fittings, 
which had been i-eworker! io provide the contoured entry 
as well as a bore matching the orifice ID (oversize in rela- 
tion to AN specifications). Unfortunately, the increased 
bore thinued the chamfered end of the fitting, which had 
then been inadvertently deformed during subsequent in- 
jector assembly. The zntire group of early firings had 
been made with these poor entry fittings. 
This fitting problem was rectified for the revised mani- 
fold installation; however, the long entry formed by the 
feed tube arrangement apparently s:abilizes the injected 
streams even with poor orifice entry fittings. In a cursory 
examination of these effects, no disruption of a representa- 
tive stream was obtained when a poor fitting was used 
with the lo~g-entry configuration. However, stream dis- 
ruption in the form of increased spreading and directional 
instability was detected when the long tube entry was not 
employed. The standard 30-diam-length orifice tube was 
used in each case. 
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Fig. 12. RC injector 1 assembly: la) original version; 
lb) modified version 
With the boundary injection system revised as de- 
scribed above and the face baffles removed, evaluation 
of the combustion characteristics of the e ~ ~ g i n e  was ex- 
tended to cover the range of nominal operating con- 
ditions listed in Table 3. Figures 14 and 15 summarize 
I the results for the boundary bipropellant orientations of 
1 
oxidizer-near-wall and fuel-near-wall, respectively, where 
relative performance (defined as before) is plotted versus 
boundary mixture ratio, with the main mixture ratio held 
nominally constant at its design value. 
Except for the lowest value of boundary flow mass 
fraction (2 = 0.05), maximum relative performance was 
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INCHES 
Fig. 13. Toroidal boundary manifold 
Table 3. Range of nominal operating conditions used 
to evaluate the combustion characteristics of the 
revised RC injector 1 / 18-in. engine 
Operating condition Rang. 
Main mixture ratio Constant at design value of 2.11 
Bipropellont boundory mixture 
ratio 0.5-2.1 1 
Ratio of boundary to total 
propellant flow (Z) 0-0.15 
Bipropellont boundary stream (1) Inner fuel; outer oxidizer 
orientation (unlike impinging) (design condition) 
(2) Outer fuel; inner oxidizer 
(1) Both streams fuel 
Single-propellant boundary flow (2) Both streams oxidizer 
(like-on-like impinging) 
obtained at near the design boundary mixture ratio for 
both propellant orientations. However, the oxidizer-near- 
wall condition gives ~ 1 %  better performance for all con- 
ditions. 
For comparison, representative data for the injector 
with its original boundary manifold configuration are 
also shown on Fig. 14. From this it can be seen that, for 
the same operating conditions (i.e., rb = 0.6). the modi- 
fied boundary manifolding did not change the relative 
performance. However, the ability to operate at the de- 
sign point does improve pelformanee by at least 1.0%. A 
further performance increase to approximately 98% ap- 
pears possible if the houndary flow mass fraction is in- 
creased to 15%. 
C PC psis (4, FOR NOZZLE ENTRANCE) ; ~q = 13.5 psis; g8 Ce=2.95 2.004 <rm< 2.195 
0 0 1 4 3 < 2 < 0 1 5 2  SPONTANEOUS RESONANCE ' 
0 0 9 6 < Z < 0 1 0 7  AFTER TIME OF 
0 0 5 3 < 2 < 0 0 5 5  ANCE DATA 
0 0 4 5 6 < Z  < 0 0516 (ORIGINAL INJECTOR CONFIGURATION) 
4 =lCO psia (&, FOR NOZZLE ENTRANCE) ; 4=13.5 psla; 
c,' 295 
Fig. 15. Experimental relative performance of modified 
RC injector 1; boundary fuel near wall (runs 
8-1043, -1044,-1046-1049, -1060-10661 
fb 
served in the previous evaluations, while the oxidizer-only 
Fig. 14. Experimental relative performance of modified condition produced even lower perfonnance. However, 
RC injector 1; boundary oxidizer near wall (runs combusti~n ,&ciency returned to the 95-96% level when 
8- 1002, - 1023, - 1024, -1 026-1 029, - 1030-1 0421 fuel-only was injected into the boundary region. 
A more convenient illustration of the effects of vary- These single-propellant results seem to confirm the 
ing the boundary flow conditions is shown in Fig. 16, earlier conclusion that considerable degrad:tion in mix- 
where the experimental ?, curves from Figs. 14 and 15 ing occurs in the outer row of the main flow through a 
are compared with certain computed results and to the stream separation effect and are analogous to results ob- 
performance obtained for the single-propellant boundary- tained by Johnson (fief. 4). The introduction of fuel alone 
flow and no-boundary-flow firings (Table 3). The latter into the boundary region complements the oxidizer rich 
condition produced the same low performance ( 9 3 )  ob- zone and enhances the relative performance. Conversely, 
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b 0  NOBOUNDARY FLOW I / I I I 
FROM FIG 14 AND 15 
- OXIDIZER OUTSIDE 
OXIDIZER ONLY 
Fig. 16. Co3parison of computed and experimental 
voriation in reiative combustion performance 
with boundary flow varintion; 
modified RC injector 1 
the injection of additional oxidizer reduces the per- 
formance. 
On the other hand, bipropellant boundary injection 
seems to yield a somewhat different influence, at least 
for the higher fractions of boundary flow (2 = 0.1 and 
0.15). In view of the forementioned large proportion of 
total mass flux containpd in the outer region of the com- 
bustion voiu~ne and the consequent sensitivity of overall 
performance to efficient reaction in this region, it is rea- 
sonable to expect that the mixing factor defined by Rupe 
(Ref. 2) for unlike impinging doublets might explain the 
trend of the variation in relative performance with vari- 
ations in boundary flow mixture ratio. 
In order to illustrate these effects. a simple computa- 
tional model was assumed for the engine wherein the 
main and boundary flows supply propellants to two sepa- 
rate zones of different mixture ratio and/or fraction of 
total mass flow. Each zone was presumed to react to 
complete thermal and chemical equilibrium according to 
its injected composition, with no interaction with each 
other. The expected thermochemical performance was 
then taken to be closely approximated (Ref. 5) by the 
mass-weighted average theoretical performance of the 
two zones. Thus, for nonunifon: tl~ermochemical effects 
only 
c; = 2 (c;!,)!, + (1 - 2 )  (c;,,),,, (1) 
Where the subscripts T, b, and nt refer to thermochemical, 
boundary, and main, respectively. 
To account for degraded spray mixing a d  subsequent 
incomplete thermochemistry in the boundary flow zone 
due to off-design flow conditions, a mixing efficiency was 
defined as 
where the mixing factor (Ehf)b is a measure of the uni- 
formity of mixture ratio in the resultant spray from a pair 
of impinging streams. Actual values for ( E M ) b  for the ap- 
propriate boundary flow mixture ratio are taken from the 
empirically derived correlation presented in Ref. 2. Ac- 
cording to this same correlation, (EM)b has a maximum 
mean value of 80 (for the bou~?ary element design) at 
the so-called uniformity mixture ratio, which occurs when 
the product of velocity-pressure and diameter ratios for 
the doublet streams is unity. 
Inserting Eq. (2) i n ~ o  the boundary performance term 
appr.~priately and substituting a constant value of 
5570 ft/s for (c:,,), [since for these experiments r,,, = 
(rm)rrn,l = constant] modifies Eq. (1) to include variable 
spray-mixing effects in the boundary flow. Thus, 
where the subscript T M  refers to a combination of 
nonuniform thermochemistry and variable spray mixing 
effects. 
Computed theoretical .performance is now defined as 
either 
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where c;, is, again, the theoretical equilibriun~ perfor- (1) The sustained resonant wave appears to be the same 
mance based on overall mixture ratio. rotating mode regardless of transitional time. 
Evaluations of Eqs. (4) and (5) over the range of con- 
ditions covered by the experiments are plotted as the 
uppermost sets of curves in Fig. 16. Comparison of the 
computed and experimental trends of performance vari- 
ation with rb indicates that, indeed, inclusion of the mixing 
factor variation is required to predict the experimental 
variation and that relatively little stream separation is 
occurring with the boundary injection elements, which 
are roughly half the size scale of the main elements. 
Evidence that s o w  separation occurs, however, is be- 
lieved to be manifested in the slightly lower performance 
potential of the fuel-near-wall orientation, since this ori- 
entation would direct any separated boundary oxidizer 
toward the already oxidizer rich oukr periphery of the 
main-flow reactants. Also, both of the computational 
methods shcw performance trends for variable boundary 
mass fraction, which are opposite to the experimental 
trends. These :acts and the singular performance curve 
for Z = O.E are believed to result from zone interactions 
(e.g., secondary mixing between the main and boundary 
zones), which were not considered in the computations. 
Spontaneous resonant combustion was encountered sev- 
eral times in the course of these experiments, dus to the 
sensitivity of the unbaffled injector to chamber pressure 
disturbances. The solid symbols shown in Fig. 14 indicate 
those firings in which the transition iook place from steady 
state conditions. This transitional time was characteristic 
for the oxidizer-near-wall stream orientation. Whether or 
not the triggering disturbance was typically a random pop 
is not known (although this is presumed); however, at no 
time did the grossly rough combustion observed for the 
original injector appear. 
For the filel-near-wall orientation considerable diffi- 
culty was experienced in getting through the starting tran- 
sic~nt without triggering the resonant mode. However, no 
firing exhibited a transition once the start was successfully 
accomplished. For this reason, no resonant runs are indi- 
cated on Fig. 15 evei; though the fuel-near-wall orienta- 
tion appeared to he the most unstable. Likewise, the 
furl-only condition was very susceptible to transitions 
during the start. 
Definitive mrasurc3rni2nts on the fully developed reso- 
nant disturbance c..ihihited by tkis engine arcb the subject 
of futrrrc. c.xpcbrimc.nts. Suffice it to say that the limited 
high response. measurements taken here indicate that: 
(2) No preferential rotation direction was observed. 
(3) Boundary flow conditions did have a significant in- 
fluence on wave amplitude, velocity, and wave 
fcm; for example, absence of boundary flow re- 
duced the amplitude approximately 50%. 
4. Conclusions 
(i) The described revisions to the boundary injection 
system hydraulic configuration resulted in an exten- 
sion of the smooth combustion regime but appar- 
ently did not complt.tely eliminate the popping 
phenomenon. 
(2) The revisions did not modify the performance of 
the engine for the same off-design flow conditions, 
however, a clearly impvoved performance was ob- 
tained at the design cigndition. 
(3) The engine is dynamically unstable without face 
baffle.;. 
(4) The sustained resonant disturbance is significantly 
afFected by the prevailing boundary flow conditions. 
C. Injector Development: Stream Separation 
Experiments, R. W. Riebling 
1. Introduction 
For most propdlant combinations, several primary 
processes must be efficiently accomplished to ensure good 
combustion, regardless of the type of injector employed. 
These are: (1) propellant mixing, (2) atomization and 
vaporization, and (3) chemical reaction. Normally, chemi- 
cal reaction rates are quite rapid compared to the rates 
of mixing and atomization, so that one or b ~ t h  of the latter 
two physical processes usually controls the overall com- 
bustion rate. 
For unlike-impinging-jet injectors burning highly re- 
active hypergohc earth-storable~ of the nitrogen tetroxide 
(N,O,)/hydrazine (N,H,) class, it is well known that per- 
formance is degraded as the jet diameters are increased. 
This is attributed (Ref. 6) to rapid liquid-phase cheillical 
reactions at the interface bctween the impinging stre: a s  
of unlike propellants. The ga.seous combustion products 
formed in the impingc>ment region are believed to "b:ow 
apart" or separatc the t\vo liquid jets to the extent that in- 
completely mixed and poorly atomized sarays are formed. 
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Tllr work of johnsoil (Rcf. 7) ':nd Stanford (SPS 37-31, 
a i d  -36, Vol. IV, pp. 192 and 173. n~sptnctively) showrd 
that thesr stream separation cffccts arc negligible with 
jets of small diameter (-0 03. in.), become noticeable at 
int~nnediatc tliamcters (-0.05 in.), and seriously degrade 
performance with large (c0.25-in.) diameter jets. Thus, 
it appears that there is some critical strrsm dimension (for 
jcts it 1s their diameter) above which clisrl~ntion of the 
in~pingenrent process, snd, tht~reforr. performance tlc- 
gradation can occur. 
One way of reducing t l ~ e  dimension of a ror~nd jet, 
hopefr~lly to a va11.e below the critic21 stream dimension, 
is to impinge each jet tangentially against a curved dcflec- 
tor surface, where it spreads to form 2 thin, flat sheet 
(Fig. 17). Impinging-sheet inifactors of this type hbve bt~en 
rincler d(.velopment at JFI, for ~everal  years. They are 
generically similar to impinging-jet devices, but the sheets 
art. quite thin (sheet thickness is typically only 1/8 of jet 
diameter), so it should bp possible to usc relatively large 
jets before the rritical stream dimensior. is exceeded. 
In order to verify this contention, single element unlike 
i~ilpinging-sheet injectors with jet diameters of 0.08 and 
0.33 in. were built and fired with N,O,/N,H, in a series 
of experiments designed to detect and measure the extent 
of propellant stream separation. The results of tests made 
with thp 0.08-in. orifice diameter injector were reported 
in SPS 37-11, Vol. I\'.  This rctport 1)rrsents the* rc.sults of 
c~xprrimc~nts \vith the 1argc.r injrctor and compares them 
with all previoosiy rrportcd data (for both jvts and shc.cts) 
in terms of thc critical strclam tlimcbnsion. 
2. Apparatus a r ~ d  Procedures 
Thr injector is slio\vn in Fig. IS. Each d(.flcctor srirfacr 
llad a radius of 2.300 in. and tr~rrlrd thv flow through 
45 deg, resulting in a W d e g  impingeincnt. Rot11 orifices 
wcrtb 0.,325 in. diam, ant1 over 100 tliarnt.tc~rs in l(*ngtli to 
assure attainment of fiilly-drvelopc*tl turbulrnt flotv. Tlltb 
overhang ratio 
of each deflector/orifice pair was 2.07. Ilsing thv corrrln- 
tion developed in Ref. 8, the maximum s11t.c.t thicknrs\ 
(at the sheet cerrterline) was found to bc 0.05 in. Tht* 
devices were mounted to the injector face in such a man- 
ner that the spacing betb <en the knifr-ctlgrs of the dcbfc.c- 
tors could be varied continuously from 0 to 1 in. A constant 
spacing of 0.1 in. \vas used in tllr prestxnt r~pc'rirncwtl;. 
IJnder nominal operating condition5 (mixture ratio = 1.2, 
chamber pressure = 150 psia) injcctior. velocities \ v c l ~ c b  72 
and X3 ft s for oxidizcr and f~icl, rt~spectivc.ly. Constnlc- 









Fig. 17. Typical impinging-sheet injector element 
Fig. 18. 2000-lbf thrust single element, 
impinging-sheet injector 
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The combustion chamber was illustrated in Ref. 7. It 3. Experimental Results 
had a characteristic length (L*) of approximately 110 in. 
and was divided into two longitudinal channels by a mild 
steel baffle plate oriented in a plane perpendicular to the 
injector face. The top of this baffle was situated far enough 
from the injector to avoid interference with the impinge- 
ment process, and the plate extended to a point in the 
convergent portion of the nozzle just upstream of the 
physical throat, Two full-cone commercial spray nozzles 
were located in the chamber wall, one on each side of the 
baffle, and tu:bulence rings were mounted in the chamber, 
downstream of the spray nozzles. 
The experiments consisted of determining the differ- 
ence in performance measured when the propellants 
sprayed from the side ~iozzies, one spraying fuel and the 
other ox,dizer, were reversed. The concept ir vo!ved is 
that if the propellants flowing from the main injector are 
repelled from each other to form a fuel-rich zone on the 
fuel orifice side and an oxidizer-rich zone on the oxidizer 
orifice side of the chamber, the baffle should prevent sec- 
ondary mixing due to turbulence and diffusion. Thus, one 
channel should contain an oxidizer-rich flow and the 
other a fuel-rich flow of gases. Spraying oxidizer into fuel- 
rich gases and fuel into the oxidizer-rich gases (termed 
"unlike" propellants henceforth), should increase perfor- 
mance, while spraying fuel into fuel-rich gases and oxi- 
dizer into oxidizer-rich gases (termed "like" propellants 
henceforth) should reduce performance. If the streams 
from the main injector do not blow apart, and a relatively 
uniform mixture ratio distribution exists in the chamber, 
performance should remain relatively unchanged when 
the propellant sprays are reversed. If the streams pene- 
trate through each other, the fuel-rich and oxidizer-rich 
channels will be reversed and the performance changes 
should indi :ate this condition also. 
Eight short-duration ( 1 3  s) firings were conductcJ, in 
which propellants were injected through the main injector 
plus the side-spray nozzles along the chamber walls. In 
soi,:e tests, "like" propellants were injected at the sides, 
while ill others, "unlike" propellants were injected. In 
each of these series, the side flows were varied from about 
eight to nearly thirty weight percent c' the total flow rate, 
while the flow through the main element was held con- 
stant. To measure the datum performance level the engine 
was fired at the design flow rate with no side injection. 
The results are su~marized in Table 4. Chamber pres- 
sures were measured at the entrance to the convergent 
section of the nozzle and corrected to stagnation values. 
Performance was evaluated on the basis of the total flow 
rate of propellants (fi-urii both the main element and the 
side streams) injected into the chamber. Characteristic 
velocity efficiency T,* was chosen as the comparative index 
of performance level, and is the ratio of the measured 
value of c* to that theoretically attainable with full shifting 
equilibrium flow at the experimentally measured values 
of chamber stagnation pressure and mixture ratio. No cor- 
rections were made to the measured valiies of c* because 
the results were to be used primarily for comparative 
purposes. 
4. Discussion of Results 
The test results are shown graphically in Fig. 19. From 
a reference level of 75.9% with no side-stream injection. 
?,* dropped steadily as the fraction of propellants injected 
as "liken side flows was increased. This indicated that the 
propellant streams had not penetrated each other and 
that the oxidizer-orifice side of the injector spra,l was r,a>ite 
oxidizer-rich. Since there was little unreacted fuel on that 
Table 4. Results of baffled-chamber firings to detnrmi!ve degree of stream 
separation of unlike impinging sheets in 2090-lbf injector 
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Unlike 2.24 0.42 1.93 0.27 4.86 14.2 1.21 117 4685 80.7 
Unlike 2.34 0.63 2.02 0.52 5.50 20.7 1.17 131 4643 79.8 





























































greater performanw increases might have been possible 
3 had some attempt been made at optimizing the side injec- 
tion apparatus but such efforts were beyond the scope or 
c-" LIKE PROPELLANTS intent of the program. The prin~ary nurpose of the side 
-- sprays in this expcriment was to detect, r:~ther than 




The resr~lts of all previoril stream separation experi- 
ts ments arc compared in Table 5. For impinging-jct-s, the a critical stream dimension is taken to be th,? jet diameter, 
0 70 while fllr impinging-sheets it is the maximum (cvnterlinej 
thickness calculated from the general coirelation of Ref. 8. 
40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 It is seen that no appreciable stream separation occurred 
WEIGHT %,SIDE FLOW when the critical stream dimension was abo:it 0.02 in. or 
Fig. 19. Variation of combustion efficiency with side 
flow in baffled chamber experiments with 2000-lbf 
single element impinging-sheet iniector 
side oi the main e!ement's spray with which the raw 
oxidizer from the side spray could react, performance was 
lowered by the amount of heat absorbed by the uncom- 
bined oxidizer. Similar arguments apply to the fuel-rich 
side. Or. thi: other hand, when "unlike" propellants were 
added :is side sprays the performance increased to a maxi- 
mum of about 60% at 20% side flow. From these data it 
may 5,e concluded that severe stream separation occurred 
under the conditions of these experiments. 
The relative change in v,.,, and not its absolute value, 
is of significance in discussing these results. Disruption 
of the impingement process can only result in ineEcient 
mixing and poor atomization, both of which reduce the 
absolute levels of v,,. Introduction of unlike side spr9t.s 
corrects to some degree for inefficient primary mixing, 
as shown in Fig. 19, but has little effect on atomization 
(and, therefore, propellant vaporization rates). Somewlrat 
less, but that valaes in excess of about 0.05 in. resulted in 
separatior~ and concomitant performancr degradation. 
The point of incipient combustion effects must be located 
somewhere between those two limiting v.:lues. At present 
it is not knowri whether the orset of stream separation is 
gradual or sudden as the critical dimensi~l; is increased. 
Further examination of Table 5 shows that stream 
separation occurred with the 0.06-in. orifice diameter 
(100-lbf thn~st/element) jet injector, but not with the 
100-lbf/element sheet injector, e=.-en though the l a t t~ r  
device had larger (0.08-in.) orifices. This is attributed to 
the eight-fold reduction in the critical stream dimension 
effected by :'attening the jets into thin sheets. It would, 
therefore, be .expected that a 2WO-lbf singlt. element rlnt 
susceptible to these combustion effects would 'be possible, 
provided that its sheet thickness could be reduceJ to 
something cln the order of 0.02 in. The general sheet thick- 
ness correlation of Ref. 8 indicates that this could be done 
if tht  overhang ratio (h/r')  of the element were greater 
than approximately 4. Such an element is present!; being 
designed and will be test-fired to vepfy this contention. 
Table 5. Effect of element scale on stream separation for various single element impinging-streirm injectors 
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8 , .  XI.- Lunar and Planetary Instruments I- . .!  
SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. Development of Wet Chemical Process 
Control Circuitry, 1. R. Clark 
1. Introduction 
Wet-chemistry experiments in zarth orbit or on a 
planetary surface require control circuitry for the many 
processes and setup steps needed to obtain specific 
chemical reactions. These reactions may be involved with 
the analysis of urine and blood for specific compounds 
that are important in determining man's physical condi- 
tion. On a planetary surface the reactions might be used 
for the detection of the basic compounds found in living 
organisms. Some typical processes and setup steps are 
pump cycling, valve positioning, filling or emptying a 
test cell of fluid, proportioning fluids, mixing fluids, and 
extracting a representative test saml~le from a layer vol- 
ume of fluid. Processes of this typc are discussed here. 
Normally, the control circuitry will consist of (1) inte- 
grated circuits to perform the logic functions, and (2) dis- 
crete components to buffer the integrated circuits and 
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to act as drivers or current amplifiers for the prime 
movers. The circuitry should be designed to operate on 
level changes rather than pulses, and the use of mono- 
stable and bistable multivibrators should be held ::, a 
minimum since they are sensitive to false triggering. 
2. Discussion 
The following circuits have been constructed and are 
currently under evaluation. 
a. Waste pump cycle control (Fig. I ) .  With this cir- 
cuitry the pump must operate through one cycle fu: each 
positive-going level change at the input. When the input 
to gate 1 goes positive (logical 1 to logical 0 change- 
negative logic), transistor 4 3  is turned off via gates 4 
and 5. The toggle made up of gates 2 and 3  is also set 
so that the second input to gate 4 is at ground potential 
(logical 1). The off condition of 4 3  turns Dn 4 2  and 
places approximately +3  Vdc across the motcr. The 
motor now drives the pump and the cam as shown. The 
switch then "rides off' the cam lobe and applies +3  Vdc 
B L A N K  
* P A G E  
" u'v 
+ 3 Vdc 
I 7  




CYCLE + 3  Vdc 
SWITCH 
Fig. 1. Waste pump cycle control 
to the input of gate 2. This toggles the flip-flop so as to gate 1 which triggers the monostable multivibrator. This 
turn on transistor Q3 via gates 4 and 5, and switches in turn momentarily energizes the dynamic braking relay 
control of the pump from the input command to the through gate 2. The motor stops as soon as the motor 
cycle switch. Transistor 4 2  now turns off. The base of return is broken, and both switch and valve position are 
transistor Q1 is grounded, but its emitter is tied to + 3  Vdc synchronized. 
through the cycle switch, thus forward-biasing its base- 
- - 
emitter junction and turning it on. Transistor Ql now 
supplies motor current, and the pump cont'inues to drive 
until the cam lobe again reverses the switch so as to 
ground the emitter of Q1, termi~~ating the pump cycle 
and dynamically braking the motor to minimize coasting 
effects. 
b. Valve position control. This control requires that 
any one of thz four valve positions shown in Fig. 2 may 
be selected so that the correct fluid can be utilized. To 
rotate the valve from position 4 to position 1, a current 
is supplied to turn on transistor Q1 and provide a ground 
return for the dc motor. The metal disk of the rotary 
switch mounted on the end of the valve now rotates until 
the notch in the disk interrupts the motor return or the 
collector circuit of transistor Q1. When this happens, the 
disk voltage rises. This change is fed to the input of 
c. Test cell plunger control. Here the requirement is to 
fill or empty a test cell of solutions by means of the 
plunger (Fig. 3). The plunger is pulled backward or 
pushed iorward by means of a lead screw, motor 
combination, as shown in the figure. By connecting the 
motor in a bridge circuit through a full limit switch and 
an empty limit switch, the dc motor can be controlled to 
go both directions to either fill or empty the test cell. 
Energizing transistors 4 3  and 4 4  will cause the motor to 
fill; energizing transistors 4 7  and 4 8  will cause the test 
cell to empty. Connecting the limit switches as shown 
allows the plunger to be driven out of the limit when 
the test cell is either full or empty. To fill the test cell, 
a fill command is applied to one input of gate 1 to turn on 
transistor Q1 through gate 2. This will turn on transistors 
4 3  and 4 4  and cause the motor to rotate in the fill direc- 
tion. Removing the fill command will stop the motor. 
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VALVE POSITION 
COMMAND INPUTS 
Fig. 2. Valve position control 
In a like manner, an empty command can be applied transistors 4 3  and Q4, causing the motor to drive in a 
to gate 5 to turn on transistor 4 5  through gate 6. This direction such that the test cell fills again. 
will reverse the motor direction and cause the test cell 
plunger to empty the test cell. This oscillatory action can be carried on as long as 
To accomplish the rnixing operation, full and empty needed to complete a mixing process. To terminate the 
mixing process, the mix-inhibit gate is reapplied to preset limit switch actuations are sensed and used to reverse 
the drive inputs to either Q1 or 45. This is done by the flip-flop made up of gates 7 and 8 and to block 
connecting the normally closed contacts of the full and further conlmands to gates 3 and 4. The mix process will 
empty limit switches to the toggle that is made up of normally be terminated upon conclusion of an integral 
gates 7 and 8. First, the mix inhibit is released. The flip- number of full limit switch actuations. 
flop output to gate 4 remains at ground potential. The 
output of gate 4 is then at a positive potential, thereby 
turning on transistor 45 via gates 5 and 6. This causes 
the plunger to drive in a direction so as to empty the test 
cell. When the empty limit switch is actuated, the flip- 
flop is toggled via the normally closed contact of the 
empty limit switch, since transistor 4 7  is still on. Tran- 
sistor 45 is then turned off and the input from the flip- 
flop to gate 3 is now at ground potential. The output of 
gate 3 turns on transistor Q1 via gates 1 and 2 as well as 
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d.  Reuolutions counting for metering of fluih into the 
test cell. The test-cell plunger must be pulled back a 
specified number of lead-screw drive-gear revolutions 
so that various reagents may be metered into the test 
cell. This is done by counting the number of revolution5 
made by the drive gear of the test-cell plunger, as shown 
in Fig. 4. A revolutions count switch is actuated through 
a crack pin and lever. The output of the revolutions count 
switch toggles the flip-flop made up of gates 1 and 2 so as 
NC-NORMALLY CLOSED 
NO- NORMALLY OPEN 
+ 15 Vdc + 15 Vdc 
DRIVE GE TEST CELL PLUNGE 
1 GEAR- 







Fig. 3. Test cell plunger control 
to generate a noise-free level change which is counted 
by the counters (BO, B1, and B2). Gate 3 is used to detect 
a specific count in the cou1~t.x that corresponds to a 
specified number of revolutions. The output of gate 3 
will go positive when the specific count or number of 
revolutions has been reached. 
e. Fluid sample control (Fig. 5). A discrete sample 
must be obtained from the liquid passing by the inlet; 
the acci~mulated sample is then discharged upon com- 
mand. The mechanism used for filling or emptying is 
similar to the test cell plunger control discussed above. 
With the same transistor bridge arrangement, the motor 
will fill or empty the acc~~mulator upon command. If Q1 
is energized or t u r n ~ r !  on, the accumulator will fill; if 
45 is turned on, the acr:umulator will empty. 
A sample sequence is initiated by applying a positive 
voltage on the sample command line; this toggles the 
flip-flop made up of gates 1 and 2 so that the second 
input to gate 3 is at ground potential. This activates the 
system and also allows for fluid transport lags so that 
the sample taken is representative of what is passing by 
the inlet. When the sample command goes back to 
ground potential, the output of gate 3 goes positive and 
turns on transistor Q i  via gates 4 and 5 causing the 
accumulator piston to begin pulling back. When the cam 
rotates to the point where the switch is moved off the 
lobe, the common terminal of the switch is at a plus 
voltage. 'The plus voltage then toggles the flip-flop made 
up of gates 1 and 2 so that the second input to gate 3 
is at plus potential, blc~cking any further sample com- 
mands that might occur. 
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o GATE I 
SWITCH - +dc 
Fig. 4. Revolution counting for metering of fluids 
The common line is also fed from the switch to a 
second input of gate 4 so that control of the accumu- 
lator is switched from the sample command line to the 
cycle switch. When the cam makes one full revolution, 
the common line is driven back to ground potential. This 
will ground the second input of gate 4, turning off tran- 
sistor Q1 and stopping the sample pr6cess. When Q1 
turns off, the monostable multivibrator is energized via 
gates 6 and 9. The monostable multivibrator produces 
a 1-s pulse which is used to energize the relay K1 and 
thus provide dynamic braking on the motor. 
0 0  
After a number of samples have been taken, a dump 
command can be applied to empty the a~e~imulator and 
deliver the accumulated samples to the analyzer. This 
dump command inhibits gate 5 so transistor Q1 cannot 
be turned on, and also presets the flip-flop made up of 
gates 1 and 2 to preclude the possibility of toggling by 
a sample command at an incorrect time. Transistor Q5 
is then turned on via gates 7 and 8 by the dump com- 
mand. When the accumulator is completely empty, the 
CRANK PIN I 
01 B2 
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empty limit switch is al:tuated, interrupting the motor 
current. Ganged to this limit switch is an accumulator 
empty sense switch (S2B) which also is actuated. The 
accumulator empty sense switch is used to inhibit 
the dump command so that it need not be removed the 
instant the accumulator is empty. Application of the 
accumulator empty sense signal drives the output of 
gate 8 to ground potential, thus energizing the mono- 
stable multivibrator via gates 6 and 9, which in turn 
energizes the relay through gate 10 to again provide 
dynamic braking. 
3. Conclusion 
The circuits described have been constructed and are 
currently under evaluation. The logic functions are per- 
formed by the Texas Instrument SN51 series of logic 
elements. Fu tu~e  work will continue with development 
of control circuits for such processes and mechanisms 
as phase separation, filtration, centrifuging, and linesr 
motors. 
+ 15 Vdc + I 5  Vdc +3 Vdc 1 
Fig. 5. Fluid sample control 
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XII. Space lnstrumetrts 
SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. Surface Temperature of Mars, I .  H. Shawl and 
P.  W .  Schoper 
1. Introduction 
Although it is known that CO, is the principal infrared 
ahsorbing g ~ s  in the atmoxphere of Mars, and some esti- 
mates of the variation of s~rface temperature with geo- 
graphic location, time of day, acd season are available, 
no measuremei~ts have been made of the vertical atmos- 
pheric temperature profile or its dependence on surface 
temperature, etc. It has been shown (Ref. 1) that signs- 
cant i~lformation about the temperature profile up to the 
1-mb level in the Mart;. : atmosphere can be obtained. 
This reqllires an instru.:.ent having a spectral resolving 
power of about 100 to measure the outgoing radiation 
from Mars near 2300 cm-l, where a strong band of CO, 
The radiation chopping frequency is 300 Hz, and the 
PbSe detectors are chosen to have high D* values in this 
spectral region when operated at the expected tempera- 
tures of between 200 and 240°K. The D* values of these 
detectors decrease rapidly at frequencies below U)OO cm-l, 
and no suitable detector is available for the region below 
1700 cm-'. In additlon to the detectors placed to receive 
radiation between 2200 and 2500 cm-' which give infor- 
mation about the Martian atmosphere temperature profile, 
other detectors can also be inciucierl io rueasure surface 
temperatures. It is the purpose of this report to suggest 
the most suitable locktion for such detectors and to discuss 
the factors that determine the minimum temperatures 
which can be accurately measured with the present 
instrument. 
occurs. To determine the absolute temperature of the Martian 
surface by measuring its emitted thermal radiation, the A small, fast, fixed-grating, multidetector spectrometer following requirements must be met: 
capable of measuring radiation from 1000 to 10,000 cm-I 
(but specifically designed to measure the low spectral 
steradiancies expected for the Martian atmosphere near (1) Know the relation between the spectral steradiancy 
2300 cm-I), with the required resolving power, has been of the surface and its temperature. 
constructed (see SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, pp. 239-248). 
(2) Know the response ol the measuring instrument t o  
'Ohic. Statc- University, Department of Physics, Columbus, Ohio. incoming radiation. 
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(3) Correct for additional radiation entering the instru- 
ment; .:.g., solar radiation scattered from the planet 
or thermal radiation from an overlying atmosphere. 
(4) Correct for absorption occurring between the 
surface and the instrument; e.g., by an overlying 
atmosphere. 
Each of these factors is discussed below. 
2. M a n  as a Radiation Source 
a. Thermal radiation from the surface. The spectral 
steradiancy of the Martian surface due to thermal emission 
can be written as 
Bv(T) = e , 2 J l ~ ~ c ~  [exp ( h / k T )  - I]-' (1) 
where T is the surface temperature and ev is the emissivity. 
Earth-based observations indicate temperatures that vary 
from 300°K to less than 200°K. As on earth, these tem- 
peratures are related to the amount of solar radiation 
received. Although no measurements of the emissivity in 
- the spectral region of interest are currently kvailable, it 
appears unlikely that it is less thzn 0.8. 
For temperatures of 300°K or less and for frequencies 
higher than 1700 cm-I, Bv(T) decreases very rapidly with 
both increasing frequency . ~ n d  decreasing temperature 
as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, at any frequeucy there is some 
minimum surface temperature for which Bv(T) can be 
accurately measured with the present instrument. (These 
minimum temperatures are evaluated later in the report.) 
If only one detector is used, it must have a wide dynzmic 
range ;lo4) because of the strong dependence of Bv(T) on 
" .\nd the wide r a q e  of surface temperatures expected. 
It may be more useful to consider using two or more 
detectors with different dynamic ranges in different 
spectral regions. 
Since the emissivity is unknown, it is necessary either 
to determine this quantity or to assume a value, if T is to 
be evaluated from measurements of Bv. An order-of- 
magnitude estimate of the error involved by assuming the 
emissivity to be unity can be obtained if a blackbody at 
240°K radiating at 2000 cm-' is considered. Its spectral 
steradiancy can be reduced 25% by either reducing 
the temperature by 5°K or reducing the emissivity from 
1.0 to 0.75. Similar calculations for other temperatures 
and frequencies in the range of interest indicate that the 
assumption of perfect emissivity will introduce an error 
Fig. 1. Blackbody steradiancy and reflected 
solar radiance 
of less than 5°K. At lower frequencies, the change in spec- 
tral steradiancy of a blackbody with temperature is les, 
rapid. For example, at 1000 cm-I the increase in spectral 
steradiancy of a blackbody whose temperature is increased 
from 235 to 240°K is 13%; hence, the uncertainty in the 
emissivity in this region results in a larger uncertainty 
in temperature than that obtained at 2000 cm-I. 
It is shown that the emissivity may be determined 
when scattered solar radiation can be observed. This is 
possible near 2000 cm-I, but more difficult at 100 cm-'. 
b. Scattered solar radiation. Incident solar radiati~n 
may be scattered by the Martian surface and by molecules 
and particles in the atmosphere. Rayleigh scattering by 
molecules in the Martian atmosphere can be ignored for 
the frequency interval considered here. No estimates of the 
scattering characteristics in the infrared by Martian cloud 
particles are available. Such scattering shocld be small 
over areas where the surface can be seen in the visible. 
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Thus, effects of atmospheric scattering and absorption are 
neglected in this section. 
Scattering from the Martian surface can occur. At the 
subsolar point, the irradiance of the surface is 
lv = T (r/R)'  TB: cos z (2) 
where 
B: = spectral steradiancy of the sun 
r = solar radius, 695,000 km 
R = mean Mars-sun distance, 2.28 X lo8 km 
r = 1 = transmittance of Martian atmosphere 
z = angle between incoming solar radiation and the 
local vertical 
To a reasonable approximation, B: is given by Eq. (1) 
where T,,, = 6000°K. 
If the surface acts as a Lambert diffuser scattering a 
fraction a of the incident radiation, where a = 1 - e 
(e is the surface emissivity), then the spectral steradiancy 
or the surface due to scattered solar radiation is 
WAVE NUMBER, cm-' 
Fig. 2. Martien surface temperatures for which 
reflected solar radiation (a = 0.051 gives 
a reading too high by S°K 
the same order as those of the surface, some method of 
estimating BV8 and ev is required if accurate surface tem- 
peratures arc to be detemined. 
This may be done by placing detectors to receive radia- 
tion at frequencies v, and V, which lie between 1700 and 
2200 cm-l. Then the observed spectral steradiancies B, 
and B, at V ,  and v,, respectively, can be written 
B ,  = e,B,(T) + 9.3 X lo-" a,Bb, cos z 
If it is assumed that a = 0.05, (4) 
and 
Bv8 = 4.65 X B S, cos z (3) 
B ,  = e,B,(T) + 9.3 X a,B",os z (5) 
The variaticn of Bv, with frequency is shown in Fig. 1 for 
a = O.O5> a = 0'15 and = O. The observed Approximate solutions to these equations can be found, 
steradiancy of the daylight side of the planet is then assuming that the surface radiates as an ideal blackbody 
and that thc scattering coefficie~t is the same at both 
BvS = Bv8 + evBv(T) frequencies. Therefore, 
For points on the surface away from the subsolar point, 
Bv, will depend on z and may be significant compared 
with evBv(T). If the surface temperature is calculated and 
from Eq. (1) assuming Bv, = evBv(T) and ev = 1, the 
surface temperature will be estimated as T + AT where 
T is the true surface temperature. If Bv8 is given by Eq. (3), 
then at any frequency a surface temperature can be found Then 
for which AT = 5°K. The dependence of this temperature 
on frequency is shown in Fig. 2. At any frequency the 
error will be larger than 5°K if the surface temperature 
is less than that shown. Si-nee these temperatures are of 
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where Table 1. Sample temperature calculation 
I, = 9.3 X lo-'; B d,, COS Z 
and 
Hence. This result may be compared with the surface tempera- 
tures calculated frcm Eqs. (4) and (5): 
and 
Since R ,  and B, can be measured and l , / i ,  and z are T = 254°K at 2200 cm-I known, both T and a can Lc'calculated. Equation (8) 
to be estimated '0 * ' O K  for most Once T has been determined, it is possible to calculate a 
- surface temperatures and solar radiancy. 
and to perform the calculations again using Eq. (5) with 
ev = (1-a). This will not significantly improve T, but 
Consider the following example: will enable re*isonable values for a and ev to be calcu- 
lated, provided ti;at a, and d, are nearly the same. 
If 
then 
Blo = 0.635 ergs s-I cm-2 sr-' (cm-')-I 
and 
Bz0 = 0.311 ergs s-' cm-2 sr-' (cm-')-I 
Substituting these values and Z,/I, = 1.14 into Eq. (8) 
gives 
1.14 B ,  (T) - B ,  (T) = 0.413 (9) 
The resalts obtained are given in Table 1. Comparison 
of these results with Eq. (9) shows that this equation is 
satisfied when T = 240 k l °K.  This is in good agreement 
with the initial assumption. 
c. Absorption and, emission b y  the Martian atmosphere. 
One of the printipal constituents of the Martian atmo- 
sphere is CO,. The spectrum (Ref. 2) of 10 atrn-m at 
300°K and 100-ton pressure is shown in Fig. 3. This 
should approximate the transmission of one air mass of 
the Martian atmosphere in the spectral region of interest. 
Although some absorption (and consequently emission) 
occurs throughout the region from 1900 to 2400 cm-l, 
these are both small at 5970 cm-' (5.2 p) and 2160 cm-I 
(4.65 p). If there are no other constituents that absorb 
in this spectral region, detectors placed at either of these 
WAVE NUMBER, cm'l 
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
TEMPERATURE 3 0 0 ° ~  
PRESSURE 100 torr 
- 
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locations will give information requiring minimal correc- 
tions for atmospheric effects. 
A quantitative estimate of atmospheric absorption in 
this region requires additional information of the C 0 2  
spectrum, the pressure and temperature variation with 
height in the Martian atmosphere, and the CO, mixing 
ratio. 
d. SNR expected for spectrometer for blackbody 
sources. To a reasonable approximation, the radiation flux 
through the multidetector spectrometer from a source of 
spectral steradiancy B v  is 
where 
g = spectrometer transmission = 0.20 (estimated) 
A, = area of grating = 60 cm2 
A, = area of entrance slit or PbSe detector optics = 
0.45 cm2 
f = focal length of Ebert mirror = 25.4 cm 
A AV = spectral bandpass of instrument at frequency v 
Hence, 
If the detector is the only source of noise, then the SNR 
expected is 
where 
D* = spectral detectivity of detectors, cm (Hz)% \Fr-l 
A = area of detector element = 0.01 cm2 
A# = bandpass of electrical system = % r 
r = time constant of electrical system = 2.0 s 
Hence, 
3. D* tef Pb3e Detectors 
The PbSe detectors in the present instrument were 
manufactured by the Santa Barbara Research Corpora- 
tion. The 1966 catalog of this company gives curves 
showing the variation of D* with wavelength for detec- 
tors operated at 77,193, and 295°K. For a fixed operating 
temperature and wavelength, the D* values of individual 
detectors can vary by an order of magnitude. Additional 
curves for intermediate temperatures can be estimated 
from the curves for the maximum D* value. Two curves 
showing the estimated variation of D* with frequency 
for operating temperatures of 22% and 240°K are shown 
in Fig. 4. These temperatures are typical of those ex- 
pected for a Mars flyby or orbiter instrument. Both 
curves show a rapid decrease of D* for frequencies 
lower than 2000 cm-'. 
4. Spectral Slit Width 
The multidetector instrument is designed to give a 
resolving power of 100 at 2300 cm-I if a 3-mm-wide 
entrance slit is used. The resolving power will be some- 
what larger than this at lower frequencies if the width 
of the detector optics in the spectral plane is maintained 
at 3 mm. However, in this report it is assumed that 
R = v/Av = 100 at all frequencies. Thus, AV varies from 
17 cm-I at 1700 cm-', to 24 cm-' at 2400 cm-'. 
WAVE NUMBER, crn-' 
Fig. 4. D* of PbSe detectors at  temperatures indicated 
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5. SNR Calculation 
In the previous section, the variations of h v  and D* 
with frequency have been discussed. If these values are 
substituted into Eq. ( l o ) ,  then the SNR to be expected 
from the multidetector instrument for various blackbody 
sources can be calculated. The results of these calcula- 
tiocs are shown in Fig. 5 for a detector temperature of 
220°K Also shown in this figure is the SNR expected for 
scattered solar radiation alone, assuming that a = 0.05 
and that the sun is vertically overhead. 
From this figure, it is possible to estimate the black- 
body temperatures for which an SNR of 10 is obtained. 
This ratio is about the minimum required to obtain useful 
data. The minimum detectable temperatures obtained in 
this manner are shown in Fig. 6. 
6. Uncertainties in Chopper Steradiance 
The output of the instrument is a measure of the dif- 
ference between the spectral steradiancy of the planet 
I Ir CHOPPER STERADIANCY UNCERTAINTY FOR 240 f 0 l *K CHOPPER I 1 
WAVE NUMBER, cm-' 
Fig. 6. Minimum detectable temperatures for 
instrument conditions stated 
and the chopper. It is expected that the chopper temper- 
ature will be maintained near 240°K and that its tem- 
perature can be measured to fO.l°K.  The surface of the 
chopper wil! be coated to have an emissivity near unity. 
During flight an estimate of the chopper temperature 
and emissivity will be obtained periodically both by 
inserting another blackbody source in front of the chop- 
per and by allowing the spectrometer to view space. 
The experience obtained with the instrument to date 
suggests that these calibration techniques will allow the 
effective blackbody temperature of the chopper to be 
determined to an accuracy of about O.l°K. 
The output of the spectrometer is a measure of the 
difference in steradiancy of the chopper and the source. 
If there is an uncertainty AB, in the chopper steradiailcy, 
then there is the same uncertainty in the source steradi- 
ancy. Hence, from Eq. (1) and assuming exp (h&/kT) >> 1, 
B,(T) = 2 hv3 cZ exp - - ( k) 
dBv(T) - 2h"* c3 
-- 
hcv 
dT kT2 exp (-. T )  
If the chopper is at T ,  and the source at T,, and AT, and 
AT, are the uncertainties in their temperatures, then 
since AB, = AB,, and 
2400 2300 2200 2100 2000 1900 1800 1700 
WAVE NUMBER, crn-' 
Fig. 5. PbSe SNRs for varying blackbody temperatures (9) exp ( - -) AT = (-&I exp (- k) AT, kT, kT, 
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one obtains 
Thus, AT, can be found as a function of frequency. 
Alternatively, if it is assumed that AT, 2 5°K is a crite- 
rion of satisfactory measurements of T,,  the correspond- 
ing value of T ,  can be determined. In this manner, the 
second curve in Fig. 6 was obtained using values of 
T ,  = 240°K and AT, = O.l°K. 
7. Conclusions 
From the data presented above, the following conclu- 
sions can be made: 
(1) Ideally, the spectrometer is sufficiently sensitive to 
determine surface temperatures as low as 160°K 
to an accuracy of 5°K provided the spectral stera- 
diancy is measured near 2000 cm-l. 
(2) If the calibration ~f the instrument allows the 
chopper temperature to be determined only to 
within O.l°K, the minimum temperature that can 
be measured , 5°K is closer to 180°K. 
(3) If the effects of absorption and thermal emission 
by CO, i r ~  the Mars atmosphere are to be mini- 
mized, detectors should be placed near 1970 and 
2160 cm-I. The lowest temperatures that can be 
determined by these detectors are 161 and 167°K 
at 1970 and 2160 cm-l, respectively. The chopper 
calibration uncertainty will increase these respec- 
tive temperatures to 178 and 185°K. 
(4) At these frequcncles, scattered solar radiation may 
be appreciable cor'ipared with the thermal emis- 
sion during the daytime. If daytime surface tem- 
peratures are to be determined, to eliminate the 
effects uf scattered solar radiation it will be neces- 
sary to use at least two detectors and to use a 
method similar to that described earlier. 
(5) Further investigations of the absorption by CO, 
between 1700 and 2300 cm-I for the conditions 
expected in the Martian atmosphere are required 
to determine the influence of this gas on the 
observations. 
(6) Two detectors should be placed near 1970 cm-I 
and two near 2160 cm-I to obtsin the necess iy 
dynamic range. 
(7) The detectors to be used for surface temperature 
mcasure,nent will not interfere with temperature 
sounding detectors. 
It is concluded that with the available instrumentation, 
Martian surface temperatures above 180°K can be deter- 
mined to S°K. This accuracy can be improved to 1°K if 
surface temperatures above 200°K are encountered. 
8. Complete Error Analvsis af Relative and 
Absolute Orientation in Extraterrestrial 
Stereophotogrammetric Mapping Techniques, 
M. Bcnes 
1. Introduction 
The primary objective of spacecraft imaging systems i3 
to derive reliable topographical data about an extra- 
terrestrial scene. Both photometric and stereophotogram- 
metric methods have been considered for this purpose 
(see Refs. 3-7). 
This study will concentrate primarily on the stereo- 
photogrammetric method, with the intent to: 
(1) Identify and characterize major error sources. 
(2) Determine and evaluate the complete law of 
propagation of errors. 
(3) Establish imaging constraints influencing the accu- 
, 
racy of stereo mapping techniques. 
The final goal, however, is tl1 compare the stereophoto- 
grammetric method with the photometric (which is being 
treated and tested separately), and to: 
(1) Determine the applicability and accuracy criteria. 
(2) Establish the constraints each method places upon 
a television system. 
(3) Design an optimum approach guaranteeing best 
possible topographical results of future space 
missions. 
The progress that has been made with respect to stereo- 
photogrammetric mapping procedures is described here. 
2. Practical Tests 
The first stage of the present research work consisted 
of practical evaluations of given photogrammetric stereo- 
pairs. The.;e pictures were generated mathematically and 
showed a cone under different illumination conditions. 
This approach was chosen as it offered possibilities for 
comparison of both methods. 
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IMAGE b =  2 0 0 r n  (BASE) 
0, = OR = IOOOrn (OPTICAL AXES) 
h = 2 0  rn (CONE HEIGHT) 
r = 34.64 rn (CONE RADIUS) 
a = 60deg  (CONE SLOPE) 
r = 45 .eg (CAMERA INCLINATION) 
f = 100 rnw (FOCAL DISTANCE) 
OL, 0, : PERSPECTI IE CENTERS OF 
FROJECT13N 
Two stereopairs were in the form of approximately 
10-times enlarged prints; the other two were on approxi- 
mately 7-times enlarged glass plates. Consequently, the 
image coordinates were observed either with an accurate 
scale or on the Mann monocomparator. The results ob- 
tained were very good and are defined by the following 
average deviations : 
(1 j Photographic prints: 
U X ,  = k0 . l  m 
U y T  = k0.3 m for the cone apex 
U Z ~  = k0.3  m I 
o, = +0.8 m for the cone radius 
U z ~  = ~ 0 . 9 5  m for the cone base 
Fig. 7. Camera setup and parameters (2) Glass plates: 
The camera setup and parameters are shown schemati- 
uYT = + 0.1 m for the cone apex 
cally in Fig. 7. It is evident that, in this special hypo- 
thetical case, the direct solution described in SPS 37-28, U,T = -+-0.15m 
Vol. VI, pp. 5 2 5 6 ,  can be applied. 
I 
U ,  = k0.45 m for the cone radius 
The model coordinates in the inclined camera co- o,, = k0.7 m for the cone base 
ordinate system ~ 2 1 1  be computed from i-elations (1-3): 
These results correspond to 8- to 1 2 y  observational pre- 
b f y = -  cision and may lead to premature optimistic conclusions. 
P ,  To avoid this possibility, encountered difficulties must be 
listed and analyzed. 
X' X = Y -  f (2) a. Encnmt*red dificulties 
where p, is the observed horizontal parallax and xl, z' are 
observed image coordinates. 
T h e  computed model coordinates can be simply rotated 
into the horizontal ground system. 
0 = [a  cos. si:rl . [I] 
4 
-sin r cos E 
Using these relations for several points on the cone base 
and apex, four different models were observed and 
computed. 
Point &ratification. Exactly the same point must be 
observed in both pictures, which is very problematic in 
brightly illuminated areas. Because of misidentification, 
some points had to be rejected as blunders; however, in 
a real case-such as lunar piiotography-there will 
always be an adequate number of good points from 
which to choose. 
Fiducial marks. To get good results the observed image 
coordinates must be refined; i.e., corrected for image 
shrinkage, lens distortion, atmospheric refraction, and 
grqund curvature, and then finally reduced to the prin- 
cipal point of origin. From the mathematical point of 
view, this is no great problem; however, if the fiducial 
marks are not well defined, as was the case of the hypo- 
thetical photographs, very little can be done. The fiducial 
marks here are represented by sample marks, which 
cannot be considered sufficiently accurate for analytical 
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photogrammetric purposes. In fact, to find the optimum 
position of the fiduciai nidrks, and thus the relatively 
good results shown above, required several attempts. 
Xowever, for future applications it will be recessary to 
calibrate the camera systzm with respect to these param- 
eters. The same, of course, applies also to the reseau 
marks used in TV vidicon systems. 
Resolution. In some cases, point resoicttion was very 
low; however, this is due to the televised transmission 
techniques, and quality pictures such as in conventional 
photogrammetry cann;; be expected. 
l 'he direct ttrrestrial solution described ab231e will find 
only a limited use in extraterrestrial mapping problems 
(with :he possible exception of missions similar to 
Surveyor); therefore the general solution, including rela- 
tive and absolute orientation, was applied to the same 
cone stereopairs. This was done wnen major r'ifficulties 
arose, because for s ~ m e  reason the iterative process in 
relative orientation failed to converge, and consequently 
no, or absolutely unrealistic, results were obtained. These 
results gave rise t? some pessimistic conclusiocs. How- 
ever, after a thorough mathematical analysis, the follow- 
ing exp!anations and conclusions were set forth. 
b. Explanation and conclusions 
(1) The hypothetical mathematical model used (shown 
in Fig. 7) is un~salistic; i.e., with the giver 0.2 base- 
to-height ratio and the small (12.5 mm) vidic~n 
image format, thert, will never be an image overl?p 
and consequently no stereo evaluation. 
(2) The image of the cone 1s so small that the siu points 
used for relative orientation least-squares adjust- 
ment are so close to each other that even very 
small differential changes in observed coordinates 
cause the system to .diverge; i.e., the system is sa 
sensitive to differential errors that it practically 
becomes unsolvable. 
These undesirable results have shown the necessity of 
further research devoted to derivation and evaluation of 
the complete error analysis of the general stereophoto- 
grammetric case applied to extraterrestrial mapping tech- 
niques. A brief treatment of these problems follows. 
3. Theoretical Analysis 
The general solution of a photogrammetric stereopair 
consists of two steps; namely, relative and absolute 
orientation. 
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a. ReZutiue oaientation. Although several approaches 
to the solution of the relative orientation problem exist, 
the approach based on the princ+le of collinearity has 
been chosen here because it seeins to offer the most con- 
venient way of solving the many required diffcrent~ations. 
The entire concept of this procedure is shawn sche- 
matically in Fig. 8. The left camera system remains fixed; 
only the right system is rotated ("", 4", K " )  and trans- 
lated (Yy  , Z r  ) until all corresponding rays intersect at a 
proper elevation an< without any rnodel y-parallax~:~. 
The x-component ot the base Xy is deliberately choseil 
as equal to I, because in relative orientation scaling is of 
nr interest. This leaves five unknowns to be determined. 
The following symbols were used: 
Xr, Yr, Z: base components in the left camera system 
X', y', x", y" observed image coordinates 
z', z" focal distances of the left and right camera 
* * 
x" , 11' image coordinates of the right plate rotated 
into a system parallel with the model 
system 
* 
z" focal distance of the right camera rotated 
into the same system 
A three-dimensional orthogonal rotational 
matrix going from "ground" into "photo" 
X, Y, Z model coordinates of an observed point 
Fig. 8. Relative orientation of a stereopair based on 
the principle of collinearity 
If the right camera is properly oriented (i.e., rotated and The coefficients 2 , j  (i = 1,2; i = 1, .. ., 6) are quite con]- 
translated with respect to the left camera), model co- plicated and therefore are not given explicitly in this 
ordinates of any measured point can be computed: report. However, Eq,. (8a) and (92) are changed into a 
system of normal equations; then corrections dw", d+", &", 
ZIt ,y* - zw* dY,, and dZy are computed. Consequently, new improved 2 -  O 
x' * 
- - z" ( 5 )  model coordinates X, Y, Z can be determined and used 
z' for the second iteration. .4 proper stopping criterion must 
be established (usually three to five steps are required to 
x' (6) satisfy it). X = , Z  Z 
The question now arises as to the accuracy of the final 
1/ Y = - Z  (7) adjusted model coordinates. For terrestrial mapping pur- 
z ' poses this is relatively unimportant because model co- 
ordinates are always transformed into a ground system, 
However, the three rotational and two translational ele- and the avai]ablc ground control points supply sufficient 
ments must first be determined. TO do this, the collinearity and reliable accuracy For this reason, little atten- 
equations in a compact determinant form are used: tion has been given to these problems thus far. However, 
in extraterrestrial cases this is of utmost importance be- 
(8) cause of the absence of any ground control. 
For the purpose of the following error analysis, relations 
(5-7) can be conveniently rewritten as 
(9) 
u1 z = -  
where A,, A" A3 are rows of the A-matrix, and u2 (54 
These equations now enable a relatively simple differ- 
The computational process is iterative and is based on entiation: 
the principle of the lesst-squares method. 
In the first step, using w" = +" = K" = Y; = Z; = 0, 
u 1 dZ = d' = - (du, - Z du,) 
uz u2 
approximate X,Y,Z coordinates are computed from Eqs. 
(5-7). Then relations (8) and (9) are linearized; in ihis way, or, after substitution for du, and du, (all unmarked 
two observation equations are obtained for each point parameters pertain to the right camera system), 
(usually six points are used). 
l r 
However, since 
U, = 1 ,, + I , ,  A," + l , ,  d+" -k I , ,  d ~ "  + I , ,  d r y  4- I , ,  dzy 
u, = lZi + I , ,  A" -t- I , ,  &" + I, ,  clr" + 1 2 ,  dY; + I , ,  dZI' 
( 9 4  
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Eq. (10a) call be further adapted to 
where 
Formula ( l l j  could be considered as sufficient for most Relations (12) and (13) can be simply differentiatad and, 
cases; however, to complete the analysis, one more in- after substitution into ( l l ) ,  the final formula is obtained: 
fluence must be anticipated; namely, the wcertainty of 
the principal point position with respect to the image dZ = S, & + S, d+ + S, dr t S, dZ, + S5 d ~ ;  
center defined by fiducial marks. 
- S5dx6+ Ody; + Ody; + S6dzr + S7&: 
It is evident from Fig. 9 that real image coordinates 
must be written as 
where x,,,, y, are the measured (observed) image co- 
ordinates and xp, yp are displacements of the principal Fig. 9. Displacement of the principal point with 
point P with respect to the image. center H. respect to the image center 
P = PRINCIPAL POINT 
H - IMAGE CENTER 
A -OBSERVED POINT 
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- 
where 
1 Si = - T, for i = 1,2, .*., 9 
UZ 
Following the same thought and differentiating Eqs. (6a) and (7a), the following relations can be obtained for 
dX and dY: 
where 
Equations (14-16) can be rewritten in a compact matrix form 
and the standard errors can be computed from 
where ,.A is the standard error of uuit weight, @ is the variance-covariance matrix of the 14 parameters,and 
ST = [Sx S u  Se] 
The preceding derivations were based on the assumption that the cameras were different; however, if the same camera 
is used for both exposures, certain simplifications are possible. Namely, it is evident that 
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and, after differentiation and substitution into Eqs. (14), (IS), and (16), the fdlowing relations are received: 
dX = u, S1 dw + u3 S2 d4 + US S 3  du .+ US S4 dzo + (u3 5, + Sl,)dx', 
+ 0 dy', -t U, S7 di; 4- U, S, dy: - [u, (S, + S,) + Sl,jdip 
- U, SR d y p  + 149 (SB + S g  - Slo)dz 
Similarly, as before, one can write 
and also 
where Qrea is the reduced variance-covariance matrix of 11 parameters only, and 
b. Absolute orientation. After the rclative orientation is achieved, the entire model must be translated, rotated, and 
scaled until it fits the required grouad system. ?"his transformation, of course, is an additional source of errors that 
influence the accuracy of the final result. For extraterrestrial mapping purposec where no ground control )I ints 
are available, it is especially important to determine and analyze this influence, as this is the only way that an accuracy 
estimate can be obtained. 
The transformation can be written i ~ .  a compact matrix form. 
where 
a = scale factor 
AT = rotational matrix going from "model" into "ground 
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Therefore, there are ten parameters involved in the error analysis: three rotations (w, 4, K), one scale factor (s), three 
translations (bn, by, bz), and three model coordinates (XM, YM, Zu). 
The necessary differentiation of formula (25) !s relatively tasy: 
aB 2B ax + - db, + - db, + - 
ab, db. + sAT- du. ab, abz ?xu 




UT = [ d m  & rZlc (I, d b x  d b u  dbz dXu dYy dZu] 
( - sin 4 cos K) (sin 4 sin K) (ms $1 
(sin cos 4 cos K) ( - s i n o ~ w s + s i n ~ )  
  sin^ sin+) x 
( -cosw C O S ~  COSK) (COSW C C S ~   sin^) ( -cosw sin+) I 
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Finally, 3s in the case of relative orientation, standard This design guarantees enough statistical data to make 
errors can be computed: reliable initial conclusions. Figures 1&12 show the im- 
portant relation between the focal distance of the camera 
m2,=PQPT$ (24) 
10 
where p is the standard error of unit weight and Q is the 
o 8  
variance-covariance matrix of the ten parameters in- Q 
volved. ' 06 C 
I 
P 
4. Statistical Results 0 4  F To prove the correctness of the theoretical analysis o 2 
described in Section 3 and to obtain a reliable picture of $ i 
0 
I 
the practical applicability of extraterrestrial mapping I 
10 20 30 40 XJ 60 m 80 90 100 
techniques, four hypothetical stereo modeIs were con- 
stmcted: OVERLAP, % 
Fig. 10. Relation between base-to-height ratio, f o c ~ l  
(1) Image format 20 X 20 cm, focal distance =100 mm. distance, and overlap for the large format 
(2) Vidicon format, focal distance = 25 mm. 
0 5 
(3) Vidicon format, focal distance = 50 mm. 3 0 4 
F! (4) Vidicon format, focal distance = 100 mm. % 
LK 03 I- 
I 
The flight height chosen was 1000 m and only the base 
was changed, so that the base-to-height ratio corresponded 
to a longitudinal overlap from 8 to 97.5%. For the large 7 
format, the base-to-height ratio was kept within normal If: O 1  
limits; however, because of the sma!! vidicon format I / / 1- 71 7,. 0 (approximately 12.5 X 12.5 mm) it did not exceed 0.4 for o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 ec, w 
ttle best case. This, of course, represents the first great OVERLAP, % 
problem of vidicon stereophotography. 
Fig. 11. Relation between base-to-height ratio, focal 
For each overlap, six evenly distributed points were 
computed, as is the standard procedure of relative orien- 
tation. In the first stage of the statistical analysis, no 
errors in absolute orientation were anticipated; therefore 
all interest couId be focused on the relative orientation 
itself. Each model was then computed four times: 
(1) Observed image coordinates of the right picture 
only were changed; no camera calibration errors 
were assumed. 
(2) Same as (I), except that calibration errors wcre set 
equal to 10 p. 
distance, and overlap for the vidicon format 
OVERLAP, % (3) Both pictures changed; no calibration errors. 
Fig. 12. Relation between focal distance, base-to- 
(4) Same as (3), except that calibration errors = 10 p. height ratio, nnd overlap for the vidicon format 
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lo-2 2 4 6 10- 2 4 6 lo0 2 4 
RELATIVE STANDARD HEIGHT ERROR u//z, % 
Fig. 13. Relation between observational errors, base-to-height ratio (overlap), and relative height errors: 
large format, f = 100 mm 
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system, the base-to-height ratio, and the overlap per- 
centage. Figures 13-15 give the actual results of the per- 
formed statistical analysis; i.e., relative standard height 
errors oZ/Z of computed model points (positional standard 
errors ox and ou are not so important because they are 
correlated with az and are usually smaller, or at least of 
the same order). It is also interesting to notice that the 
influence of the assumed calibration errors was 
practicn:iy insignificant, and therefore only these cases 
are shown. 
The results for the large format, f = 1 0  mm (Fig. 13), 
agree very well with empirical limits known from con- 
ventional stereophotogrammet-& This is a good indirect 
proof for t5e correctness G!' . resented theoretical 
analysis. The rosults for the vidicon format, f = 25 mm 
(Fig. 14), all lie outside the empirical limit, which is 
0.025%, and the curves are also much steeper than they 
were in Fig. 13. This clearly indicates the di5cultles of 
extraterrestrial mapping proble~ns. The results for the vidi- 
con format, f = 50 mm (Fig. IS), show a slightly smaller 
influence of calibration errors than in the previous case; 
otherwise the curves are steeper and less favorable. 
Although several models were computed for the vidi- 
con format, f = 100 mm, it would be of little value tc 
show the results graphically since in ,nost ->f t h e  tests 
the iterative process failed to converge, or-ii it did- 
absolutely unrealistic coordinatcs with rxcrssively large 
standard errors were obtained. The reasous for this, to- 
gether with important statistical conclusions znii some 
practical  suggestion^, are briefly summarired. 
5. Conclusions and Suggestions 
Considering the importance of these problems, it would 
be rather premature to make some definite and final 
conclusions. However, the performed statistical analysis 
was sufficiently complete to give a clear general picture 
about the applicability of stereophotogrammetry to ex- 
traterrestrial mapping problems and to show its advan- 
tages and pitfalls. 
2 4 6 lo-' 2 4 6 lo0 2 4 6 10' 
RELATIVE STANDARD HEIGHT ERROR vZ/Z, '10 
Fig. 14. Relation between observational errors, base-to-height ratio (overlap), and relative height errors: 
vidicon format, f = 25 mm 
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RELATIVE STANDARC HEIGHT ERROR uz/Z, % 
Fig. 15. Re!ation between observational errors, base-to-height ratio (overlap), and relative height errors: 
vidicon format, f = 50 rnrn 
Some of the important conclusic!~~ are: 
(1) The derived theoretical analysis is correct and 
represents completely the law of propagation of 
errors. 
(2) Because of the extremely sma!l format of the vidi- 
con carnera k.ystem (approximate i2.5 X 12.5 mm), 
the system of normal equations required for the 
solution of relative orientation may become very 
ill-conditioned. (This can be proven by M, N, and 
P nwnbers used in numerical analjsis.\ This means 
that even very small changes in coefficients-i.e., in 
observed im3ge coordinate?-result in considerable 
changes in computed parameters, and consequently 
the standard errors become very large. Sometimes, 
especially for f = 100 mm, the system may even 
fail to converge (compare Figs. 13-15). 
determined, to rely upon Such results and to intro- 
duce a proper scale factor only appeared very 
doubtful. 
(4) It was interesting to notice the influence of the 
focal distance, which differs completely from ter- 
restrial cases. It was shown that the focal distance 
must be considered in close correlation with over- 
lap and base-to-height ratio, and-most important- 
the smaller it becomes, the better results are ob- 
tained (i.e., in case of the vidicon format). 
These and other factors seem to indicate that stereo- 
photogrammetric techniques should not be used for 
certain specified purposes. This, of course, is not true. 
However, there are certain limitations; to discover and 
define these in full detail, the following suggeslions have 
been made: 
(3) In some cases the computed model coordinates (1) Instead of trying to solve the relative orientation 
seemed to be influenced by r. ertain quasi-systematic of a photogrammetric stereopair, external orienta- 
errors; however, after the standard errors were tion data should be used. The derived theoretical 
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error analysis can be used profitably for the deter- 
mination of all necessary constraints and accuracy 
criteria. 
(2) Another possible approach would bc to use a larger 
vidicon format. This poses an interesting research 
problen~, the solution of which could be based on 
the same theoretical error analysis. It is realized 
that certain state-of-the-art limitations should also 
be considered. 
(3) In the practical part of this report, relative orienta- 
tion problems were investigated; these proved to 
be of a critical nature. However, to complete the 
analysis, further statistical tests dealing with abso- 
lute orientation should also be performed. 
(4) Since the law of propagation of errors differs com- 
pletely for terrestrial photogrammetry cases, 
research should also be done in this field. These 
techniques will surely be used for Surueyor-type 
photography and similar purpcses, and might 
prove to be very convenient, because in this case 
the size of the vidicon format is not critical. 
(5) The importance of highly accurate measurements 
for all image coordinates is clearly shown. This 
problem is closely related to the problem of the 
image quality and &he calibration parameters of 
the camern system. 2esearch efforts devoted to 
these problems would prove most rewarding. 
(6) The possibility of convergent photography en- 
abling a very high base-to-height ratio should also 
be investigated. 
Generally speaking, the applicability of stereophoto- 
grammetric techniques to extraterrestrial mapping prob- 
lems is somewhat limited under present conditions. 
However, the method itself looks very promising, and 
there is no dolrbt that after all constraints and parameter 
accuracy criteria are discovered and determined, it will 
become very effective and reliable. 
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XI11. Science Data Systems 
SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. Video Film Converter, R. D. Brandt 2. Controls 
1. General 
The work discussed here is a continuation of the 
digital video data processing efforts reported in SPS 
37-31, Vol. IV, pp. 2235, and SPS 37-22, Vol. IV, pp. 
65-71. This paper discusses the video film converter (VFC) 
presently being used for video data processing. 
The VFC (Fig. 1) is a device that either exposes or 
reads 35- or 70-mm film with the highest fidelity pcssible 
(less than 1 m, 1 spot) by means of a flying spot scanner. 
This reading or recording is done by producing on the 
face of the cathode ray tube (CRT) an analog or digital 
raster whose size, position, and rotation are completely 
variable and dialed-in by the VFC operator. The posi- 
tioning, focus, and intensity accuracies achieved include 
those produced by electronic pincushion correction, dy- 
namic focus, and a CRT intensity closed loop. The VFC 
has the capability to interface with a general-purpose com- 
puter to produce processed images and readable symbols. 
The VFC is controlled by its operator through three 
control panels as well as via the computer simulator 
interface unit (see Fig. 2). The im2lementation of con- 
trolling the VFC from an IR?A 360/44 computer is 
presently in the engineering stage and should be com- 
pleted within the next six months. On the operational 
control panel, the operator has the selection of the control 
of the VFC which can be STANDBY, COMPUTER, or 
INTERNAL. 
When the control selection is COMPUTER, the com- 
puter chooses the mode, e.g., sequential-digital-read or 
randnm-sequential-record, etc,, and provides camera ad- 
vance commands and the synchronizing pulses and data 
for intensity, positioning, and character selection. The 
VFC uses these data within the constraints set on the 
format control panel and the exposure control panel by 
the operator. When INTEHNAL control is selected, the 
operator chooses the mode and initiates the rasters and 
camera advances from the operation control panel. 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
Fig. 1.  The video film converter 
Fig. 2. Computer simulator interface 
3. Format Generation 
The format is produced by the following groups: 
(1) The format control panel (see Fig. 3) sets the size, 
offsets, and rotation of the raster; the time of the 
analog sweeps; and offsets of the symbols. 
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Fig. 3. Format control panel 
t 
( 9 )  The format logic correlates thc. moclcs and syncs 
in order to properly control thr deflectio~i gclnrra- 
ticn groups and the intvnsity unhlank gloup. 
(3) Tha analog deflection generator produccs :in m a -  
log swccp ramp synch rono~~s  with commancls 
from the format logic control; tlic* ramp time% arc. 
1 
1 
cnnntroll(.tl 1)y thc settings on thc. format control I11 addition, thc focris is controllcd as n fi~nction of svrrcp 
panc.1. 'Th(8 mnximl~m numhcr of horizontal scan position hy thv tl!.namic focris group, tlrivcr, : i ~ t l  coil. 
lines per fmmo is 3995. The vertical six(' of thc This dytlnmic focusing is rc~quirctl ?;i.c.ausck of the. h ~ a m  
mstc.r is eontrollc~r! the li~tcx spacing (10.00 to Ir.ngth diffcrc~ncr in rc*achirig thc fiat CRT face q.v.r,)-en the 
100.00 p)  and the nnm1)cr of 1inc.s per fr:~mr. I'hr c~lectron lwam is d(1flrctctl through \,arying anglrs during 
horizontal timc per line (:300 to Fi00,000 pet) and s\vcrps. 
the horizontal sizing (10.00 to Fj0.00 mm) an* 
indepcxntlcntly controlled. 6. Intensity 
(3) The digital deflrction generator prod~~cc~s  incrca- The CRT :ntensity c1osr.d loop corrects for phosyh?r 
mvntal deflc~ction for linc and element spacing variations on the f.lr.c of thc CliT nncl linrarizes thc video 
synchronous with the fonnat logic control corn- ~ ~ ~ ) L I ~ - C R T  intensity or~:c*!t transfer function. The feed 
mands. At the numl~er c;f lines a d  elcments cor- back element in the loop is a photomultiplier whose gain 
responding to the settings on the format mntrol is controlled hy the exposure contrcl panel (see Fig. 1). 
panel, those generators will reset and notify the For grcater closed loop linearity and frc-qucn=v rcsponsc. 
format logic control. Th? maximum numher of a nonlinear amp1ific.r nct\vork is insc*rtctl in thc fonvard 
horizontal :;can iincs per frame is 3999. Each linc loop to cornpensrite for the notilinear cliarac!cristic of 
may contain up to 39% elements. The clcment the CRT intc-nsity transfer function. .4 firid switch is 
spacing and line spacing are independently con- inserted at the input to the grid to ;1llo\\r 1)l;lnking control 
trolled (10.00 to 100.00 p).  This allo\vs for brarious for format and protcction as \\lt4l ns a sprrial fast un- 
size rastcrs to be pclnerated within the constraints hlanking for symhol dot \vrit~ng. 
oi  the 35- or 70-mrn film forniat. 
The cathode hias control providrs thr  CRT cathode 
4. Deflection bias and protcBcts the CRT against supply drift or failt~re 
and accide~~tal  system shlrtdo\i,n. 
The dcaflcctio~~ scaling groups dcvelop scaled composite 
sweeps from the output5 of the dcfltction generator The input video control group provirlcs s( l~~ctablc 
groups, the Straza s!.rnbol generat,)r, and offsets. 'Illis 
scaling, offset. and polarity of the signal to the CRT 
scaling group controls the size of the rasters vis the sizing 
closed loop from internal sources or froin the external 
controls on the format i.ontrr,l pawl. Thew i~mposi te  
analog or digital intensity inputs. The digita! intensity 
signals consist of Imth horizontal and vertical sweeps iriprlts to the VFC are in the form of 6-or $-bit characters. 
\vith rrf(lrc.nce to thr raster itself. The sweeps are then 
put intc the rotation pntrntiomcter where the sine and 
cosine 1;ariq of thc~ hori7ontal and vertical sweeps are 
produced. Tlit,sc sine and cosine components arc. then 
com!~incd to fom: X and Y components of thc rotated 
rastcbr, \vhr.rr S and Y rrlntr to the coordinates on the 
fiim. The 1Y ; ~ n d  1. stvecap sigrals arc3 then put into the 
dcflr.ction dri\.rrs to c1rit.e the CRT deflection coils. 
Thc pincushion group is used t d  etcr .ronlcally gc~ierate 
corrrction signals to eliminate geomt~tricai pincushion 
tlistortion on a flat.f;*ctrd CRT. Pincushion coriection 
si~nals.  \v:~c.n prolwrly adjrlstcd, wiI1 correct X and Y 
s\vceps at thc tlrllci.tion drii-cars irt orc1t.r tc  allow a square 
r;istcar to 1~ tlisplaycd on thv CRT facc. 
Tlir p ro t~ .c t io~~ gro111) S ~ ~ I ~ S C S  s \ v t ~ ~ p  IOSS(~S ant1 protects 
(hc. CR7 1 ) ~  intrnsit!. I,l;~n'hing. I 
Static control of ::lc spot of the beam at thc face of 
tlw CRT is prtividc.d Ijy thtv static focrls d~ivcar and tail. Fig. 4. Exposure control panel 
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The 6- or &bit characters are convrted (].)/A) within 
the VFC, and the resulting analog signal is used to 
aniplitude-modulate the beam current of the high reso- 
lution CRT within the VFC. In addition to accepting 
either 6- or 8-bit characters, one or several of the bits 
may be inhibitcd by switches o ! ~  the computer simulator 
interface. This provides a c.rans for data compression 
analysis. 
The output video control group converts the output of 
the readout photomultipliers to signals of proper polarity, 
offset, and magnitude that are compatible with the exter- 
nal intensity A / D  requirements and the intensity control 
of the monitor oscilloscope. 
7. Camera Control 
The camera control group provides correlation of the 
35- and 70-mm camera advancements either by operator 
or computer request, or automatically at the end of each 
frame of information scanned un the film. 
8. Cycle Length Versus Initial State for Linear 
Feedback Shift Registers, M. Perlman 
The matrix method provides information about the be- 
habior of the entire linear feedback shift register (FSR) 
in terms of cycle I~iintlls (see SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. ,' J 
216). The generating function provides information nborit 
the !)ehavior of each memory element of a linear FSR. 
Therefore the gencrating function may be iised to relatc 
an initiai internal slate to the lengtn of the cyclt. in which 
it is coiltnined (Ref. 1). 
The generating function is defined as 
where 
a,, = CCr-ian. l  
1 - 1  
Rules of modulo 2 arithnlet,~ are used in a11 sur-ma- 
tions. The linear recurrence relationships in Eqs. (2) 
and (3) currespon? to the case where c = 0 and e = 1, 
respectively, in Fig. 5. 
CASE I. Where c = 0: 
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Thc. denomina!or of Eq. (4) is iitc reciprocal poly- 
nomi,.: of the characteristic polynomial of the associated sr- , 
matrix characterizing the behavior 01 an r-stage FSR with 
lir~eitr It-edback where c -- 0. That is. 
+(x) = X' + C r - , ~ ' - l  
1 - 1  
(5: 
I i, 
Fig. 5. Generalized :-stage FSR with linear feedback 
where the indeterminate A has been replnced by x. The 
reciprocal polynomial of Eq. (S), 
EXAMPLE I : 
is the denominator of Eq. (4). The indeterminate x has no 
real significance. Given a, = a,-, @ a,-, 
I @ I 
> I 
In g.neral, G(xj is a function of the initial internal +(x) = xJ + x4 + 1 
state a-, a_,  . . . a_, and the feedback connections C ,_,, 
C ,_,, . . , C,,. (Recall that C,-, = C,. is always 1.) G(x) is then 
the ratio of two polynomials with modulo 2 coefficients. 
The ini+ial state for which a_,  = e-, = . . . = = 0, 
and a , 1, y'elds 
In general, 
(6) The period associat~d with x5+ (l/x), as well as with 
$(x), is the lnast common multiple of 3 and 7, which 
equals 3 X 7 = 21. This period results when the initial 
state i 5  00 . . . 01, and has the generating fvnctim 
From Eq. (4) the initial state can be determined, which 
i xzk (6 + (LIZ + '.. + ak. yie!ds 
Thus, for the initial state (00 . - Ol), the denomindtor of 
C(x) as expressed in Eq (4) divides x" + 1 where k is the 
p ~ r i ~ d  of thG szquence. This initial state results in 
the longest period. This corresponds to the r atriv char- 
acterization of a lil.ear FSR where $(A), as vell as its 
reciproea; A'+ (1.l~) divide A" 1, where the srilalleYr 
vahr. of k for \v.lich this is true is the leneh of the 
longest cycle. 
When -he nt-nerstor and cit l,t~minatar of G(x) as ex- 
pressed in Eq. (4) have a common factor, a sequence is 
$encrated with a period less than k whicl~ divich k. 
associated with a period of length 7. Note that C,-j = 1 
fc:i = l ,4 :  
Note that cr-I + a-, =-: 0 + a_, = 1. 
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The initial state 00111 yields a period of 7. Similarly. the CASE 11. Where e = 1. 
initial state 01101 yields a period of 3. The trivial period 
of 1 results with the initial state of 00000 where G(x) = 0 
n .I 
1 x 1  (thus g~ving 0 + Ox + Ox" $ .  . ). As shown in Eq. (4, 
- 
G(x) is extremely useful in determining a state of a minor 
cycle, especil:lly when r is large. 
The second term on the right was evaluated for case I. Therefore, 
r 
1 + (1 + X) Cr-,xl (a. i ~ - l  + a _ ,  + ?x-I+' + - .  a + a-,x-') 
1 x 1  
l + x  
G(x) = 1 The initial state 00 . . . 0 where a_ ,  = a _, = . . . = a-, = 0 (1 + X )  (1 + x + r2 + x4) 
yields 
This characterizes the sequence with the longest period. 
It also characterizes the longest sequence of an (r + 1)- 
stage linear FSR where e = 0 (Fig. 5). The characteristic 
palynomial of the ( r  + 1)-stage FSR has a reciprocal 
polynomial which is identical to the denominator of Eqs. 
(8) and (9). (Note that the factors of xy(l/x) are the 
reciprocals of the factors of +(x). The polynomial x -t 1 
is a self-reciprocal.) 
rn 
EXAMPLE 2: 
For the initial state O W ,  
{an) a, a1 a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a,, a,, a,, a,, a, a, ... 
1 0  0 1 1 1 1 0 1  1 0 0 0 0 , 1 0 ~ - ~  
A five-stage FSR with the linear recurrence relations5ip 
has the same G(x) for the initial state 00001. Since both 
FSRs generate the same sequence, succc ssive states of the 
four-stage FSR must agree with successive states appear- 
ing in the four leftmost stages of the five-stage FSR. 
Furthermore, it may b-  shown that if the five-stase 
FSR were initialized with 10000, successive states of the 
four rightmast stages correspond to successive states of 
the fc111r-stage FSR. Thc G(r) for the initial state 10000 is 
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by applying Eq. (4) and finding a_, a_: a-, a_, (aJ which 
reducos the numerator to 1 + x2 + ~ 3 .  
The x in the numerator corresponds to a cyclic shift of one C,-i = 1 for i = 3,4,5: 
digit period in the sequence. The state contained in a 
minor cycle of a-a t a-,x + a-,x2 
may be found by determining the state which reduces 
C(x) of Eq. (8) to 
Note that 
and C,_, = 1 for i = 1,2,3: 
-i. 
= (1 + x2) (1  + x2 + 9) a_, + a_, + a_, = 1, a-, = 1 
The initial states of :he leftmost four stages gives the 
desirsd initial stal-. a_, a_, a-a a_, of 0101. 
C. Spacecraft Woven Plated Wire Memory, 
W. J .  Rousey 
a-, +a- :x + n-,xz + a-,x3 1 .  Introduction 
1 + (1 ''1 [( ' -I  + a-2 ' a-4) + ( 0 - 1  +a-a) x +a-2r2 ' a - 1 ~ ~ 1  science mission requirements for a ]9w-power, non- 
destructive readout (NDRO) memory motivated a deve'- 
hlultiplying and adding terms of like power will yield opment program which is being conducted, under 
contract, by the Librascope Group of General Precision, 
1 + ( a _ ,  + a _ ,  + a _ , )  + (a_, + a-, + a-,)x Inc. This effort will result in the Jelivery of a Bight- 
+ (a-, + a-2 + u - ~ ) x ?  + (a_, + a_,)x:' qualified engineering model (Fig. 6) by the end of-FY 
1968. To achieve this, an electrically scaled-down bread- 
board version cf the engineering model (Fig. 7) has been 
developed and delivered. In addition to the normal de- 
sign goals for flight hardware, emphasis is being given 
to establishing the feasibility of memory sterilization. 
n-, + a-, + a_, = 0 2. Gesdral Characteristics 
The electrical and mechanical characteristics of the 
The simultaneous solution of these equations results in mr- ?ory are given in Table 1. The memory capacity is 
a-I =O,a-z = 1,a+ =O,anda-, = 1. 1024 words, 20 bits each, all of which are randomly 
accessible (a bit can be obtained in 600 ns). The informa- 
The initial state 0101 for a_, a_, a-, a_, yields a period tion is processed bit-serially, in and out, and the memory 
of 2. The shme results could have been derived more operates in the NDRO mode. New information is simply. 
systematically from written over the old. The memory is also inherently 
nonvolatile. Standby power is less than 40 mW, and when 
a, = an-, $ an-, @ an-, clocking the memory at a 100-kHz rate, the read or write 
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EXTERNAL TEST POINT 
(OPTIONAL) CONNECTOR 
DIGIT ELECTRONICS (CANNON-D-TYPE) 7 INTERFACE 
MODULE 7 CONNECTOR 
P' C'IRDW000 MODULES MEMORY STACK 
(4 MEMORY MODULES INTERCONNECTED 
TO WORD ELECTRONICS MODULE THROUGH 
FLEXIBLE PRINTED CABLE ON TOP EDGE) 
Fig. 6. Engineering model memory system package 
Fig. 7. NDRO '. readboard memory system 
Table 1. Engineering model memory system 





Data tronsfer mode 
Addressing 







Power supply tolerance 
Weight 
Volume 
1024 words, 20 bits eoch; 20,400-bits total I 
Magnetic, on thin fllm of permolloy plated on 
copper alloy wire substrate 
Integrated circuits and silicon 
semiconductors 
Nonvolatile 
Bit-qerlal reod and write 
Random by word 
0 to 100,000 bits/s 
Ccmpotible w:h 011 common TTL and DTL 
integrated cirnilt families 
Clear, address, reod or write, data, clock 
Dato, bit markers 
Nondestructive 
New data written over old; no erase oper- 
otion reouired I 
40mW on standby; 240mW when writing at 
100-kHz clock rate 
power consumption is less than 2% mW. Integrated cir- 
cuits are used wherever practical. with discret.. com- 
ponents comprising the remainder of the system. Thr 
input/output circuits are compatible with most diocle- 
transistor logic (DTL) and transistor-transistor logic 
(TTL) forn~s of integrated circuit logic elements. 
3. Woven Plated Wire Memory iWPWM) 
a. Array. Information is stored in a woven plated wire 
matrix which is a c:.L>til-like array of fine copper wires 
(Fig. 8). The wires are wovev on a large automatic loom. 
with the inzulated word lines serving as the warp and 
the digit line he r ted  as the woof. 
b. Plating. Conductive wires are coated with a thin- 
film magnetic material in a multibath, continuwls-flow 
plating operatinn (Fig. 9). During this operation, the wire 
is cleaned, polished, plated, tested, n.nd cut into lengths. 
c. Weauing. In the weaving process, the desired num- 
ber of strands of wire (word lines) are held parallel to 
each other in thz loom. Alternate strands are raised. and 
a magnptically plated wire is inserted by the automatic 
loom orthogonally to thr inrulatrd wires. 
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d .  Storage medium. The memory element is c, snlall- tion. A magnetization vector H ,  (Fig. 10) represents a 
diamctcr (8 mil) conductive wire plated w ~ t h  magnetic I)inary digit by resting in either of the easy dirzctions 
matc3ri;il that has i.ontrolled magnetic qualities. During (which are 180 deg apwt). The magnetic coating is suffi- 
fiil~rirrttion, the direction of magnetization is constrained ciently thin that flux reversal within the memory element 
to lit, cii~cr~mfcrentially in the absence of an applied takes place by coherent d. .nain rotation. It  is interesting 
magnetic ficld, making this the "easy" axis of magnetiza- LO note that this switching mode is much faster than the 
wall-motion mode of conventional ferrite cores and is 
less sensitive to temperature variation. 
The memory element features a closed magnetic path 
around the circumferential (easy) axis. Since self- 
demagnetization fields are not present, the c,oating can 
be thicker than planar magnetic films, thus generating 
higher output voltages. Coupling of the cohting to the 
copper substrate is also impxoved, further increasing out- 
put voltage and decreasing digit drive requirements. The 
- SINGLE BIT closed magnetic path also decreases susceptibility to DlGiT / 
LINE external magnetic fields. The magnetically plated wires 
(Fig. 8) form the digit/sense lines, while the insulated 
MAGNETIC A 
TOIN FILM wires are interconnected to form the word coils of the 
SPACER woven array. A me~nory element is formed at each looped 
position along the plated wire. Although the magnetic 
Fig. 8. Basic memory matrix and location of a stored bit coating is conticuous, only those sections in proximity to 




+ - + + + 
INSULATED COPPER 
WaRE (WORD LINE) 
I 
CONDUCTIVE WIRE 1 MAGNETIC THIN ( 0 )  2 PAIR IN SERIES (b) S PAIR IN SERIES WITH (DIGIT/SENSE LINE) FILM CONNECTION END PAIRS REVERSED 
Fig. 10. Binary digit Fig. 1 1. "Shaped" drive fields 
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CATHCDIC ELECTRO ACID COPPER MAGNETIC MAGNETIC I CLEANING POLISH ETCH PLATE FLATE I PLATE 2 
f 
I T  
' b  
I 
the word coils contribute to memory operation. Thus, a 
single plated wire is divided into many memory elc- 
ments; suitable spacing of the word coils avoids inter- 
action between elements. The weaving technique is 
mechanized such that multiturn coils can be produced; 
the advantage of this configuration is shown in Fig. 11. 
To produce these "shaped" drive fields, an automatic 
loom is used. Preselected word lines are interconnected 
to make word coils, or left unconnected to provide spac- 
ing between word coils. Thus, bit interaction a!ong the 
magnetically plated digit/sense lines is avoided, s o  that 
repetitive reading, writing, or rewriting with the same 
polarity will not cause spreading of magnetization. Zx- 
ternal magnetic fields of 0.5 Oe or less will not affect 
memory operation. The use of multiturn coils also pel.- 
mits the use of lower word-drive currents in writing and 
reading. The weaving process results in close coupling 
between word and digit wires, and thus in still lower 
word currents. 
e. Reading from memory. Interrogation of the memory 
element is accomplished by pulsing the word line with 
current I, (Figs. 10 and 12). The induced magnetic field 
rotates the plated wire's magnetization vector from its 
quiescent position in the easy (circumferential) axis H ,  
toward the hard (zxial) axls H,. This, in turn, induces a 
voltage in the conductive substrate wire, which now 
serves as the sense line. Its 7-darity depends on the 
Fig. 12. Word drive current (read or write cycle) 
direction of the miignt.tizatioa vector in its quicsccnt 
state. On rcinoval of thc word currcnt, thc vcctor rct~irns 
to its original quiescent state, again intluciiig il \oltagtl 
of opposite polarity in thc digit/sensr1 linc. I-Icncc, thr 
readout process is inhcrrntly nondcstructivc; i.~,., no rc- 
writing or "restolt." function is rccluired. F1111 cycle timil 
for YdPHO operation is 011 the order of 100 ns. Informii- 
tion miiy be reused repeatedly in NDRO withoct fear of 
alteration. However, stored inforn~iition knity bta iiltered 
1)y the writc process. 
f. Writing into memory. Writing into t h ~  memory ele- 
ment is accomplished 5y passing word current I , .  (Fig. 10) 
through the insulated wire word line. Tliis in turn applies , 
a relatively large word field ta the conductivr digit/sense 
wire, thus rotating the magnetizatioi~ vector I l ,  from the 
easy axis illto the hard axis H ,  of the magnetic film. A 
relatively small digit drive current I , ,  (Figs. 10 and 13) in 
the plated wire then tilts the magneti~ation vector away 
from the hard direction. When the word currcnt is re- 
moved, the magnetization vector rotates to the easy axis 
in the one or zero direction as determined by the polarity 
of the digit drive current. 
4. System Description 
a. Memory organizatimt. The engineering model (EM) 
memory is internally organized around a memory stack 
5 0  ns/division 
Fig. 13. Digit current (write cycle only) 
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of 256 words of 80 bits t x h ,  which are clc.ctrically or- signal. The c!ear sign;..] will set the first flip-flop in the 
ganized to store 1024 "system" words of 20 bits eech. The bit counter to a standby-ready state. After establishing 
EM memory unit is a random-word-access, bit-serial the desired address and specifying read or write, the 
memory, and is shown in the si~nplest block diagram detection of a clock pulse initiates the operating cycle. 
form in Fig. 14. Operating in true bit-serial mode, the The leading edge of thv clock pulse activates the appro- 
memory shares a single redd amplifier and single digit priate timing generators (Fig. 15) and the follo\ving 
driver over all digit lines. signals appear' : 
b. Sequence of operation. Refer to Fig. 15. After appli- (1) A I-+s potver and address timing pulse (ADT) from 
cation of power, the sequence begins with a clear ii~put the voltage regulator switch to word switches A 
rod B and to digit .switch D. 
(2) Initial delay timing (IDT) which is a 500-11s delay 










(3) A 1.6yS marker p ~ ~ l s e  timing (MPT) which oper- 
ates the bit counter control circuit to provide high 
current output drive capability through the bit 
counter flip-flop that is in the ready state. 
On the trailing edge of IDT, a 270-11s word pulse tim- 
ing (WPT) signal is started (Figs. 16 and 17). This, in 
turn, triggers a word pulse generator (WPG) wliich yields 
a current pulse 200 mA in amplitude and 270 ns in 
duration. The WPG signal is necessary to drive the 
Fig. 14. Functional block diagram for engineering appropriate word line through the selected u ord switches 
model NDRO memory system A and B (Fig. 15). The system is now ready for read or 
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INPUT LINES- SW/:,-&ES 16 SELEC MATRIX I ION 256  WORDS MEMI)RY ARRAY (16 x 16) r)Cl BITS EACrl 
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4 PAIR 
READ 
4 D & AMPLIFIER 
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NETWORK 
DAT4 
2 PAIR ADDRESS INPUT LINE: @, 0U;'PUT 
Fig. 15. Engineering model memory system 
Read operation. Assuming the E/W lirie is at the cor- 
rect level, a read gate in the selected D switch (Fig. 18) 
is activated to forward-bias digdes in the digit selection 
transformer matrix (Dl  or D2), thus opening a transrnis- 
sion path between a digit line and the read amplifier. 
The timing network generates a strcbe pulse (Figs. 16 
and 17) for th~: shaping network amplifier coincident with 
the arrivql of the readback signal from the plated digit 
wire. (','his readout voltage is a result of current in the 
word line which induced a voltage in the plated wire.) If 
signal polarity at strobe time indicates a one, a l - r~  data 
output pulse is immediately started. No data output ~ u l s e  
is generated for a zero. The entire read operation has 
required less than. 1 ps, and shortly after the termination 
of WPT, power is removed from the A, B, and D switches. 
The bit counter advances on the trailing edge of the 
MPT and all circuits return to standby cor~dition. When 
the leading edge of the next clock puke is detected, the 
read cycle is repeated. 
Write operation. When write is specified by the R/W 
Ilne, the memory responds exactly as it does in the read . 
'Waveforms shown on Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 16. Timing block diagram 
I 
mode, with one exception. A 330-ns digit c~r ren t  pulse 
(DWT) (Figs. 16 and 17) is generated coincident with 
the word currcnt pulse. Polarity of digit current is deter- 
mined by the sense of the binary bit to be stored, and 
t h i ~  sense is a function of the vultage level on the input 
data line. A buffer stage tiansfers the illcoming data to 
the digit driver (Fig. 15). The diglt driver will drive the 
current pulse through the selected D switch, then to 
the dlgit matrix transforr-ler and throogh the appropriate 
plated digit wire. After ter ination of word and digit 
current, power is removed as in rehd operation. The bit 
counter advances as ir! read operation; ail circuits return 
to standby and await the next clock pulse. 
5. Breadboard Test Results 
a. Enuironmental. Proper electrical operation was vcri- 
fied over the temperature range of - 10 to +RS0C. Shock 
and vibration testing of the memoly planes was per- 
formed (planes in nonoperating condition), and the re- 
sults were satisfactory. 




b. Sterilization. The Polymer Research Section (382) 
of JPL conducted sterilization testing.' A memory plane 
BIT C C U N ~  




I 1 19 17 
I 
--- 
'JPi Specification \OL-50563-ETS was used as t h r a  defining tloc~l- 
ment. 
I 
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Fig. 17. System timing diagram 
\\as tcstvd in accordance with the type approval reqvire- 
mcbnts. Basicall>:, the test consisted of subjecting the 
plnnc, to cthylcnc oxide (ETO) decontaminstion environ- 
ment; this was follo\ved by a period of storage in a dry 
hcxt stc>rilii.ation chamber. Po~t-test evaluation revealed 
the RTV-615 silicone lubber potting compound (encap- 
sul;int for memory planes) to be extremely degraded, 
with csst~ntiiilly no adhesion to the substrate (printed 
circ~iit hoard). Dcgradatiori of the RTV-615 was advanced 
OUTPUT 













Fig. i 8. Simplified read signal selection diagram 
to the point of zero tc~tsile strecgth and elongation. How- 
ever, there was P I electrical dcgradaiion. 
It was later revealed that primer SS-4101 was used on 
the printed circuit board when SS-4120 should 'lave 
been used. The wrong primer accounted for loss of ad- 
hesion to the substrate. Processing errors during encap- 
sulation probably accounted for the degradation in tensile 
strength and elongation. New dummy potted sarn!~les 
of the memory plane were made using the correct primer 
and carefully controlled processing techniques. These 
specl-nens were then subjected to the same ETO and 
dry-heat sterilization tests. Post-test examination revealed 
none of the original problems; indeed, microscopic exam- 
ination fqiled to show any flaws in the exposed boards or 
castings. 
6. Future Activity 
The engineering model memory will be developed 
and qualified during the 1967 calendar year, with delivery 
scheduled for January 1968. This development is the 
second phase of a two-part contiact, the first of which 
yielded a working breadboard model. The technology 
impartation from the breadboard to the engineering 
model is expected to result in the creation of a memory 
capable of meeting Mariner Mars or Voyager-type mis- 
sion r e q u i r ~ m ~ n t s  
Reference 
1. Golomb, S. W., Scqucnccs With Rariomness Properties, Engineering Report 
6193, The hlai-tin Co., Ecgiceeririg Labol-atory, Baltimore, Md., June 14, 1955. 
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SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. Spectral Reflectance of Silicate Rock Powders, 
J. 0. Adams and A. I. Filice 
This study was undertaken lo provide an experimental 
basis for the geologic interpretation of spectral reflectance 
measilrements of planetary surfaces. The search for an 
understarldiiig of the spectral reflectance properties af 
large areas of terrain h.:s led to an investigation of silicate 
rocks in granular to powdered form. The deserts of the 
earth, when viewed from an aircraft or from space, typ- 
ically are seen to be mantled with soil, alluvium, talus, 
and other types of particulate debris, rather than vast 
expanses nf fresh, solid rock. Suroeyors and Lunur Or- 
biters ' I.\e confirmed earlier predictions that much, if 
not all, !I the surface of the moon is co\,?red with par- 
ticulate material ranging iil fize from huge blocks to fine 
powder. Also, the dust storms on Mars suggest a surface 
mantled by particulate rock material. 
In this laboratory study of particulate rocks, chs~lges 
in the waveiength distribution of reflected light were 
measured as functions of rock composition and miner- 
alogy ?article size, particle shape, particle packing, 
and 1 gIe of illumination. The experimental results show 
that siIicate rocks in powdered form can be classified as 
belonging to the broad categories cf rock glasses, crystal- 
line acidic rocks, or crystalline basic-ultrabasic rocks, on 
the basis of spectral reflectance properties in the U.4- to 
2.0-& wavelength region. Distinguishing characteristics 
are the ratio of reflected light at 0.7 p k~ t l ~ t  at 0.4 p 
(here termed R / P ) ,  the change in R / B  with albedo, the 
maximum albedo of a rock p o d e r ,  and the occurrence 
of broad absorption bands in the reflectance spectra 
between 0.8 and 2.0 p.  Spectral rcflect~nce properties 
depend strongly on particle opa. ;ty, which in turn is 
cor.trolled by chemical composition, mineralogy, anil 
particle size; however, reflectance is also affected in a 
regular way by particle packing, particle shape, and 
illumination geometry. 
Thc broad classes of rock types can be distinguished 
most readily if the particle size can be estimated. This is 
facilitated in the case of unsorted pulverized rock (e.g., 
associated wit11 impact craters) because of the Frepon- 
derance of small (< 100 a) particles tl.at coat :he surfaces 
of the large particles, thereby imparting the properties of 
the small particles alone. On th- other haad, if rock 
composition is known, an estimate of particle size can be 
made from the spectral reflect~nce data. 
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It is concluded that under r r x t  geologic conditions a 
combination of several spectral reflectance pioper.ies is 
capable oc giving some gross-conlposition informaliot on 
silicate rock powders; in view of its potential usefulness, 
especially in pianetary exploration, this approach war- 
rants further development. 
A more complete account of the results of this study 
will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Journal of Geo- 
ph ys-ical Research. 
6. Cloud-top Pressure and Abundance of 
Hydrogen in the Atmosphere of Jupiter, 
J. E. Beckman 
The widths of methane absorption lines were measured 
to half-intensity from spectra taken with the A-camera 
coudC spectrograph of the 82-in. Struve telescope at the 
McDonald Observatory. These careful determinations in 
the 6,WA high overtone band enabled the cloud-top 
pressure for Jcpiter of 2.3 k0.3 atm to be found. If pre- 
dictions of more detailed scattering models are consid- 
ered, this i; a high limit. In any case, it preclrides a 
- hydrogen abundance of S!l hi-amagat obtained by 
Rank, et al. (Sef. l) ,  which would produce a cloud-top 
pressure of 6 atm even without the inclusion of other 
atmospheric constituents. A new hydrogen abundance 
of 68 2 1 5  km-amagat. derived from previous data of 
the author (Ref. 2), is suggested. The data of Rank, et al., 
are reinterpreted to produce a remlt lying between 
63 and 72 km-amagat, which is in very good agreement 
with the author's new- result. From the total pressure and 
the hydrogen aild methane abundances, new numerical 
. dundance ratios for H: He: C:Ne ale derived for the 
dpper atmo5phere of the planet. 
A more detailed account of tbis work will appear in 
the August 1967 issue of the Astrophysical Iournol. 
C. Use of the Visible and Near-IR Spectrum 
in Analysis of the Lunar Surface, A. 1. Firice 
1. Introduction 
The visible and near-IR spectrum of solar energy re- 
turned f ro3 the surface of the mmn has been analyzed 
by four principal methods: 
(1) Phutometry. 
These ;our techniques and their ak ;!icarion to the anal- 
ysis of the nature of the lunar surface are discussed. 
2. Photometry 
Lunar phc tometry consists or' measuring intensity and 
angular dependence of the visible spectrum of :ight 
returned from the moon. This parameter can be measured 
at various phase angles and in different locations on the 
lunar surface. The variation of reflectivity with lighting 
and viewing angle is expressed mathematically as a 
photometric function. Photometric studies have shown 
the moon to be a target that has no limb darkening, and 
has a photometric function characterized by a rapid 
increase in reflectivity or backscatter at or near 0-deg 
phase angle' which is independent of the lunar latitude 
at which it is measured (Fig. 1). Average albedo values 
for the lunar surface range from 0.070 for the maria to 
0.115 for the highlands, where that value is the fraction 
of the incident light which is reflected. Minimum values 
oi arcund 004 are recorded for certain flooded craters 
(Billy, Grimaldi) and maximum values around 0.15 for 
the large, bright, ralsd -raters {Tlcho, Copernicus). 
Small, bright craters on the inaria with albedos as high 
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Fig. 1. Brightness (van Diggelen) 
Interpretation of the photometric properties of the 
lunar surface has been difficult because, und recently, 
no terrestrial analogs could. be found that would success- 
fully reproduce the lunar charac;eristics. These are: 
(1) Very low albedo. 
(2) Strong backscatter at 0-deg phase angle. 
(3) Independence of brightness functions with latitude. 
'This occurs when the direction of illumination and observation 
coincide. The full moon observed from earth approximates this 
geometry. 
2. Kopal, personal communication. 
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The early investigators Orlova (Ref. 3), van Diggelen 
(Ref. 4), and othcrs, were able to match the albedo of 
the nt30n with various materials such as volcanic ash and 
cinders, but they could not reproduce the strong back- 
scatter (Fig. 1). Van Diggelen (Ref. 4) was the first 
to reproduce the complete curve whm, in the course of 
investigating many kinds of materials, he used a dark 
sponge-like lichen. 
Hapke (Ref. 5) subsequently reproduced the lunar 
photometric curve by working with fine powders sifted 
into a very porous configuration, which he termed "fairy 
castle" structure. The irnporta~lt observation here is that 
in order to match the lunar photometric function, one 
must use a porous sample; a porous structure has many 
light traps and exhibits about the same amount of re- 
flecting surfaces for any viewing direction. The photc- 
metric properties are independent of the chemical or 
mineralogical composition of the surface, because lichen 
(a v e ~ y  unlikely material on the moon), as well as a basalt 
powder. can adequately reproduce the pllotometric clirve 
of the moon. 
Because of Hapke's work it has been assumed by 
many that a Sne (7 4OPj porous surface layer must exist 
on the moon in order to account for the !unar photo- 
metric characteristics. Rangers VZZ, VZZI, and IX, as well 
as Lunu ZX and Sumeyor I have only provided additional 
information over which to debate the existence of a dust 
layer on the moon. However, Sutveyor I has shown many 
particles 7 5006 the resolution limit of its camera 
system. 
Recently, Oetking (Ref. 6) has shown that the strong 
backscatter near 0-deg phase angle is not peculiar to the 
lunar surface. It is exhibited by most terrestrial s ~ l t  
stances, including standard diffusing surfaces, when ob- 
served with an instrument of small aperture. 
Halajian (Ref. 7) has now removed the necessity that 
the lunar surface must he fine grained, less than 40 p. By 
employing a photometer approximately 10 m high, he 
was able to enlarge his sample area to approximately 
7.5 cm in diameter, as opposed to Hapke's photometer 
which would only sample an area approximately l.3 cm 
in diameter. Halajian verified that any porous surface 
will reproduce the lunar photometric function if the 
albedo is low. This includes furnace slag, coarse-grained 
volcanic cinder (1 mm to 2 cm), scoria, sea coral painted 
black, and metallic meteorites. Sea cork! painted black 
actually exceeds the backscatter of the lunar surface, 
possibly placing an upper limit on the lunar roughness. 
A value of 70% porosity and a low albedo were found 
to be the criteria necessary !o reproduce the lunar photo- 
metric curve according to Halajian. It now becomes obvi- 
ous from the multitude of materials which reproduce the 
lunar photometric function that the following cannot be 
uniquely inferred from eartii-Sased photometric analysis: 
(1) Chemical composition. 
(2) Particle size. 
(3) Surface roughness (macrostructure). 
(4) Stn~ctural homogeneity. 
(5) Interparticle cohesion. 
(6) Depth of surface layer. 
(7) Bearing strength. 
3. Polarimetry 
The measurement of the polarization properties of the 
lunar surface has been pursued by many invt~tigators, 
but the first precise work was done by Lyot (Ref. 3) with 
a highly sensitive polarimeter of his own design. He 
examineu the whole disk and showed that the light 
returned from the lunar surface is lineariy polarized, and 
that the directions of polarization n~axirna are always 
exactly perpendicular or pzallel to the plane of obser- 
vation. (No elliptical polarization has been detected for 
the moon.) 
Intensity of polarization is defined as P = (I, - Z,/I, +- lZ) 
or the ratio of polarized light to total light, whdre I, is 
the intensity of the horizontal vibration component and 
I2 is the intensity of t t e  perpendicular vibration compo- 
nent. Polarization is phase-dependent (Fig. 2). At 0- and 
PHASE ANGLE, dog 
Fig. 2. Polarization (Wright, Dollfus) 
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23-deg phase angle there is no polarization. Negative 
polarization (parallel to the plane of vision) occurs be- 
tween 0 and 23 deg with a maximum of 0.012 at 11 deg. 
Positive polarization (perpendicular to the plane of vision) 
occurs between 23 deg a7d the limit of observation at 
approximately 160 deg, with a maximum which i ,  vari- 
able in intensity and phase angle from 0.066 to 0.088 deg 
and from 95 to 110 deg. 
Polarizat; .. i s  observed to be inversely proportional to 
the albedo 01 region, the continents giving 
rather consistent minimum values and the maria giving 
more variable maximum values. Also, polarization at a 
given phase angle is independent of position on the lunar 
surface in areas of similar albedo. 
Laboratory investigations of polarimetrir properties of 
materiais were carried out by Lyot (Ref. 8). but Dollfus' 
work (Ref. 9) is more recent and complete. Dollfus found 
that neither specularly reflecting nor roughened diff LIS~P: 
surfaces would reproduce the peculiar polarization cvr . e 
of tile moon. As b: spec~!ar surface he used quartz sand- 
store, and for the diffusing surface he used coarse vol- 
-.I canic fragments. In all cases, the positive polarization 
was too high ar,d the negative polarization too low. Also, 
the inversion point as well as the inax!'mum and minimum 
points failed to coincide with the lunzr curve. 
Both Lyot and Dollfus found that finely powdered 
opaque substances will reproduce the polarirnetric curve 
of the moon. \'olcanic ash of the proper albedo can 
duplicate the curve almost exactly. Dollfus stated that 
it is the intricate nature of the surface structure that 
allows the volcanic powdei to produce the observed 
poiarization, and he stated that the fine grain size is a 
key factor in obtaining this structure. He concluded that 
the moon must be covered with ash, lighter in the high- 
lands and darker in the maria. 
It appears that the interpretation of polarimetric 
phenomena is subject to the same pitfalls that obstruct 
the interpretation of photometric data. Since both pol- 
arization and photometric measurements are apparently 
governed by the same sample parameters, it would seem 
likely that the polarization data of the moon will parallel 
photometric data in that they offer no unique information 
in the study of the characteristics of the lunar surface. 
From recent polarimetric and spectrophotometric bb- 
servations of the moon, Gehrels, et al. (Rpf. lo), have 
drawn some interesting conclusions as to the nature of the 
lunar surface. They observed an opposition effect, or a 
brightness surge, for extremely smail phase angles and ? 
"reddening" (increased red versus blue wavelength en- 
ergy return) at large phase angles. The near-zero phase 
measurements were made during an eclipse. The maxi- 
nlum polarization values at near-zero phase are 0.13 and 
C.27 lor the maria and the highlands, respectively. Their 
2olarization curves agree with those of Lyot for c,*.e- 
lengths near 0.54 p, but polarization is greater for 
wavelengths near 0.36 + and less for wavelengths near 
0.94 p. 
By applying Hapke's photometric function to their data, 
Gen,.els, et al., postulate a tenuous ionic surface cloud of 
volume density 0.05 with a thic1iness of 0.06 mm, com- 
posed of particles with a radius of 0.8 p and separated 
from each other by 10 p. They stated that this model ex- 
plains all photometric and polarimetric properties of the 
moon and asteroids. A seri,,ils drawback to this hypothesis, 
however, is that particles of the hypothesized surface layer 
mrst have 2 refractive index of -- 1.3, which is too low for 
any rocks and would require an ice surface. 
Recent experimental and theoretical work 5y Halajian 
(1965) and Hapke (1963) has shown that the model :f 
Gehrels, et al., does not reproduce the photometric func- 
tion of the moon. Furthermore, Halajian's work with 
slag, sea coral, etc.. has shown that al! the ph3tometric 
obseivations of Gehrels, et al., can be duplicated without 
calling upon a tenuous cloud of any sort. It remains to be 
seen whether the tenuous cloud is needed to explain 
polarimetr;, data. 
4. Luminescence 
The feasibility of detecting and measuring luminescent 
energy from the lunar surface has been investigated by 
Nash (Ref. l l ) ,  Greenman, et al. (Ref. 12), and others. 
Laboratory results on different rock samples lead these 
authors to the following conclusions: 
(1) In general, most of the luminescence occurs at the 
visible and near-ultraviolet wavelengths. 
(2) The acidic igneous rocks (granitic) show the great- 
est luminescence efficiency, aild the basic (basaltic) 
rocks the least. 
(3) Luminescence spectra of samples are generally 
broadband and fedtureless, and intensity generally 
decreases with decreasing grain size. 
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(4) Excitation efficiencies of X-ray, electron and proton 
induced luminescence are so low (< 5 X as 
to preclude their use in any lumi escsnce measure- 
ments for the moon. 
(5) UV-energy is the only stimulus with excitation 
efficiency (-- 1%) sufficient to produce detectable 
luminescence with present instrumentation for 
lunar observation. 
Greenman, et al. (Ref. 12), state that on the sunlit side 
a mebs . -..ble signal must be detected against a high 
1 background (visible reflected light), whereas on the dark 
side a very small signal (due to low incident radiation 
energies) must be detected against essentially no back- 
ground. 
The cibservational data concerning lunar lumb~escence 
have been -.viewed by Ney, et al. (Ref. 13), who conclude 
that only the spectroscopic evidence can be taken to sup- 
port the reality af luminescence. They offer alternative ex- 
planations for the anomalo~:~ alberl,: variations of certain 
craters (van Diggelen, Ref. 14) and the interference filter 
photography work of Kopal and Rackham (Ref. 15). 
The most thorough spectrometric observations of the 
moon to date have been made by McCord (Ref. 16), who 
measured variations in the depths of the H and K 
Fraunhofer lines. The measurements were conducted 
over a SIX-month period and under a \vide variety of 
lighting conditio -, at different locations on the moon. 
- 
McCord states that no line depth variations correspond- 
ing to greater than 5% increase in nonsolar radiation 
were detected, and variations of 2% were only infre- 
quently detected. Variations of 0.5 to 2% oc~urred more 
frequently and varied with time an& location on the 
lunar surface. The author conc11-des that the variations 
in line depths resulted from victi>Ie .-lnission occurring 
on or near tlle lunar surface. Alsc, the aI.lthor states that 
the more frequent variatiorls (0.52%) oi intensity may 
have two possible explanatit~ns: 
changes with phase angle. Unfortunately, much work in 
spectrophotomtatr has been only semiqumtitative. Almost 
every investigator has used his own approach as to what 
parts of the lunar srlrface should lw measured. Cnnse- 
qllently. one cannot utili;rc. fully the previous spcctropho- 
tometric investigations because of the nonsyste~natic 
lliethnd of data acquisition. A \vide variety of observing 
conditions, instruments, and systellls further complicate 
thc intercomparison of lunar color data. h1~1ch controversy 
~ \ ~ t . r  he redness and blueness of a particular lunar area has 
arisen because of the above-mentioned difliculties in pre- 
vious spectrophotonietry. Standard wavelengths of mea- 
surement as well as narrow JA intervals would be of great 
value in improving the usefulness of lunar color data. 
Several intercsting properties, however, have been 
odtected by observers using rhotographic and photo- 
electric techniques to measure various parts of the lunar 
visible svectrum. (Although these differences are small, 
they are real as evidenced by similar results of many 
investigators.) A summary of the lunar data discussed by 
Adams (Ref. 18) is give11 below: 
(1; Visible spectral response is a broad continuum 
with red wavelenb.hs (-0.7 p) reflecting stronger 
than blue - 0.04 p )  wavelengths. 
(2) Radlova (Ref. l9), Barabashtv, et al. (Ref. 20). and 
7 eifel' (Ref. 21) have all co~firmed that, in general, 
the brighter (higher albedo) lunar areas are the 
redder. 
(3) Gehrels, et al. (Ref. lo), found a systematic linear 
increase of redness with increase in phase angle to 
about 40-45 deg. 
(4) Tull (Ref. 22) gi\.es a spectral curve from 0.91 to 
1.54 p of hlare Tranquillitatis, and Moroz (Ref. 23) 
gives curves f ~ o m  0.35 to 2.2 p of maria and high- 
lands. They all show minimums around 1.0 p. 
Recent laboratory investigations in the visible and 
near-IR spectrum by Adams and Filice (Ref. 24) have 
duplicated the observed spectrophotometric properties 
mentioned above by using basic and ultrabasic samples (1) Solid mineral luminescence caused by composi- 
of varying particle size. The albedo range (.- 0.07-0.30) tional differences with luiu r area, oi 
as well as the albedo-redness relationship and the mini- 
(2) Several different line-filling phenomena occurring mum qt 1.0 p are reproduced in the samples used. Other 
on or near the lunar surface. rock types (granites, rhyolites, tuffs, tektites, pumice, 
obsidian, etc.) failed to meet one or more of the criteria 
listed for the moon. Other parameters such as packing and 5. Spectrophotometry particle shape were examined, but particle size was found 
As early as 1911, Miethe and Seegert (Ref. 17) reported to be the critical parameter that affects spertral response 
- .  
and recorded lunar color differences as well a s  color of powders of a given composition, 
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Adams, corn~:\~ing the data of Adams and Filice with 
similar S ~ t a  i1,r the moon, has concluded that the whole 
visible portion of the moon is compatible with a basic 
ultrabasic colnpo.,ition. He snggests that the albedo 
difference between the maria and highlands may be due 
to a different mean particle size, the maria being younger, 
darker, and coarser; the highlands being older, brighter, 
and of finer particle size. 
D. Linear Martian Features on Mariner IV 
Frames 3 and 1 1, j .  Negus deWys 
Present knowledge of the Martian surface a strongly 
dependent upon what is gleaned from Jlariner IV photo- 
graphs. Only frames 3 and 11 arc considered here. 
Frame 3 (Figs. 3a and 3b) is betn..pn 5 and 15ON lat in 
the Amazonis desert area; frame 11 (Figs. 4a and 4b) is 
between 30 and 35"s lat in a semi-dark area. In addition 
to the dense cmtering, several types of linear markings 
are apparent: 
(1) A gross northwest-scutheast and northeast- 
southwest pattern of fairly straight lineations is 
- 
present in frame 11. Picture elements represent 
- 1.2 krr. Thus these larger features are --. 1 to 
5 km in width and may he traced across the entire 
frame. These could be tectonic features with ac- 
companving \.olcanics in the northeastern quadrant 
of the frame. 
(2) A finer linear pattern in the same directions i!: 
*risible with both dark and light components. These 
are - 1.2 km wide and average - 6 to 7 km long. 
Both the gross and fine patterns cut across craters 
and appear on the floors, rims, and surrounding 
terrain. 
(3) A third type of linear pattern appears to meander. 
Examples are well exhibited in the northtvrft 
comer of frame 3 and i~ :  the northwest comer cf 
fra1r.e 11. In the former, a dendritic pattern is also 
exemplified. The three main natural materials 
which show gross meandering patterns on earth 
are glaciers, water, and lava (where following a 
previously shaped valley); combination of rock or 
particles with one of the foregoing is also possible. 
At the presently accepted hlartian surface pressure 
----- LIGHT LiNEAR FEATURES 
- DARK LINEAR FEATURES 
Fig. 3. Mariner IV frame 3: (a) - 5-lSON lat over Amazonis desert area; one picture element - 1.2 km; 
sun angle 14 deg from zenith; (b) tracing of some visible linear features 
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----- LIGHT LINEAR FEATURES 
- DAPK LINEAR FEATURES 
bag. 4. Mariner lV  frams 1 1: (a) - 30-3S0S lot over semidark area; one picture element -- 1.2 km; 
sun angle 47 deg from zenith from narth; (b) tracing of some visible linear features 
of 9 k 4  mb, liquid water is not possible. It is pos- 
sible to form a simulated meander pattern with 
over!-.?ping crater rims. 
(4) Radial lines around white patches we seen in 
frame 11. Frequently white areas occur with dark 
central dots (1.2 krn). This partly white area in 
frame 11 in the northeast comer may be frost. 
Frame 3 also shows radial lines with concentric 
rings in the northwest comer. 
(5) Arcuate light markhgs are observed in the extreme 
northwest of frame f3. .Is this is in the so-called 
desert area, these features may represent large 
dune configurations. 
(6) Unusual or combination effects might be another 
category. 
Linear features shown in Figs. 3b and 4b are examples 
only, and are not intended to repl.esent complete tracings 
of linelr features. Further interpretation is not proposed 
at this time. This is a very preliminary representation 
of a study of linear features on hariner IV photographs. 
Dr. H. T. U. Smithn is collaborating in this work; inde- 
pendent tracings are being used to verify features, 
'Chairman of geology at University of Massachusetts, Arnherst, 
Mass., and specialist in geomorphology and photogeology. 
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~ ~ > ~ l u i d  Physics 
SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. The Density Disturbance ;.head of a Sphere 
in Rarefied Supersonic How, D. A. wrrsse// 
The nature of the flow upstream of a blunt body in a 
supersonic stream is strongly dependent upon the ratio 
of inertial to viscous fo~ces; i.e., the Reynolds number Re. 
For large Re, the disturbance is characterized by a dis- 
continuous shock wave standing close to the body (in- 
viscid solution), while for small Re the shock wave is 
replaced by a smooth disturbance which extends far 
upstream (free-molecular solution). The transition of the 
flow be.ween these two limiting solutions is the subject of 
the present experimental study. 
The experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
Spherical models are sting-mounted in either a M = 4.2 
SUPERSONIC NOZZLE ELECTRON-GUN 
m 
ELECTRON BEAM 
X-RAY L Y U  MATOR PLATES 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 
Fig. 1. khomatic of tho oxporimant 
(nominal Mach number) nitrogen stream, or a M = 3.8 
argon stream. Re (based sn free-stream propefiies and 
body radius) is varied by changing 'both the model size 
and the total pressure of the flow. A 15-kV, 10- to 100-pA 
electron beam passes through :he sting and discharges 
through a ?4-mm orifice at the body nose. The beam 
electrons produce a small amount of X-radiatio~. through 
collisions with the flowing gas atoms. This radiation is 
measured along the axis in front of the body by tra- 
versieg a proportional counter equipped with colli 
mating plates. At each position, the total number of 
ph~tons with energies between 2 and I5 kV is counted 
over a preset time ir?!erval. Calibrhtions have shown that 
this output is linearly related to the local gas density for 
the conditions erlcountered in the experiments, and that 
the magnit~de of the X-ra/ flux agrees with theoretical 
predictions. 
Some early results are showti in Fig 2, where stagnation- 
streamline data are presented for a %-iil. radius spnere 
operated in nitrogen with Re = 100. Data were taken with 
the body water-cooled (body temprshre Tb = flow total 
temperature To), and with the budy liquid-nitrogenemled 
(TI, = 0.28 To). The ordinate was obtained by counting 
X-rays for a time kterval sufficient to give at least 1W 
counts when the detector was looking at the undisturbed 
stream (10-40 s). The background noise of the detector 
system, 1 to 5; counts/s, is significant only for the longer 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
01 I I I I 
0.5 0 4  0.3 0 2 0.1 C -0.1 
DETECTOR POSITION, in. from body 
Fig. 2. Stagnation dreamline data for a sphere in 
nitrogen: Re = 100; M = 4.4; R = '/I in. 
time intervals. The location of the model nose is given 
by the midpoint of the signal cutofi on the data profiles 
(this was verified by observing the X-ray signal from a 
0.001-in. wire taped over the model orifice). The cooled 
model data of Fig. 2 were obtained with a 0.1-mm 
collimator spacing, while the uncooled points were for a 
0.25-mm spacing. The uncooled data exhibit a somewhat 
broader cutoB, and thus poorer resolutiori; however, the 
resalution w?.s still sufficient to ensure an undistorted 
upstream profile. 
All of the profiles exhibit a small residual signal for 
locations behind the model nose, such as may be seen 
in Fig. 2. Experiments have shown that this is attrib- 
utable to backscattering off the model surface, and it 
should have no effect on the measurements in front of 
the model. A check on the effect of the beam orifice war 
provided by drillillg the orifice out to either a 1- or 1.5mm 
diameter. The X-ray profiizs were altered only at stations 
closer than one orifice diameter from the model iurface; 
consequently, data points closer than one orifice diameter 
are not used for the final profiles. 
Results for nitrogen are collected ir. Figs. 3 and 4. 'The 
Re = 30, 50, and 200 profiles were taken with a %-in.- 
radius model, and the 100 and 400 with a %-in. model. The 
background noise has been sut:-acted from each count 
and the number divided by the mean upskeam count to 
give the density ratio p/p,. The contintnum solution 
(Re = oc) and the free-molecular solution (Re = 0) are 
Fig. 3. Density distribution along the stagnation streamline of spheres for various Re in nitrogen: 
Tb  = To; M = 4.2 (Re = 0 and Re = m curves are calculated1 
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Fig. 4. Density distribution along the stagnation streamline of cooled spheres for various Re in nitrogen: 
Ta = 0.26 To; M = 4.2 (Re = 0 and Re = oc curves are calculated) 
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shown for comparison. It is seen that the measurements 
cover a range of Re  that includes features of both limit- 
ing solutions. 
Similar measurements are now being completed in 
argon. Various ways of correlating the data are being 
explored; however, the experimental profiles will be used 
principally as a definitive check on the theoretical models. 
Present plans are to compare the results with two diffrrent 
numerical solutions, one based on a Monte Carlo model 
(Ref. 1) and the other on approximation t . ~  the Navier- 
Stokes equations (Ref. 2). 
6. The Stability of Viscous Three-Dimensional 
Disturbances in the Laminar Compressible 
Boundary Layer. Part I, L. hi. Mack 
In SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, pp. 277-281, a detai!ed derivation 
was given of the viscous stability equations for a three- 
dimensional disturbance, or more precisely, an oblique 
plane-wave disturbance, in a two-dimensional mean flow. 
It was shown that in a rotated coordinate system (called 
the tilde sy~temj where the x-axis is parallel to the wave 
normal, the equations of motion are almost identical to 
the equations for a two-dimensional disturbance in a 
two-dimensional mean flow. Only the components of the 
free-stream Mach number and Reynolds number in the 
x-direction appear in the transformed equations, which 
differ from the two-dimensional equations only in having 
two additional dissipation terms in the energy equation. 
One of thest terms can easily be included in the two- 
dimensional equations, but the inclusion of the other term 
increases the order of the equations from six to eight. 
If it can be demonstrated that the neglected dissipa- 
tion term has little influence on the results for a certain 
range of Mach a l ~ d  Reynolds numbers, then the sixth- 
order system can be used for three-dimensional calcu- 
iations in this range without the complication of going 
to the eighth-order system. The dissipation terms, in the 
tilde coordinates and w.ith the reference velocity the 
free-stream velocity in the x-direction, are 
It is the last term that must be dropped in the sixth-order 
system because it requires the use of the z-mr.nentum 
equation for z'. 
Dunn (Ref. 3) has presented an argutlent that estab- 
lishes orders of magnitudes for the various terms of the 
stability equations. In his view, all disturbar~ces other than 
o' are of the same order of magnitude, with y-derivatives 
of disturl)ances one order of magnitude larger than the 
disturbances themselves and x-derivatives of disturbances. 
Consequently, the last dissipation term is of the same 
order ds ?p(du/dy) (?z/i.Y), the dominant term cf the 
other three. However, according to the inviscid theory 
i' and 2' have different behaviors both near the wall 
and near the critical layer. At the wall, 2 # 0 and "w' = 0, 
while at the critical point 2 has a stronger singularity 
than 2. Consequently, in the viscous theory one can 
expect the l?Z'/?y term to be dominant near the critical i 
point, and the G'Ry term to be dominant near the wall. 
The order-of-magnitude arguments are more sugges- 
tive than exact, and the only way to be sure of the effect 
of an individual term on the eigenvalues is through 
actual calculation. Two types of calculation were made 
in an attempt to assess the importance of the missing 
dissipation term. In the first, the effect of all the dissi- 
pation terms otht,r than the 22/?y term was obtained 
by setting D = 0. In the second, an estimate of the 
term itself was obtained by replacing GJ with its inviscid 
form, an approximation that is useful only under those 
circumstances where the inviscid solution is close to the 
viscous sol\,tion throughout most of the bollndary layer. 
The results obtained with D = 0 made quantitative 
the well-knnwn fact that dissipation has a small effect 
at low M u  'I numbers and high Reynolds rtumbers, and 
a larg3- cfi;.$:t at high hlach numbers and low Revnolds 
numbers. o~t R -- 1000, where R is the square root of 
the x-He~.nolds number, the change in the maximum 
ampliecatinn rate with D = 0 is 10% at hl ,  = 3.0 and 
25% at A i l  = 4.5. The results with the inviscid form 
of S?' show.ed the ?E'/Sy term to have a large effect at 
both low ind high Mach numbers, with a minimum 
effc ct of a lout 9% at MI = 3.0. The large effect at tilt: 
ln~v,.- Mac h nunibers can be disregarded because in this 
rang:, for the Reynolds numbers of interest, the viscous 
solution is far from the inviscid solution. A tentative 
conclusion can be drawn that results obtained from the 
sixth-order system are adequate for Reynolds numbers 
greater than 1000 and Mach ~ ~ r ~ m b e r s  l ss than 3. 
On t l ~ e  ba5is of this finding, the sixth-order system was 
used t~ calculate the time rate of amplification as a 
functioi of wave number, wave angle, Reynolds number, 
and Mscl~ nitmber in the indicated Mach and Reynold.; 
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number range. First, the maximum amplification rate 
was established as a function of wave number and angle 
at a fixed Mach number and Reynolds number. Then, 
with the wave angle fixed at the angle of maximum 
amplification, the amplification rate was computed as a 
function of wave number at several Reynolds numbers 
to establish what can be called the overall maximum 
amplification rate at a given Mach number. Actually, 
the latter computation should be done for several wave 
angles, because the wave angle for maximum amplifi- 
cation is itself a function of Reynolds number. However, 
in view of the approximate nature of the calculations 
this refinement was omitted. 
These results are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, 
the ratio of the maximum three-dimensional amplificaticn 
rate to the maximum two-dimensional amplification rate 
is plotted as a function of wave angle for R = 1500 and 
M ,  = 1.6, 2.2, and 3.b. The large value of this ratio at 
M, = 2.2 and 3.0 is a reflection of the low two-dimensional 
amplification rate rather than any important change in 
the three-dimensional amplification rate. In Fig. 6, the 
ratio of the maximum amplification rate for the most 
- 
unstable wave angle at R = 1500 to the maximum inviscid 
WAVE ANGLE Jr, dog 
Fig. 5. Effect of wave angle on the amplification 
rate of first-mode three-dimensional 
disturbonces at R = 1500 
Fig. 6. Effect of Reynolds number on the maximum 
amplification rate of first-mode three- 
dimensional disturbances 
amplification rate is plotted as a function of Reynolds 
number for M ,  = 2.2 and 3.0 At M I  = 3.0, the maximum 
amplification rate is almost independent of Reynolds 
number, while at M I  = 2.2 the low Reynolds number 
maximum amplification rate is double the inviscid value. 
In contrast, a two-dimensional disturbance at low 
Reynolds numbers has over eight times the inviscid 
amplification rate. 
Now if the overall maximum amplification rate itself, 
and not s ratio, is plotted against M.ch number, it is 
found that from M I  = 1.5 to M I  = 3.0 the amplification 
rate is virtu2lly independent of Mach number and equal 
to about one-half of its value at M ,  = 0. The portion of 
this curve up to A!, = 2.2 has already been given in 
approximately correct form in SPS 37-42, Vol. IV. 
The above results should be in error by no more than 
10% according to the estimates described previously. 
However, the limitation of the sixth-order sy-tern to 
M ,  < 3 and R > 1000 is serious. In particular, the *e- 
striction to R > 1000 d ~ e s  not permit the important cal- 
culation to be made at any Mach number of the overall 
growth of a fixed-frequency disturbance as it passes 
through the unstable region. To correct these deficiencies, 
as well as to obtain exactly the im;,oitance of the 2' dis- 
sipation term, there is no alternative but to use the 
eighth-order system of equatitws. These equations re- 
quire the computer program to be changed, so that 
instead of integrating three linearly independent solu- 
tions, each solution consisting of a six-component vector, 
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and satisfying three boundary conditions at the wall, 
it will integrate four solutions, each solution consisting of 
an eight-component vector, and satisfy four boundary con- 
ditions at the wall. The changes required in the program 
as it is described in Ref. 4 are briefly presented below. 
The number of changes required can be kept to a 
minimum by using the stability equations in the tilde 
form. The eight dependent variables are 
- w - - N S  
2, = €J Z,, = f l  Z ,  = h 2, = h' 
'V 
where G, and h are the complex amplitude functions 
of the velocity fluctu~tions "u',;', 2, and ?r and 6 are the 
amplitude functions of the pressure and temperature 
fluctuations. The first four equations and the sixth equa- 
tion are unchanged from the sixth-order system (Ref. 4). 
The fifth equation has a changed term and a new term. 
These two terms are 
CV 
20(Y -- 1 ) MY tan IJ - d " ] ~  + 
dl 
The independent variable is r] = YdR,/~, the Blasius 
variable. The two new equations are 
The notation is that of Ref. 4. 
In the free stream, the first six equations are the same 
as with Z'= 0, and :he two new equations do not involve 
- 
Z, through 2,;. Therefore, three of :he four linearly inde- 
pendent solutions are unchangec from the sixth-order 
system. The fourth solution can be written by inspection, 
and is 
- - 
2:" = Z!" il,) exp { - [Ti2 + (1 - c)J% (l - 
N 
zy  = - [Z2 + icRc (1 - c) ] '+  Zy) (.r*) 
X exp {-["a + iiiR(1 - c)lbb(l - ln)} 
The other six components of the fourth solution are zero. 
The characteristic value - [5' + Gig (1 - c)]" is iden- 
tical to the already computed characteristic value of the 
velocity viscous solution. Because the original three solu- 
tions are unchanged, the subroutine VALVEC which 
computes the characteristic values and characteristic 
vectors can be left unchanged. The fourth solution is 
added in . subroutine SETDI, where the initial deriva- 
tives and clderences are computed, and the numbering is 
changed to account for having four eight-component vec- 
tors instead of three six-component vectors. 
The derivatives are calculated by multiplying the co- 
efficient matrix by the solution vector. In the subroutine 
AMAT, which computes the m?+:~x components, the 
additional components are addfd and the numbering is 
changed. The matrix multiplication subroutine MMULT 
requires only a change of subscript limit from 6 to 8. The 
integration subroutine also requires only subscript 
changes. The subroutine ZERO, which satisfies the two 
velocity boundary conditions at the wall, must now sat- 
isfy three velocity boundary conditions, .A renumbering 
of the previous components, addition of the proper com- 
ponents of the fourth solution, and changes of subsciipt 
limits to solve four instead of three linear algebraic 
equations are required. The logic of the main program 
is unchanged, as the eigenvalues are 5till found by a 
linear pert arbation scheme based on the boundary con- 
dition for the temperature fluctuation, Z-, (0) = 0. Only 
subscript limits must be changed. Finally, the program 
was revised in such a way that either the sixth-order or 
eighth-order system of equations can be used simply by 
specifying an input quantity to be either 36 or 48. This 
option is important, because to use the eighth-order sys- 
tem for two-dimensional problems would mean an unnec- 
essary waste of machine time. Nunierical results from the 
eighth-order system will be presented in a future issue of 
this volume. 
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XVI. Physics 
SPACE SCIENCES DIVISION 
A. The Polar Substorm-Flow of Magnetic 
Flux Tubes and Auroral Effects, G. ~ t k '  lnson 
Satellite results of the last few years have made it 
increasingly clear that the magnetosphere (Fig. la) may 
be considered as being composed of two types of mag- 
netic field lines: 
(1) Field lines that close'in the vicinity of the earth 
(see Fig. lb). These occupy a region that can be 
approximated by a toroid, and tend to have a 
dipole configuration. 
(2) Field lines in the geomagnetic tail (Fig. lc). These 
do not close in the vicinity of the earth, but are 
extended to great distances by the solar wind, 
forming two semicircular cylinders of oppositely 
directed magnetic flux, separated by a sheet of 
plasma called the neutral sheet. 
A knowledge of the transport processes for field lines 
between the two regions is necessary in understanding 
many of the observed occurrences in the magnetosphere. 
Two mzchanisms by which the solar wind transfers 
field lines from the region of closed field lines into the 
tail are commonly discussed in the literature. 
(1) 'Viscous mechanisms. The flow of solar wind around 
the sides of the magnetosphere causes a frictional 
or viscous-like drag on flux tubes near the bound- 
ary, and stretctes these into the tail. 
(2) Combination with the interplanetary field. I t  has 
h ~ m  suggested by Dungey (Ref. 1) that an oppo- 
sitely aligned interplanetary field line can connect 
with a field line at the front of the magneiosphere i 
and drag it into the tail (see Fig. 2). 
The return flow of field lines from the tail to the region 
of closed field lines probably occurs by recornhination 
across the neutral sheet. The theory that this recombb a- 
tion occurs impulsively, with each impulse causing a 
polar su5storm, has been independently suggested by 
Axford (Ref. 2), Dungey (Ref. 3), and Atkinson (Ref. 4). 
f 
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Fig. 1. The magnetosphere: (a) section through moon-midnight meridian; (b) oblique view of region of 
closed field lines; (c) tail field lines 
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n 
,,,-,-,---I Third s:age. The recombined field lines and plasma 
N 
------ 
flow ~ n t o  the nightside of the region of closed field 
lintls. This initial flow and adjustment is controlled 
the curvature in the field lines ptills the plasma out of 
the recombination region, allowing the recombination 
Fig. 2. Flow of field lines into tail by combination 







The polar substorm is an event that occurs every few 
hours and has a duration of about an hour. The two major 
effects associated with it are inter-se auroral activity and 
large geomagnetic disturbance, particularly at high lati- 
tudes. Both of these have a well-defined morphology that 
depends on local time. There are a number of other 
rate to increase. Thus, therc is an implosion of field lines 
1 into the neutral sheet. ?'?w energetics of the substorm 
I leads to the conclusion that  bout loR Wh of magnetic 
I flux recombine duri1.g t:~;. substorm. hluch of the enrrgy of the magnetic field that is annihilated is givt.11 to thc / particles. This implies that particles receive energies of 
1 several keV in agreement with the observed auroral 
manifestations of the substorm such as X-ray activiry 
under bright aurora, enhancement of ionospheric ioniza- 
tion, and magnetic micropulsations. In recent years, thew 
have been added to the above a number of satellite 
observations, including a rapid large-scale injection of 
plasma into the nightside of the magnetosphere, ar.d 
changes in magnetic field strength at some places within 
the magnetospliere simultaneous with the polar substorm. 
clectron energies. The bulge width during the filjt 10 mill 
implies that the recombination is confined to a slot 
6 or 7 earth radii wide (in thz east-wes( direction). I: is 
,----- proposed by Atkinson (Ref. 5) that the west edge of this 
slot propagates westward during the course of the sub- 
storm causing the westward traveling surge. 
The model oC polar substorms as proposed by Atkinson 
(Ref. 4) is essentially a flow sequence as follows: 
First stage. The solar wind drags magnetic field lines 
into the tail with a resulting increase in the total magnetic 
flux in the tail and a -:orage of potential energy. 
Sccond stage. The pola~ substonn begins when field 
lices start to recombine at the neutral sheet. Once a 
normal component is established across the neutral sheet, 
by hydromagnetic waves and consequent velocities. The 
extent of this flow is limited by the fact that these flux 
tubes have their "feet" in a conducting sheet (the ionc- 
sphere), which restricts t h i ~  initial rapid flow and retains 
a bulge on the nightside of the closed region. Thus, the 
closed region resembles a to~uicial coil with an excess of 
turns .,a the midnight section, and the outward bulge in 
the equatorial plane ;,laps along tield lines as a northward 
bulge into thc, polar cap, or more precisely, into the region 
inside the auroral oval. (The auroral arcs trace out an 
oval believed to contain the feet of the tail field lines.) 
The auloral arcs are observed to form such a northward 
bulge near midnight during a polar substolm. 
Fot:th stage. The fourtF stage in the flow is the flow 
of flux tubes around the magnetosphere as the 5ulgr: 
attempts to subside. (The actual growth or decay at any 
time depe~ds  upon the relative speeds of the third and 
tourth stages.) This motion is relatively slow becausc it 
involves the fiow of flux tube feet through the conducting 
iumsphere; i .~ . .  the E = - v X B fields necessary for 
such flows prndui,e dissipative currents in the ioxtosphere. 
it was proposed i. Ref. 6 !bat these crv-rents i ~ .  the high 
conductivity strips at the foot of the auroral arcs were the 
westward electrojet-the source of intense high latitud. 
magnetic disturbance. 
In Ref. 5, an approximate flow equation was developed 
and applied to the growth and decay of the bulge. The 
bulge was assumed symmetric in the east-west direption, 
and the curvature of the system was neglected. Tha two 
solutions to this problem s:,own in  fig^, 3 and 4 are for 
flows at the fret of flux tubes. To translate to A point 
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GLYCERINE I - 
Fig. 4. Analog model solution for flow 
300 1 1 I 
200 [ 4 0 o o s  ' I'd I t p t rn t 
o  1000 2000 3wo arcs. The initial growth of the bulge northward at veloci- 
--.- --- -  
krn ties of 1 km/s is followed by a slower subsidence and 
VELOCITIES ----+ I krn/s 
- 
Fig. 3. Computed time development of substorm bulge 
elsewhere on a flux tube, velocities and distances are 
multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the magnetic 
field strengths. The solution in Fig. 3 is a linearized 
approximation, and is probably the least accurate as it 
involves an incorrect boundary condition. However, it 
has the advantag? that a source . orm can oe included to 
study the growA5and subsidence of the bulge. The arrows 
show the predicted easterly flow velocities of flux tubes 
south of the oval, and the north-south velocity of the 
auroral arcs (the bulge). The shading indicates where 
fluid is being added to the bulge, and the shape is shown 
at jifferent tlmes in the substorm. 
The solution in Fig. 4 i s  an analog model solution and 
shows the flow (and Eow velocities in m/s) during the 
subsidence of the bulge. The velocities are a factor of 
1.5 to 2 10wei than observation indicates. In view of the 
vvertainty iil the parameters used (in particular the 
conductivity of the ionosphere) as well as the approxi- 
ma!: l~ature of the equations, the observations fall well 
within the probable error of the prediction. 
The observed growth and decay of the ariroral Sulge is 
shown in Fig. 5 (after Akasofu, Ref. 7) This shvws the 
north polar cap of the earth and the location of auroral 
east-west spreadicg at velocities of several hundred meters 
per second, in agreement with the predictions. An asyrn- 
metry can be seen to develop with the formation of a 
wave-like feature (the westward traveling surge) propa- 
gating to the west. Atkinson (Ref. 5) suggested that this 
represents further recombination of flux tubes as the west 
bou~dary of the recombination slot in the tail propagates 
westward. The general auroral activity inside the bulge 
is indicative that these flux tnl)es have just recombined, 
and contain energetic particles. some of which precipitate 
as amoral particles. These auroral patches thus provide 
a tracer for following the flow of a particular flux tube. 
From this the east-west observations of flow velocity 
are obtained. 
An independent method of observing magnetic flux 
tube velocities (using whistlers to obtain velocities in the 
outer magnetosphere) has been used by Carpenter and 
Stone (Ref. 8). Southward velocities of 700 m/s were 
observed in tha bulge during a substorm. Figure 3 pre- 
dicts southward velocities in the range 1000 to 2000 m/s 
during the expansive phase of the bulge (the rate of addi- 
tion of fluid, 2000 m/s, minus the northward velocity of 
the arc). in reasonable agreement with the whistler ob- 
servation. 
Thus, it can be seen that the model accounts in scme 
detail for the auroral effects of a polar substom]. The 
auroral forms; the auroral bulge shape, growth. and 
subsidence rates; the velocity of auroral patches; the 
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life of the facility. Thus, the Nuclear Physics Resc.~rch 
Croup at JPL selected as its main research instrument 
an accelerator cdpable of directly accelerating electrons 
and a variety of positive ions. In adtiition, by use of a 
suitable ion beam and target, neutrons c m  be produced, 
expanding the scope of the possible experiments. If 
these neutrons are slowed in a moderator, the accelerator 
becomes a source of thermal neutrons, similar to a small 
reactor. This summary discusses how the dynamitron 
accelerator at JPL is used as a source of thermal neutrons. (a )  J=O (b) r=O-5min 
( c )  J =S-I0 min ( d  T=IO-30min 
Fig. 5. Observed time development of substorm 
bulge (after Akasofu, 1964) 
auroral particle energy; and the total energy of the sub- 
storm are in agreement with the model. A further paper 
(Ref. 9) shows that there is agreement with the observed 
magnetic fluctuations over a wide range of latitudes and 
longitudes. 
8. The Dynamitron Accelerator as a Source 
of Thermal Neutrons, R.  H. Parker, E .  1. Haines, 
A. B. Whitehead, and W .  F.  Wegst 
Versatility is an important consideration in the design 
of a basic research facility. The emphasis of the effort 
may be expected to change many times over the useful 
The three elements for producing thermal neutrons by 
this method are the accelerator, the target, and the mod- 
erator. The dynamitron accelerates deuterons to an energy 
of 2.5 MeV, with currents up to 1.5 mA. The beam cur- 
rent is greater than that produced by most accelerators. 
The neutrons are produced when this energetic beam of 
deuterons strikes a beryllium target, causing beryllium 
nuclei to undergo nuclear transfonnation to boron and 
release a high velocity neutrol~. These neutlons emerge 
into a large tank of distilled water which slows them 
down to thermsl velocities. These thermal neutrons are 
then available for nuclear or radiation experiments. 
The high-current capability of the accelerator pre- 
sented some special problems in the design of the target. 
It was mounted on the end of the evacuated beam tube 
which protruded into the center of the water tank, and 
formed the membrane between the vacuum and the 
water. The target had to withstand the intense heat 
produced by power densities as high as 20 kW/cm2 from 
the deuteron beam. It was found, first by calculation and 
then by experiment, that this heat could best be dissi- 
pated into the water if the target backing was a coppcr 
disk 30 mils thick. Beryllium metal 3 mils thick was 
evaporated onto the copper prior to its placement at the 
end of the beam tube (Ref. 10). 
Tests were performed to determine the yield of thermal 
neutrons and t h ~ i r  angular distribution. The accelerator 
was operated at energies between 2 and 2.5 MeV, with 
beam currents of about 1.0 mA. Thermal neutrons were 
detected by the gold-foil activation technique. The gold 
activity was measured, using an end-window propor- 
tional counter, during a two-week interval. Identification 
of the half-life established that the activity was due 
solely to the activation of gold. These activities were 
used to calculate the flux of thermal neutrons at the gold 
foil. Corrections were made for the perturbation of the 
foil and for the background due to high energy neutrons 
and other sources of activation. 
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DEUTERON ENERGY, MeV 
Fig. 6. Thermal neutron production/cm2/s/mA of 
deuteron beam versus deuteron energy 
The results are summarized in Figs. 6 acd 7. Figure 6 
shows the optimum flux sf thermai lleuiroiij 2s 2 fi~nction 
of the energy of the deuterium ions. It is this flux that is 
available to an experimenter. The graph of flux rises very 
rapidly with enelgy, indicating that small increases in the 
available energy will substantially increase the neutron 
yield. Modifications to the accelerator are scheduled that 
will permit it to operate at 3 MeV. An increase of an 
order of magnitude in the available neutron flux may be 
realistically anticipated. Figure 7 shaws contours of 
thermal neutron flux as a function of position in the 
moderator. It is noted that the optimum position for 
experiment location is immediately behind the target and 
approximately 2 in.,~way. 
relation 
These thermal neutrons will he used in experin~ents 
which require large numbers of energetic heavy ions. 
The neutrons will produce fission fragments in a thin C(k) C+(kf) + C+(kt) C(k) = 8, 
uranium plate. The neutrons will also be used for activa- 
tion experiments and radiation effect experiments. where h,, is the Kronecker delta. 
Fig. 7. Thermal neutron production contours in 
moderator tank at  2.5-MeV deuteron energy 
C. The Algebra of Fermi-Dirac Operators and 
Its Application to the Muny-Body Problem, 
M. M .  Svffren 
One rn~i;:od used in the problem of determining the 
approximate ejgenstates of a man?.body system is the 
so-called 'equatian-~f-motion method (Ilef. 11). This 
method can be described in many ways, but the ol:e most 
useful utilizes the quantized wave field +(r). If we limit 
ourselves to ,;; particular many-body problem - that of 
the electron gas -- this field is the electron field. It is still 
more convenient to use this fidd in its momenturn space 
represent3tion 
(where V denotes the quantization volume, and the inte- 
gral is performed over this volume), and in this repre- 
sentation the field obeys the Permi-Dirac anticommutation 
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In the equation-of-motion method, we seek operators 
of the form 
to represent the electron-like excitations of the electron 
gas. We do this by requiring that 
which is to say that the operatms arc: eigenoperators 
of the Hamiltonian H in some ~pyroximate sense For 
the free-electron Hamiltonian, fcr exan de, the ?jk) are the 
C(k) themselves, and are exact eiken.~perators. For the 
plasma-like exc;tations, which exist only in the interacting 
electron gas. we seek operators of t l ~  firm 
These operators are in the so-called normally ordered 
form. Since these operators do not commute, calculations 
involving such products can become quite involved. In 
an attempt to simplify the computational difficulties, we 
have studied the algebra of such products in some detail. 
Although this study is reported in detail in Ref. 12, some 
of the results are mentioned here. 
We show explicitly that the algebra of N Fermi-L irac 
operators is equivalent to a simple matrix algebra of 
order 22N. We point cat that the operators in this algebra 
have a dual role as operators and as states. Most impor- 
tantly, we find a basis for the Fermi-Dirac algebra more 
convenient than normally ordered products. We choose 
as the basis the operators 
These are very nearly nom.ally ordered, except for the 
tern? (0) which denotes the expression 
and require tkat, for these, 
Thus far this method, the equation-nz-motion method, 
has been applied successfully only to the electron gas in 
the limit of high density (Ref. 11). However, the density 
of electrons in actual metals is comparatively low. We 
seek to extend the equation-of-motion method, therefore, 
to this more interesting range of density. 
In this method, one has always dealt with products of 
operators of the form 
where the product is ~aken over 2!l p. For operators in 
this basis we have a very simple form for products 
This expression for the product is simpler than that 
obtained for normally ordered operators. This basis also 
proves quite convenient l ~ h e n  expressing the Fermi-Dirac 
algebra as the Lie algebra L7(gS). The relation of Fermi- 
Dirac algebras to Clifford algebras and the relation of 
the Ferrni-Dirac algebra to the spin-representations of the 
orthogonal groups are also discussed in Ref. 12. 
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. ; :  XVII. Communications Systems Research , 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
A. Block Coding and Synchronization Study, 
J. Stiffler and A. Balakrishnan 
1. 0ptimv.lrn Tracking PSK Modulated Carriers, J. StiffIer 
a. Introduction. The received signal in a phase-shift- 
keyed (PSK) communication system typically has the form 
yl ( t ) = ( 2 ) ~ A s i n ( ~ , t + f l ~ + + ~ ( t ) ) + n ( t ) ,  ZT,<t<(l+l)T,, 
where n ( t )  is white, Gaussian zoise, T ,  is the symbol 
period, 8, = 2xj/n is one of the n possible symbol phases, 
and +, ( t )  is a random carrier phase shift. Edficient de- 
modulation of such a signal necessitates the capability 
of tracking this carrier phase deviation. In this article we 
propose a method for doing this based on the maximum- 
likelihood method of phase estimation. We assume the 
symbol timing is already kn0v.n. 
The principle is as follows: We first determine the 
probability density p (y l ( t )  I+). It is well known that 
for + = +,, and that 
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also for + = +,. Thus, the expected value of the derivative 
is a monotonically decreasing function of + in the vicinity 
of its true value, positive for + < +, and negative for 
4 > +,. This function can therefore be filtered and used 
to control the frequency of the oscillator producing the 
local replica of the carrier. Once the local and received 
carriers are "in-loci," the filtered signal f (+) should en- 
able the local osci'lator to track the received carrier as in 
an ordinary pha~e-locked loop. The optimum filter can 
be determined by the same methods used for ordinary 
loops. 
We will refer to the resulting phase tracking loops as 
"optimum" tracking devices. They are optimum in the 
same sense that a phase-locked loop is optimum. If the 
received carrier phase were constant, the optimum loop 
filter wculd weigh all the past equally. The loop would 
thus be forced to satisfy the equation 
B L A N K  
a P A G E  
Accordingly, it would be asymptotically unbiased and 
afficient (Ref. 1 ) .  If can change with time, the only 
remaining possibility is to choose the filter preceding the 
oscillator so a* to weigh the past in an optimal manner 
in determining the present phase-estimate. This is pre- 
cisely what is done in the determination of the optimum 
phase-locked loop filter. At &st plance, it might appear 
meaningless to attempt to track +,,/+,, ( t )  when Oj is also a 
random variable. But if the !ocal phase reference were 
perfect, 4, would be zero and 6 ,  could assume only one 
of n precisely known values. The irnperfed phase refer- 
ence causes a discrepancy between the values d j  is known 
to be able to have and the values it apparently does 
assume. In other words, 4, ( t )  simply causes a bias in the 
observied phases. If +, (t) can be assumed to vary slowly 
with time, remaining relatively constant over a number 
of T, second intervals, this bias can be estimated and 
removed. 
The maximum-likelihood estimate of the phase 4, on the 
basis of the signal yl ( t) ,  IT, < t  < ( 1  4- 1)  T,, is a solution 
of the equation 
We antend, however, that any + :$ satisfying the 
equation 
will also be a solution to Eq. ( 2 ) .  
To prove this statement, we expand the exponential b. The tracking loops and their perfor!nance. It is not 
difficult to show that the function p (y, ( t )  I + )  can be ex- of Eq. ( 1 )  in a power series, take the logarithm of the 
resulting expressions, and differentiate with respect to +, pressed in the form 
obtaining 
n 
P ( ! / I  ( t )  10) = ix exp ( 2 R  (a! (+) cos d i  + bl (4)  sin 6 , ) )  alogp (y, (t)14') - . .
J = 1  a+ 
( 1 )  
where R = A2TR/No, N o  is the single-sided noise spectral 2 $ [2R (a, (4)  cos el + b,  ($1 sin e j ) p  
v = o  density, i - 1  
a ,. 
al(4) = - y (t) (2)% sin ( ~ , t  + 4 )  dt 
and 
y ( t )  (2)5+ cos (act + 4 )  d:  We next observe that, for any se+ of functions f j  (+), with t; (4) = a f j l l a +  
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As a final manipulation needed in the proof of the sig- where 
nificance of Eq. (3), we rewrite ;he functior. 
nl = - y (t) (2)tn sin (I,,t dt 
in the form 
and 
a1 a s  (9, + 4)  -t pl sin (Oj + 4) (6) are both independent of +. The summation 
can then be written 
n 
2 (k,, + k,,sin(er + 4) + kelcos(Bj ++) + k,,~in2(8, - ' -+) + k,.,cosS(ej +&) + - + 
j:1 
+ kav sin (Oi + 4) + kc, cos v (8, + 4)) (81 
and is independent of 4 for all v < n. This follows because which yields 
j = 1 j = 1  
with cy (+) the complex conjugate of cl(+). Expanding 
the summand in a binomial series and interchanging the for all integers p, 0 < p < n, when Bi = 2~i /n .  Conse- 
order of summation, we obtain the function quently, equating ff  (+) and at (4) cos 8, + hl(+)  sin B,, 
we have established the following: 
- in3 (c, (4)P - (c: (4))" = 
(1) a/a+ E f;($) =Oforv =0,1,  . . . ,n - 1. 
i 
n3 
- 2 n  - 1 z (;)a: -"(+) by(+) (-l)(v-1"2 
v:l 
(10) 
A odd v (2) If 8/84 f ;  (4) = 0 for 4 = 4, then by recursion, 
i 
A If yl (t) = (2)'AAT, sia (o,t + 8 ,  + +,,) + n (t) is the sig- 
using Eq. (51, '/'4 Z f ;  (4) = $1 for 4 = 4, for nal received over the interval 17'. < t < ( 1  + , T . ,  then 
i 
A (3) Thus, Eq. (2) is identically zero for any + = 4, satis- 
fying Eq. (3), as war, to be shown. 
e l  (4) = cos 4' + n, 
br (+) = sin+' + nl j i i i  
Equation (3) can be expressed in a more convenient where 
form by making the substituiion +'= 90 - 4  + 0 ,  =q,? + Q. 
n, =- n (t) (2!."$ sir~ ((, , , t  + +) dt 
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and 
Thus, 
c'+' e - i + f  
cl (9) = - 2 + m,, c;(+)  = - 2 + m, 
where 
and 
- ins E {c; (+) 
n, + in, 
1T1, = , m 2 = m ;  
, :+ 
- (c; (+))~)  = Fsinn+' == 
Moreover, 
,," 
- 2"-1 sin n +, 
( l a )  






From Eq. (12) we conclude that one of the roots of the 
function (3) is indeed an unbiased estimate of 4,. In 
addition, from Eq. (13) the sign of the expected value 
of this function will be positive when the estimate + of 
+,, is less than +,, and negative when + exceeds +, so long 
as I+,, - 4 14 a/n. Accordingly, if this function itself 
after suitable filtering is used as the input to a voltage- 
controlled oscillator (VCO), the resulting device will be 
able to track the received r--rier phase. These PSK car- 
rier tracking loops are shov ! in Fig. 1 for 1-L - 2,3,  and 4. 
There are, of course, 2n - 1 other values of +, for 
which the expected values of Eq. (3) are zero. The ex- 
pecttXd value of the sec~nd derivative is negative for 
ti - 1 of these solutif~ns. indicating a total of n possible 
lock-in points. l'his would also be the situation if the 
acti~al maximum-likelihod estimator were used, since, 
as we have already observed, any soluti~n to Eq. (3) is 
also a solution to the maxim~m-likelihood equation. In- 
deed, the inC;.itability of this n-f, !d ambiguity is appar- 
ent from the very nature of the problem. 
Fig. 1. PSK carrier tracking loops: (a) n = 2, 
(b) n = 3, (d n = 4 
These carrier tracking !oops are suboptimum only be- 
cause the expected values of the derivatives of Eqs. (2) 
2nd (-1 are not necessarily equal. The true maximum- 
1:xelihood estimate might, therefore, have a smaller vari- 
ance. Nev~riheisss, when the signal-to-noise ratio R is 
small, the expansion (4) is well approximated by retain- 
ing only the first non-zero terms in both the numerator 
and denominator. In this case, thus, the two estimators 
are identical. The estimator based on the function (3) 
is therefore asymptotically optimum as R + 0. Moreover, 
as we shall see, this same estimator is also asymptotically 
optimuni at the other extreme when R+ oo. 
To analyze the performance of these loops we needed 
only observe that, when the bandwidth of the combined 
filter-integrator portion of the tracking loop is narrow 
relative to 1/T,, the following conditions hold: 
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The noise consists of a sequence of independcnt 
noise pulsGs of width T,. Thus, the noise spectrum 
at the loop filter input is of the form 
where of is the variance of the noise pulse ampli- Fig. 2. linear model of PSK carrier tracking loops 
tude. So far as the loop is concerned, the noise is 
white, therefore, with ;he two-sided spectral den- 
sity Sn (0) = dT,. 'Thus, the tracking loops are eq,.;valent to the linear 
model of Fig. 2. This is, of course, also the linear. model 
(2) The signal at the loop Input, when the tracking of an ordinary phase-locked loop when the receive+ sig- 
error is small, is approximately r~sl  has the amplitude n4/2"-I and the noise i:  white with 
the spectral density 4. Thus, we immediately conclude 
n4 that the phase error variance is 
A'+, (I) = -9, (f! (151 
and is linear in 4, (t). 
(3) Since many noise pulses determine the VCO phgse 
+, (t), the signal 9, (t) = 4, (t) - +, (t) is essentially The noise var;ance uz can be shown to be, after wnle 
independent of any one of these iloise pulses. manipulation, 
Thus, as R -+ Q). They are alw optimum when R is small com- 
p a r d  to unity, in which case 
when R = A2T,,IN, is large, Evidently, then such loops will be practical onlv for sinall 
values of n, unless R is also relatively large. 
2. Signal Design for a Class of Clutter Channels, 
(19) A. Ba!okrirhno~' 
The problem of signal design (or optimal selection of 
signals for transmission over a-given channel) has for the Since this would be the phase variance in the absence 
of any modulation whatsoever. it clearly represents the 
'ptimurn performance any csrrier phase 
'Member of the staff of the ErlgineeDng I)epadment, the U n i ~ ~ ~ n i t y  
tracking device. This the statement made above of California at Los Angeles. Rerearch prepared  rider cr,ntr.~ct to 
that the loop  described here are asymptotical optimum the Jet Prr?puIsion I.,,!:qratory. 
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most part (Refs. 2, 3, and 4) been studied for channels 
with additive noise independent of signal paran~eters. In 
this srticle we c-nsider such a problem for channels 
characterized by the presence of an additive noise com- 
pment dependent multiplicatively on the signal in such 
a way that illcreasing the signal energy increases the 
noise power. Such a rtoise component is usually referred 
to as clutter or a reverberation component, and occurs in 
many applications such w sonar. and recently also in sig- 
nal transmhion from a spacecraft in the vicinity of a 
planet. The fact that an increase in signal power need 
not result in improvement, especially when the ambient 
or temperature limited noise is small, makes signal design 
essential in these applications. In our analysis we have 
assumed a model in which the clutter or reverberation 
component is stationary Gaussian with a covariance func- 
tion which is a product of the covariance function char- 
acterizing the medium and the covariance function of 
the signal. 
The general method for the signal design problem is 
the same as before; we first optimize the receiver regard- 
-. 
less of the signal to be transmitted, and then seek the 
optimal signals that minimize the error, the receiver 
being always optimum for the signals chosen. In this 
article we consider a binary system, the receivcr b e i ~ g  
optimized for minimum probability of error. 
For our purposes, the basic detection problem can be 
stated as follows: 
Null hypothesis H,: 
x (t) = n (t) O L t L T  
Alternate hypothesis 11, : 
x(tj = s(t) + n(t) O L t L T  
+. ( f )  = /' (exp - 2ii i f  t) s ( t )  dt 
0 
and R, (t) is a given cova!bance function. 
4s is well known, the optimal receiver is obtained by 
setting a suitable threshold for 
where 
iT R (t - S) g (s) ds = s (t) O L t A T  (2) 
The corresponding probability of detection (whether in 
radar or communications) is a monotone function of the 
signal-to-noise ratio: 
The signal design problem is that of choosing tb: optimal 
signal s (.) which maximizes the probability c Jetection, 
or equivalently the signal-to-noise ratio, subject to energy 
or bandwidth constraints. 
We shall first consider the problem under the constraint 
that: 
It is convenient at this point to use operator theory. Thus 
let H denote the space L1 (0, ?'), and for each element s (.) 
in H, let us introdrlce the linear transformation R(s), 
mapping .H icto H, by: 
where (the functions are allbwed to be complex) s(t) is 
R (s) f = (7; R c ( t - - o ) R 8 ( t - * ) f ( ~ ) & = q ( t )  a known (sure) signal, and n (t) is the "clutter" noise, a 
stationary Gamsian prgcess with covariance function R (t), 0 4 t ~ T  
where 
Then Eq. (3) can be written, using the inner product, 
in H as: 
where it is noted that I is the identity, and since R (s) is 
non-negative definite, [+I + R (s)] has a linear-bounded 
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inverse. The problem of signal design is thus one of constraint set being defined by a continuous convex func- 
maximizing Eq. (5) subject to tion, we may employ the Lagrange parameter method, 
and use the fact that so must maximize 
[s,  S ]  = E 
[ ( + I  + R ( 4 - ' s ,  sl + y [st sl (6)  
Now it is readily verified that the functional defined by 
Eq. (5) is sufficiently smooth on H so thht the maximum The functions being Frechet differentiable, the gradient 
is actually attained by an element .r,, say. Moreover, the of Eq. (6) must vanish at s = s,,. Thus for arbitrary h in H, 
and a direct calculation shows that the gradient is given by: 
where 
Henee it is necessary that the optimal signal satisfy the 
nonlinear integral equation that results by setting Eq. (7) 
to be zero, the constant y being so chosen as to yield the 
energy E. The problem of finding an analytical solution 
of the equation would appear to be a difficult one; it is of 
course possible to give a computational algorithm based 
on steepest descent using Eq. (7). 
In order to get some analytical results, albeit approxi- 
mate, we now consider the special case wbere the time- 
bandwidth products involved are large onough to allow 
us to essentially make the time interval T infinite in 
Eqs. (2) and (3),  so that we may work equivalently in the 
frequency domain. We have then that the functional 
Eq. (5) to be maximized can be expressed: 
where 
( f )  = ' R, ( t )  dt (10) 
m 
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that if T 
is infinite m Eq. (2), the Fourier transform of R (.) and 
Eq. (3) is equal to 
where $,(f) is the Fourier transform of g( . ) .  We note 
that Eq. (9) depends only on the si p a l  "spectral density" 
I ( f )  1 *, and hence we denote the latter by P ( f ) ,  and 
Eq. (9) is thus to be maximized over the class of positive 
functions P (.) subject to 
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Actually we shall consider slightly more general prob- We note that this result could also be obtained from 
lem in this setting. 'Rius we shal! consider the problem Eq. (7) by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (7) under 
of choosing the optimal signal of energy E from tlre class the assumption of infinite T. As before, y is again to be 
of signals band limited to (- B, Bj in the sense that we determined to satisfy the energy constraint. Multiplying 
add an additional constraint: Eq. (13 )  by Po ( f )  and integrating, we obtain: 
We can now use the Lagrange parameter methcd and 
seek to maximize: 2nd hence we may rewrite Eq. (13 )  as: 
where 
1 " K " ( f  - f') Po ( f ' )  df' 
= 0 (14 )  
where 
N 4 K ( f - f ' ) = z + K ( f - f ' )  - 
over the class of positive functions in L, ( - B ,  B).  The and in place of E ~ .  (12)  we sm write equivalently: 
maximum is again attained by some function P (.), and 
- denoting it by Po (.), and the functional in Eq. (11)  by 
r (.), if h (.j is any positive function in L, (- B, B),  and 
for s&cient!y small A, 
Po ( f )  + A h ( f )  A 0 - B 4 f 4 B  Equations (13)  and (14) are nonlinear integral equa- 
tions but have a simple solution if we can find P (.) such 
we have that: that 
" K ( f  - ') Po (')df')h ( f )  d f  where P (.) is positive and in L, ( -  B, B) .  For in this case 
Eq. (13)  becomes: 
where 
It follows from this that the optimal signal spectrum must and of course can always be chosen to satisfy this, so 
satisfy: that w e  have obtained a solution of Eq. (13).  Also, the 
functional Eq. ( 3 )  itself has the maximum value: 
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If we consider the special case where 
it is readily verified that if 2B L L, then Eq. (15) has the 
solution 
P ( f )  = constant - B l f L B  
and thus we can take: 
then we have for the corresponding maximai signal-to- 
noise ratio: 
In particular, if + = 0, we note that the maximal signal-to- 
noise ratio is (I/k) and is independerlt of the signal en- 
ergy. The bandwidth can also be chosen as small ac: 
desired, and increasing it up to L brings no irnprove- 
ment. For 2B > L, we do not know the solution of 
Eq. (13). However, it is easy to calculate the signal-to- 
noise ratio for signal spectrum given by Eq. (18), and 
since it sheds some light on the general nature of the 
results, we shall indicate it here. We have 
Case 1: L L 2 B  L 2 L  
Signal-to-noise ratio 
This is 
and of course E j +  cannot obviously be exceeded. 
If there is no constraint on the bandwidth, then for any 
arbitrary K(.), we note that the choice, Eq. (la), yields 
Signal-to-noise ratio S E 
+ + k n E  
where 
But kB clearly goes to zero as B tends to infinity, and we 
get Eq. (20) in general as well. 
8. Combinatorial Communication, H. Rumsey, Jr., 
and 1. Baumert 
1. A Multiplier Theorem For Difference Sets 
a. Introduction. The equivalence of difference sets with 
the binary two-level autocorrelation sequences of space 
communications (Ref. 5) has led to extensive investiga- 
tions of difference set existence problems. For certain 
values of the difference set parameters u, k. h, the exist- 
ence question is extremely dficult. In particular, the 
usual methods of handling these problems are frequently 
ineffectual when n = k - h divides u. We present a the- 
orem which is most useful under just these circumstances. 
A weak form of this theorem is indicated in Ref. 6, but 
it is not made clear there whether the stlonger result was 
known. In any case, we know of no published proof of 
this result. 
2B b. Preliminaries. A difference set D = {d,, . . . , dk) is 
= ( )  ( )  + log ( kE kE a collection ~f k residues modulo u, which possesses the 
2B property that every non-zero residue n of c can be ex- 
pressed as a difference of elements of D in precisely A 
ways. Thus the parameters u, k, A are related by the equa- 
Case 2: L I B  tion k (k - 1) = h (u - 1). With each difference set we 
associate a polynomial 0 ( x )  = 3P1 + . . . + f i e ,  called the 
Signal-to-noise ratio Hall polynornicl of the set. This polynomial then satisfies 
( 1 )  (2B++2kEL)) + - log 
= (2E) (2BB>kLLE kE 2 B +  + kEL 
e ( ~ ) e ( ~ - ] + k - ~ + X ( i  + X  + . . , 
(mod xc - 1) 
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If t is an integer prime to u, the set tD = {td,, . . . , t&) Unfortunately, the condition n, > ho/w is rarely satis- 
taken modulo u is also a difference set with tl- e same fied; thus this theorem is not often of use. Our main result 
parameters u, k, X as D. If tD = {dl + s, . . . , dk + S) is mutt. satisfactory: 
modulo u, then t is said to be a multiplier of the differ- 
ence set D. (Note that for t not prime to u, tD is not even Theorem. Let w divide u and suppose that for every 
a difference set.) If t is a multiplier of D and e (x) is the prime p dividing n there is an integer j such that p i= t 
associated Hall polynomial, then (mod w). Then t is a w-multiplier of every cyclic difference 
set with these parameters n, G. 
13 (xt) r xne (x) (mod xP - 1) 
fruof. It follows from the difference set property that 
Consider the Hall polynomial of a difference set re- 
duced modulo xw -- 1, where w divides v. That is, consider Xu 
e, (x) e,, (x-l) = n + - T ,  (x) (mod xW - 1) 
w 
I0 - l 
8,(x) = 2 C (i)xi =13 (x) (mod xw - 1) 
I = O  
where T,(x) is defined to be 1 + x + . . . + xw-'. Thus Define a w-multiplier of the difference set to be any inte- 
ger t, for which there exists a non-negative integer s 
satisfying dfC(x) eW(x-l)=n (mod f a  (x)) 
ew (x') = xa ew (x) (mod xw - 1 ) 
-L 
Clearly, a w-multiplier is a w,-multiplier for all wl divid- 
ing w. Thus an ordinary multiplier is a w-multiplier for 
every w dividing o. 
Multipliers are extremely useful for deciding whether 
or not a difference set exists. The principal means of guar- 
anteeing that a hypothetical difference set D possesses a 
multiplier is the following theorem of Marshall Hall 
(Ref. 6). 
Multiplier theorem. Let D be a difference set and let n, 
divide n, (n,, v) = 1, and n, > A. If for every prime p 
dividing nl, there is a j such that pj t (mod u), then t is 
a multiplier of D. 
when fi (x). is any one of the distinct irreducible factors of 
T, (x) over the rational field K. Let f = eZTij/" be that root 
of f i  (x) for which i is least positive; then we have a fac- 
torization of n in the field K (f) given by 8, (5) O w  ([-I) = n. 
Since K(5) is a cyclotomic field, the hypothesis of our 
theorem implies that every prime ideal divisor of n (hence 
every prime ideal divisor of 8, ( 6 ) )  is fixed under the field 
automorphism f + St. (Ref. 7 provides all required alge- 
braic number theory.) Thus the principal ideals (8, ( t t ) )  
and (8, (1')) are the same. This means that 8, (5') = p9, (5) 
where p is a unit of K (5 ) .  As 1, 6, . . . , f m -  form an inte- 
gral basis for this field (here rn is the degree of f (x)), we 
may express ,u as a polynomial in f: with rational integral 
coefficients. Say ,L = Si  (6). Thus 0, (ct) Ow (f-') = nSi (f), 
which implit 
In the case which concerns us, n divides u; thus, Hall's 
multiplier theorem cannot help. However, under cer- ew (xi) flw (x-l) = nSi (x) (mod f i (XI) (2) 
tain conditions we can guarantee the existence of a 
w-multiplier for some divisor w of v, and frequently this 
enables us to solve the existence problem. There will be such a congruence for each irreducible 
factor fi (x) of Tw (x). We wish to deduce a similar con- 
c. The existence of w-multipliers. By reasoning com- gruence modulo T, (x) = f, (x) f 2  (x) . . . fT  (x). Suppose 
pletely analogous to that used by Hall (Ref. 6) in the proof 
of his multiplier theorem, one can conclude the following: 
e , ( ~ ~ ) O , ( x - ~ )  =nRj(x) + A(x)Fj(x) 
Theorem. Let D be a difference set and let n, divide n, 
(3) 
(n,, w) -= 1, and nl > Xu/w, where w is a divisor of u. If 
for every prime p dividing n, there is a j such that pl s t  where Fj (x) = f l  (x) . . . f j  (x). This is immediate for 
(mod w), then t is a w-multiplier. j = 1 from Eq. (2). Assuming Eq. (3) holds for j, we ask 
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about j + 1. Now f j + ,  ( x )  and F i  ( x )  have no common fac- 
tors. Thus their resultant z is a non-zero ratinnal integer, 
and there exist integral polynomials C ( x )  arid D ( x )  such 
that 
(Ref. 8 contains proofs of all the relevant resultant theory.) 
But z  can be expressed as a product of factors u - /3 where 
cr is a root of F j  ( x )  and p is a root of f ,  + (x) .  Thus a and /3 
are different wth roots of unity, and if -q is a primitive wth 
root of unity, we have a - p = ( - q l  - lj for appropriate 
exponents y, 1. Now - q ~  is a unit and 771 - 1  is a root of 
[ ( x  + - 11 
--= xw-l + . . . + w = o  
x  
thus - 1  divides w. Hence z  will divide an appropriate 
power of w ,  and, since ( n ,  w )  = 1  is implied by the hypoth- 
esis, we also have (n ,  z )  = 1. From Eq. (2), with i = j + 1, 
we have 
C ( x )  F j  ( x )  0, ( x t )  " ( x - l )  = 
Multiplying Eq. (3) by D ( x )  f ,  +, ( x )  and adding the result 
to Eq. (5) gives 
2 0 ,  (x*) Ow ( x - l )  = nS ( x )  + G (x) F j  +l ( x )  
Since A ( x )  T ,  ( x )  = A ( 1 )  T ,  ( x )  1~odu10 xto - 1, Eq. (6) 
yields the congruence 
0 , ( ~ ~ ) 0 , ( x - ~ ) = n R ( x )  + A ( l ) T m ( x )  (mod xtl' - 1)  
Here, with x  = 1, we get k2 = n R  ( 1 )  + A ( 1 )  w .  Since we 
know that k2 = n  + Xu and ( n , w )  = 1, this implies that 
A (1 )  E h u / w  modulo n.  Thus, by altering R ( x )  if neces- 
sary, we get 
At; 
0,  ( % I )  Ow ( x -  I )  E n R  ( x )  + - T ,  ( x )  (mod xto - 1)  
i(/ 
(7) 
From this (at x  = 1  again) we deduce 
Since (t, w )  = 1, we know that 
Xu 6,  ( ~ t )  e,  (nt) s e, ( x )  Ow ( x ' )  n + - Tw ( x )  
W 
(mod xw - 1 )  
Thus 0, ( x t )  0,, ( x -  t ,  0 ,  ( x )  o,, ( x - ' )  = [n  + ( ~ u / w )  T,o ( x ) I2  
modulo xw - 1, while from Eq. (7) we get the value 
Xu Xu [ n~ (x )  + - T ,  ( x )  ] [ n ~  (x-') + -- TW (XI]  
tl, w 
Since R  ( x )  T ,  (r )  = R  ( 1 )  T,, ( x )  modulo ic - 1, a cornpari- 
son of these two yields 
This can be combined with the trivial relation 
R  ( x )  R (x-l)  -- 1 (mod xw - 1)  
no ( x t )  0  ( x - l )  = nH ( x )  
to yield (since n  and z are relatively prime) 
Continuing in this manner, we find 
9, ( x t )  9, ( x - l )  = nR ( x )  + A ( x )  Tw ( x )  (6) 
But R ( x )  has integer coefficients; thus R  ( x )  = I X "  As 
R  ( 1 )  = 1, we see R  ( x )  = x\ Thus Eq. (7) takes the form 
Xu ew ( x t )  d w  (rl) E nx8 + - Tw ( x )  (mod xw - 1 )  
W 
(9) 
Multiply Eq. (3) through by 0,, ( x )  and use Eq. (1 ) .  After 
simplifying, this becomes 
as desired. 
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e, ( x t )  _= xr ow ( x )  (mod xw - 1 )  
That is, t is a w-multiplier of every difference set with 
parameters n, u as was to be shown. 
d. Some examples. We restrict ourselves to examples 
which pass the various parameter inequalities of 
Yamamoto and others (Ref. 9); that is, to cases where it 
is meaningful to apply our theorem. 
Assume a difference set exists with parameters u, k, A, n 
= 2325, 84, 3, 81. Then our theorem implies that 3 is a 
31-multiplier. Since (3 - 1,31) = 1, there is a shift D + s 
r dl + s, . . . , d,, + s of the hypothetical difference set 
which is fixed modulo xJ1 - 1 under the multiplier. That is, 
for this shift. Since 3 is a primitive root of 31, this implies 
that 
0,,, (x) - b,, + b, (X + . . . + xu') (mod x" - 1) 
- Thus 
O,, (1) = 84 = bo + 30bl bo, b1 0 
while the constant coefficient of Eq. (1) above is 
These last two equations have no integral solutions bo, b,. 
Thus our hypothetical difference set does not exist. 
Assume a difference set exists with parameters u, k, A, n 
= 276, 100, 36, 64. Then 2 is a 69-multiplier by our theo- 
rem. As before, 2 fixes some shift of D modulo x69 - 1; thus 
?'so modulo x" - 1. This implies that 2 is a 3-multiplier 
for the same fixed shift modulo xL 1. From this we con- 
clude (as before) that O., (x) = b, + b, ( x  -+ x2) and that 
These imply that b,, -= 28 and b, = 36. 
If we now consider 2 as a 69-multiplier, we see that 
those residues i (i, 69) = 3 fall into two sets of 11 elements 
each plus the singleton 0. Thus b,, = 28 = c0 + 11 (c, + c,) 
with 0 L c,,, c,, c2 L (276/69) = 4. But this equation has 
no such integral solutions c,. Thus no difference sot exists 
for these parameter values. 
C. Propagation Studies, P.  Reichley 
1. The Effect of Atmospheric Variations on 
High-Precision Tracking 
a. Summary. For high-precision tracking accuracy, it 
is necessary to have a good model of the atmosphere in 
order that the effects on range, doppler, and elevation 
angle can be accounted for. The time variation of the 
atmospheric parameters, such as scale height and refrac- 
tivity, determine over how long of a period of time esti- 
mates of such atmospheric parameters can be used. 
In order to study these atmospheric variations, ground 
and balloon weather data for 1966 was obtained from the 
U. S. ,4ir Force at Edwards Air Force Base in the Mojave 
Desert. The climate at Edwards is very similar to the 
climate at the Coldstone Tracking Station and thus pre- 
sented a good study case. 
We present in this article the results of that study, and 
the effects of these variations on range, doppler, and eleva- 
tion angle. 
b. Introduction. The atmosphere was assumed to have 
a spherically symmetric exponential index of relraction n 
where 
where cr = N ,  X lo-", N , ,  =. ground level refractivity, 
h = scale height, and r,, = ground ie~e l  rndius vector. 
The weather data obtainc? from Edwards Air Force 
Base was in two forms. The first form consisted of hourly 
readings of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity 
at ground level. The second form consisted of balloon 
readings of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity 
taken at 1,000-ft intervals from the ground The balloons 
were released at irregular intervals during the day. 
To compute the refractivity the following formula 
(Ref. 10) was used: 
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where T = temperature, O K ;  p = pressure, mbar; and To compute the scale heights the balloon readings 
e = vapor pressure, mbar. Sincca the data cor,tained rela- were used. Following Bean (Ht~f. 12), the scale height is 
tive humidity rather than vapor pressure, it was necessary defined by 
to convert. Relative humidity R is defined as 
where N ,  is the refractivity at. 1-km elevation. The pres- 
where e, is the saturation vapor pressure. The saturation sure, temperature, and relative humidity at 1-km elevation 
vapor pressure is defined (Ref. 11) by were obtained from the balloon data, and then Eqs. (2), 
(3), and (4) were utilized to compute A;,. Hence, fro121 
7.4475t Eq. (5), the balloon readings were coii\,erted to scalt~ 
e, = 6.10 X 10 (4) h .ights. 234.7 + t 
c. Refractiuity and scale height variations. The refrac- 
where t is the temperature in degrees centigrade. tivity during the year 1966 varied from a minimum of 251 
to a maximum of 331 which, interestingly, both occurred 
Hence, using Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), the hourly readings d- ring the month of September. The distributior, of the 
of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity were con- refractivity is shown in Fig. 3. The average refractivity for 
verted to refractivity readings. the year was 281 with a standard deviation of 12. 
Fig. 3. Refractivity distribution for 1966 
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The variation in refractivity during each day and from 
day to day during the month of September is illustrated 
in Fig. 4. The month of September was ch~sen because of 
the wide variations during the month. The mean daily 
variation in refractivity for the yew was 24.2 with a rnaxi- 
mum daily variation of 45. 
Since balloon ddta was not taken at regularly spaced 
intervals, thr: scale height data was not in a form to yield 
a complete analysis as was the refractivity data. The scale 
height during the year varied from a minimum of 3.83 km 
to a maximum of 25.05 km. In several cases, the expo- 
nential model for the index of refraction was not ap li- 
rather than exponential as shown in Fig. 5. 
S cable. In these cases, the refractivity profile was parabo ic 
d.  Efects qn ?aigh.grecision ranging. In SPS 37-43, 
Vol. IV, pp 314-321, we preser,ted formulas yielding cor- 
rections to lange, doppler, and elevation angle for a signal 
passing through the ~arth's atmosphere. The range cor- 
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Fig. 4. Variations in refractivity for kptembw 1966 
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REFRACTIVITY N 
Fig. 5. Example of parabolic refractivity profile 
the doppler correction formula (range rate) is 
and the elevation angle correction formula is 
PK (r: - bt) 'h X [(T+b,) efi('-&) erfc ((8 (1 - b.))") - 11 
In the above formulas = l/h, b,, - straight line impact 
parameter 
r ,  sin 0  
- (1 + r: - 2r1 cos 0 ) s  
r, = straight line range !o spacecraft, - straight line 
range rate to spacecraft, 6 = rate of change of spacecraft- 
center of earth-station angle, erfc ( x )  = complementary 
error functio~ of x, and all lengths are measured in earth 
radii. 
X (1 - (8. ( 1  - b,))Mefl('-~) erfc ( ( p  ( 1  - b.))$$)j We wish n ~ w  to look at the effects that maximum 
:7) variations in scale height and refractivity have on range, 
ELEVATION ANGLE, drg 
Gig. 6. Difference between maximum and mlnimum range corrections and standard range correction 
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doppler, and elevation angle. We shall assume that 
r ,  = lo5 km, ;, - 3 km/'src, and 6 = 7.3 >, lo- r ad / sec  
(rotation rate of the earth). The range correction, Eq. (6), 
and the doppler correction, Eq. (7), are minimum when 
scale htight and refractivity are minimum; and they are 
maximum when scale height and refractivity are maxi- 
mum. The elevation angle correction, Eq. (8), is minimum 
when s a l e  height is maximum and refractivity is mini- 
mum; and the elevation angle correction is maximum 
when the conditions are reversed. 
If we assume a standard atmosphere for the year based 
on the ave:age refractivity and average scale height, then 
we can compare the maximum and minimum variations in 
range, doppler, and elevation angle corrections with this 
standard model. The average scale height was 9 km, but 
this figure is not as reliable as the average refractivity 
since the data was taken at irregular intends.  
Assuming an S-band freqwncy of 2388 MHz. we have 
plotted the results of this comparison in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. 
EL EVATION ANGLE, deg 
Fig. 7. Difference between maximum and minimum doppler corrections and standard doppler correction 
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The largest variation from the standard in each figure is 
seen to occur for the maxim~im correction. The non- 
exponential character of the range and doppler correction 
curves is due to the different rates at which the maximum 
atid minimum corrections decrease with resptlct to the 
standard correction. The atzual correction curves them- 
selves decrease expoi~tntially. 
e. Conclueiom. If we examine Figs. 6, 7, and 8, espe- 
cially at low elevation angles, we see then the variatiom 
from the standa13 corrcvtion can hi. quit(- si7al)lr. Thc 
variation \jetween the maximum ; : I I ~  st;ui:kirtl ranyc. vor- 
rections can be sizabie t \,en at quite high eI,.v;r!~on itngltb~. 
Tht~sc results all point up to the fact that if higl~c.~ : .,1c-k- 
ing ac:curacics are to bc realizzd, then atn1ol;phrrir. param- 
eters for range, donpler, and elevation a~~f i l t*  corrccti -s 
will have to he obtrincd on a real-time I)dsis. IVe rcalizc 
that we h ~ v e  chose~c to ccmpare ~naximltln ant1 minim~rm 
conditions for the 1:ntin. year with thc. standard, but thrstn 
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are conditions that will occur. Also, as was pointed out and contain equal energies, the conditional bit-error 
e~rlier, the exponent;dl model for the index of refraction probability, conditioned upon a fixed RF carrier-loop 
did not fit in some cases. This is a problem that still needs phase error +, of a PSK system, may be shown (Ref. 13) 
to be resolved. to be given by 
If obtzining real-time armospheric parameters proves 
1 " impractical, then we must decide, on a statistical basis, pE (+) = exp[- $1 d r ;  
how much of the time, for a given length of time, a local (2 ( t ~ ) %  C O S +  (PSK) 
model will hold within error limits. This, however, may (2) 
not be possible, since wezther is not predictable with the 
same accuracy as the tracking accuracies involved. where 
D. Communication Systems Development, 
W. C. Liqdsey and A. I. Vihrb; 
1. Error Rates in Phase Coherent Systems With 
Bandpass limiters, .rn. c. unjrey 
with S = signal power, No = kTO = single-sided spectral 
decsity of the channel noise, k  = Boltzmann's constant, 
T o  = system temperature in OK, and T, = duration of the 
- 
a. Introduction. Recently, considerable interest has de- data bits. The average bit-error probability is easily ob- 
veloped k attempting to understand h.sw a bandpass tained by akeraging over the probability distribution p (+) 
lirr~iter affects the performance of olle-way locked, co- of the phase error. This distribution has been characterized 
herent (phase-shift keyed, PSK) and differentially coher- in Ref. 14 and we shall define it in a later section. 
- 
ent (DPSK) data derridulators. Such demodulators are 
typical of the Mariner- and Pioneer-type transmission- In thc case of detecting DPSK signals, the conditional data detection systems. The subject of this article is, bit-error probability is easily shown (Refs. 15, 16) to be 
therefore. to develop mathematical models for overall given by 
system performance as a function of u.ell-defined system 
parameters. These parameters are defined such that mea- l 
surements taken from various passes of tl;e spacecraft may PE (+) = --exp [- Rcos2+] ; (DPSK) (4) 2 be used to evalunte and predict system performance at 
various times aftcr launch. 'R2e results :?re also useful in 
predicting system perforri1ant e prior to launch, and in where the parameter R is defined in Eq. (3). 
evaluating the performance of a particula: laboratory 
simuiation. To avoid discrepancies in practice oerm The average bit-error probability becomes 
theoy, it is necessay that thz parameters in ihe test set- 
up (or spacecraft-to-DSZF link) be compatible, in Lit.tini- 
twn, with those which follow. This frequent errcr is ne PE =l: P(+)PE(?)& (5) 
prime motivation b&nd this article. 
b. System model. Briefly, the trans~nitter emits a low- 
index phase-modulated wave such that, out of the total 
radiated power of P watts, PC watts remain in the canier 
component for pr.poses of tracking, and S watts is allo- 
cated to the data signal. The total transmitter power is, 
therefore, 
P = P , + S + P ,  (1) 
where PI is any loss which majr occur due to the modula- 
tion process. 
If the signaling states are assumed to occur with equal 
probability and the data si; ~als  are negatively c.trrelated 
where substitution of Eq. (2) for PE ($1 into Eq. (5) yields 
the average performance of a PSK system, while substi- 
tution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) yields the average perfor- 
ma1:ce of a DPSK system. 
c. Probability drM0bution model for p ( + ) .  The char- 
ac+rrization of the distribution p(+) requires considerable 
elaboration (~eyocd  the scope of this article) on the re- 
sponse (sigxial plus noise) of a phase-locked loop when 
preceded by a bandpass limiter. Suffice it to say, however, 
that the distribution may be modeled on the basis of 
evperimc,ltal and theoretical eviden.:e given in Refs. 14, 
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17, 18, and 19. Calling u p n  this E ~ d y  of theory, the dis- Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (12) yields 
tribution for p(+) is vrell approximated by 
where Analogously, one may define WLO = 2bL0 in which case 
Eq. (13) becomes 
(7) 
1 + -  
2bL = (aL;) [ '1 (14) 
1 + ro 
and the parameters wLO, r,,, and p are defined from the 
closed-loop transfer function H(s) of the carrier tracking 
loop, i.e., This is the usual definition of loop bandwidth. Here we 
use lower-case letters to deuote these bandwidths so as to 
conform to the standard set by Tauworthe (Ref. 17). The 
1 + (e)s factor r is well approximated (Ref. 17) by H (s) = 
r, + l r o + l  (8) 
1 + 0.34!jPH 
I?= 0.662 + 0 . m  p H  (15) 
Here p is taken to be the ratio of the limiter suppression 
factor a0 at the loop's "design-point" (usually referred to where pH is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the 
as threshold) to the limiter suppression, say a, at any receiver's IF amplifier, i.e., 
other point, i.e., p = ao/a. This, of course, assumes that 




1 + 71s F (s) = -1 + T ~ S  
in which case 
(9) The parameter WH is the two-sided bandwidth of the 
second IF  amplifier in the double-heterodyne receiver. 
In one-sided bandwidth notation, w, = 2bH and 
where K is the equivalent simple-loop gain (Ref. 17). The The parameter pH is also the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
subscripts "0" refer to the values of the parameters at 
the loop "design-point." The parameter wLo is dehed  by input to t5e bandpass limiter. 
The remaining parameter to define is the factor 
p = ao/a. It may be shown that limiter suppression a is 
('1 given by 
It is convenient to define the loop bandwidths wL and bL = (t))" ($>"exp [ - $1 {I, (F) + 1, (y)} 
through the relationship (18) 
1 jw 
w L = 2 b L = - 1  IH(S)J '& (12) where I k  (z), k = 1, 2, is the modified Bessel function of 2d -5 ,  argument z and order. To specify a,, we rewrite the 
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parameter pH as follows, vis 
where 
In practice, the parameters of the carrier tracking loop 
are specified a t  a point which we have referred to as 
the loop "design-point" (sometimes called threshold). If 
we define the design point as z0 = Y ,  = constant, then 
the parameter a, is given by 
Yl Yoy 
a, = (t) (T)'exp [ - 71 { I ,  ( y) + I~ (y)} 
From Eq. (21) it is, therefore, clear that system perfor- 
mance, namely PE, depends upon the choice of y,. In the 
DSN this &ice is usually taken to be Yo = 2 so that 
or, equivalently, 
Fig. 9. Phase error variance US vs signal-to-noise 
ratio z in the carrier tracking loop 
P C 0  
Z0 = (kTO) (b,.) = (22) various values of z with r, = 2, Y, = 1 and y = l/UW), y = 1/60. Tilis variance is in close agreement with the 
- 
variance predicted from Tavsworthe's linear spectral 
method (Ref. 17). 
P C 0  
\ =1 ('<To), (2bLt,, d. Ewor rates in PSK and DPSK detectors. Assuming 
that ro = 2 (corresponds to a d;l.mping factor of 0.707 in 
at the design point. In the wxt section we explore the the Imp as determined from linear phase-locked Imp 
dependence of P E  upon z, and R for the case where theory), the error probability for PSK systems is easily 
Y,, = 1 and Y,, = 2, To = 2, and y = 1,/200. determined from the material and definitions given in 
previous sections, viz, 
The variance of the distribution p (+) is given by 
P E  = 1 exp ("' 'Os ') erfc [(2R)w cos dg 
710 (PL) (25) 
(23) 
where 
Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (23) and carrying out the 
integraticn yields 
where the functions 4 (u) are imaginary Bessel functions. 
The variance of the phase error is plotted in Fig. 9 ior 
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P C  
T - .  
 LO function of x and R. To il!ustrate this behavior, Eq. (25) 
4 - N & L ~  ' Y z ~  (29) has been evaluated numerically on a digital computer 
for various values of the parameters R, x = 212 for Y ,  = 1 
- 
(~,,)%exp(- y) [ I ~  (F) + I ,  r?)] and given Y,, in= Figs. 2 with 10 and r,, = 11. 2, y = 1/400. These results are 
CL = (30) 
( z ) ' , ~  exp ( - T) [ I,, (7) + I~ (+)I Similarly, the performance of DPSK systems is given by 
= exp ( p L  cos + - N cos2 +) 
%I0 ( P A )  
(32) 
The integration in Eq. (25) may be carried out (Ref. 13); where pL is defined in Eq. (27) Again the integration n ~ a y  
however, the resulting infinit- -.cries of Bessel functions be carried out; however, computer results are best ob- 
does not shed appreciable : ' upon its behavior as a tained by numerical integration of Eq. (32). Results of 
Fig. 10. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R Fig. 1 1. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data STa/N,, (r ,  = 2; Yo = 1 ;  in the data STb/N, (r,, = 2; Y, = 2; 
PSK signaling assumed) PSK signaling assumed) 
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lo0 10' 102 103 
13~ SG/NO 
Fig. 12. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data STb/No (ro = 2; Yo = 1; 
DPSK signaling assumed) 
these comp~tations are illustrated in Figs. and 13 with 
YO = 1, Yo = 2, r0 = 2, y = 1/400 for various values of 
R = STt,/A.'o and x = P,/(kTO) (2bL0). 
e. Error ~ates  in Pioneer-type ddu detectors. The con- 
ditional emor probability in the Pioneer system mecha- 
nization is such thatZ the total error probability is given by 
where PE (4) is given by Eq. (2). Performing the integra- 
tion numerically on the IBM 7094 computer yields the 
results shown i11 Fig. 14 for Yo = 2, y = 1/400, and vari- 
'J. Layland, private commun~cation 
Fig. 13. Error probability Pp vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data STb/No (ro = 2; Yo = 2; 
DPSK signaling assumed) 
ous values of x and R = ST,/No. The results in Fig. 14 
are easily compared with those given in Fig. 10 for a 
Mariner-type system. From Figs. 10 and 14 it is clear that 
the performance of a DPSK system, illustrated in Fig. 12, 
is superior to either the Mariner- or Pioneer-type system. 
This is due to the fact that a DPSK system makes correct 
decisions if the frequency of the voltage-controlled oscil- 
lator remains at the frequency of the incoming RF carrier, 
i.e., phase lock is not as significant in a system which 
employs differentially coherent detection. 
f .  System performance when the phaae error is not 
condunt mer the duration of the signal. In previous 
sections we have been concerned with the perfomance 
of various commu,~ications ystems where the phase error 
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is constant over the duration of the modulation, i.e., TI, 
sec. In certain situations, e.g., command systems and low- 
rate telemetry systems, the assumption that the phase 
error of the sysqem remains constant for T b  sec becomes 
suspect, and it is therefore of interest to understand how 
system performance changes. The basic system param- 
eter, which is a measure of how stable the phase error 
is over the signal duration, is the ratio of the data rate 
to the bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop (Ref. 13). 
In Ref. 13 it is shown that the decision variables which 
a correlation receiver has to work with are given by 
where xl (t) and xz (t) are the transmitted signals, and 
n' (t) is additive white Gaussian noise with a single-sided 
spectral density of No watts/cycle. To determine the error 
probability, one mcst determine the probability density 
of p(qk) and from this compute the probability that 9k 
is less than zero, given that x, (t) was transmitted and 
vice versa. 13 general, this is a very difficult, if not for- 
midable, problem; however, an upper bound on the best 
that one can expect to do is to compute the mean and 
variance of qk on the basis that qk is Gaussian. Such a 
procedure has been used by this author in determining 
the performance of linear analog demodulators (Ref. 20). 
Using the same procedure as outlined in Ref. U3, it is 
easy to show that the mean of 9 is given by 
lo0 lo2 
R = s ; T ~ / N ~  
Fig. 14. Error probability PE vs signal-to-:toise ratio R 
in the data Sfb/N, (ro = 2; Yo = 2; Pioneer 
system; phase error assumed constant 
over duration of 1 bit) 
and from Eq. (6) we find that 
and the variance of 9, is 
This function has been studied in detail in Ref. 21. The 
variance of 9, is easily shown to be given by If one characterizes the statistics of p (qk) as Gaussian 
and assumes equal probable signals, then the error proba- 
Similarly, the mean of 9, becomes 
bility for PSK systems is given by 
(37) 
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This result agrees with one due to F. Reed in unpublished 
work1. Fur differentially coherent detection we have 
1 
PK = exp [ - r2R]  ; (DPSK) (40) 
and the error rate for a Pioneer-type system becomes 
P,, = 2P, (1 - P,) (41) 
'F. Reed, private communication of information developed for 
Motorola on contract 951700. 
R =  srb/tvO 
Fig. 15. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data STa/N, (r ,  = 2; Yo = 2; phase error 
assumed to vary ciuring transmission of 
1 bit; PSK signaling assumed) 
Equation (39) is plotted in Fig. 15 fcr various values of 
x, R with y = 1/400 and Y,! = 2. Figure 16 illustrates a 
similar plot for DPSK systems, while Fig. 17 is a plot of 
Eq. (41). Thus, in any practical system we have upper 
and lower bounds on the error probabilit).. The upper 
bound is for use in systems where the ratio of the data 
rate to the carrier-tracking hop  bandwidth is large, i t . ,  
the phase error is essentially constant over the duration 
of the signal. The lower bound is to be used in predicting 
the performance of systems where the ratio of the data 
rate to the carrier-tracking loo? bandwidth is small, i.e., 
the phase error varies over the duration of the signal. For 
intermediate ~ ~ a l u e s  of this ratio system, performance lies 
between these two curves. 
Fig. 16. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data Srb/No iro = 2; Yo = 2; phase error 
assumed to vary during transmission of 
7 bit; DPSK signaling assumed) 
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R = S Tb/NO 
Fig. 17. Error probability PE vs signal-to-noise ratio R 
in the data STa/N, (r, = 2; Yo = 2; Pioneer 
system; phase error assumed to vary 
during transmiss;on of 1 bit) 
2. Radio Losses in Block-Coded Communication Systems, 
W. C. Lindsey 
a. Introduction. In SPS 37-34, Vol. IV, pp. 242-247, 
SPS 37-36, Vol. IV, pp. 298-306, and Refs. 22 and 23, 
results were presented which allow one to optimally allo- 
cate the total transmitter power between the carrier and 
sidebands of a block-cc??~rl communication system. The 
purpose of this article is to evaluate the "radio losses" that 
are experienrc>d in high-rate block-coded systemb. The 
term "radio losses" needs defining. Here the term is taken 
to mean the degradation in system performance due to the 
fact that the modulation and demodulation processes are 
not perfect. The major contribution to this loss is due to 
the noisy reference derived by the carrier tracking loop in 
the Deep Space Network and the phase modulation exist- 
ing on the spacecraft's transmitted carrier that is due to 
the noise in the spacecraft's transponder rect~icer. 
Two cases of the phenomenon are considered: (1) one- 
way reception where the spacecraft is operating with an 
auxiliary oscillator as a frequency reference, and (2) two- 
way reception. T h i ~  situation corresponds to the case 
where the additive noise on the up-link affects the per- 
formance of the earth-based telemetry demodulator. We 
point out that the losses in one-way telemetry are the 
limiting cases for two-way reception (Ref. 23). 
b. System performance. The conditional (conditioned 
on +) word error probability for a block-coded system 
employing (2", n) orthogonal codes has been shown (SPS 
37-34, Vol. IV, pp. 242-247) to be given by 
where R = STt,/N, and 
I' exp ($) dr erf (x) = - (2~) '4  -m 
For (2"-l, n) bi-orthogonal codes, the conditional (condi- 
tioned on +) word error probability is given by 
where + is the phase error due to the fact that the carrier 
tracking loop cannot t r a d  the phase of the observed 
carrier component with zero error. R?, averaging Eq. ( I )  
over the probability distribution of +, \wJ obtain the 
average word error probability for rithcr orthogonal or 
Ei-orthogonal codes, i.e., 
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where p, (+) is the probability distribution of the phase error where the system is operating in a one-way mode, and p, (+) 
is the probability distribution of the phase error when the system is in two-way lock. In Ref. 13, it has been shown that 
I ,  (a: + a: + 2a1a2 cos +)% 
P2 (+) = 2 ~ 1 0  (a*) I 0  (a2) 3 I+IL. 
where 
1 j" 
= 2bL. = Ljrn I H, (s) / " 2  
and H, (s) is t h j  closed-loop transfer function (in linear 
form) of the cdrrier tracking loops. On the other hand, 
p, (+) is obtained from p, (4) by allowing a, to approach 
infinity, i.e., 
- 
 exp [a, cos +j  
27710 (a2) ' 141 < 77 (7) 
where a, - a = 2P,./N,,tcl, = P,/NobL, i.e., one-way repep- 
tion. Con;iderable experimental justification for the use of 
Eqs. (6) and (7) in characterizing the RF phase error is 
given in Refs. 18 and 19. 
lor various values of the parameters R and a. The results 
of these computations are given in Fig. 18 for orthogonal 
codes with n = 5, 6, 7 and 8. Similar results for two-way 
reception are shown in Figs. 19,20,21 and 22 for n = 5,6, 
7 and 8. These results are obtained by substituting Eqs. (1) 
and (5) into Eq. (4) and performing the integration numer- 
ically on the IBM 7094 computer. Since the performance 
(Ref. Fj) of block-coded systems which use orthogonal 
codes is, for all practical purposes, equivalent to the per- 
formance of a system which uses bi-orthogonal codes, the 
results in Figs. 18 through 22 may be used in the design 
of systems which use (2"-', n)  bi-orthogonal codes, The 
results are useful in evaluating the radio losses and de- 
signing high-rate block-coded systems.' Similar results 
for uncoded systems are given in SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, 
pp. 282-290. 
Equation (4) has been prcgrammed, using Eqs. (1) and 
--- (7), on the IBM 7094 computer and evaluated numerically 'Private cornrnunicatron, J. Knudsen and F. Reed. 
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Fig. 18. Word error probability vs R = Srb/No for various values of 
a = Pc/NobL: (a1 n'= 5, (b) n = 6, (d n = 7, (dl n = 8 
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Fig. 19. Word error probability vs R = srb/No for various valurs of a, with 
n = 5: (a) cr, = 10, (b) a, = 20, (c) al = 100 
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Fig. 20. Word error probabirity vs R =: STb;No for various values af a, with 
n = 6: (a) a, = 10, (b) a, = 20, (c) a, = 100 
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Fig. 21. Ward e m r  pcobability vs R = STb/& for variou~ values of a, wiih 
n =. 7: (a) al = 10, (b) a, = 10, (cl a. = 1W 
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Fig. 22. Word error probability vs R = STb/& for various values of a, with 
n = 8: (a) a, = 10, (b) al = 20, (c) al = 100 
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3. The Effect of Filtering and Quantization on a ( S ) %  and white Gaussia:~ noise of one-sided density Nu 
Coded PSK Communication System, A. J. vtterb? \\rill be 
Figure 23 illustrates a mechanizntior, of the symbol 
detector for a coded binary phase-shift-keyed (PSK) com- y ~ ( k  + 1' T , ]  = LjT' (S)% u (T, - o) e-OlT d o  
munication system which avoids the integraie-and-dump 
circuit, since- the latter may be quite difficult t- mecha 
nize at high data rates. This technique has been proposed t - L T ' n ( ~ ,  - ~ ) e - ~ / ~ d o  + y ( k ~ , )  e-'*/' 
for the Mariner Mars IS69 telemetry sy~tern.~ (3) 
The received signal heterodyned to baseband, Y ( t ) ,  Since the initial output for the kth symbol, y (kT.), is 
is normally operated on during the symbol period known exactly (within a quantization error), the computer 
kT, L t < ( k  + 1) T ,  by an integrate-and-dump circuit can first calculate the qusntity 
which generates 
A 
A Y ~  = y [ ( k  + 1) T , ]  - y (kT,)  e-TJ7 
Ayk = y 0) dt ( 4 )  (1) 
From Eq. (3) it follou~s that 
These samples are then fed to the digital decoder after 
very finc quantizatiorl (Ref. 5). 
where nk is a zero mean Gaussian randoin variable. Thus 
- In the alternate mechanization shown in Fig. 23, the 
integrate-and-dump circuit is replaced by a low-pass fil- E (Ayk) = (S)'h T (1  - e-T*/T)  (6) 
ter. To obtain specific results we shall assume a one-stage 
resistance-capacitance filter whose impulse response is 
var ( ~ y k )  = var (:.,<) 
which is the simplest possible system to mechanize and 
in this se,ise represtr~ts a lower bound on performance. 
Note, however, that as the time constant T -* m, h (u) 
approaches the imp~lse  response of an ideal integrator. 
Assuming a filter output y (kT,) at time kT,, the out;~dt 
at time (k + 1) T ,  due to a positive symbol of amplitude 
'Consultant from D ( , p ~ t m e n t  of Eqgin..ering, Universit) of Cali- 
fornia, LLS ~ngeles .  
"asterling, hi. F., private communication. 
\Ye now determine the degradation due to the filter 
alone without quantiation. It is well known (Ref. 24) 
that the performance of the overall communication sys- 
tem depends only on the energy-to-noise latio (bit or 
symbol) and the relativy normalized inner products or 
Jistances between signals. Since each symbol of each 
signal has only been attenuated as shown in Eq. (S) ,  the 
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Fig. 23. Digital telemetry demodulator utilizing filtering and quantization 
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is then measured by the degradation of energy-to-noise 
ratio. This is obtained directly from Eqs. (6) and (7) 
4ST (1 - e-T./;): [ E  (AY~)] '  
- 
var ( ~ y k )  No (1 - e-27'a'7) 
A 2s 1; [& (1 - e -')?I 
- 
N,, x (1 - C-") (8) 
A 
where x =- Tv/T. It is well known, and can be readily shown 
by using Eq. (l), that for an integrate-and-dump circuit 
the corresponding quantity is 
where A is total one-sided deviation of the quantizer 
about zero, snd K is the magnitude of the maximunl dcvi- 
ation from zero of y (k'f,) due to signal only. NOte that 
here o y s  the variance of n (kT,) or y (kT,) and *lot A ~ A ,  
which is much less and is given by Eq. (7). The n~axim:~m 
deviation of 11 (kT,) due to signal only (i.e., of E [y  (k?',)]) 
depends on the code. If we assume that earl. code word 
has an equal number of zeros and ores and, furthermore, 
that the difference between the n~.mber of zeros and onc ; 
that can occur between the beginning of a word and any 
given symbol is ncver greater than k,, (note that ky can- 
not be greater than half the length 3f each word) then 
it readily iollows from Eq. (6) that 
Thus we conclude that the degradation factor due to the On the other hand, if the code words do not have equal 
filter only, which we shall denote DF, is numbers of zeros and ones, the worst case becomes 
Eq. (11) with kzw .= XI. The variance cr' of y (kT,) or 
2 (1 - e-=I2 n(kT,) must be taken as the steady-state variance as 
DF (4 = ; (1- e-2r, L1 (9) k+ co, since we cannot set any limit to the duration of 
transmission and, in any case, the steady-state variance 
is closely approached after one or two word-times. It 
I t  follows readily from Eq. (9) that ' follows from Eq. (7), letting T, -, oc, that 
lim D, (x) = 1 
I - 0  
which is as e?rpected since x-? 0 corresponds to T +  m, Thus we have from Eq. (10) that the total dynamic range 
which mrresponds to a perfed integrator as shown by of the quantizer most be 
Eq. (2). (Note that the differencing operation of Eq. (4) 
effectively converts a perfect integrator into an integrate- 
- - 
and-dump circuit.) 
'I'hus, if quantization were not required, we should 
make the filter time constant as 103: as pcssible. On the 
other hand, with quantization a perfect integrator can- 
not be tnierated because this would convert white noise 
into a Wiener process, whose variance increases linearly 
with time. (Of course, this could be avoided by a series- 
blocking capacitor; bbt, as we shall see, it will not be 
required.) It is clear from Fig. 23 that the t ~ t a l  dynamic 
raqge of the quantizer must be large enoush to treat the 
entire range of signals plus all but the additional varia- 
tior, due to noise. Assuming that the truncation of noise 
values beyond +30 will have little effect, u-e thus set the 
total dynami. range of the quantizer at 
Now we can assess the degrading effect of quantiza- 
tion. We assume Q levels and a uniform quantization 
scheme as shown in Fig. 24. It is also reasonable to as- 
sume that the quantization error in each level is uni- 
formly distributed. (This may be somewhat inaccurate in 
the outermost levels which are affected only by noise, but 
since the probability that y jt) will be at these high noise 
:A= 2 ( K  + 30) (10) Fig. 24. Quatltization scheme for 8 levels 
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levels is very small, it is felt that the effect will be negli- wherc R - ST8/No, x = T,/s. Note that as Q-+ co, thii 
gible.) Ther, the probability density function of the quan- approaches the result without quantization of Eq. (9). 
tization error or noise is Note also that for finite Q 
( Q/2A, for - A/Q 4 nq L A/Q 
lim DF9 (x, R, kM, Q) = 0 
r -  ,, 
for now an infinite time constant (perfect integrator) 
would result in an infinite required dynamic range %, 
its mean is zero: and its variance is which in turn woxld produce infinite quantization error for finite Q. 
A2 S72 It should be emphasized that the result of Eq. (16) is 
Var (nq) = - = - 1 - e-kuz + - 3Q2 3Q2 [ essentially exact (except for the quantizatior. edge effect mentioned above). Howevtr, tiiis is merely a degradation 
(14) in the effective energy-to-noise ratio. This is also the deg- 
radation in system performance if the noise affecting each 
- 
word decision is Gaussian. Of course, the symbol quan- 
where x = Ts/r and R = ST,/N,. Since the quantization tizaLion noise is uniform. on the other hand, the noise 
noise is essentially independent of the channel noise (ex- affwting a word decision is the result of adding all the 
cept for the edge noted above', we may add the symbol noises for the word. If the number of synlbols per 
variance of the Wantiration noise of (I4) to the v&- word is large (32 for the M a r i m  ,Mars 1969 biorthugonal 
ante due to noise of Eq. (?) to obtain the system), we may reasonably invoke the central limit the- 
variance orem for the sum of these independent equidistributed 
random variables with finite moments of all orders, and 
it is anticipated that the result of Eq. (16) will be a very 
good app:--)ximation to the actual system degradation. 
3 x M  1 [ - e - ~ ~ ~  + 4~ (l - e x  ) ) 1 Figures 25 to 28 show the degradation factor of Eq. (16) 
4 3x - in dB on two different scales for Q=2Q (q =2,3, . . . ,12), 
for the (32,6) biorthogonr.1 code with R = ST,/Nn = 0.45 
(15) (which corresponds to STB/N, = 2.4 and bit error proba- 
bility P,  Figures 2S and 26 show on two different 
scales the degradation factor for the worst case (kM = 16) 
where t! = ST,/No, x = T8/r. Finally, from Eqs. (6) and if each code word had an equal number of zeros and 
(15) we obtain the effective degradation factor with quan- ones. Figures 27 and 28 show on the same scales the deg- 
tization and filtering radation factors for the worst case (equivalent to kM = a) 
when the code words are unbalanced. It appears that for 
Q = 26 the degradation can be kept to less than 0.1 dB 
- 
over a wide range of x = T,/s. The uppermost curve in 
each case is that of Eq. (9) without quantization. 
We note finally that although quantization will also 
affect the integrate-and-dump circuit of Eq. (I), the effect 
- 
2 (1 - e-')' will be much smaller since both the signal peak and noise 
variance will depend only on one symbol, thereby kllow- 
ing a much narrower quantizer dynamic range and conse- 
quently a smaller quantization noise variance for the same 
(16) number of level?. 
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X 
Fig. 26. Degradation factor of Fig. 25 on expanded scale 
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Fig. 27. Degradation fodor for unbalanced code words (ku = a), ST,/N, = R = 0.45, STB/No = 2.4, x = 
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Fig. 28. Degradation factor of Fig. 27 on expanded scale 
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E. Information Processing, S. Zohar now. Using the derivative operator D, we note that for 
real x 
1. Computation of the Derivatives of a 
Band-Limited Function 
f(*) (x) = Im {Dm (x-I e'")) 
a. Introduction. In the processing of sampled data, the (5) 
need sometimes arises to compute a high-order derivative 
of a band-limited function given by its (adequately Applying Leibnitz's rule, we find that fan) (x) is expressible 
spaced) samples. in terms of partial sums of the sine and cosine series. In 
view of this, we introduce the following notation: 
Since the original continuous function is completely 
reconstructible from its samples, the determination of any a-1 1)-1 
derivative is a straightforward procedure. However, the SI) (x) = k - o  2 % (x) ; k = o  C,(x) = 2 Ck(4 
expressions obtained are sometimes so ill-behaved nu- 
merically as to render the results absolutely meaningless. 
In the following discussion, we examine the cause of this 
behavior and devise a computational scheme that over- where 
comes the dficulty. 
X2kt1 xzk 
* (I) = ( - l ) k r + ~ i  ck (x) = ( - -The problem originally arose in the processing of plan- (2k)l 
etary radar data. The algorithm described here has been 
successfully applied to the extraction of the planetary 
backscatter function from the return signal. 
and 
b. B& formulation. Let p ( -) be a band-iimited func- S,(x) -. s h x ;  tion such that its Fourier transfonn p ( v )  vanishes for Cm (2) = Cos x (8) 
I v 1 > %. We use indices to denote the samples. Thus, 
With this terminology, we get the following expressions 
pk = ~ ( k )  , k integer (1) for the derivatives of f (x): 
Applying the sampling theorem, we can reconstruct p (1) 
from its samples as follows: msx S, (r) f(Z*) (x) = (- 1)Wl- . -
2m + 1 s,(x) 
where 
sin x f (x) =T 
Hence, 
sin x C,+l (x) + ( - l ) r n r  -
C" (4 
cosx S, ( x )  f(zm-~)(~)  = (- 1 )m -. -
em c, ( 4  
sinx C" (x) + (-l)rnx -
sn-,(x) 
(zm - 1) sin x C, (x) 
.- 
I + (- 1)" * C",-l(%? I 
We see that our problem is essentially the evaluatiou of While the above formulae are certainly correct as mathe- 
the nth derivative of sinx/x, which we proceed to do matical statements, they are almost useless when actual 
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numerical evaluation is considered. The reason lies in the We note that for x = 0, the functions E, (x), H ,  (x) be- 
behavior of the function come infinite, making Eq. (13) indeterminate and rtzquir- 
ing the application of I'Hospital's rule. However, with 
zv x = 0, the derivative can be obtained directly from the 
7, (2) = 7 (10) Taylor expansion of sinx/x, yielding the result 
for increasing n [ck (x), sk (x) are essentially such func- 
tions]. While it is true that 
lim 7, (z) = 0 
n - r m  
Eqs. (13) and (14) are the final forms adopted here. Scb- 
app!ication of Stirling's approximation to n! shows that, 
stihtion of these in Eq. (4) will yield the desired dedva- for a finite z, 7, (r) becomes a monotonically decreasing 
tiVe We now to the resolution of our msin function of n only for (approximately) difEc~lty, the computation of the functions En (x), 12, (x). 
Before this n value is reached, however, 7, (2) may as- 
sume extremely lar; :slues. Since S, (x), C, (x) are just 
sums of such terms with an alternating sign, it is obvious 
- 
that cases may arise in which a reasonable relative tzrror 
in a single term of the sum (say, 10-9 could lead to com- 
puted IS, (x) 1, I C, (x) I ,  which are orders of magnitude 
greater than the true values. 
The resolution of this difl3culty is taken up in the next 
section. Before we do that, however, we find it somewhat 
more convenieut to reformulate our problem in terms of 
the functions 
Sn (x) Cn+l(~)  (le) En ( 4  = T; H. (x) = -
n \?: Cn (x). 
c. The functions E, (x), H, (x). We discuss here, in de- 
tail, only the computation of En (x). Since the derivations 
for H, (x) are very similar, the corresponding results will 
be stated without p m f  later on.: Our first step is to estab- 
lish a recursion relationship. Starting with the definition, 
we have 
Denoting 
we get the recursion 
These are polynomials of degree n in the variable l/x2. E, fx) = [ l  4. Em-, (XI 1 en (x) (16) 
[See definitions in Eqs. (6) and (7).] Expressing the deriv- 
atives in terms of these functions, we get We examine now the feasibility of using Eq. (16) to com- 
pute a sequence of E, (x). Suppose the error in En-, (x) 
is AE,, (x), then we see that A E ~  (xj, the error in E, (x), 
C(IS X f (zn$)  (A; == ( - ~ ) r n + z  - IS given by 
2m + E m  ( 4  
sin x + (-l)m-Hm(~) 
X 
AEn (x) = en (x) o\.!3,-, ( r )  (17) 
i (13) The error in e, ( x )  itself can be neglected. It is the accu- f(zm-11 iX) = (-1)m X C O S X  E m  (x) mulation of errors which we should wony about. The 2m (2m + 1 )  
sin x 'Corresponding equations in the two cur. u are aa~igntd the m e  + ( - 1)- (2m - 1)- Hm-1 (x) 
x2 number, except that a prime is added to the number for the 
H. ( 7 )  case. 
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stability of the recursion process obviously depends on ~bviously, 
the magnitude of c n ( x ) .  Thus, RS long as 
n, 4 a < tr,  (-4) 
Ien(x>I<  1  Hcncc. I:,, ( x )  can safthly be \ist>d to gtwcrate all En ( x )  for 
n 6 n, ( x ) .  Thc remaining valut~s (if ;my) will all havc to 
for all n in the sequence generated, an injected in, hi, gmcrated by a backward rccornc,n fronI Em ( x )  whm 
say, Em (11  ill be progressively attenuated in Em.1 (r). w is thr> higlrst a 
E m + ,  ( x ) ,  etc. Undc~ these conditions, the desired sequence 
will be generated by a simple stable pro~xss starting with How does one computtx this E,,, (x)?  The itnswtBr is 
p r ~ v ~ d e d  'jy a simple argumcnt originally iipplicd by 
E ,  ( x )  = 0 ( 1 8 )  J. C. P. Miller (Ref. 25) to the comprltation of Dessel func- 
tions. The tcasoning is as follov~s: I i  thc gc1ncrated fmc- 
We observe, however, that ( s n ( x )  1 is a monotonical!y tion is known to be bounded, it does not really matter 
increasing function of n and as we proceed with ihe recur- what value we use for the initial value starting the recur- 
sion we will eventlially reach a paint beyond which all sicn, povided we start with an inder n sufficiently re. 
moved from the first indr-x of interest. Since the initial 
Ien(x>I > 1 error is finite, it will take only a finite number of recursions to reduce it below any permissible error. 
Any error introduced at this point and beyond it will be 
progressively magnified in subseq-~ent terms, rendering Applying this idea to our case, we consider first the p ~ s -  
)the results comp1etc;j meaningless. sible error in the initial vahic. of the backward recursion. This is most easily obtaint.2 ' \ * ,  - i n  that e n  ( x )  is actually 
The solution to this problem is quite simplr. Rewriting a ratio of two adjacent s , '  . .cas. Specifically, 
Fq. ( 1 7 )  to obtain 
1 AE,,-~ ( x )  = -- AEn i x )  
e n  (2) 
we observe that for 
Ien(x)I > 1 
s n - l ( ~ )  < p 
e, ( x )  = -- 
sn (x i  
This mcms thdt for n Ir n, ( x )  
Isn(z)I < Isn-1 (XI) 
Hence, we can apply to S, ( x )  the well-known theorem 
we have here a stable process in the backward direction; pefiaining to ?,lternating seriez and obtain 
that is, we can safely generate En-,  ( x )  from En ( x ) ,  etc. 
This points to the following computational procedure: y,,(x' -- S ~ ( x ) l ~ ~ s n ( x ) ~ ,  nkn2 (x! (25) 
Our Grst step would he to determine a where 
Ie , (x )J  = 1  2 )  Dividing by I a, ( x )  1 we get 
Applying Eq. ( 1 5 ) ,  we get I sinr I , (r -.- 
1 s n ( x )  1 -11 n k  tzz (x) (26) 
a ( x )  = [ ( I  + 4 ~ ~ 1 %  - 11 (21' I -F:. *
Now let A reasonable c!loice €01 iiiitial value o; the hacl.ward recursion is therefore t h  t. itirnate 
(22) 
A sin x  
En ( x )  =: - 
.Tn ( x )  
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From Eq. i26), the absolute error in this tenn i? bounded Here we would sct 
by 1. Let rn be the highest n value for whiu* E,(x) is 
required. To guarantee a negligible error in Em (r) we 
have to start the recursion with a higher n value. Let the E =  - 
initial zsiimate then be (2mx+ 2)" 
A sin x 
E d  ( x )  = - 
SH) ( 4  
where k > 0. 
We consider now the determination of k for a specified 
error bound in Em (x). We have already seen that the abse 
lute error bound on E d  (x) is 1. Successively applying 
m- (191, we get 
- This inequality leads to the determination of a sufficiently 
large k. Let the error requirement be 
Then we set 
We have dr -crib& here a method which will yield any 
desird E, (x) without error accumulation. Obviously, the 
method is most eco~lomical when E, (x) is required for a 
sequence of indices starting with n = 1. This method has 
been tested on the IBM 1624) computer with n m t  en- 
couraging results. The testing consisted of comparing 
results obtained with a merent  number of digits (from 8 
to 28). Also. both the backward and forward recursions 
were extended (for test purposes only1 one term beyond 
their proper range arid the results compared; that is. E,, (x) 
and E,,(x) were computed by both recursions. In both 
tests, the slight discrepancies observed were consistent 
with the number of digits used. 
It will be seen in the next section that the valt~es of 
E, (x) for 
x = lr, 2lr, . . 
Naturally, we are intereb%ed in the smallest k s a t i s h g  play a major role in an important special case. w e  pause 
this inequality. Rewriting Eq. (31) explicitly here briefly to establish the range of these parameters. 
Denoting 
E d  = Em (kr) , k integer, k # 0 (36) 
shows a simple way of determining this k on a computer. 
The relevaat program would multiply factors as indicated we observe thht the Inewali t~ (m) implies 
on the right and test after each multiplication whether the 
bound e has been reached. IE‘+lr nzn, (3'7) 
A simpier, though somewhat wasteful, solution is based 
on the inequality This range can be further narrowed by applying the basic 
recursion Eq. (16): 
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The square bracket term is non-negative becarsz of 
Eq. (37), while en it) is negative for all so:,-negative inte- 
gers n. Conseqaently, 
and combining with Eq. (37) the range is 
- l - L E d L O ,  n n ,  (38) 
We proceed now to remove the constraint on n in 
Eq. (38j. We note that for n < n, (that is, n L n,) 




2n (2n - 1)  cn-, ( x )  hn ( x )  = -- - -- %' c. (4 (15') 
The error propagation is governed by 
AH, ( x )  = h, (X I  AH,., ( x )  (17') 
Forward re~ursion can be used up to n,  ( x )  where 
n, (4 = [a1 
The initial value for the forward recursion is 
- 1  L [ l  + en(kr )  L O  H ,  (x) = 1 (18') 
Backward recursion is to be 1:sed down to 
- 1 L E d I O  (40) 
If H ,  jr) is required up to n g m  andethe pemissible 
absolute error in Hm ( x )  is, r ,  the backward recllrsion 
and certainly satisfies Eq. (39). Hence, we conclude that with 
Eq. (40) holds for all n < n,, and combining with Eq. (38) 
we establish cos x 
H m + k  ( I )  = CI .~(X)  
- 1 4 E * G O  
where k is determined by for all n. These bounds are the tightest that can be estab- 
lished. Thus, the upper bound is a member of the set, as 
we have already seen. The lower bound is a direct result 
X x L - -  . . . x of Eq. (25); but there, equality holds in the liniit as n + ca . 
' - 2 m - + 1  2 m + 2  2 m + W + 2  (32') Hence, this is the case here too and we have 
lim Ed = - 1  
n - r m  Alternatively, an explicit though 
forrnl~la for k is 
We turn now bliefly to the second function appearing 
in Eq. (12), namely, H ,  (x). The recmsion fornlula is x log-- 1 2m+1 
(16') k z 2  H n  ( x )  = 1 + Hz-, ( x )  hn ( x )  log E 
somewhat wasteful 
- -  1 
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d. The deriuatiue jormula. Having resolved the difficxlties associated with the functions En (x), Hn (x!, all that re- 
maii~s to be done is to substitute Eq. (13) [or Eq. (14)] in Eq. (4). The resulting expressions are: 




T ) W S T ( ~  - r) sin r (k - 
2m (2m + 1) Em[(k-;)rI +@m-1) Ts(k-r) - 1  ( k  - 7, I 
k=-m 
Recalling the special treatment required in handing En (0), Hn (0), we restrict the application of Eq. (41) to non- 
integral T. When r is an integer (n), one term in the infinite sum in Eq. (4) will require use of Eq. (14) rather than 
Eq. i13). In addition to that, however, all the remaining terms involvir~g Eq. (13) are simplified since the associated 
trigonometric functions have integral multiples of a for their argumects. Taking advantage of the fact that En(x) is 
an even function of x, substituting k - n = r, and using the terminology of Eq. (36), we get 
We note the sim~licity t)f  Eq. (42) compared to Eq. (41). 
Of particular intexst to us is the disappearance of the 
function Hn (x) as well as the replacement of the con- 
tinuous function En ( x )  by the parameters E,,. In view 
of the fact that the derivative of a band-limited function 
is likewise band-limited to the same frequency band, it is 
obvious that the mth derivktive of p (7) at any r whatever 
can be obtained from its samples given by Eq. (42). 'fins, 
Consequently, we see that the derivative at any point 
could, in principle, be obtained without recourse to the 
continuous functions En (x), H, (x), using only the E,, 
parameters. The advantage of the approach adopted here 
is that, while the simplicity of the formula for the sam- 
ples of the derivative is maintained, we get a much more 
convenieni formulation for points in between. Thus, 
Eq. (43) used with Eq. (42) involves a double summation 
as compared to the single summation in Eq. (41). Under 
usual circumstances, this point far outweighs the extra 
computations involved in evaluating Hn (x). 
In special cases, however, the combination of Eqs. (42), 
(43) might still prove to be faster than Eq. (41). This 
could be the case, for example, when a large number of 
derivatives is required and a large memory storage is 
available. In this case, one would initially compute and 
store all the required parameters. This would avoid a 
large amount of repetition and would appreciably 
speed-up the implementation of Eqs. (42), (43). Depend- 
ing on the specific problr m, the resulting computing time 
might be much shorter than that involved in Eq. (41). 
We co3r:lude with the agplication of Eq. (42) to deter- 
mine derivatives at the origin of the autocorrelation p (7) 
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of a band-limited process. Using the fact that the auto- 
correlation is an even function, we get 
This formula plays a key role in the solution of the plan- 
etary hackscatter problem and provided the initial moti- 
vation for this investigation. 
F. Data Compression Techniques, 1. Eisenberger 
1. A Goodness-of-Fit Test Using Six and Eight Quantiles 
a. Introduction. The desire to achieve data compres- 
sion of space telemetry arises from the fact that there is 
a limit to the total number of experimental observations 
that can be transmitted in a given time, thus limiting the 
number 3f experiments that can be performed simul- 
taneously for given sample sizes. The aim of a data com- 
pression system is to transmit only "useful" information, 
discarding the remainder of the data. If the data compres- 
sion ratio, the ratio of the number of observations taken 
to the number transmitted, is high enough, it will then be 
possible to perform additional experiments with a rela- 
tively small increase in cost. Or, data compression may be 
necessary on the ground communication links between an 
overseas Deep Space Station site and JPL, due to a limita- 
tion in the number of circuits available between JPL and 
overseas sites. 
There are cases where the data is to be used to draw 
statistical conclusions from a histogram, such as in pulse 
height analyzers of the kind used in the "Chicago cosmic 
ray" experiment on board the Pioneer spacecraft. In such 
instances, it may be possible to achieve significant amounts 
of data compression with only a small loss of useful inior- 
matior] by transmitting a small number of sample quantiles 
instead of all the sample values. The sample quantiles can 
then be used to perform the identical statistical analyses 
for which the histogram was originally intended. When 
data compression is done on the ground to make the best 
utilization of existing ground links, using quantiles may 
allow the experimenter to have usable data in real time 
instead of having to wait several weeks or more for the 
complete received telemciry to arrive at the experimenter's 
laboratory. 
A distribution-free goodness-of-fit test for large ssinple 
sizes, using sample quantiles, was given in Ref. 26, 
pp. 9-12. In addition, the special case where the null hy- 
pothesis assumes that the parent population is normal:y 
distributed with unknown parameters WE ~ l - o  considered 
and a procedure was given which uses four quantiles. The 
object of this article is primarily to extend this procedure 
to six and eight quantiles. 
b. Review of quuntiles. To define a quantile, consider a 
sample of n independent values x , ,  x,, . . . , x, taken from 
a distribution of a continuous type with distribution func- 
tion G (x) and density function g ( x ) .  The pth quantile, or 
the quantile of order p of the distribution or population, 
denoted by I,, is defined as the root of the equation 
G ( 5 )  = p; that is, 
The corresponding sample quantile, Z,, is defined as fol- 
lows: If the sample values are arranged in non-decreasing 
order of magnitude, 
then x ,  i ,  is called the ith order statistic and 
where [np] is the greatest integer 6 tzp. 
If g (x) is differentiable in some neighborhood of each 
quantile value considered, it has been shown (Ref. 27) 
that the joint distribution of any number of qu~rltiles is, 
asymptotically, 
E (2,) = 5,) 
var (2,) = P (1 - P )  
ng2 (5'J 
where p,, is the correlation between Z,, and Zp2, p ,  < p2. 
The analyses will be based on the limiting distribution 
and moments of the sample quantiles. 
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c. Testing a distribution using M quantiles. Let H,, 2: - b'i Z. =- i z 1 , 2 , .  . . 
denote the null hypothesis that the parent population has a ai , m 
probability distribution with density function g (x) (which 
meets the above conditions on its derivative), and let Kt then set 
denote the (composite) alternative hypothesis that the 
. - 
density function is not g(x). Let Z:, i = 1,2, . .m, be 
m sample quantiles of orders pi and let 5: denote the cor- 
respondipgpopulation quantiles. Assuming that g jxj is 
completely specified under Ho, the <{ and g(<:) can be and determine the ai,  recuisi=~ely so as to satisfy the fol- 
calculated and one has lowing conditions : 
E (Z:) = t{ and a? = pi ( I  - pi) 
ng2 (P!,) 
E (xi) = O (1) 
E (x?) = l i ,f - l,2, . . , m (2) 
E (xixi) = 0, i # j Since the (asymptotically) normally distributed random (3) 
variables Z:, Zc, - - , ZL are not independent, it is con- 
venient to transform them into m new independent ran- I t  is immediately seen that by normalizing the 2; and 
dom variables x,, x,, . . . , xm such that under H,, each xi putting a,, = 1, the first condition, E (x,) = 0, is satisfied. 
is distributed N (0,l). in  order to accomplish this, thc Applying Conditions (2) and (3) resalts in the following 
following procedure is adopted. First, let general expressions for the kth set of coefficients: 
where p , ,  is the corre1a:ion between 2: and 2:. The above which has a maximum value of (%)-")I2. A critical (or 
transformations are derived in Ref. 26, where it is shown rejection) region can now be designated as the interval 
that the xi are indeed independent normally distributed 0 < L < A, A < (2~)-")/~, where .. is determined such that, 
random variables, each with zero mean and unit variance. given H,, the probability of L (x,, . , x,) lying in this 
Thus, the likelihood function is the density functi )n of the interval is equal to 8 ,  the significance level of the test. 
joint distribution of the zi, given by However, since L (x,, . . . , x,) is a monotone function of 
1 L ( x l , .  - . ,xm)=- (h )m/2  exp ( - +z x:) 
1=1 
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and y = O when L = (2n)-"/a and y+ oo when L + 0, a where 
critical region of the form 0 < L < A  is equivalent to 
a critical region y > B, where E! is determined so that p, = 0.C237 t),] -- 0.9769 
the probability of y > B equals e. 
Now, 11 has the chi-square distribution with m degrees 
of frcedoln, so that for a given value of E ,  a value of B can 
easily be found in a table df percentage points of the 
chi-square distribution, such as that given in Ref. 29, 
pp. 130-131. 
d. Testing a normal distributhn with unknown param- 
eters using sir and eight quantilect. In practical situations, 
the null hypothesis is often made on the form of the 
density functions which may be a function of several 
unknown parameters. For example, one may wish to test 
the hypotl~esis that the parent population is normally dis- 
tributed with unknown mean and variance, It is this case 
that will be considered and tests will be given using six 
and eight quar.tiles. The four-quantile case is given in 
Ref. 26. 
In order to carry out this test when p and u are un- 
known, estimates of p and o are required and the same 
sample quantiles used for the test can also be used in the 
estimators. Optimum unbiased quantile estimators of p 
and o have been derived using up to twenty quantiles and 
are given in Ref. 26. However, since the orders of the 
quantiles which are optimum with respect to estimating p 
are not, in general, those which are optimum with respect 
to estimating ,- sulovtimum estimators of p and J were 
constructed using the same quantiles. The criterion used 
was minimizatim of the linear sum var (p)  + c var (2) for 
c = 1,2,3. The estimators that will be used here are those 
obtained for c 41. Using six quantiles, these estimators are 
Now, let Z be a sample quantile from a set of sample 
values taken from a normal population with density func- 
tion g(x). Let 5* denote the corresponding population 
quantile and t denote the corresponding population quan- 
tile of the standard normal distribution with density func- 
tion f (r). Then one has 
Hence, c ,e sees that, asymptotically, 
and, since g  (r) = l /o  f (P), 
var (2) = oZp (1 -- P )  -
nf2 (6 )  
so that the moments of the sample quantiles of normal 
distributions are expressible in terms of the standard nor- 
mal. Thus, for the quantile:. used above for estimating kt 
a i d  o, one has, replacing p and u by jl and $, 
E(Z1) ~ p ,  = $ -  1.9956G E (2,) r p6 = $ + 1.9936 2 var (2,) = var (2,) g 7.5473 $2 
fl  
2.6633 O2 
~ ( z , ) r p ~ = $ - 1 . 1 8 5 0 $  E(Z5)c--p,=r/Ln+1.1850~ var (2,) = var (2,) g --
f l  
E (Z3) r p3 = $ - 0.4209 6? E (2,) r p, = :+ 0.42092 var (Z3) = var (2 , )  zz 1.6758 aZ 
n 
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,.zcursive evaluation of the coefficients a,j now provides the following transformation to independent variables for the 
six-quantile case, using the same quantiles !or the test as were used to estimate p and a: 
Although the above transformation is also used when ;L and a are known, it is important to note that the statistic 
has only four degrees of freedom when p and a are unknown, since two degrees of freedom are lost in estimating p and a. 
Thus, to test H, using six quantiles, transform the observed values ~f Zi (of order p i )  to the xi by means of the above 
transformation; if 
accept H,. If 
reject H,. B is determined for six degrees of freedom when p and a are known, and for four degrees of freedom when 
they are estimated. 
When eight quantiles are used, the suboptimum estimators are given by 
f'- p - 0.3249 (%I + 2,) + 0.0784 (Zp + Z7) + 0.1568 (Zs + Ze) + 0.2419 (2, + Z5) 
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Pl : 0.0119 P, = 0.9881 
P, - 0.0604 P; - 0.9396 
P, = 0.1721 P, = 0.. 1279 
P, = 0.3711 P, = 0.6289 
and one also has 
A E (Z1) r p, = $ - 2.2603 c E (2,) r p, = + 2.2603C var 17.) = var (ZH) r 12.2349 2 n 
3.9584 ^oZ 
E (2,) r p2 = $ - 1.5515 2 E (2,) r p, = ,^  + 1.5515 C var (Z2) = var (Z7) G 
n 
var (Z3) = var (T,,) r 2.1904 a2 E (2,) r p, = - 0.9459 o" E(Z,) r p ,  = $ . i  0.3459o" n 
A 1.6340 "o' E (2,) e p4 = 2 - 0.3290 c E (Z,) r LL, = + 0.3290 C var (Z4) = var (2,) r n 
The transformation to the xi is as follows: 
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The statistic 
has eight degrees of freedom when p and u are known, but only six degrees of freedom when p and u are unknown. 
e. Applying the ted. The above tests were applied to The eight-quantile test gave the results 
two sets of sample values, each taken from non-normally 
distributed populations in order to test for normality. In ( I  
Case A, the parent population was bimodal with a density j2 = 0.286, - o - 1.1E. 2 X? = 30.15 > 18.81 
function given by i = l  
0.3 0.7 Thus, both tests reject H o  at both the 0.01 and 0 . 6  levels. 
gA ( x )  - e - H o a  f - ,-H I ( # - 4 ) / s I a  ( 2 ~ ) ~  3 (27r)H 
200 sample values were generated horn entries taken from 
a table of random numbers. The required sample quantiles 
to perform both the six- and eight-quantile tests were deter- 
P 
- 
mined. The set of six quantiles gave the results, $ = 2.813, 
h -  
u - 3.218, as compared to p = 2.8, u = 3.156. After trans- 
formation to independent variables under the null hy- 
pothesis that the population was normally distributed, the 
result 
was obtained. Hence, H ,  is rejected at both the 0.01 and 
0.05 levels. The set of eight quantiles gale the results, 
The same tests were then performed on two sets of 
sample values, each taken from a standard r.oimal distri- 
bution. With n = 20 in both cases, the Eollowir~g results 
were obtained. From the first set, the six-quantile test 
gave 
l'he eight-quantile test gave 
(I From the second set, the six-quantile test gave 
"- p - 2.805, A-  u - 3.250, I: xl = 18.40 > 18.81 
i = 1  
a 
i; = -0.038, A -  For this test, H o  is again rejected at the 0.01 and 0.05 u - 0.980, I: xi = 5.93 < 9.49 
i = 1 levels. 
With respect to Case B, the parent population was also The eight-quantile test gave 
bimodal with a density function given by 
Thus, in all cases, H o  is accepted for E = 0.05 as well as The six-quantile test gave the results, i; = 0.345, = 1.206 for = OX)1. 
-s compared to p = 0.40, u = 1.221, and 
The power of the test, that is, th. probability of reject- 
ing Ho when it is false, obviously depends upon the nature 
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of the true distrihati~., {as jveH as on c j .  In order i ; ,  clcter- 
mine the power of t l ~ c  test rclativt: to a specific alternate 
density function, one must find the probability that 
under the simple alternative hypothesis M,, when the xi 
are random variables resulting from transf- ,mini: the Zi 
under Hn. Consequently, although the x i  are still n~rmally 
distributed under HI, they are in general correlated and 
have means and variances other than 0 and 1, :espectively. 
Under these conditions, the problem of determining the 
distribution of 
under H I  is quite difficult. Accordingly, in order to esti- 
mate the power of the tests by "Monte Carlo" methods 
when H ,  is the hypothesis that the popl~lation in Cc.2 A 
is normally distributed with p = 2.8, u = 3.156 and 11, is 
the hypothesis that the population has a distribution with 
the true density function g, ( x )  givel, ~bove, the Zi were 
transformed to the x ,  tinder H,,, and then the first two 
mornents and correlations of the x i  were computed under 
H I .  For the six-quantile case, 350 sets of the six x,  were gcn 
erated from a table of random numbers, and for each set, 
was computed. In 97.1% of the cases y > 12.59, and in 
84.3% of the cases y > 16.81. For the eight-quz t'l .n i e case, 
250 sets of the eight x, were generated and for each set 
was computed. For this case, in 53.011, of the cases y> 15.51, 
and in 83.6% of the czses y > 20.09. 
Although the quantile estimators of p and o were 
derived or, the basis of a normally distributed parent 
population, they are relatively insensitive to deviations 
from normality, as can be seen by comparing i; and o^  
with the true means and standard deviations in Cases A 
and B where the parent popu:ations were b ~ t h  bimodal. 
Thus, these estimators can be used effectively when the 
goodness-of-kt iests given here are applied to other types 
of density functions where the parameters are unknown 
but c.in be determined from %nowledge of tl.; mean or 
variance, or both. 
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1 . 2  XVIII~Communications Elements Research 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
A. RF Techniques: WGHz mm Wave Work, 
W .  V .  1. Ruschl, S .  D. Slobin1, and C. 1. Stelzried 
During the period of April 4 through July 10, 1966, a 
series of lunation observations were carried out using the 
USC-JPL millimeter wavelength radio astronomy facility 
located on the JPL Mesa Antenna Range. Useful data 
were obtained on only 23 dates in this period, primarily 
becs2.e of 5ad weather. However, better measurement 
resolution was obtained during this experiment than dur- 
ing a similar lunation experiment in 1965, due to improved 
instrumentation and data reduction techniques. 
1. Observations 
The observational technique has been refined to yield a 
maximum arnount of data for a given night's effort, while 
still maintaining accurate calibration standards. One drift 
curve sequence consists of the following operations: The 
center of the moon is tracked for 2 min and then the an- 
tenna tracking drive is turned off, allowing the moon to 
drift cut of the antenna beam. After 2 min have passed, 
a gas tube noise output is recorded for 1 min. The antenna 
is then repositioned on the center of the moon for the 
following drift curve. All data taken are recorded by both 
'Consultant from the Electrical Engineering Deparhnmt, University 
of Southern California. 
a chart recorder and by a digital voltmeter. Thc output of 
the digital voltmeter is used to give quantitative data, 
while the c h a t  recorder is used primarily to monitor the 
system perfomlance. Before and after each night's runs, 
the gas tube noise output is cal;hrated by comparing it 
with the outputs of matched waveguide terminations 
heated t : ~  known temperatures. The analog and digital 
outnut c'l a typical drift curve may be seen in Fig. 1. 
f i e  ~ ~ u t p u t  of each night's runs [which included the 
rtitin. nloon output (digital)/gas tube output (digitd). 
zenith angle for each drift curve, and complete ga:, tl:i.>i* 
calibration measurements] was recorded on IBh'l t:..;!rci; 
ajld subnitted for computer evaluation. 
2 Data Reduction 
.9guue 2 shows a typical computer dcra redl tction print- 
out (proyam designated CTS 10). This p:*-,;r;im gives a 
least squares solution to the equation 
* k 
e ?A PAC 
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TIME OUTPUT 
. 
~ 2 2 l l 5 8 4 1 8 7 1 1  
~ ~ 0 9 0 4 4 2 6 9 n  
2 2 0 8 5 2 4 3 3 6 8  
A N T E N N A  
STATIONARY 
2 2 0 8 7 6 4 4 2 6 8 1  
2 2 0 8 2 7 4 6 5 1 9 1  
2 2 0 8 1 4 4 9 4 5 0 1  
2 2 0 8 0 2 5 1 9 9 0 1  
2 2 0 1 5 0 5 2 8 4 8 L  
2 2 0 7 3 7 5 5 l I S I  
2 2 0 7 2 5 5 4 8 5 3 l  
2 2 l l 2 1 6 8 5 9 7  
2 2 1 1 0 8 6 8 5 7 0 1  
2 2 1 0 5 6 6 9 2 4 b l  
T 
GAS 
h I min I s I o r b ~ t r a r y  units 1 
2 2 1 0 4 3 6 8 I I 2  
TUBE 
2 2 0 7 1 2 5 6 2 9 2 I  
A N A L O G  O U T P U T , a r b ~ t r a r y  un l ts  
Fig. 1. Lunation drift curve, showing analog and digital output 
2 2 0 7 0 0 5 6 1 6 3 1  
2 2 0 6 4 8 5 6 3 2 2 1 M 0 0 N  
2 2 0 6 3 5 5 5 9 6 9 1  
2 2 0 6 2 3 5 5 5 2 I I  
2 2 0 6 1 7 5 5 7 3 7 1  
2 2 0 5 5 8 5 6 3 7 1 1  
2 2 0 5 4 5 5 6 1 6 3 1  
2 2 0 5 3 3 4 5 3 9 3 1  
2 2 0 5 2 1 4 3 1 4 5 1  
2 2 0 5 0 8 4 1 2 8 5 1  
where The actual radio source disc temperature is given by 
T R A C K  
Tan1 T A  = - = measured ratio of radio source an- 
T ,  t tenna temperature divided by gas 
tube noise temperature contribu- 
Tant, r o r  TAC X T g t  Tdiac = -- --BCF - BCF 
tion 
where BCF is the beam correction factor defined by 
Tant cor TAC = -- = ratio of antenna temperature cor- 
T g t  rected for atmospheric loss, divided 
by gas tube noise temperature con- 
tribution 
and 
LO = L,, = zenith atmospheric loss (LO > 1) Go = P L ' ~  gcin of vhe antenna 
sec z = secant %if the zenith angle ( z  = 0 is overhead) f (a) = normalized antenna pattern 
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-- - --. - - ~ - -- 
T  A Z T A ( L N 1  T A - T A  ( L N  T A  (TAY I T A - T A t T A Y )  
- 
T A C ( L N  )=  0 - 1 2 5 4 5 E  01 P E T A C  ( L N  1 = 0 . 4 6 3 8 2 E - 0 1  PE T A  ( LNF=  0 . 2 7 3 4 5 E - 0 1  
-. -- - - - - --- --  - -- ~- 
hO. I T E R A T I O N S  FOR E A C H  C O M P L E T E  C Y C L E =  2 
Fig. 2. Computer printout for lunation data reduction (April 30, 1966) 
The beam correction factor is obtained from antenna gain 
and pattern calibrations. The USC 60-in. millimeter an- 
tenna has a higher gain and somewhat narrower beam- 
width than when measured previously (1965). 
A complete description of the solutions of Eq. (1) is 
given in SPS 37-36, Vol. IV, pp. 255-258. Referring to 
Fig. 2, TA represents the measured ratio of radio source 
antenna temperature divided by the gas tube noise tem- 
perature contribution. TAC represents the same quantity 
after correction for atmospheric attenuation. Quantities 
involving the notation (LN) represent solutions to Eq. (2) 
by linearizing the data with respect to the logarithmic 
equation 
In (TA) = In (TAC) - sec (2) In (LO) (5) 
Quantities involving the notation (TAY) represent solu- 
tions to Eq. (2) by linearizing the data using a Taylor 
series expansion of Eq. (2). 
The logarithm Iinearization method introduces an un- 
known weighting factor that does not occur in the Taylor 
series method (Ref. 1). Therefore, the latter method was 
used to determine final values for lunar temperature dur- 
ing the lunation. utilizing Eqs. (3) and (4). The columns 
TA - TA (LN) and TA - TA (TAY) indicate the error 
between the actual measured value of ';A at a particular 
zenith angle and the calculated value TAC (LO) -""', by 
both methods. Quantities involving PE indicate the prob- 
able error of the associated quantities. 
Accurate calibrations of the gas tube noise contribution 
were made throughout the lunation. A stralght line is 
fitted to the values obtained for each day, and this new 
value is used as the average gas tube contribution for that 
day. This method smooths out the daily measurement 
errors for the gas tube contribution and accounts for long- 
term drifts in the gas tube. 
3. Results 
The resulting lunation curve for the period April 4 
through July 10, 1966 is shown in Fig. 3. Comparison of 
this curve with the 1965 lunation curve indicates I?. re- 
duced scatter of data points as well as a reduced uncer- 
tainty for each data point. The data from phase 180 to 
270 deg are repeated for the sake of clarity. The increased 
accuracy was obtained by improving the instrumenta- 
tion, increasing the period of the on-off cycle, and taking 
more data points. In addition, every data point in Fig. 2 
is the result of averaging both pre- and posttransit data. 
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lators exist, and prcsent day telescope technology is suffi- 
cient for both the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
-4 sketch of an optical heterodyne receiver is presented in 
Fig. 4. 
A laboratory demonstration of a laser heterodyne re- 
ceiver suitable for deep space communication is now being 
prepared. Previous heterodyne experiments with 10.6-,un 
carbon dioxide lasers have been reported (Ref. 5-79. 
However, most of the emphasis in these experiments has 
bee11 on the narrow band deiector performance; these 
experiments have not adequately simulated an optical 
receiver. The present experiment will use two separate 
o 1 1 lasers, one serving as a transmitter and the other as a local 
180 270 0 9 0  180 
NEW MOON FULL MOON 
2'\osillator. The transmitter beam can be suitably attenu- 
FULL MOON 
ated and modulated in order to simulate a weak, broad 
LUNAR PHASE, deg band simal. 
" 
Fig. 3. Lunation curve (April 4 through July 10, 19661 
The error flags represent the probable error dhe to 
measurement dispersion only. The resulting scatter of 
- the data points is attributed primarily to changing at- 
mospheric loss rather than to experimental uncertainty, 
as the resolution of the radiometer is much higher than 
the spread of data would indicate. Changes in atmo- 
spheric loss during the course of ; series of observations 
can frequently produce misleading data; and the process 
of averaging pre- and posttransit data usually results in 
smoothing the scatter but not eliminating it. 
Construction of the various pieces of appa~atus has 
begun. The laboratory facilities have been suitably modi- 
fied to eliminate air conditioning noise and vibration from 
the table used for the experiment. A gas handling system 
for controlling and metering the gases used by the laser 
has been constructed, as well as two complete lasers. 
Peripheral monitoring apparatus has been purchased or 
fab .icated. 
'"Heterodyne Operation of 10M Photoconductive Detectors" by 
C. J. Buczek, G. S. Picus, and D. E. Bode, to be published. 
B. Quantum Electronics: Optical Communications 
Components, M .  S. Shumote and I. C. Siddoway 
1. Carbon Dioxide Laser Heferodyne Receiver, M. s. Shumotr TELESCOPE 
The use of the nitrogen-carbon dioxide laser wave- I 1 / j \ I 
lengths (-10.6 pm) for deep space communication has 
been discussed recently (Refs. 2 and 3), and although the 
desirability of such a communications system is subject DEWAR 
to discussion, its feasibility has been adequately estab- 
lished (Ref. 2). This article describes an experiment lead- 
ing toward a laboratory demonstration of ;? 10.6-pm laser FREQUENCY 
heterodyne receiver. LASER OUT TO IF  
RECOLLIMATING COLLIMATIYG AMPLIFIER 
OPTICS OPTICS Of the several pieces of equipment necessary for a DOPPLE;. 
10.6-r*m laser communications system, the receiver por- FREQUENCY SHIFTER 
tion of the system is one of the least developed. The state IMAGE LASER LOCAL TRACKING CSCILLATOR 
of the art for efficient ( ~ 1 7 % )  (Ref. 4), high-power trans- OPTICS 
mitters is adequate, although no space qualified laser 
transmitter has yet been constructed. Appropriate modu- 
K 
Fig. 4. Sketch of an optical heterodyne receiver 
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Prior to actual hrterodyne c~xprrirnents, it h.1: \ l w c r i  rlec- 
(wary to perform an accurate \\~avc~Ic.ngth determilla ion 
of the carbon dioxide lascr lines, in ordcr to calculate 
the optimrlln lascr cavity length (SPS 37-39, \'ol. I\', 
pp. 196-198). Experiments arc also in progrcss to d ~ ~ t ~ r -  
mine the discharge tuhe cl,nfigur;ition. Problcms in! olv- 
ing frequency stability of the lascr havr occurred, thc 
~f fec t  being due to thermal drifts and mechanical 1. br:i- 
tion of the laser cnvitv ;.lirrors. Although present cs.11~i- 
merits indicate reasonable stability, it tnav be necessary to 
devise a frequency stabili7ing technique in order to ol,tain 
the required laser frequency stilbility. 
2. Isotopic CO, Laser Studies, J, C. Siddowoy 
The drvelopment of an efficient laser whose outpr~t is 
in a favorable atmospheric \vindow has made the carbon 
dioxide last r a potential candidate for a fuh~re  high data 
rate transmission link from deep space. Ho\i.ever, there 
are many problems to be studied before the full potential 
of such a systrrn can bv t lc~no~~st r ;~ tcd .  This sllmnlilr!. 
drscrilws a program to strldy : 
(1) Irnp~rlty and or "gchttcaTi~~; c+tocfs \vhic,Ii liniit tht- 
lifetin;(- of sc-alrtl-off CO, 1;lsc~i. 
(1) Thc usr c ~ f  arior~s isotopcbs to prc\.rnt riidiatic~n 
al,sorption by thrrniall!. cascitc.cl CO, molrcules in 
the atnlosphc.rc1. 
(3) Isotopic. 1;lsc~rs as possi1)lc. local oscillntors to nccourrt 
for Dnpplcr shifts. 
Three isotopes of carbon dioxide (C1lOi,'. C' 'O',". C' 'O'.';) 
have been ol)t,iincd for study. Sincr some of the reaction 
prorJucts formed in the discharge tall on the samr mass 
~ ~ u m h e r  of parent molecr~les prc1sc>nt in the laser, defiirltc~ 
result< concerning possible contaniinants are difficult to 
ol,t;lin. (Two rsnmples are: mass 28; N,, CO and mass 43; 
CO,, N.O.) The use of isotopes to slbift these lines on thc 
Fig. 5. Isotopic CO, loses 
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mass scale will make analysis much easier and more 
quantitative. 
Tho isotopic wavelengths will be measured using a 
0.75-m Spex grating monochrometer. Comparisons can 
then be made with the absorption spectra of the atn~o- 
sphere to determine suitable operational w:zvelengths. 
Isotopic CO, may also be desirable for use in a receiver 
in a local oscillator since the calculated Dopl~lcr shift 
(-500 MHz) from a typical spacecraft operation is ap- 
proximately an order of magnitude greater than the tuning 
capability allowed by the Doppler broadened linewidth. 
a. Apparatus. The laser which has beer. constructed for 
the isotopic CO, stcdies is shown in Fig. 5. The water 
cooled discharge tube is 24 in. long with a %-in. ID. Each 
end of the tube is equipped with bakeable high-vacuum 
(Conflat) flanges using copper gaskets for seals. The 
brewster window mounts and aluminum electrodes are 
attached to a mating flange through which %-in. copper 
tubing has beell run to provide cooling for the electrodes. 
The windovvs, polished flats of potassium chloride, are 
- sealed with a low vapor pressure epoxy (Varian Torr 
Seal). Double sided Conflat inserts are lised between the 
flanges to provide gas inlet and vacuum exhaust ports. 
The optical reflectors are gold coated, nearly opaque 
mirrors; one of 2-m radius of curvature and a flat through 
which a 3-mm diam hole provides output coupling. 
Construction of the apparatus is now complete, and 
initial operations have been conce~~ned with leak check- 
ing and calibration. Lifetime studies have recently been 
started, but no definitive results have yet been obtained. 
C. Propagation Studies: Planetary Entry Blackout, 
G. S, Levy 
A study:' was conducted under a JPL contract to deter- 
mine the effect of entry plasma on the telemetry link of a 
Mars lander. The effects of both frequency shift and 
attenuation were studied, and a report has been issued 
(Ref. 8). The plasma environment model used in this study 
was adopted from D. Spencer (Ref. 9). It was found that 
for the model used both attenuation and frequency shift 
can be significant effects. 
As a spacecraft enters the atmosphere of Mars, a plasma 
column trailing the spacecraft is generated. The strength 
and the frequency of the signal originating from the space- 
craft are greatly affected by the presence of this plasma 
column. The objective of this investigation was to obtain 
an estimation of t i e  frequency shift as well as the attenua- 
tion of the signal passing through the plasma column 
based on an idealized model (Ref. 8, Fig. 6). 
It is ass1:med for this model that: (a) the plasma is con- 
fined in a cylindrical column swept out by the spacecraft; 
Three Granville-Phillips variable leak valves control 
gases admitted into the discharge tube, and the pressure 
is monitored with a Wallace & Tiernan gauge. A fourth 
variable leak valve allows small samples of gas to flow 
from the discharge tube to the analysis chambcr of a 
Varian quadrapole mass spectrometer and then to the 
vacuum system. Used in this fashion the instrument per- 
mits comparisons of background, impurities, relative 
amounts of the original gases before and after the dis- 
charge has been run, and new molecular species formed 
in the discharge. 
The main vacuum systcm is a 3-in. mercury diffusion 
pump with two Granville-Phillips liquid nitrogen cold 
traps. (Mercury is used to prevent hydrocarbon contami- 
nation of the Illass spectrometer.) Also, a Vac-Ion pump 
allows continuous pumping of the discharge without full 
time operation of the Hg pump and cold traps. High- 
vacuum fittings have been used throughout the apparatus 
so that pressures at least of the order of 10 "mm Hg are 
attainable. 













Fig. 6. Entry vehicle, traiectory and plasma 
column configuration 
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(b) the plasma is uniformly distributed over each circular 
cross section of the column; and (c) the density of tho 
plasma varies along the column in accordance with the 
generation rate a d  the decay rate of the plasma for 
the nonfrozen flow model. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
the plasma medium may be adequately described by a 
cold plasma permittivity constant with loss (Ref. 9). The 
irelocity, electron collision frequency and plasma fre- 
quency, as functions of altitude, are shown in Figs. 7-9. 
1. Signal Attenuation 
Under the W.K.B. approximations, the total signal at- 
tenuation A between the transmitter and the point where 
the signal emerges from the plasma column can be ob- 
tained from the following expression 
z-coonlinate along the plasma cylinder axis and making 
use of the assumed plasma model, one has (Ref. 10) 
where z,, ;T ancl 6 are shown in Fig. 6. n ( ~ )  is obtained 
using the cc13 plasma model with collision, (Refs. 3 and 9) 
or, 
where a is the attenuation per unit length along the ray 
path; 2,. is the location of the transmitter; and 1, is the loca- 
tion where the ray emerges from the plasma column. 
Expressing Eq. (1) in cylindrical coordinates with the 
I00 @O 80 40 LO 0 
ALTITUDE, km 
(1) where c is the velocity of light in vacuum; and the plasma 
frequency w, and the collision frequency v are functions 
SURFACE PRESSURE = I I mbar 
ATIIOSPHERIC COMPOSITION: 
40% N2,  30% C02. 30% A 
m/CoA = 0 2  slug/ft2 
Vc = 26,600 f /s 
I qE = 90deg 
ALTITUDE z, km 
Fig. 7. Velocity versus altitude Fig. 8. Electron collision frequency versus altitude 
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Fig. 9. Plasma frequency versus altitude 
F L O I  APPROXIMATION 
I 0 1  I 
of ;, in accordance with the plasma density variation 
described in Ref. 10. The attenuation in dB/m within the 
plasma collimr~ is presented as a funciion of altitude for 
both f ~ o ~ e n  and equilibrium flow in Fig. 10. 
$'E - 9Odeg 
1 1 
2. Signal Frequency Shift 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
\Vith the assumption that the \relocity of tile space 
vehicle is much less than the phase velocity of a plane 
wave in the plasma medium, the frequency of the received 
signal may be given as follcws (Ref. 10):  
ALTITUDE I, krn 
Fig. 10. The attenuation per unit length 
versus altitude 
of the propagation path. Eq. ( 4 )  is derived from the phase 
kinematic considerations (Ref. LO) 
Assuming that the phase velocity does not vary sig- 
nificantly within the signal ray path under cocsideration, 
cne may make the following approximation for the !,~t 
term in Eq. (4 )  
where a is the radius of the plasma column and 0 is shown 
where f~ and f~ are, respectively, the frequency of the in Fig. 6, With the further assumption that the depl:n- 
received signa! and the transmittal signal. ("TI - O R , )  is denre on time is only due to the change in the spacecraft 
tile relative \relocity between the transmitter and the posir;on for the frozen flow model, we have 
receiver. a,, is the phase velocity of a plane wave in the 
plasma medium. lR and lT represent, respectively, the re- 
ceiver location and the transmitter location. The second UT - 
term in Eq. (4) represents the classical doppler frequelicy ( )  dZr\or 
shift while the third term in Eq. ( 4 )  represents the fre- 
- ---- ~ O T  sin +S d 
quency shift due to the changes in the internal properties (6) 
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where ~l~ is defined in Fig. 6, 
and 
with 
3. Numerical Examples 
Numerical computations were carried out for specific 
models representing the Marticln atmosphere in accord- 
ance with Ref. 8. Rev~lts are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 
In Fig. l r ,  the component trequency shift is plotted 
against the altita2e of the Martian atmosphere. The sym- 
bols used in Fig. 11 are defined as follobs (Ref. 10): 
0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160 
ALTITUDE 2, km 
Fig. 1 1. Component frequency shift versus altinude 
-60 
nTMOSPtiERIC COMWSI TION. I i 
ALTITUDE I, km 
Fig. 12. Frequency shift and signal relative 
amplitude versus altitude 
111 Fig. 12, the total frequency shift f s  and the relative 
signal amplitude are both plotted against the altitude of 
the Martiaji atmosphere. 
D. Low Noise Trans~onder Preamplifier Research, 
W. H .  Higa 
Spacecraft transponders currently uscs a m:xc.r with a 
noise figure of - 8 d B  as tlrr input stage. -4 preamplifier 
could be used to improve the receiver sensitivity by at 
least 3 dB without too much difficulty. Howt dcr, to reaiizr 
the improvcrnent with a minimum of additional dc power 
drain is of great importance for deep spact. probes. A fig- 
ure of merit is defined as a starti.lg point for solving this 
problem. Various possibilities bcing comparrd. 
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The effective input noise temperature Tr of a ~ r e a m ~ l i -  Clearly a lev: value of M is desirable. The stability factor S 
fier followed by a mixer is given by is a product of gain variation coefficients, such as AG,/AT, 
AG, /AV~,  where 
A'1' = change in ambient temperature 
~ V d e  = change in power supply voltage 
where 
TI - no;se temperature of preamplifier Current developments in semiconductor devices make thf 
followino, devices attractive competitors at 2115 MHz 
GI = power gain of preamplifier (1) Transistor amplifiers. 
T2 = noise temperature of mixer (2) Tuimel diode ampliEers. 
(3) Parametric amplifiers with solid state pump. 
Figure 13 shows a graph of T ,  as a functiorl of T ,  for 
different gains GI. TWO horizontal reference lines for an 1, Table 1 typical values are compared for various 
&dB mixer and a 5-dB mixer are shown also. parameters. The dc power requirements shown include 
losses in the regulating circuits employed. Potentially, the 
An arbitrary figure of n;rrit for a sp;dcecraft preampli- tunnel diode amplifier is most attractive in this respect. 
her can be expressed as 
The paramp is good from the point cf view of noise 
T, X P d ,  X S temperature, while the transistor amplifier is good with 
bf= respect to stability and reliability. 
where 
M = figure of merit 
Pdc = dc power input 
S = sta5ility factor 
R = reliability (e.g., mean time before failure) 
NOISE FIGURE OF PREAMPLIFIER f i ,  dB 
2 3 4 5 
I I I I 
lm3 t 8 dB MIXER (NO PREAMPLIFIER ) 
Y 
bC 9 
1 I I I I 
0 100 2'30 300 400 500 600 7 
TEMPERATURE 5, O K  
Fig. 13. Effective input noise temperature for different 
preamplifier noise tempcratures (followed by 
8-dB mixer) and different gains GI 
One each of the devices has been ordered, an4 an 
evaluation progrhm will cwmmence soon. 
Table 1. A comparison of various parameters for 
three different solid state preamplifiers 
E. Thermally Isolated Transr~ission Lines, 
C. 1. Stelzried, 1. Y. Otoshi, and D. L. Mullen 
Spacecraft onboard communication systems require 
microwave transmission lines with high reliability, low 
loss and light weight. Microwave transmission lines which 
provide thermal isolation are used in the construction of 
thermal calibration terminations (cold loads). These ther- 
mal terminations provide noise temperature calibration 
instrumentation for !ow noise receiving systems. The ther- 
mally isolated transmission lines are usually fabricated 
from thin-wall stainless steel. Copper plating is used to 
reduce the microwave insertion loss. 





























A lightweight thermally isolated low-loss waveguide 
section has been fabricated with plastic. Fig. 14 -1 IOWS a 
photograph of an H-batid plastic waveguide test section 
(RFT 265) obtained from Maury Microwave Corporation, 
Montclair, California. This unit is 6.0 il.. in length with 
%-in. wall thickness. The section was fabricated Sy hand 
wrapping fiberglass tape to the desired thickness or. a steel 
mandrel and impregnating with liquid plastic. The plastic 
flanges are an integral part of the section. The necessary 
condrictivr fil* on the interior and flange faces is pro- 
vided by first spraying approximately 0.005-in. thick alu- 
minum on the mnndrel. The waveguide interior is given a 
thin gold flash for protection after fabrication. 
2. Experimental Evaluation 
Table 2 summarizes the measr~red interior dimensions 
for this particular test section at ambient and liquid nitro- 
gen temperatures. Since plastic has a higher coefficient 
of expansion than metal, these dimensionai changes are 
greater than would be obtained with stainless steel. The 
measured dissipatwe loss of this particular section at 
8448 MHz was 0.0196 dB. This is in good agreement with 
a loss of 0.0258 dB measured for solid aluminum wave- 
length of the same length; fabricated by the electric 
discharge method, if account is taken for surface rough- 
ness. The dissipative loss is obtained by subtracting the 
reflected loss from the overall measured insertion loss. 
I 
1 Fig. 14. WR 112 plastic waveguide 
I 
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Table 2. Plastic H-band waveguide interior dimensions 
at ambient and liquid nitrogen temperatures 
Wav.guide opening dimensions, in. 
Acruul opening 
Standard opening 
Ambient tampemture liquid nit*grn fempamture 
1.1 22 X 0.497 1.1 24 X 0.503 1.1 20 X 0.500 
The plastic and solid aluminum waveguides have a mea- 
sured surface roughness of approximately 40 and 70 pin. 
nns, respectively." The accuracy of the dissipative loss 
measurements acraunting for instrumentation, mismatch 
errors, and measurement dispersion was approximntely 
0.0006 dB (probable error) anc! 0.0004 dB (probable 
error) for the plastic and aluminum waveguide sections, 
respective] y. 
3. Conclusion 
The primary advantages of the plastic waveguide fabri- 
cation technique over conventional stainless steel sections 
are reduced cost and fabrication time. Special thin-wall 
stainless steel waveguide requires a factory mill run, 
which entails long lead time and user storage problems. 
The plastic section also has higher rigidity and less total 
weight than conventional stainless steel sections. 
The primary disadvantages are the dimensional insta- 
bility caused by the higher coefficient of expansion of the 
material and the thin conductive coating on the flanges. 
The flanges cannot be lapped due to the thin metal 
covering. 
The close agreement in insertion loss between the soliu 
aluminum ~ n d  plastic waveguide st 2tions indicates that 
the sprayed aluminum interior of the plastic wavegriide 
provides a suitable microwave conductor. 
F. RF Breakdown Studies, R .  Woo, and H. Erpenbach 
1. High Pressure RF Breakdown in Coaxial Transmission 
Lines at S-Band Frequenties, R.  Woo 
a. Introduction. The results of our investigations of 
multipacting breakdown have been reported in previous 
issues of SPS, Vol. IV. Multipacting breakdown occurs 
when the electron mean free path, the average distance 
traveled by the electrons between collisions, is greater 
'Refer tn JPL Inspection Report 58401. Account No. 421-00103- 
3330, sketch ior part number. 
than the clcct,ode separation Jistance. If pressure is in- 
creased, the mean free path is shortened, and the principal 
electron production mechanism is no longer secondary 
electron emission but ionization by electron collision. If 
both the electron mean i r e  path and the amplitude of 
oscillation of the electrorls are appreciably less than the 
electrode separation distance, the main electron loss mech- 
anism is diffusion to the electrodes. Under these condi- 
tions, RF breakdown is governed by the diffusion theory 
(Ref. 11). 
It is within the limits of the diffusion theory that many 
microwave components fall. In certain gases, electrons are 
effectively remotred by attachment to gas molecules; loss 
by recombination is generally negligible, since the charge 
concentrations are usually low. The subject of high pres- 
sure RF breakdow~l has been ably sunlmarized by Brown, 
Francis, and MacDcnald, Refs. 11-13, respectively. 
The availability of enginec ling data for high pressure 
RF breakdown is essential for the successful design of 
high power RF components for future space missions. 
-. 
High pressure RF breakdown would be encountered in 
two main situations: (1) wht-3 there is a requirement to 
turn on the high power RF prior to launch and to leave 
it on during ascent through the earth's atmosphere, and 
(2) when high power RF components must operate in the 
vicinity, or on the surface of, a planet where pressure 
levels are a few torr, such as on Mars. 
In this article we will present breakdown data in air for 
1%-in. rigid coaxial transmission line obtained at S-band 
frequencies, using the basic experimental setup described 
in SPS 37-44, 1'01. IV, pp. 334336. A three-dimensional 
surface representing both multipacting and higher pres- 
sure RF breakdown data will also be discussed. The sirn- 
plicity and practical usefulness of such a plot is shown to 
be attractive to the design engineer. 
b. Experimental setup and procedure. The schematic 
of the vacuum system used in the experiments is shown 
in Fig. 15. Air is admitted through the dessicant tube, 
which removes the moisture and carbon dioxide from the 
air. The swivel-type Stoke's-McLeod gauge used for mea- 
surement of pressure, has a 05000 pm scale. The dry-ice- 
acetoile cold trap senres to prevent the diffusion of 
mercury vapor from the McLeod gauge to the remainder 
of the vacuum svstem. 
Rosc and Brown (Rcf. 14) showed that the products of 
ionization from one hrerikdown measurement can reduce 
subsequent breakdown voltages by as much as l a ,  if the 
A NEEDLE 
ACETONE COLD TO PUMP I GAUGE 
I COAXIAL LINE I 
TEST I COMPONENT I 
Fig. IS. Schematic of vacuum system 
air is not (.hanged. The system was, therefore, pumped 
down to 40 pm, and new air introduced before each 
breakdown measurement. Reproducibility of the Fower 
breakdown readings was within 5 2 %  (equivalent to break- 
down voltage reproducibi!ity within t l % ) ,  while the 
accuracy of the readings was within &3% (equivalent to 
breakdown voltage reproducibility within 21.5%). 
c. Experimental results and discussion. Figure 16 shows 
the manner in which breakdown power varies with pres- 
sure for 1%-in. coaxial transmission line at 1700 and 
2400 MHz. An RF breakdown is determined by the elec- 
tric field, but we have chosen to plot power, since this is 
the parameter of direct interest to the design engineer. 
It should be calitioned that these power readings corre- 
spond to a matched 50-0 transmission line. U~ider mis- 
matched conditions, the electric fields may be higher so 
that breakdon~n could .occur at lower power levels. 
The "parabolic" shape of the breakdown plots in Fig. 16 
is typical of diffusion-controlled RF breakdown. l%e mini- 
mum of each break8owl-r   lot occurs at the pressure p,,,, 
where the electron-molecule collision frequency v ,  is ap- 
proximately equal to the radian frequency o (o = 2~ f ,  
where f is the frequency of the RF field), since the energy 
transfer to the electrons from the field is at a maximum. 
If the pressure is increased, the electron-niolecule colli- 
sion frequency increases, tht. energy gained by the elec- 
trons from the field per mean free path decreases, and the 
breakdown electric field (or power) must correspondingly 
increase. 
In a perfect vacuum, the electrons oscillate with their 
velocity 90 deg out of phase with the RF field, and no 
energy is gained by the electrons from the field. The elec- 
trons gain energy from the field only by undergoicg colli- 
sions with the gas molecules. A decrease in pressure for 
pressures lower than p,, , ,,, therefore, corresponds to an 
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Fig. 17. Ratio of normalized CW breakdown field to pressure as a function of pressure times inner conductor radius 
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increase in loss of energy transfer from the field to the 
electrons. As a result, the breakdown field rises with de- 
creasing pressure. 
High pressure RF breakdown between coaxia: elec- 
trodes has been investigated by Herlin and Brown 
(Ref. IS), and Gould (Ref. 16). Paska (Ref. 17) obtained 
some experimental data at 77 MHz. Unfortunately, the 
theoretical results of Herlin and Brown, and Gould, suffer 
from limitations. Shown in Fig. 17 is th.: theoretical curve 
of Gould, together with the experimental data of Fig. 16 
and that of Paska asing Gould's notation. As can be 
seen, Gould's curve is limited to pr values greater than 
1.4 ton-cm. In the case of the 1%-in. coaxial line, data exist 
only for pressures greater than 1600 pm. One reason for 
this limitation is the concept of effective electric field, 
which is only satisfactory for higher values of pr. 
Comparison of Herlin and Brown's data with our data 
indicated their breakdown power levels were approxi- 
mately 10% lower. The reason is t'-at they did not use 
fresh air for each breakdown measurement when deter- 
mining the high frequency ionization coacient  & (Ref. 
18). The main objection to either (:auld's or Herlin and 
i 
< 
Fig. 18. Surface constnrctod from high pressure T F breakdown in hydrogen between paro!lal plates 
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Brown's theoretical curves, however, is their complexity. 
A design engineer is usuaily interested in the breakdown 
power level as a function of pressure fcr a fixed frequency 
and a given coaxial line. He is also interested in the effects 
of changing frequency or the linc size. Such data are not 
conveniently or explicitly available ir, the theoretical 
curves. 
A more meaningful and practical scheme of presenting 
the breakdown data is to use a three-dimensional plot, 
such as that described by MacDonald and Brown for 
parallel plates (Ref. 19) and shown in Fig. 18. They 
showed through dimensional analysis that: the breakdown 
data for geomztrically-similar configurations in a given 
gas can be represented by a single pa-p.1-EA surface. 
A is the characteristic diftision length and, in the case of 
parallel electrodes, is equal to tl/n, where d is the elec- 
trode separation distance. It should be noted that the 
vertical axis could havc: been breakdown power rather 
than E a .  
Seproduced in Fig. 19 is the p i - p h  plane with the limits 
01 the dihsion theory for hydrogen. In the case of air, 
these limits are approximatcly the same. A discussion of 
these limits is given in Ref. 19. The collision frequency 
transition represents the condition v,. -. w. The limits for the 
data of Herlin, Brown, and Gould are also indicated. 
The usefulness of Fig. 18 is realized when we examine 
a singlc 45-deg line on the pi\-ph plane. A single 45-deg 
line corresponds to a given electrode separation distance 
with frequency fixed and pressure varied. At this point we 
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PRESSURE, torr 
Fig. 20. RF breakdown voltage vs pressure for parcllel plates; f = 30 MHz and d = 4 cm; fd = 120 MHz-cm 
PRESSURE, t orr 
Fig. 21. RF breakdown voltage vs pressure for parallel plater; f = 100 MHz and d = 3 cm; fd =: 300 MHz-cm 
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wish to add an impxtant observation. Each 45-deg line 
corresponds to a Gxed f d  product, and this allows the in- 
clusion of multipactirlg data in Fig. 18. To illustrate, 
we show in Figs. 20 ilnd 21, breakdown data obtained 
for two parallel plates situations ( f d  = l2OMHz-cm and 
fd = 300 MHz-cm) with the experimental apparatus 
described in SPS 37-41, Vol. tV, p 242. The 45-deg lines 
corresponding to these two situat~ons, as well as to the 
multipactir~g cut-off fd value of 70 MHz-cm, ( S P S  37-41, 
Vol. IV, p. 246) are drawn in Fig. 19. The vertical ticks 
on each line indicate the limits of the data. 
represented by a surface composed of horizontal lines, 
which are at a 45-deg slope on the p .A-ph plane. The cross- 
section of this surface is similar to Fig. 26 in SFS 37-41, 
Vol. IV, p. 246. If the vertical axis is power instead of volt- 
age, the slopes of the phase-determined boundaries would 
be doubled. It should be noted that the 3h-cycle multipact- 
ing mode occurs approximately 310 MHz-cm. For RF 
voltages lower than U X )  V, the fd  range for multipacting 
is significantly smaller than that for higher pressure RF 
breakdown. 
The data in Figs. 20 and 21 represent two interesting In the case of breakdown in air between similar coaxial 
situations. In Fig. 20 the multlpacting breakdown voltage electrodes a surface can also be constructed. For con- 
is less than that corresponding to pmin, while in Fig. 21 it venience, the E A  axis can be replaced by power. Presently 
is greater than that corresponding to pmin. On the three- the b/'a = 2.3 (b  and a are the radii of outer and h e r  
dimensional plot of Fig. 18, the multipacting region is electrodes) case is of interest. Shown in Fig. 22 is the 
L , , I  I 8 " I  I J t L I  1 1 1 1 1  1 l l l l  1 I I I  
10-2 10-1 lo0 10' 10' lo3 lo4 lo5 lo6 
p X ,  cm-torr 
Fig. 22. Limits of app!icability of diffusion theory of breakdown in air between coaxial electrodes; b/a =: 2.3 
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~ A - P A  plane for &/a = 2.3 with the diffusion limits of 
Fig. 19. These represent a good approximation since the 
limits sh0r~1.l not deviate significantly from that of parallel 
electrodes here the electrode separation distance is iden- 
tical. The fd lines corresponding to our data, as well as to 
Paska's data are drawn. Breakdown data for %-in. coaxial 
line at 1700 and 2400 MHz are currently being obtained 
and will be reported in SPS 37-46, Vol. IV. 
It is clear from Fig. 22 that data are needed in the 
200-1090 MHz cm fd range. This can be obtained either 
with the setup described in SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, p. 241, or 
with the current setup when a 1-kW 150-1000 MHz RF 
source, now on order, is delivered. Note that the former 
setup is advantageous in two respects: (1) large R F  volt- 
age can be achieved with tile use of a lower power ampli- 
fier, and (2) voltages can be measured more conveniently 
and more accurately by using a vacuum tube voltmeter. 
When these data are obtained they will be combined 
with the multipacting data, and the three-dimensional 
breakdow surface will be constructed. From the stand- 
point of the design engineer, the results will prove invalu- 
- able. By selecting the fd line corresponding to the coaxial 
line in question, the design engineer has available to him 
bieakdown data for both the multipacting and higher 
pressure RF breakdown regions. In addition, he has infor- 
mation on the breakdown processes and the effects of 
changing either frequency or line size. 
d. Concltm'ons. It has been shown that multipacting 
data can be included in the breakdown plots introduced 
by MacDonald and Brown for higher pressure HF break- 
down. The 45-deg lines on the pil-pA plane correspond to 
constant fd situations and, when identified, can be very 
useful to the design engineer. By using this scheme for 
plotting the data, he can cover a wide range of breakdown 
parameters with a minimum number of experiments. Simi- 
lar plr* can be constructed for those gas media which 
correspond to extraterrestrial atmospheres. 
2. Multipactor Research: Surface Preparation Studies- 
Secondary Electron Emission, n. Erponbach 
Investigation of reduced secondary eltdron emission 
from copper surfaces is continuing. In SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, 
pp. 207-209 we reported that the puiity of hydrocarbon 
gases used for the deposition of thin carbon films on cop- 
per surfaces has a direct effect on the yield of secondary 
electrons. An attcmpt was made to obtain a research grade 
of gases for our work; however, these g.ues were not ob- 
tainable from our source in the quantities that we reqllire 
for our process. We obtained chemically pure ethane from 
another source with fewer impurities. Mass-spectrometer 
analysis of the above gas showed it to be 99.B pure. The 
impuyities were methane and ethylene. 
Table 3 is a list of 10 copper targets that have been 
bombarded with ethane ions to form a thin carbon film 
ovcr one surface. The current discharge density, time, and 
gas pressure were the same for each sample shown in the 
table. The tests were made after each target had been 
exposed to the atmosphere for a minimum of 24 h. 
The 6 maximum ratio of incident primary electrons to 
secondary electrons of the 10 targets in Table 3 average 
0.98, compared to the 1.07 figure previously obtained with 
ethane gas of lower purity. 
X-ray diffraction patterns made from two of the copper 
targets with carbon film deposits, show the films to be of a 
~olycrystalline type; however, since the results are pre- 
Iiininary, further investigation will be made. 
Application of the cleaning and carbon coating tech- 
nique to waveguides for prevention of oxidation, thei,eby 
r-ducing the surface resistivity, is now being studied. Two 
waveguides are being evaluated for the cleaning process 
only, and later a carbon deposit will be applied. 
To bombard an internal surface of a waveguide with 
ions, a gas pressure-voltage relationship is followed if the 
operation is performed in a conventional vacuum bell jar 
system that encloses the open ended waveguide. 
Table 3. Compiled data 
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PRESSURE, pm 
Fig. 23. Pressure-voltage curve 
Fig. 23 illustrates the pressur+voltage required of any 
form of tube haveguide or cavity in which an ion rlis 
charge takes place while enclosed in a chamber. Since the 
I ,  and 1, (ID and OD of tube or waveguide) are constant, 
we may plot the voltage agai~~st  pressure instead of PI and 
obtain the two curves for the two paths shown to Fig. 23. 
!f the pressure in the chanlber is progres~ively reduced 
from high values, the discharge, as showr. by thc ID curve 
passes more easily until at Pa t h ~  curve reaches the mini- 
mum a with the voltage F,,. A further redl~ctlon of pres- 
sure demands a re!arively large increase ,n potential, 
shown by the steeper slope between a and b If the source 
of potertial were limited to a maximum value E , ,  the dis- 
chsrge would cease at b. But at c the longer path be(-~mes 
available, and the discharge pasces the mute sia the out- 
side of the tube, with a rlew minimum at d. At lower pres- 
sures the discharge passes with increasing difficulty and 
stops at 1, when the limit of potential E l  is reached. 
Thc pressurc PC drtt*rmincs an ~lnst;~l,lc ~oiitlition. 
where the discharge may pass OP either thc inside or out- 
sidr of the tube; however, for our work the pressure is 
;xdirrstrd to the a portion of the c ..rvc or about 70 prn dur- 
ing the ion bombardment of the internal surfacc. 
A hydrogen ion discharge is preferred to argon for the 
cleaning of the wavrguidrs, as it scxrms to 1)c Inarc c.ffcr- 
tivc in reaching the internal [,ornets of a rectangle. Thc 
rason is not known at this time, but possibly the increased 
gas pressurcl neccAssary for internal ion discharge work 
may be the cause, as thc impurity content of the hydrogen 
is less than the argon. 
Our next work will be the bombardment of copper sur- 
faces with a newly designed 10-kV ion gun, which will 
allow us to ~xork at lower pressures. 
G. Spacecraft Antenna Studies, K. WOO and 
R.  M .  Dickinson 
1. High Impact Cavity-Backed Spiral Antenna, K. V.'OO 
a. Introduction. A high impact cavity-backed spiral an- 
tenna (SPS 37-41, Vol. IV, . ;>. "39-241) has beer devci- 
oped. It is cq~able  of surviving an indirect impact of 
10,000 g and is relatively compact and lightweight. (Rcfer 
to SPS 37-40, -42, -43, -44, Vol. IV, pp. 201-206, 180-181, 
386-389, 336338, respectively, for other high impact 
antennas.) 
b. Antenna design. The antenna (Fig. 24) consists of a 
pair of copper planar Archimedean spirals printed on a 
0 1 . 2  3 
INCHES 
Fig. 24. High impact cavity-backed spiral antenna: (a) front; (b) rear; (cl interior 
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fiberglab3 board (0.13!+in. :hick) and backed by an alumi- 
num cylindrical cavii (2.750-in. ID, 0.803-in. deep). For \ the purpose of preventing the board from flexing during 
high impact, the cavity is filled with low-loss foam, and 
the board is bonded to the foam. The foam is formed by 
mixing Eccofoam FPHR (high temporature foam-in-place 
liquid resin) and catalyst 12-10H. Upor, curing, the foam 
becomes rigid and adheres firmly to the c,ivity w~llls. 
The input arms of the spirals are fed by a coaxial trans- 
mission line protruding into the cavity from the input con- 
nector at the rear. The arms, respectively, make contact 
with the center conductor (1/16-in. diam) and the ground 
stuJ (l/l6-in. diam) of the feed line by means of a self- 
locking nut (0-80 thread). As the result of bonding the 
board, the feed contacts are capable of withstanding high 
impact and remain secure. When the spirals are energized, 
circ~ilarly polarized r~diations are obtained in the forward 
direction. 
c. Test results, An indirect impact test of the antenna 
at 10,000 g (0.6 ms duration) was performed. The antenrv? 
was attache+ in a test fixture. and then the fixture was 
impacted against a target. 'There was no visible damage 
to the antenna. The electrical performance of the antenna 
remained about the same. Figure 25 shows the radiation 
patterns at 2298 hiHz of the left-hand circularly polarized 
and right-hand circularly polarized components taken 
5efore and after the isilpact. The input voltage standing 
wave ratio measured the same beforc and after the im- 
pact, 1.32. 
Future work on the antenna will include 
(1) Improving the gain and axial ratio by reducing 
Icsses, wherever possible, and modifying the feed- 
line configuration. 
(2) Reducing antenna weight (present weight 0.71 Ib) 
by further trimming the cavity walls. 
(2) Adapting the antenna to right-hand circular polari- 
zaticn by redesigning the spiral configuration. 
2. Large Ape.ture Antenna Study, n. M.  Dickinron 
a. Introdirction. This study is directed toward develop- 
ing an analytical technique for evaluating the perfor- 
mance of large aperture spacecraft erectable antennes 
wherein the reflector is not a simple surface of revolution. 
In order that an antenna t'2 erectable (i.e., capable of 
being packaged into a small volume for launch and then 
'Distributed by Emerson and Cuming, Inc, 
upfurled in space), the mechi~nical design sorn~times com- 
promises the reflector or mirror such that the erected 
surface deviates from the ideal parabola of ~volution. 
The surface deviations generally result in a loss of prak 
gain and increased wide angle or scattered radiation 
when compared to the normal paraboloidal antenna. This 
portion of the present study will be limitrd to investigat- 
ing the effect on peak gain of "umbrella" reflector surface 
deviations. 
Theoretical ulnbrella surfaces consist of a flexible rc- 
flecting material pulled uniformly between radial ribs. 
The particular example investigated ust; ribs that are 
palabciic in section. Surface equations for this type " < I -  
tenna reflector were derived in SPS 37-35, Vol. IV, 
pp. 273-278. 
b. Peak gain  ahl la ti on. Peak gain calculations were 
made by using the surface current integration tcchniqae, 
as outlined in Ref. 20. An attempt was made to formulatr: 
the calculations in a manner paralleling existing men- 
surements. That is, to use the unit circularly polarized 
vectors of Ref. 21 in a spherical polar coorditrate system 
in order to describe the currents and fields. However, 
this particular mathematical system runs afoul of the 
essential ambiguity at the poles where 6 = 0 or x .  There- 
fore, a uniform in azimuth, linearly polarized feed system 
was used in the calculations, which is satisfactory for the 
peak or on-axis gain calculations. whereas the sphrrical 
circ~llarly polarized wave representation is ambiguous on 
axis. 
A computer prograin was written in Fortran I1 for the 
IBM 1620 using double, Sirnpson's 1/3 rule, numerical 
integration (Ref. 22). The program was checked by in- 
creasing the number of ribs to a very large quantity and 
comparirig the calculated gain to the gain of a perfect 
paraboloid. 
Calm!ations were  mad^ for reflector diameters frow 
4 to 75 wavelengths and for the cases of 8 to 20 ribs. 
All reflectors were of 0.35 focal lengtl: to diameter ratio, 
and a cosine-squared-feed power pattern was assunled. 
The numerical integration increments were va;.ied from 
6 increments in 9 by 6 increments in 4 to 20 X U) over 
a "gore" half. (The portion of the relecfi'ig surface rna- 
terial between a pair of ribs is termei a gore. For peak 
gain calculations the two regions on either side of the 
gore radial center line are symmetrical with respect to 
the feed; and thus, only half a gore need be considered.) 
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Fig. 26. Cmlculated peak gain of erectable and parabolic anterrnas with cos2 feed 
The machine execution time varied from <2 to > 10 min 
with a difference in the calculated gain of only several 
hundredths of a dB. Thus, most calculations were made 
sing 6 increments in 0 and +. 
Fie- 26 shows the calculated gains as a function of 
reflector diameter in wavelengths for various numbers of 
radial parabolic ribs. The gain of a perfect paraboloid 
using the same feed k also shown for compiuiso~~. 
The program effectively integrates the surface currents 
over an area with a circular boundary whose perimeter 
is the same as an equal diameter circular parzboloid. In 
actual construction, the radial ribbed erectable rdlectctr 
would have scalloped edges. Thus, the projected aperture 
arca of an erectzble umbrella antenna would be less than 
the aperture area of an equal diameter circular puabo- 
loid. Figure 27 shows the approximate gain reiluction 
b.ueli llpon the area loss with respect to a full paraboloid. 
(Both curves of Figs. 26 and 2'1 are actually stepped fu. ;- 
tions but an drawn continuously for ease of graphing.) 
c. Surface factor. The surface efficiency factor 
7. i~ defined as the ratio of the peak gain of an equal 
aperture area ribbed reflector to a perfect paraboloid 
when both are excited by the same feed. 
Cn the basis that the peak gain loss is proportional to 
the d e c t o r  surface deviation from parabolic, 7, was 
plotted as a function of the erectable peak surface devi- 
ation a,, as shown in Fig. 28. The deviation is measured 
parallel to the focal axis. 
The solid curve drawn through the calculated points of 
Fig. 28 is given by 
G 
7, = - = exp - (2.11S,)2 Go (1)' 
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Fig. 27. Gain loss due to scalloped edges for radial Fig. 28. Erectable "umbrella" antenna surface efficiency 
ribbed reflectors 
The greatest surface deviation occurs along the gore relates gain reduction to the reflector rms surface devia- 
center line and has its m a h u m  deviation from the true ti'on. However, Ruze's statistical tolerance theory for re- 
parabolic surface at the r e f l m r  edge. flectors is based upon a uniform distribution of errors 
with zero mean phase error and is not applicable to the 
8, = 1.794 Di/nz (2)  reflectors considered herein. 
where 
DA = Reflector rib diameter in wavelengths 
n = Number of ribs or gores 
S, = Maximum surface deviation in uravelengths 
measured parallel to the focal axis 
Except at the ribs, where the surface deviation is as- 
sumed zero, points on this particular erectable reflector 
surface are always closer to the fccus than the same 
points on a true paraboloid. Thus, all the surface devia- 
tions have the same sign. It may be possible to reduce 
the gain loss by defocussing the feed, such that the aper- 
ture has zero mean phase error. Gain calculations for this 
case will be made in the future. 
d. Comparison with Rum's tolerance theory. The form 
of Eq. (1) is similar to Eq. (11) in Ref. 23, wherein Ruze 
e. Design considerations. From the foregoing analysis, 
with reference to Fig. 26, it can be seen that a given value 
of required peak gain can be achieved by various c mbi- 
nations of diameter sizes and number of rfis. P o s s ~  . , 
the optimum design would produce the required gain 
with the least weight for spacecraft applications. 
Since the weight of the reflecting screen is small in 
comparison to the rib weight, the optimum design in 
terms of dB per Ib would possibly be the larger required 
diameter with the least number of ribs. 
The absolute gain values in Fig. 26 are optimistic in 
that a cosine squared feed with no radiation beyond 
90 deg was assumed for calculation simplicity. Neverthe- 
less, the surface eGciency factor of Fig. 28 should be only 
secondarily influenced by the type of feed. In actual prac- 
tice, the umbrella surfaces will likely be additionally 
degraded by construction tolerances and thermal dis- 
tortions. 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
A. Spacecraft Guidance Radar Beam Configuration 
Performance II, R. L. Horttor 
1. Introduction 
This report is the last part of an effort to analyze the 
beam configuration performance of spacecraft guidance 
radars. Such radars are used in closed loop guidance sys- 
tems for lunar and planetary soft landing vehicles. Several 
factors influence the choice of a beam geometry for a par- 
ticular guidance radar application. In the context c?f :, 
Mars lander, the dominant ones are capsule trajectory 
angles, surface scattering variation, and the need to per- 
form an altitude marking function. As the work in this 
article shows, the quality of the radar oi~tp~i t  data is 
affected by the geometry of the radar beam configura- 
tion. Hence, tne performance of the beam configuration 
may be assessed by the quality oi the radar output. 
Previous work concerning the radar beam-to-surface 
incidenw angles was reported in SPS 37-43, Vol. IV, 
pp. 3?&380. Analyses of the altitude marking accuracy 
and slant range bias error of the beam geometry were pre- 
sented in SPS 37-44, Vol. IV, pp. 328-334. This article 
analyzes the variances of the range and velocity estimates. 
For all of these criteria, beam geometry perfarmance 
varies with changes in the beam look angl.. The results 
of these reprts can be used in picking a beam geome- 
try suitabltl for a given set of spacecraft trajectory and 
attitude conditions. 
The beam geometry chosen for this work is particularly 
applicable to a Mars retrolander. Figure 1 illustrates a 
simple five-beam configuration with four beams pointed 
symmetrically at an angle from the fifth. There are several 
ways of combining the information from each of the five 
beams in order to generate the required output informa- 
tion. At various times in this summary, certain techniques 
use three, four or five beams to perform the required 
function. 
2. Variances of Range and Velocity Estimates 
In the Mars lander context, the velocity information 
may be used to follow a gravity turn. Components u, and 
u, are then us.4 as rlull signals, while u, is used to calcu- 
late the thrust command. Different weighting may, there- 
fore, be given to component variances when judging per- 
formance. One criterion is the following: 
FM ( 8 ;  a) = [Var (u,) + Var (u,)] 
+ (1 -- a) Var (u,), O < a < l  (1) 
where a assigns relative importance to transverse and axial 
components according to an external value criterion. The 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
The following conditions apply to the u,, 
Var { v i )  = a! = /31 o: , PI = 1 
Fig. 1. Beam geometry 
The Pi depend on the antenna patterns, the surface 
reflectivity, the orientation of the beam system to the 
surface, and the velocity vector. They serve only as nor- 
malization factors whose derivation is extraneous to this 
discussion. 
Substituting Eqs. (3) into the criterion for data quality, 
Eq. (1) gives 
Figure 2 shows that the minimum occurs at 8 = x / 2 .  At 
that point 
dependence on angle 8 results from expressing velocity 
components (o,, u,, v,) in terms of beam components FMs (*/2; a) = u: [a (P: + Pf)  + (1 - a) P:l (5) OI,, u2, us, u,, 0,). An important special case occurs when a 
is one half. Then FM (8, M) is one half the variance of the 








J I2 Both of these criteria find some use in this work. a z 
0 
z '0 
a. Three-beam system. A three-beam system may be 
U 
chosen from the total system in Fig. 1 by choosing Beam 5 a 
and the two other beams closest to the ground. This tech- 
nique is useful for combating low trajectory angles, when 2 
two opposite beams may not intersect the surface. 6 
a 
u 
'* With the geometry drawn as shown, the (u,, u,, o,) com- cu 
n ponents are expressed as follows: A 
[L 
v5 0 2  3 2 us=--- + n 
tan Q sin 8 2 
U 
O 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
v5 0 1  9 
vu=--- - 8 , d e ~  tan8 sin8 
Figure 2. Velocity variances for three-beam system 
vz = us (3) versus beam look-angle theta 
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'Tie variance of the velocity vector when 8 is x / 2  is 
Var (v) = o7 (P: + pi + pi)\ (6) 
If all the beam variance3 are equal 
Var (v) = 30: (7) 
The p ~ i n t  is academic. ~ince  not all the beams can inter- 
sect the surface when 8 is n/2. For example, ai a 30-deg 
beam look angle, 
Var (v) = 150: (8) 
b. Four-beam system. This configuration uses only the 
outer four beams. It is useful primarily during the final 
descqnt portion of the trajectory when the system ap- 
proaches vertical flight. 
The velocity components (v,, u,, 0,) are expressed as 
follows: Fig. 3. Velocity variances for four-beam system 
versus beam look-angle theta 
0, = &(u, - 02) 2 sin 8 in Eq. (11) gives 
1 
0, = - (v3 - ul) 2 sin 8 
1 
u*=-(0, + u 2  + u 3 + u * )  4 cos 8 
The variances of components are 
1 Var (0,) = - 4 sin2 8 a; (Pi  + Pi) 
Solving for 8 begins with 
1 Var (u,) = - U: (8; + Pi) 4 sin* 8 
(1 - a) tan 9 sec2 0 = 4a cot 8 csc2 9 
sin 8 cos 8 (1 - a) -= 4a- 
c0s3 8 sin3 9 
Substituting into the quality criterion, Eq. (1) yields 
which becomes 
Only one term in Eq. (11) depends on 8 (Fig. 3). Minimiz- 
ing FM,(B;a) is not difficult. Letting G (8) be the last term 
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When a is %, the minimcm variance is also achie:.ed. FM, (8;  (0 For equal weighting factors and equal 
variant:.,, 
8 = tan-' (2)" 
This angle is the tetrahedron angle. For the presently 
accepted angle of 30 deq, the variance is 4% o:, with equal or 
beam variances. Fo; tiie same conditions, the minimum 
variance is 2% u:. 
0 2 60 deg 
Whenever 8 < 60 deg, the four-beam variance is less than 
c. Fiue-beam system. Wlren all five beams are used, two the five-beam variance. This result is surprising. "l'he rea- 
measurement techniques are possible. One system uses son is that +he noise averaging in the u, component greatly 
Beam 5 to measure u- directly. The components (v,, u,) offsets the sec" multiplication effect. 
are derived from the other four beams. The relations are 
Alternate fiue-beam system. Another estimate of u: com- 
1 bines data from all five-beams according to Eq. (20) 
u, = ---.- - v2)  z sin 0 ("4 
uz = 1). The estimates of the transverse compogents (u,, 0,) 
remain unchanged from the previous examples. 
Substituting into the figure of merit definition gives 
(16) 
Clearly, the minimum occurs at 13 = x / 2 .  Assuming equal 
pi, the v variance is minimum also. 
Var ( v )  = 2 ~ :  
u; - u1 
uz = 2 sin 8 
u4 - 0 2  
u,, = 2 sin 8 
Substituting these expressions into the figure of merit 
FM,, ( 8 ;  a )  yields 
Again, the iscrint is academic, since not all the beams inter- FM., (0; a )  = $ (8: + p: + @ + P i )  
sect the surface when 8 is a right angle. 
An interesting question is what region of 8 allows 
FM. (0; a)  to be < FM, (8; a).  The terms with sin2 8 are 
equal, hence 
The variance of the total velocity is given by 
2FMs2 ( 8 ;  1/2) 
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This equation is nearly identical to the on<: minimized in The expression in Eq. (27) indicates that slant range is 
subsect;on b. The rrinimnm occurs at merely a sum 
The velocity variance for equal variance beams and 
a = $5 is 
var,, (v) = 1% .: (25) 
with 
= 60 deg 
Plots of Eq. (23) appear in Fig. 4. At 9 --; 30 deg by com- 
parison, the variance is 
Var (v) = 4% a: (26) 
of the four range measurements along ea:h 7f the outside 
beans. Since each measurement is independent of the 
others, the variance of the overall estimate is merely the 
sum of the variances of each beam weightec? by the proper 
coefficients. This relation is expressed by Eq. (28). 
Var ( R J  = e? o i  (28) 
,Slant range may aisa be estimated by using the informa- 
tion gained from all five beams. This estimate is indicated 
in Eq. (29). 
Again, a11 measurements are independent, and the vari- 
ance can be written down In Eq. (30). 
The variance expressions for the three-, four-, and five- 
beam estimates are plotted in Fig. 5. The relative vari- 
ances are plainly indicated. 
4. Crnclusions 
This series of articles has dealt with a very special. 
ized guidance radar beam configuration. :do attempt was 
8, deg madi at generality, except for  varying the beam look 
angles. The reason for choosing this configu t' <- ra ion was Fig. 4. Velocity variances for five-beam system the current interest in Mars lander type capsules and their 
verLus beam look-angle theta 
requirements for radar. Clearly the same performance 
criteria will apply to any other-class of beam configura- 
3. Range Estimation Variance tions. The principal result contained in this summary i: that the radar beam look angle chosen for the Mars caD- 
- 
When only three of the five radar be,~ms are used in a sule concept is much smaller than it should be. Greater 
given estimation technique, range is measured directly marking accuracy as well as far less velocity estimate 
along the roll axis, or Beam 5. Consequently, the variance variance co ild be achieved by spreading the c-lgles from 
of the estimate is jmt the variance of Beam 5. For the 30 deg to something more like 50 deg. I?lc test angle 
four-beam estimation technique, the estimation variance for marking accuracy is of course dependent upon what 
is rtduced greatly by ihe averaging of four components. the traj~ctory angle will be at the time when the mark is 
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Fig. 5. Slant range variances for throe-, four-, and 
five-beam systems versus beam 
look-angle theta 
desired. This information could be used only if the Mar- 
tian atmosphere were better known. Until such time, the 
beam configiration must be chosen on the basis of worst 
case. Range and velocity estimation variances could be 
greatly improved by increasing the beam look angles. 
Both of these considerations must be balanced against 
the slant range bias error, which gets worse with increased 
look angles. 
The resrilts of the articles referenced in SPS 37-33, -44, 
Vol. IV, should be helpful in designing radar systei.~s for 
future missions. 
* 
B. Performance Margin and Cost Trade-off for 
.. Spacecraft Telscornmuniczation System Design, 
M. K .  Tam' 
5 .  lntrcduction 
In the design t ~ f  interplanetary spacecraft telccommuni- 
cation systems, the "sum of the negative tolerances" phi- 
losnphy has been used as a system manag9ment tool in 
controlling the telecommunication system parameters. In 
this design concept, the prfonnance margin (exprenced 
in dB) of a communication link is defined as the ratio of 
'Cantract associate. 
the nominal received signal level to the 11omina1 thrcsholcl 
signal level; &:id the acceptance level of t??; system is 
chosen such that the magnitude of thc pt-liormancc mor- 
gin is equal to or greater than tht. litlear srlm of the ad- 
verse tolerances for the various r:gstc-m parametvia. This 
approach establishes a minimum le\c-! for the cnmmuni- 
cation system performance with a big!) degree ot' c;)nfi- 
dence, provided tht specified system tq1eranci.i ;ire 
accurate. 
The sum of the negative tolerances concept is a worst- 
case design technique for system design. While it is seem- 
ingly possible for any one of the system parameters to 
operate anywhere within its permissible range, the proha- 
bility of all the parameters enr;ountering their adverse 
tolerance limit siinultanc.ously is extremely unlikely. This 
is beca*~se the tolerance of icdividual system parameter- 
is usually randomly distributed in some conti~l~ous fash- 
ion, and the overall system tolerance, which is made up 
of the tolerance of all the individual paranreters, tends 
to be normally distribu:,d. Mowever, for fi7:it generation 
systems or pioneering missions, the extra margin of safety 
achieved by this technique is highly desira.ble. 
It is recognized that this technique does nr-' permit 
controlled variation of design risk, fior docas it specify the 
reiationship between the tolerance and the variance of 
system parameters and express the meaning of the PF- 
signed tolerance statistically. Atother possible and often 
snggested zpproach that serves the same purpose is by 
realistic handling of the system tolerances such as the 
m s  method supplemented with a safety factor. These 
two approaches appear to be comparuhle, if the selecteti 
safety factor for the latter approach is advqustc.. 
The same technique is not automatically applicable to 
follow-on missions, as the characteristics of thc- sy%t4 rn 
become bettpr understood. In this case, the design con- 
straint on system tolerances may be relaxed to an extc2nt 
that will optimize the trade-off brtwetm mission cost arid 
design performance margin. 
From the stand-point oi cvmmunication performance 
margin, two methods can be adopted for cost reduction 
purposes. The %st method is to r.errow the tolerance 
limits of individual systern parameters based on thr: ex- 
perience of the past missions. The second method is to 
employ a probability design principle in rtiation tr, cost. 
Both methods can be eniployed concurrently. However, 
since the latter method offers a reasonable estimate of 
risk associated with t!.e reduction in system performance 
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margin requirement, ii is discussed arid consitiered exclrl- tributiori used in the current study is based on the follow- 
sively in this article. in!; assumptions. 
The q~estion of how much the performance margin 
of a communicatio~i iink should be reduced under the 
iduence of the cost-design margin trade-off is an opera- 
tions research problem. In general, a problem of this 
nature involves a multitude of factors which rnay be of 
varying degrees of significance, depending upon the atti- 
tude and position of the individuals concerned. The pa- 
rameters of interest may also be varied, depending upon 
the level of organization at which the operations research 
is t~king place. Therefore. prior to the undertaking of an 
optimization probiem, certain ground rules defining the 
preference,   no ti vat ion, and empha~is of the individual 
should be established. 
In the current study, the 'ntal cost of the mission rather 
than the cost of the communicatign system alone is opti- 
mized. The average mission cost, as a function of power- 
gain product, is obtained, and the point of diminishing 
returns is determined graphically. This relationship is 
demonstrated first by a Mars-distance mission and sec- 
ond by a long-distance mission, with a nomii!al power- 
gain prodrlct of 20 dBm over that of the former. Finally, 
a similar analysis reflecting thc ioss of scientific measure- 
ment capacity, as a result of tht- payload weight lllcrease 
for s higher margin of pirformance, is also given. The 
latter analysis ignores the poss;';.i'ity that some scientific 
measurement capability can be ac-o~~modated by sacri- 
ticing operation time and bit error rate. 
2. Average Cost of Mission Based on Syr!em 
Performance Margin 
This subsection shows the development of an anaiyti- 
( l j  The communication link consists of 10 parameters. 
The distribution of the variation of these param- 
eters is identical but independent. 
(2) The deviation from the design point of these pa- 
rameters is rectangularly distributed (kl dB). Its 
standard deviation u is 0.578 dB. 
(3) The over-all systeni tolerance is approximately nor- 
mally distributed, based on the central limit the- 
orem with a mean of 0 and a standard deviatior, 
ut equal to 1.83 dB. 
(4) System performance is considered unsuccessful if 
it does not meet all specifications, including bit 
error rate at encounter. 
Based cn the above assumptions, the distributio~~s for 
the individuai parameters and for the over-all system are 
shown in Fig. 6. The actual behavior of propagation of 
tolerances and the distribution of various system param- 
eters will be investigated in a later study. 
In Fig. 6(b), the probability of success for a given 
design margin of performance p is represented by the 
area under the normal curve up to the performance mar- 
gin that is selected. 
b. Expected number of  fights to meet hardened objec- 
tives. Suppose that an infinite amount of money is avail- 
able to accomplish a given mission and that successive 
attempts can be made until a successful flight is achieved 
- 
cal model relating the average cost of a planetary mission 
and the margin of communicatiol~ system performance. (a) Here we make the hard assumption that the mission must 
a. Distribution of overall system tolerance. The toler- 
ance distribution of the overall communicatior link rstab- 
!ishes the probability of the communication system to 
meet a given margin of performance. The overall system 
- 4 d B  - 3 4 8  -2dB -IdB I d 0  2 4 0  3dB 4dB tolerance is the aggregate surri of the tolerances for indi- 
vidual system parameters, which are random variables Fig. 6. Assumed distribution for deviation from 
of specific distributions. Since the exact nature of these design point: (a) individual parameters; 
distributions is not yet available, *he over-all system dis- (b) over-all system 
be repeated unless all the objectives are satisfactorily met. 
The important elements to be considered are the to!er- 
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awe distribution of the overall communication link and 
- 1  dB I dB 
, the average cost involved for lowering the design con- 




for the first time. The sample space describing the success 
flights of this mission is as follows: 
First B ~ h t  P 
Second flight 9P 
Third flight 9 2 ~  
nth flight 9 ( n - l ) p  
This is an infinite sample space in which p  is the proba- 
bility of success for each flight and p  and 9  are related by 
It  is implied in this sample space that the ith flight is 
undertaken only when all the preceding flights have 
failed. In the present level of analysis, the probability of 
success of each flight reflects only the performance re- 
q tked of the communication system. 
If x denotes the number of flights needed to achieve 
the &st success, then 
The general relationship between the average cost of 
the mission (exclusive of the communication systcm and 
power required for the :-ornmunicati~n system) and the 
performance margin is shown in Fig. 7. 
, It can be visualized from Fig. 7 that if the design point 
with respect to the over-all system tolerance i~ -lstd, the 
probability for the system to meet the required perfor- 
mancs level is only 508. Consequently, two flights are 
required on the average to achieve success of the mis- 
sion. Conversely, if the sum of the negative tolerances 
procedure is followed, only one flight is required, as p  
for this case is essentially unity. It is interesting to note 
that the average number of flights is only slightly greater 
than unity when 3ot is chosen as the design constraint. 
Figure 7 points out two characteristics that are sig- 
nificant. 
(1) TF lifference in cost between two performance 
!e ; near the upper tail of the cost-design level 
curve appears to be small. 
- , U  c = u x = -  
P 
where u is the total cost per flight. 
f = 9'2-1' (2) 10 P 7 x = 1 , 2 , 3 , .  . - ,n 




Fig. 7. General characteristics - average mission 
cost vs performance margin 
I 
\ 
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r = ~ r f ( ~ ) = ~ ( l + 2 ~ + 3 ~ * + 4 9 ~ +  . . . ) 
2= 1 
It is known that 
1 
- 1 + 2 q i - 3 q Z + 4 q 3 +  , . . (1-- 
Therefore, 
1 - P x = = -  
(1 - 9P P 
Equation (5) shows that the average number of flights REQUIRED TO 
is inversely proportional to the probability of success of MEET OBJECTIVES 
each flight. 
c. Average cost. The average cost of the mission is the 
product of the cost for each flight and the average num- 
ber of flights required to accomplish the mission. Ihere- 
fore, 
(2) The average mission cost rises rapidly as p de- 
creases beIow 5M. This leads to the conclusion that 
design in this region is not desirable. 
b. Cost of power-gain product. The term power-gain 
product here refers to the power-gain product PtG re- 
quired to satisfy a given performance margin when all 
.+er parameters of the communication link are assumed 
constant. Although there are unlimited combina:ions of 
Pt and G that yield a given power-gain product, the 
combination which is optimum with respect to cost is 
used for this study. This optimum power-gain product 
denoted by Mo is determined as follows: 
3. Average Cost of Transmitter Power 
The average mission cost, as described in the preced- 
ing subsection, is valid for those outlays which are inde- 
pendent of the performance margin. To increase the 
performance margin of a comn;unication svstem, addi- 
tional costs and other economic factors will be incurred 
on certain portions of the spacecraft, depending upon the 
methods by which the additional perfor~zance is achieved. 
At present, one of the more feasible methods is to in- 
crease power and antenna gain of the spacecraft tele- 
communication system if operation time and bit-error 
rate are to be maintained. A shortcoming of this method 
is that, in addition to the cost required, it takes up already 
limited payload weight availability; and, as a conse- 
quence, design ar I iltility restrictions imposed upon other 
subsystems may be created. This subsection outlines the 
rcltSonship between cost and design constraints in terms 
of the product of transmitter power and antenna gain. 
- 
Assuming the cost of power-gain product Cp is ob- 
tained by 
in which 91,  q,, and q3 are cost per unit payload weight 
for launching, cost per unit raw power, and cost per unit 
antenna area, respectively. Then, combining Eqs. (7) and 
(8)  yields 
where 
a. Relationship between weight and transmitter power 
and antenna gain. The relation defining the optimum 
weight as a function of power and antenna gain of the and 
spacecraft transmitter has been investigated. For a sym- 
metrical paraboioidal antenna, the relative weight in rela- 
tion to power and antenna gain is expressed by 
P Pt k,X2 W = - + k , A = -  +-G (7)  The optimum candition is obtained by taking k, kllrvt 4x1, 
where 
P = raw power and the minimum cost is found to be 
A  = antenna arza 
kl = raw power per unit weight 
k, = antenna weight per unit area 
P t  = available power at antenna 
G = antenna gain 
vr = power regulator dciency 
vt  = trhnsmitter dciency 
vo = percent effective area of antenna (AeII = 1,A) 
As a preliminary estimate, the various constants used 
in the above equations are listed in Table I. It should 
be emphasized that the listed values are derived from 
limited data and are subject to further verification. In 
the meantime, they serve to provide a numerical estimate 
for demonstration purposes only. 
W-ith these constants, 
X = wavelength of transmitted signal Cpm;? = 7400 (Mo)H (14) 
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Table 1. Various constants used for evaluating C,,. 
CEILING 









9 3  
POWER-GAIN PRODUCT, darn 
Equation (14) is plotted in . " with the power-gain Fig. 9. Load limit for science package in relation 











c. Cost of power-gain product refitting weight reduc- 
tion of science package. n e r e  is a considerable hidden On this basis, it is possible to establish a price for each 
cost due to the loss of payload weight resulting from unit weight by taking the quotient of the cost of a space- 
overdesign. For example, the over-design may result in craft and the typical weight of the science package it 
the reduction of weight available for the scientific instru- carries. The cost for the excessive weight, due to a higher 
ment package to such an extent that additional flights power-gain product requirement, is then determined by 
Romarks 
Solar panel at Mars distance 
Not constant fog all power 
levels 
1401 a lineor funclioi 
are required to complete all the planned measurements. 
This, in effect, increases the cost of the over-all mission. CW = qs (W - Wo) (151 
It is assumed that, on the average, the cost of the over-all 
where 
mission is increased in proportion to the decrease in 
weight of the science package. If a weight ceiling for the C ,  = cost of excessive weight of power package 
combination of scier~ce and power packages is assumed to 
exist, a curve oi  the form shown in Fig. 9 can be con- 9, = cost per unit weight due to loss of science mea- 
structed to show the weight capacity available for the surement 
science package in relation to the piwer-gain product. W = actual weight of power package 
W, = weight of power package with no safety margin 
I 
I for tolerance 
With the information concerning the weight of the 
power package given in subsections 3a and 3b, and with 
the variable portion of the spacecraft cost assumed to be 
$27,000,000, and with the \\.eight of the science package 
to be 60 lb, the relationship between Cw and the power- 
gain product in terms of M, in dBm can be computed and 
plotted (Fig. 10). In optimization problems of this type, 
the optim:~m point is independent of the fixed cost and, 
therefore, can be ignored in the computation. 
4. Total Average Cost of Mission 
I 
i0 55 6 0  65 70 '15 The total average cost of the mission is obtained by 
1 - I I (15) (80) (90) (95) 
I combining the average mission cost of the spacecraft (not 
70) (85) 
POWER-GAIN PRODUCT, dBm including power package) and the average cost of the 
power package. The latter, derived in subsection 3, is 
Fig. 8. Cost vs power-gain product modified by the factor F to reflect the fact that the power 
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POWER - GAlh  PROWCT, darn 
Fig. 10. Cw vs powe-ain product 
package is also subject to the same risk as the balance 
of the spacecraft. 
- 
Three composite performance-cost curves are pre- 
sented. Figures 11 and 12 are based on direct cost of the 
power package only. While Fig. 11 represents the cost 
characteristics for a Mars mission with a nominal M ,  of 
63 dBm, Fig. 12 is for a long-distance mission whose 
nominal itl, is assumed to be 83 dBm. Figure 13 depicts 
the case which reflects the trade-off between scientific 
measurement capacity and communication system per- 
formance. 
5. Weighting Function for Subjective Adjustment 
The general characteristics of the total average cost of 
the mission, as illustrated in the preceding subsection, 
indicate that there exists an optimum power-gain prod- 
uct at which the mission cost is at the minimum. Theo- 
retically, the power-gain product of the spacecraft 
telecommunication system should be designed around 
this optimum pc..at, if the minimum average mission cost 
is the sole consideration for system design objective. Un- 
fortunately, such an assumption oversimplifies the situa- 
tion which the management team of a space exploration 
project must confront. At present, planetary explorations 
still attract world-wide attention, and design decision is 
heavily influenced by political pressure, as national pres- 
tige and institutional reputation are at stake. Therefore, 
the optimum power-gain product thus obtained can be 
used only as a guide toward the final design decision. 
POWER-GAIN PRODUCT. d a m  
Fig. 1 1. Mars-distance mission performance-cost 
characteristics ( 1 0  component blocks each with 
k 1 .O-dB tolerance rectangularly distributed) 
The effectiveness of the average cost and performance 
analysis technique can be improved if a flexible, subjec- 
tive weighting function, which reflects the degree of the 
current political pressure and the confidence of the man- 
agement team in the design of the telecommunication sys- 
tem, is incorporated into the analysis. This weighting 
function should be monoto~dcally decreasing with increas- 
ing power-gain product and asymptotically approaching 
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POWER-GAIN PRODUCT, dBm POWER-GAIN PROWCT, dBm 
Fig. 12. Long-distance mission performance-cost Fig. 13. Performancecost characteristics (1 0 com- 
characteris!ics (10 component blocks each with ponent blocks each with r+ 1 .O-dB tol~rance 
-+ 1 .O-dB tolerance rectangularly distributed] rectangularly distributed) 
unity as the power-gain product increases without limit. in which z is the power-gain product in terms of the 
In addition, the function can be modified by varying a standard deviation o,, and u is the adjustable weighting 
single weighting factor. Among the many mathematical factor of the function. 
expressions that satisfy these requirements, Eq. (16) is 
regarded as most suitable. Hence, A revised cost function C'(Z) can be constructed ac- 
cording to Eq. (17) 
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where C (2) is the cost function of the miqsion. It can be as a guide, P reasonable value of v car be established 
shown that an optimum point in power-gain product at according to circumstances at hand. 
which C' ( z )  is minimum exists. In relation to the opti- 
mum power-gain product for C (z), this point is shifted For demonstration purposes, a family of curves for the 
toward the right side, with a displacement depending weighting function and for the correspondmg C'(z) are 
upon v. Tf v ii determined, the optimum power-gain shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. The cost function 
product for C' (x) will be the desired margin for the tele- C (2) used to construct Fig. 15 is the one fcr the long- 
c~mmucication system. distance mission, as shown in Fig. 12. 
The remaining prc blem is how to assign the weighting 
factor v. It can only be selected intuitively based on 
cumlilative knowledge from past experience. To get some 
understanding for handling this factor, it is possible to 
obtain values for v so that the revised optimum power- 
gain product coincides with the margin of the sum of the 
negative tolerances approach and with any other xbi-  
trary margin, such as the 3-0 point. With this information 
Fig. 14. Weighting function curves 
The unit used in the ordinate of the diagram shown in 
Fig. 15 may be misleading, as the C' (z) curves for various 
u do not in fact represent the true cost. To avoid any 
misinterpretation, ihesl: curves are normalized with re- 
spect to their optimum point and are plotted in Fig. 16. 
83 8!5 87 89 91 93 95 
POWER-GAIN PRODUCT, dBm 
Fig. IS. Modified long-distance mission performance 
cost characteristics (10 component blocks each with 
+ 1 .O-dB tolerance rectangularly distributed) 
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Fig. 16. Relative risk function corresponding 
to Fig. 15 
The ratio of C' (z) to its corresponding C' (z,), where z, 
is the optimum level, is defined as the relative risk 
function. 
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6. Conclusions 
In each of the three cases considered in subsection 4, 
there exists an optimum power-gain product at which the 
total average mission cost is at the minimum. 'The opti- 
mum power-gain product occurs between the 2-0 and 
3-0 points, depending upon the specific cases. 
From the dirzct cost sta~~dpoint, and if the mission is 
confined within the Mars distance, it appears that the 
design constraint on margin is not critical 
beyond the 2-u point, so far as the totai mission cost is 
concerned. On the other hand, the optimum condition 
becowes more keenly defined for missions with longer 
distance, or when system capacity (such as scientific 
measurement capacity), is considered. Under thest. cir- 
curnstances, it is beneficial to investigate the point of 
diminishing returns for each mission and to establish the 
design constraint accordingly, instead of employing the 
more arbitrary procedure of sum of the negative tol- 
erances. 
It has also been shown that if certain subjective mea- 
sures are included in the analysis, the optimum strategy 
would be shifted toward the conservative side. 
XX. Future Projects / ' .  
ADVANCED STUDIES 
A. Mission to a Comet: Constraints and 
Background Information, R. G. erereton and 
R .  1. Newburn 
1. Introduction 
When &st observed far from the sun, a comet appears 
as a hazy area of light. Plunging into the inner parts of 
the solar system, it may appear to change in size, and it 
usually develops one or more extensive tails which may 
trail out to a length of more than 108 h. The most 
spectacular comets are possibly new comets, or those 
from far out in the solar system, which have not been 
subjected to repeated solar passages. It is obvious that 
material is used up, or "boiled off," in each passage near 
the sun. 
Observations tell us that comets are very different from 
the earth and may be among the most interesting scien- 
tific bodies in our solar system. The nature of the obser- 
vational information has led to many theories and a great 
deal of speculation. Perhaps comets are formed from 
interstellar dust, thus providing an accessible sample of 
interstellar material, or perhaps they represent a sample 
of thz drigjnal solar-system tandensate. Knowledge of 
the chemical composition of the material in a comet 
could yield the best possible estimate of the composition 
of primordial matter and lead to imporlant conilusions 
about the origin of the elements. The mechanics of a 
comet's formation and the effect of a cometary impact 
on a planetary atmosphere or surface are also of interest. 
Some have even speculated as to whether large lunar 
craters and other lunar surface features coiild be the 
scars of a cometary impact. 
Because comets are so little understood, and because of 
the diversity of speculations about them, the selection 
of suitable and acceptable scieniific objectives and exper- 
iments for a comet-intercept mission is not an easy task; 
further, it is one that must be subjected to review by a 
largt segment, comprising rnany disciplines, of the scien- 
tific community. However, it is felt that such a mission 
may be the rrost in~~or tan t  missiori for purposes of 
cosmogonical research that will be within the capabilities 
of the early 1970s. 
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2. Mission Constraints 
To derive the maximrim stsientific value from a comet- 
intercept mission, it is necessary to define several mission 
constraints that affect not only the choice of experiments 
and their unique requirements and techniques for imple- 
mentation, 'but z!so the feasibility of the mission itself. 
These cornet-mission constraints, as presently conceived, 
are discussed helow. 
The selection of a specific comet for an intercept mis- 
sion will not be attempted here. 'This car1 be accom- 
plished only after a detailed analysis has traded off the 
constraints listed below, as applied to particular comets, 
with technical data involving constraints on the launch 
vehicle, launch window, flight time, approacsh velocity, 
communication distance, guidance and control, and, 
finally, the mission's scientific objectives and the result- 
ing scientific instruments. 
a. Launch oehicle capability. The launch vehicle 
assumed here has at least the capabilities of an A t h /  
Centaur. Because of the high injection-energy require- 
- 
merits for most c0mt.t n~issions and the relatively modest 
capability of the Aths/Centaur launch vehicle, target 
selection is limited, as are spacecraft weight and the 
resulting scientific payload. Even so, preliminary trziec- 
tory analyses indicate that there will be several favorable 
comcjt apparitions from 1970 through 1976 that are amen- 
able to study with a lightweight Mar~ner-type spacecraft. 
These opportunities are expected to alloc. the considera- 
tion of 11C to 15G lb of scientific payload for a particular 
missicn. This is certainly adequate, and a select group of 
scientific experiments on an intercept probe of this type 
can be expected to contribute data toward a major 
advance in our understandir:g of comets. 
b. Intercept miss distance. A spacecraft-comet en- 
counter miss distance of less +' - 1 :'Z500 km from some 
preselected part of the comet is desirable. Threugh Deep 
Space Instrumentatior~ Facility tracking and programmed 
trajectory corrections, the spacecraft's location in space 
will be known, and, within limits, some adjustment will 
be possible. Howtver, the comct's trajectory wil! be less 
well-known, and so the precise point and time of 
spacecraft-omet encounter will be largely dependent 
upon knowledge of the cometary orbital elements. This 
suggests that an extensive accompanying optical observa- 
tion program of the comet will be necessary throughout 
the apparition, i.e., possibly for several weeks prior to 
spacecraft launch and also during the flight portion of 
the mission. This turther suggests that the choices of 
p~ t icu la r  comets considered for the missior~ should be 
limited to those short-period comets whose orbital ele- 
ments are already reasonably weli-known a.nd whose 
apparitions can be predicted to be bright er  ugh to 
permit early recovery. 
Previous studies (Ref. 1) of the trajectories, orbital 
determination techniques, a i d  spacecraft guidance prob- 
lems for a number of selected comet missions have 
indica+ed that the requisite 2500-km spacecraft-cornet 
encourlier miss distance is feasible. This would be with- 
out the conipiication of an on-board comet seeker for 
in-flight and terminal guidance. The general comet- 
selection and guidance procedure for achieving this 
accuracy in flyby distance is envisioned as follows: 
(1) Use data from earlier apparitions of selected short- 
period comets to determine their orbits (highly 
elongated), predict intercept points, etc., and then 
select the most suitab:e one a: a likely target. 
(2) Begin optical tracking of the comet from several 
facilities at its first appearance to determine a 
more precise orbit and intercept point. It is pos- 
sible that this phase could begin some months 
before launch. 
(3) Launch the spacecraft on the basis of item (2) 
above. 
(4) Track the spacecraft and the comet. 
(5) Use midcourse and terminal corrections to achieve 
final rendezvous. 
c. Desirability of interce,pt cloue to perihelion. Except 
for the rare annual comets such as Schwassmann- 
Wachmann 1 and Oterma, comets usually become visiblc 
only as they approach the sun and become subject to 
increasing solar radiation. Their most active period is 
near perihelion; therefore, it is desirable to have the 
spacecraft-cornet intercept occur at or near perihelion 
passage. This is also an important consideration for the 
following constraint. 
d. Visibility from earth during intercept. This places 
a requirement on both the brightness anc! the trajectory 
of the comet. It is very desirable that the comet be visible 
from earth during the intercept phase to allow the corre- 
lation of data from the spacecraft's scientific instruments, 
earth observatories, and perhaps, by then, even orbiter 
observations. Thus, any comet chosen for this mission 
should be a visual comet or, at the least, one tLat k 
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capable of achieving a brightness of at least tenth mag- 
nitude during the intercept phase of the mission; this is 
especially desirable for carrying out any earth-based 
~pectroscopic observations. This constraint is a difficult 
one, as few periodic comets have been observed to 
brighten to visual magnitudes as high as six. 
e ,  Closing uelocity. dosing velocities determine how 
long the spacecraft will be in a particular comet and 
also affect the design of the scientific instruments, their 
data rate, and the design of the scan platform. In most 
cases, the comet wotild overtake the spacecraft. A low 
closing velocity is desirable, with the comet flying slowly 
by the spacecraft; however, a differential velocity of 
up to 15 km/s -would be acceptable. 
f. Trajectory constraints for approach, fly-through, and 
recession from the comet. It is desir,ible to fly through 
the ,"*ria and as ,:lose to the nucleus ;u possible in order 
to observe the central core of the conlt5t. The desired tra- 
jectory is expected to pass through :he coma and, as 
discussed earlier, to within 2500 km of the nucleus. 
Further, the trajectory should oiler an 0,9portunity to per- 
form scientific experiments on the comct's coma and tail 
during the approach and recession portion oi the flight. 
It should be noted that, for most trajectories, the comc- 
tary tail cannot be intercepted on leaving the coma with- 
out a significant change in the course of the sp:.cecraft. 
g. Spacecraf; hazard. The physical state and distribu- 
tion of matter within a comet are largely unknown: thus, 
the actual coma penetration phase of this mihsion could 
involve a hazard to the spacecraft. For this reison, it may 
be ddirable to include skielding for certain crilical space- 
craft components and also a real-time, or at least a hish- 
data-rate, transmission capability for monitsring the 
spacecraft's engineering and scientific data. Irk t h ~ s  way, it 
may be ~ossible to have information concen~ing a haz- 
ardous situation before loss of contact with the spac.ecraft. 
Fortunately, the intercept phases of most comet missions 
that are practicable seern to uccur when the commbnica- 
tion distance is very small, e.g., a few tenths of 1 AU, This 
could be an important advantage in sizing a coinrnunica- 
tion link for high-data-rate transmission. 
3. Comets: Observation and Theory 
a. Orbital characteristics. T'ne most precisely known 
characteristics of comets are their orbital elements, al- 
though even here the uncei?airriy is much lager !:. 2.2 in 
the case of planetary orbits. Comets can be roughly 
divided into two classes: the "short-period" or just 
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"periodic" comets havirg periods up tc, 200 yr, with abnll) 
100 members currr.ir;:, known; and t h ~  "long-pericd" 
comets with periods averaging 30,000 yr or more and 
numbering possibly on the order of 10'; to 101? members. 
A frlrtiie~ distinction can perhaps be made among the 
"long-period" cornets by distinguishing their orbits as 
hyperi1o:ic or nonhyperbofic. It has heen an important 
scientific qriestio~i whethcr or not hyperbolic cornets, 
entering from interstellar .<pace, never before having been 
attached lo the sun, do indeed exist. It is now universzlly 
recognized that many comets having hyperbolic orblts 
when moving nesr the stin were perturbed into those 
orbits from their former elliptical paths by thc action of 
orhe or more of the planets, usually Jupiter. Such comets 
then are lost to the solar sysLern for all future time. 
Long-period cornets a-e not completely raridomly dis- 
tributed The number within a given inclination is roughly 
proportional to the sine of the inclination, with a defi- 
ciency from 100 to 120 deg and an excess from 120 to 150 
deg. Their nodes are roughly uniform in distribution, but 
the distribution of aphelia, a n.easure of the direction 
from -~il ich comets have come, is nonuniform, there being 
numerous concentra'ions and several regions showing no 
comets (Ref. 2). There are definite group!: of long-period 
c~rnets having almost the st ;e orbital elements, except 
for the ii:.le of perihelion passage. The famous sun- 
gra;:ers, of which !keya-Seki j1965f) is the most recent of 
seven known merrlhers, iz such a group. These groups 
tend to cause a clustering in the distribution of aphelion 
points. 
The periodic comets are dcfilii~ely not randomly or- 
ganized. Gore than two-thirds of the known examples 
have inclinations less than 20 deg. Only seven out of thc 
total ui 94 are in retrograde orbits, as opposed to about 
half of the long-period comets. The aphelia of 67 oi the 
94 periodic comets lie between 4 and 8 A U  from the sun, 
with 52 of them br .Jeen 4 and 6 4IJ. These 67 comets 
aro usually referred to as Jupiter's comet family. Russcil 
(Ref. 3) and Siromgren (Ref. 4) 'lave shoxvn conclusively 
that the action of Jupiter has indeed greatlv changed 
their orbits, in effect captrlring them from long-per;od 
orbits. In f* -t, Jupiter has played a major role in thc 
determination of the orbits of most, if not all, the short- 
period comets. Even Halley's comet, with an aph c 1' 101 I
distance of 35.3 AU, can at present come no nearer than 
8 A U  to the orhit of Neptune, but can corrie within 1 A U  
of that of Jupiter (Ref. 5). The other major planets nave 
had measurable effects lipon varioiis comet!,, of course, 
but there is no good evidcxe *ha< any ol them have 
comet families (Hef. 5). In fact, a sttrdy of cometary nodal 
distances (the diztances from the sun tit which a comet 
cropses the ecliptic plane) indicates that Jupiter and pos- 
sibly the terrestrial planets Venus, earth, and hlars are 
the chiet cometary perturbers. 
The changes effected in the orbits of periodic conlets 
by Jupiter are not small. For example, from 1858 to 1964, 
Jupiter's interaction with P/Pons-Winnecke changed the 
comet's period froin 5.56 to 6.30 yr, its perihelion distance 
from 0.77 to 1.23 AU, its eccentricity from 0.755 to 0.639, 
and its i~~clination from 10.8 to 22.3 deg (Ref. 6). In 1886, 
P/Brooks 2 passed within two Jovian radii of Jupiter, and 
its period was changed from 31 to 7 yr in the one inter- 
action (Ref. 6). P/Oterma had a period of 18.0 yr in 1934. 
7.9 yr in 1950, and 19.2 yr in 196.5. 
Comets of the Jupiter family cannot be differentiated 
from minor planets (asteroids) on the basis of orbit alone. 
Roemer (Ref. 7) has vsmarked :hat "When 1 observed 
Comet Arend-Riganx on its last apparition I found that 
it was completely stellar or? all plates. The orbit is similar 
to that of a minor planet, but the object was designated 
as a comet because it on occasion ~howed some diffuse- 
ness. When Baade discovered Hidalgo he was undecided 
whether to call it a minor pbnet 01 a comet, but he de- 
cided on the former simply ber - more people were 
observing minor planets at the . . -. and it would be 
better taken care of!" 
b. Observed structure. 
Nucleus. A comet consists of a nucleus, a coma, and 
usually one or more tails. The nucleus and coma together 
are called t1.e head. The nucleus is the name given to 
the starlike pcint of light appearing at times within the 
coma. It requires a fairly large telescope and long focal 
icngth even to see the nucleus of most comets;and pho- 
tography is also difficult due to the lack of contrast 
against the coma. Roemer has possibly had the most ex- 
periencc of any modem astronomer in this area, and she 
states (Ref. 8) "It is our experience that the overwhelm- 
ing rnajori~:~ of comets haw essentially starlike nuclei 
that cax: be obscrved photogiaphically witk the 40 Inch, 
fl6.8 Ritchey-Chl-.i.ien reflf:ctor, but that these nuclei 
almost illvariably are fairlter than magnitude 13 or 14 
rcr. -dless of tE, total brightness of the comet." Roenler 
feels that ~t is likely the nucleus is a small solid body. 
Iiichter (Ref. 9) stated that "the term nucleus can be 
ucderstod to refer tc the ;, !cal center of the comet, 
and we can speak of the pfotometric nucleus." He notes 
thac not all comets show anything that could be called a 
nuc!eus, not even a central condensation, let alone a star- 
like nucleus, while some show a condensation resembling 
one or more planetary disks (Ref. 9). Most observational 
evidence seems to agree with Roemer's contention that 
such difficulties are due to inadequate apertures used by 
many observers. 
In cases where a starlike cometary nucleu- has existed 
of sufficient brightness to attempt slit spectroscopy. the 
result has been a Fraunhofer spectrum of reflected sun- 
light, with only a few weak gcseous ernission lines super- 
imposed (Ref. 9). These emission lines may well be from 
the surrounding coma. Photometrically, the nuc!eus seems 
to follow an inverse square law rather well. again what 
would be expected of a body shining by reflected radia- 
tion (Ref. 9). Assuming the nucleus is a compact body 
followhg Lamhert's law of reflection, a radius may be 
calculated for ally zsbumed albedo. Typical periodic 
comets show nuclear radii from 0.1 to 2 km, assuming an 
extremely high albedo of 0.70, and from 1 to 10 km, 
assuming an ~pposite extreme albedo of 0.02 (Ref. 10). If 
these values are typical of n~lclear adii, it is obvious why 
small telescopes see so little and why even large ones 
sti!l do ~ o t  resolve a disk. For nearly parabolic comets, 
radii are typically twke as great, while exceptional ob- 
jects in both categories may be 5 to 10 times larger 
(Ref. 10). Assuming a middle value for the albedo (0.25) 
and a mean density of 3 g/cm3, nuclear masses wotlld 
typically lie in the range of 10'' to loz0 g, with h few 
exceptional objects going as high as perhaps 3 X lo2* g. 
Whipple has reversed the problem and attempted to 
build a "new" Halley's comet from estimate-; of dust and 
gas loss by the c m e t  at eac? rihelion passage. He finds 
a minimum total mass of lu to 1019 g (Ref. 11). No 
cometary mass has ever been measured gravitationally, 
and two comets have been observed to pass within the 
Jovian satellite system without causing a measurable 
effect upon the satellites. This is consistent with the 
masses discussed above. 
If the comet is not a compact body, but rather a gravi- 
tationally assvciated cloud of dust, the masses are roughly 
the same while the dimensions are one to several orders- 
of-magnitude larger (Ref. 9). According to Lyttleton, the 
masses are again comparable to those discussed above, 
but there is no real nucieus 'Ref. 12). 
Coma. The head of a comet is quite !age and very 
tenuous. Just how large is difficuit to state, since the 
apparent size viiries with the aperture, focal ratio, and 
detector used for the observation, as weU as with the 
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distance of the ciimet fmm the siln. A typical diameter 
is lo5 km although many cases of 10'; km have been 
measured and 6 X 10' km is cleimed for 1943 I (Ref. 13). 
Star trails can usually be photographed through at least 
the outer parts of the coma. In some cases, the coma 
appears to shrink in size as the comet approaches the 
sun, while in others it may grow (Ref. 9). The coma is 
roughly spherical in shape, and the nucleus is more or 
less at its center. This would seem to indicate an isotropic 
streaming of material from the nucleus (assuming the 
nuclet s exists). 
The spectrum of the head (coma) of a comet near 
perihelion consists most prominently of emission bands 
of CN and C2. Other neutral molecules that have been 
identified are C,, OH, NH,, and CH (Ref. 14). Forbidden 
lines of atomic oxygen were &st identified by Swings 
and Greenstein in 1958. Atonlic sodium is often identified 
in comets that closely approach the sun, i.e., nearer than 
0.7 AU (Ref. 14). High-dispersion observations of the 
recent sun-grzzer Ikeya-Seki (1365f) canfirmed an earlier 
visual observation of atomic iron, and definitely added 
Ca I and Ca I1 while suggesting H, Sr 11, Fe 11, and Mg I 
in increasing order of doubt (Ref. 15). Several other 
workers obtained spectra of 1965f, and new information 
may soon be published. Ionized molecules are chaacter- 
istic of the tail, but CO+, n;, CO: , CH', and possibly OH' 
all may appear in the region of the head (Ref. 14). It is 
difEcult to distinguish the head from the initial part of 
the tail where it leaves the comet. The head usually also 
exhibits a weak continuum of reflected sunlight, indicating 
the existence of scattering or reflecting particles (Ref. 13). 
The continuum seems in soae cases to be slightly red- 
d e ~ e d  (Ref. 14). 
It is d a c u l t  to obtain any estimate of dust-particle 
mass or density in th'e coma. Some comet heads contain 
a great deal of dust, as shown by rather strong spectral 
continua; others contain virtually no dust. There is not 
even a direct correlation between dust in the coma and 
s9-called dust tails, since the dust particles must be just 
the right size for light-pressure acceleration to form a 
proper dust tail (Ref. 13). Vanysek has attempted an 
estimate of dust in the wma from the continuum strength, 
assuming properties for the dust grains, and finds the 
rn total inass varies from about 3 X 10' L for P/Encke to 
almost 10:' g for objects such as Arend-Roland (Ref. 16). 
The coma of ';end-Roland was some 3 X lo5 km in 
radius  (RLi. 17). This implies a mean density of 
g/cm3. Assuming the particles to be 1 ~m in diam- 
eter (Ref. 18) with a density af 3 gicm3, they would have 
a mass of about 1.5 > lo-" g/particlc, and there woi~ld 
be about 7 X lo-" particles/m" Assuming an inverse- 
square-density increase toward the nucleus, this would 
imply 70 particles/m3 at a distance of 1500 km from the 
center of the nucleus. The particle density would be 
considerably lower in a comet such as P/Encke, which is 
nearly as large but has much less dust. It must be recog- 
nized that these figures depend strongly on assumptions 
and could easily be in error by orders oI magnitude. 
The photometric behavior of the coma differs greatly 
from that of the nlicleus (which follows a routine inverse 
square brightness with distance from the sun). Values 
have been measured from inverse 11.4 power to direct 
1.77 power, although comets with inverse values greater 
than 2 are in the great majority (Ref. 9). Most of the 
visible light from the coma is the result of fluorescence 
excitation of gases by the sun, and the brightness of a 
comet must be, among other things, a filnction of the 
number of molecules of gas availab!e for excitation and 
the efficiency of the detailed mechanism. These processes 
are not well-understood. Some additional discussion is 
included elsewhere in this article. 
Tcil The most spectacular feature of a great comet is 
its huge tail. P/Halley showed a tail at least 3 X 10' krn 
long in 1910; that of Arcnd-Roland was 5 X 10' km in 
length; and the great comet of 1843 showed a tail 
32 X 10' km long (Ref. 9). These tails may be 1 0  krn in 
width (Ref. 9). Yet some faint comets never develop an 
appreciable tail, simply appearing as a small diffuse 
cloud. Other comets may develop more than one tail, and 
tails of the same-or different comets may differ greatly in 
appearance and behavior at di-fferent times. 
In 1903, Bredikhin developed, in considerable detail, 
the complete mechanical theory of cometary tails previ- 
ously begun by Bessel (Ref. 14). This theory assumed 
that, once particks received an initial velocity from the 
comet nucleus, they moved strictly in a field of attraction 
force dce to the sun and repulsive force of S C ! ~ T  radiation 
pressme. If the repulsive force was strongly dominant, 
they werr rapidly accelerated back from the nucleus, 
virtually in a straight line away from the sun. Such 
straight narrow tails were called Type I. If the repulsive 
force was weak, the tails were strongly cl~rved and called 
Type 11. A reiakd weak acceleration tail called Type I11 
was due to an outburst of particles with a small range of 
weak acceleration (as opposed to the usual continuous 
emissions of particles) which resulted in a nearly straight 
tail (Ref. 19). 
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A c~met's tail generally l~cs in the plane of its orbit. 
Unless the earth is reasonably far out of that plane, it 
may be difficult to observe just how the tail is behaving. 
Tail spectra characteristically show emission due to CO', 
N:, CO;, CH+, and OH+, and may show a continuum 
(Ref. 14). It is usual to place CN in the tail also (Ref. 9), 
but Wurm would deny this (Ref. 20). When the earth is 
far enough out of the plane of a comet's orbit, it i J  seen 
that the comet may have a pure ion tail that appears to 
be Bredikhin's Type I, a pure dust tail of Type 11 (or 111), 
or both (Ref. 14). In fact, it can appear to have several 
tails. Any tail appearing to contain both ions and dust 
more than a few million kilometers from the nucleus is 
just a projection effect of one tail on top of the other. The 
accelerations in the ion tails are far greater than those 
that can be given to dust particles, and the dust particles 
show no ability to generate gas (Ref. 13). Either they are 
completely degased before they leave the coma, or they 
. . neb ;: had any significant amount of gas in them (Ref. 13). 
Until recently, it was generally felt that the classical 
theory of Bredikhin was adequate for the dust tails 
(Ref. 21); however, Belton has suggested that some fea- 
I 
- tures of dust tails are unexplained by this theory and that 
the dust particles are probably charged and, with accom- 
panying electrons, form a plasma (Ref. 22). This turns the 
nature of the dust-tai! mechanism into a rather complex 
problem. Levin has even suggested that the evidence 
that Type I1 tails exhibit nothing but a continuum is not 
really valid, and that, in fact, the Type I1 tails are really 
primarily neutral gas tails plus some dust (Ref. 19). Levin 
still pictures the Type I11 tail as a pure dust structure, 
following Bredikhin's theory. 
c. Theoretical structure (cometa y models). Cornetary 
models generally fall into two classes: the particulate or 
"sandbank" models; and the compact models, the most 
notable of which is Whipple's icy conglomerate model. 
None is completely satisfactory, but they offer insight into 
the problems of unjerstanding comets and, above all, 
suggest what experiments may be crucial to ascertaining 
the true nature of comets. 
For almost a century, the most prevalent view was that 
a comet consisted of a large number of solid pa~ic!es of 
varying sizes, possessing some gravitational coherence 
and being in orbit about the sun-the sandbank model. 
111 1953, Lyttleton presented details of a cometary model 
- in which gravitational coherence cou!cf operate only at a 
great distance from the sun, while at planetary distances 
each part~cle would be in its own independent Keplerian 
orbit abort the sun (Ref. 12j. On thp basis of this model, 
most periodic comets would have negligible self-attraction 
as compared to the solar action. Lyttleton suggests that 
co1l;sions occur near perihelion between independent 
particles in the cornet, due to the orbital crossings on the 
perihelion side of the latus rectum of the mean orbit. 
These collisions would shatter particles, offering fresh 
surfaces for desorption, and would perhaps effect direct 
gas production through inten5:e local heating (Ref. 2.3). 
Even if this mechanism produces sufficient gas, which 
remains to be proved, the average comet begins to pro- 
duce gas at a k !iocentric distance of 2 5  to 3 AU, which 
in many cases is long before it crosses the latus rectum. 
The theory that condensed gases might be present in 
comets was Eormulated in the nineteenth century. How- 
ever, until some idea of the composition and quantity of 
gases and dust present in camets was obtained, and until 
certain other factors, such as the secular accelerarion, 
appeared to be well-established, there was no reason to 
be overly suspicious of the sandbank theories. In 1950, 
Whipplc (Ref. 24) proposed his icy ~vnglomerate model, 
a model in which the nucleris was lisualized "as a con- 
glomerate of ices, such as H,O, NH,, CH,, CO, or CO, 
(C,N,?), and other possible materials volatile at room 
tempe-ature. combined in a conglomerate with meteoric 
material." The description was expanded in later papers 
(Refs. 25-23), and many other researchers have since 
made contributions. 
It was soon pointed out by Delsemme and Swings 
(Ref. 29) that the sublimation rates in a vacuum were 
all wrong for such substances as CH,, NH,, and H,O o 
be subliming simultaneously. Yet that had appeared to 
be reqcired to obtain the spectroscopically observed 
daughter products. Delsemme and Swings suggested in- 
stead that the substances present were hydrates such as 
CH, 6H,O. Various authors have since confirmed that, 
if there are CH,, NH,%, CO,, etc., present in a comet, they 
must be present as such hydrates (in fact, probably as 
mixed hydrates) to satisfy thermodynamics (Ref. 30). 
(The vapor pressure of CH, in such a hydrate is Jecreased 
by .:03 to lo6: for example.) There are now no conflicts 
with s;zctroscopic abundanws of neutral moleciiles. 
An interesting observation is that old comets (comets 
tt-. have short periods and have been around the sun 
many times) show primarily gas spectra, whereas new 
comers show continua due to dust. This is just the oppo- 
site of what might be expected of a sandbank comet re- 
leasing absorbed gas. This adds structure to the icy 
conglomerate model, suggesting that meteoric material 
near the centers of old comets begins to aGhere, making 
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available dust rare, while fine unconsolidated dust pre- 
dominates near the surface of new comets or very small 
comets (Ref. 11). The possibility of cohering carbon dust 
at the center of comets also exists (Ref. 11). Mare elab- 
orate models are now being built using \\'hippie's original 
concept. 
A problem cammon to all theories is the source oi the 
tremendous amounts of gas given off by a comet at each 
perihelion passage. It cannot be assumed that some of :he 
particles are frozen gases, since they would b- destroyed 
during the first perihelion passage. Levin's work on 
adsorbed gases seemed to offer possibilities (Ref. 9). The 
process was feasible, and the energetics were right. How- 
ever, the mass of gas available comes nowhere near meet- 
ing that required for even one orbit, ~ n d  it is imposbible 
to replace it from the interplanetary medium for the next 
orbit, even if it were nifficient for the first (Ref. 11). 
A somewhat related problem fsced by any cometarv 
model is survival from a close periheiion passage. The 
sun-grazing comets pass withir; about 1 solar radius of 
the solar surface at perihelion. Becklin and Westphal 
(Ref. 31), assuming the emissiv~ties of iron, were able tz 
fit observations of the head of Ikeya-Seki at 1.85, 2.2, 3.4, 
and 1.3 pm with 9 mlor temperature curve that reached 
1000°K at 0.15 AU. At perihelion, the temperatuie must 
have been several times that value, far above the vapor- 
ization temperature of iron. Indeed, any particle of up to 
several-meters r;dius should certainly be vaporized dur- 
ing a passage within 4 radii of the sun (Ref. 12). Whipple 
has shown that only about 2% of the origical comet 
would be available for recondensation, the remainder 
having been dissipated due to its gaseous random thermal 
velocities, together with light pressure effects as particles 
begin to rocondense (Ref. 25). Yet Ikeya-Seki appeared 
virtually the same before and after perihelion passage. 
d. Origin and euolution. The status of knowledge of 
the origin of comets is roughly the same as that of knowl- 
edge of the origin of the sola1 system: there are many 
ideas, none very acceptable, or at least none very well- 
developed. Knowledge of the evolution of comets is 
slightly b e t t ~ r  because they evolve very rapidly, and 
thcre is observatior~al evidence of change. 
Theories of c~metary origin can be divided into tw.0 
major classt~s: those based cn interstellar origin, and those 
I lsed on origin \ .hip the gravitational boucds of the 
solar system. Ifhe idea of interstellar origin dates back to 
1.aplace. Ia the classic f o m  of his th.:ory, comets were 
condensations in intclrstellnr space. The original velocity 
distribution of the comets ~ n d  the prtxsence or lack of a 
resisting medir~m at the time of capture vary from tIrc1ory 
to theory. There i i  no question that. under some of the 
cond::ions postulated, comets could be captured by the 
sun. The chicf problem is azcounting for the "act that 
strongly hyperbolic comets, which sho~rld br the rule of 
such an origir,, dc, not appear to exist. Only special classes 
of distribution functions of cometary velociiies result in 
an e,lipse, rather than a hyperbola, as the preferred 
"capture" orbit. 
Some theories regard the capture process as bring over, 
a temporary event as the sun passed through an inter- 
stellar clcud. Otherq ass~.rrne thlt comets are a natural 
part of interstellar space, filling the size spectrrim be- 
tweeir interstell:!r d 1st and sri~all planets. A very recent 
theory cf this type is that of Sekanina (Hef. 32). 
Perhaps the most ingenious theory of in:erstellar origin 
is that ot Lyttleton (Hef. 12). He observes that the srin 
travels through an interstellar dust cloud from time to 
time. The individual dust particles must tl~erl Jescribe 
hyperbolic trajectories with respect to the sun that i~iter- 
sect along a line parallel to the relative velocity \ector 
ot the cloud and the sun. The particles arp, in effect, 
gravitationally focused. Kinetic er.ergy is lost through 
inelastic collisions, and material within about 100 to 1000 
Al'  may be captured by the sun, depending upon the 
relative speed of the cloud. 
Theorie? of origin  thin the solar syster-1 are also quite 
old, dating back to Lagrarige. Most of the nineteenth 
century theories assumed comets werz ejected by the 
major -plaEets. The modern champion of the ejection 
hypothesis is Vsekhstiatsky, who, in his more recent 
papers, has partially turned from the major planets to 
their satellites as sources ;Hef. 33). The major objection 
to the ejection hypothesis has come in moderr. times with 
a bettt;; understanding of the conditions on the major 
planets and their :.;itellites. Very ffw scielitists are willing 
to h~cept he idea that a mass of 10'" g (a large comet) 
could be ejected volcanically from bodies such as we 
think tLe maior planets and their satellites to be. 
The most prominent current theory is that of Oort, 
based in part on the work of van Woerkom. It states that 
there is a great reservoir of comets, the total number 
being perhaps lo", at a mean distance from 30,000 to 
100,000 AC' (Ref. 34). These are slid to be perturbed into 
the central part of the solar system by passing stars. As 
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evidence of this reservoir, a plot of the number of comets (1) The origin and evolution of the eerth, sun, and 
against the reciprocal semimajor axis shows a great pre- planets (moons, asteroids, and comets implied). 
ponderance at very large distances. Actually, the statistics (2) The origin and evolution of life. 
are so poor, with most of the "reservoir" lying completely 
bsyonci the data points, that the "aviden-e" is very weak. (3) The dynamic processo- that shape man's terrestrial 
The evidenct in no way denies the existence of the res- environment. 
ervoir, but neither does it confirm it. Oort's hypothesis in 
no way creates comets. It only moves the history one step In terms of these inajor probiems, the Board has further 
iurther back. suggested a number of specific questions to guide corn- 
etary research. Some of these are shown in Table 1. 
4. Scientific Objectives and Experiments Obviously, the mission under consideration in this 
The Space Science Roard of the National Academy of document cannot logically be addressed to the task of 
Sciences (Ref. 35) has developed a rationale for explora- answering all questions specified by the Board, so some 
tion of the solar system. It stated that the exploration of ordering is required. It would seem that the important 
the solar system is concerned with three central scientific questions can be divided into two groups. The first group 
problems of our time, defined as: is concerned with questions recarding the physical nature 
Table 1. Scientific questions for guidanceof cometary research 
Question Means for obtaining answer 
I 
I ( 1 )  Are cometary nuclbi single bodies of icy material? I A TV or bistatic radar experiment in a near-flyby probe seems best. (See phota-imaging I I I and mass spectrometer experiments in Table 2.) I 
(2) If so, what compounds do the ices comprise? i An IR, UV, or microwave experiment could give dired evidence about the composition of h e  "snowball" itself. A mass spectrometer would recognize "boil off" products. ( b e  dust detector experiment in Table 2.) I 1 (3) What part do irozen free radicals play? I Item (2) above I 
(4) What is the structure of cometary dust? A detailed answer would require a sophisticated approach involving sample return or 
complex on-board analysis ot ,ampler Some information could be obtained by obsen- 
ing abrasion and penetration rates of spacecraft componenh during pauoge through 
the comet. 
(5) DO stable isotope ratios in icy compounds or Just differ An answer would require a sophisticated approach involving sample return or complex on- 
from the usuol terrestrial and meteoritic voluesr board analysis of sampler Perhaps a good IR experiment could provide the answer. 
1 (6) What is the age of fte dud? I :em (5) above I 
(7) Can nuclear material be idmntified as primordial solar 
system condensates or 2s accumu1a:ed interstellar dust 
grains? 
(8) How long, on the average, have the present elliptical 
comets been in orbit? 
(10) How are tail gases ionized? 
Unknown. The answer can only come from an evolution of knowledge obout comets and the 
solar system. 
Information about the boil-off rate, or the rate at which comets are affected and the 
mechanism of this, may suggest I n  answer. (See dust detector experiment in Table 2.) 
(9)  What i s  the composition and size distribution of cometory 
dust) 
T e search coil magnetometer, the vector magnetometer, energetic electron detectors in 
the range uf i t  few to tens of kih:-electron-volh, the plasma detector, the mass spec- 
trometer, the UV spectrometer, and perhaps N experiments could each contribute to an 
understanding of this phenomenon. 
Information on the composition would probably require sample return or on-board analysis 
techniques. A penetration or Pegasus-type experiment would be useful for determining 
the size distribution. A simple dust detector [see item (4) above] would give much infor- 
mation on the mass velocity and energy distribution. I 
I '1 1) How are they accelsrated away from the run; i f  by the Item (1 0) above u la r  wind, what is the coupling mechan;sm? 1 (1 2) What causes comebwy bursh? I Item (1 0) above I 
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( (1 3) What ere the compositions of the coma and tail gases? 
I 
-
Using both grnund and spacecraft techdques, IR and UV spectoscopic studies would be 
useful. A moss spectrometet on a fly-through trajectory could provide m e  dired meas- 
uremenh. (See dust detector experimen: in Table 2.) 
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